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Abstract

This thesis examines mechanisms of
in vivo in

regulation of neuropeptide

gene

expression

neurosecretory hypothalamic neurones of the rat. In particular, the

some

influence of neural

pathways, acting via receptors and subsequent regulation of

genetic transcription factors was measured and second messenger pathways were

directly manipulated and the effects of their modulation
measured. The
to be

neurones

expression

were

of the supraoptic nucleus (SON) are known

directly (i.e. non-synaptically) osmosensitive. Fos, the protein product of the

immediate
its

magnocellular

on gene

early

gene

c-fos, has been used

as a

marker of neuronal activation and

expression is induced in these neurones by increasing systemic hyperosmolarity.

The effects of acute, direct

hyperosmotic stimulation, via

a

microdialysis probe,

Fos

expression in supraoptic nucleus magnocellular neurones

Fos

expression

was

was

on

investigated.

detected by immunohistochemistry (IHC). However direct

hyperosmotic stimulation failed to induce Fos expression in the magnocellular
neurones

in the SON but did induce Fos

in the ventral

glial lamina,

as

expression in glial cells within the SON and

detected with double IHC. A receptor-mediated

stimulus, cholecystokinin, applied directly to the SON did induce Fos expression in

magnocellular

neurones.

These results indicate that Fos induction

requires

synaptically-mediated activation and consequent specific changes in cellular
secondary messenger systems. Therefore Fos is not always induced when
neurones are

In rats,

otherwise defined

as

active.

chronic morphine administration into a lateral cerebral ventricle, over 5

days, results in the magnocellular oxytocin neurones developing dependence as
demonstrated

by the effects of administration of the opioid antagonist, naloxone,

which results in their withdrawal excitation.
are

highly activated and oxytocin

replenish oxytocin stores.

gene

Experiments

oxytocin gene expression occur as
withdrawal.

was

were

carried out to see whether Fos and

result of naloxone precipitated morphine

primary transcription product of the gene.

Oxytocin

induced by naloxone precipitated morphine withdrawal.

determined that upon
and

expression may therefore be induced to

High resolution in situ hybridisation (ISH) was used to detect oxytocin

heteronuclear RNA, the

expression

a

On withdrawal the oxytocin neurones

gene

Fos IHC

withdrawal Fos is induced in the SON and in the parvocellular

magnocellular paraventricular nuclei (pPVN, MPVN respectively) in both

conscious

and

anaesthetised

rats.

This

provided

a

model which

was

then

Abstract

manipulated to determine
relation to Fos gene
nucleus tractus

play

of the cellular mechanisms of dependence in

some

expression.

The noradrenergic pathway arising from the

solitarii, known to be stimulated

on

withdrawal, does not

major role in the withdrawal induction of Fos expression

a

antagonism of noradrenaline did not abolish the Fos

response on

as

seem

to

central

withdrawal.

L-

type Ca2+ channels appear to be involved in the generation of Fos expression

through synaptic pathways

as

i.e.v. administration of the antagonist, verapamil, but

not direct administration into the SON decreased Fos

expression.

Evidence

was

sought for the development of dependence at the level of the oxytocin cell body.
Naloxone administered

directly to the SON was able to precipitate withdrawal since

it resulted in the induction of Fos
seems

to involve

expression.

Furthermore withdrawal excitation

changes in tertiary messengers within the oxytocin neurone cell

body.
The role of the
for

protein kinase A and C pathways in the expression of the genes

corticotrophin releasing hormone (CRH) and preproenkephalin (PENK A), in the

pPVN was investigated. I.c.v. administration and unilateral microinjections onto the
PVN of

analogues of cAMP (PKA pathway activator) and diacylglycerol (PKC

pathway activator) were used to determine the role of these pathways on PENK A
and CRH mRNA

expression in vivo, detected by ISH. Stimulation of the PKA

pathway decreased the expression of both PENK A and CRH mRNA in the pPVN,
even

following their activation by

the PVN also resulted in

a

a

stressor.

decrease in their

Direct application of PKA activator to
expression.

Stimulation of the PKC

pathway on the other hand led to an increase in the expression of both PENK A and
CRH mRNA in the

pPVN.

expression of these genes.
increase the

Direct application of PKC activator also increased the

In contrast, PKA pathway stimulation was found to

expression of Fos in the pPVN, MPVN and SON whereas PKC

stimulation failed to induce Fos
nuclei.

Therefore Fos does not

CRH mRNA in the

expression in the
seem

neurones

of these hypothalamic

to be involved in the induction of PENK A

or

pPVN via the PKC pathway, whereas it may be involved in the

inhibition of their expression via the PKA

pathway.
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CHAPTER 1
GENERAL INTRODUCTION

1

General Introduction

The
the

hypothalamus contains two major nuclei, the supraoptic nucleus (SON) and

paraventricular nucleus (PVN) situated bilaterally. These two nuclei have major

roles in the

physiological

responses

to disruption of fluid homeostasis, in the

of parturition and in milk-ejection and in the neuroendocrine response to

progress

stress, and have been implicated in related behavioural responses.

Extensive

investigation of these nuclei has led to detailed knowledge of the function of these
neuronal groups

and the characterisation of the two cell types, magnocellular and

parvocellular neurones in the PVN, with only magnocellular neurones in the SON,
but there

has

not

expression in these
examine
these

been

extensive

an

neurones

I will describe the

neurones.

SON and PVN, and as we have a
functions

and

responses

selective

This

neuroendocrine

1.1

stimuli

early and late response gene expression in

morphological and functional anatomy of the

particular interest in oxytocin, I will discuss its
for

magnocellular oxytocin

neurones,

stress

of the PVN and finally intracellular mechanisms regulating gene

transcription.

demand for

gene

at the cellular level in vivo. The aim of this thesis is to

cellular mechanisms of

some

investigation of the regulation of

thesis

neurones

is about
and its

neuropeptide gene

expression

in these

regulation in vivo in states where functional

neuropeptide production is acutely greatly increased.

Morphology and functional anatomy of the SON and PVN

1.1.1

Supraoptic Nucleus

This
to the

1887.

these

large neuronal cell group, a compact nucleus, positioned immediately lateral

optic chiasm was first described

as

the supraoptic nucleus by Lenhossek in

In the rat, this nucleus contains about 4400 cells

(Leranth et al 1975) and

magnocellular neurones mainly contain the neuropeptides, oxytocin (OXT) or

vasopressin (AVP), with the numbers of each type of

neurone

at a ratio of 1:1

(Vandesande & Dierickx 1975) to 1:1.6 (Swaab et al 1975a) respectively.
distribution of OXT and AVP
are

concentrated

et al

within the SON is not random

as

OXT cells

anterodorsally and AVP neurones posteroventrally (Vandesande &

Dierickx 1975, Swaab et al
almost all of the

neurones

The

1975b).

magnocellular

The cell bodies

neurones

are

located in the SON and

project to the posterior pituitary (Sherlock

1975) from where OXT and AVP are secreted from the nerve terminals

(Bargmann & Scharrer 1951, Scharrer & Scharrer 1954).

SON magnocellular
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manufacture

neurones

circumstances

OXT

either

population of magnocellular
nucleus
lamina

are

vasopressin, except under exceptional

involving sustained strong stimulation when

(Kiyama & Emson 1990).

genes

or

2

stellate

a

few

both

express

The SON therefore consists of a homogeneous

neurones

and the only other cells present within the

astrocytes and radial glial cells that extend from the ventral glial

(Bonfanti et al 1993a).

1.1.2 Paraventricular Nucleus

First

1910)

descriptions of the paraventricular nucleus of the hypothalamus (Malone

were

those of

a

homogeneous population of magnocellular

neurones

(Malone

1916) but further study led to the now universal view that the PVN is composed of
both

magnocellular

anatomical,

and

parvocellular

connectional

and

immunoreactivity

distinctions within these two groups

Kuypers 1980).

neurones

of

neurones

(Gurdjian
studies

1927).

have

led

Further

further

to

(Armstrong et al 1980, Swanson &

The various neuronal groupings mentioned

are

based

on

the

terminology proposed by Swanson & Kuypers. The PVN can be divided into eight
distinct subdivisions: three

magnocellular: anterior, medial and posterior and five

parvocellular. The posterior magnocellular PVN (MPVN) is the largest
of which forms

a

distinct group

group,

part

at the lateral edge of the nucleus, and OXT cells are

predominantly found anteroventromedially and vasopressin neurones posterodorsolaterally (Sawchenko & Swanson 1982a) in almost equal numbers, ca. 1000 of each
(Swaab et al 1975a,b, Vandesande & Dierickx 1975).
MPVN

are

almost

exclusively composed of OXT

The anterior and medial

neurones,

400-600 in number

(Sawchenko & Swanson 1982a). Nearly all of the magnocellular
to the

neurones

posterior pituitary (Fisher et al 1979, Swanson & Kuypers 1980) but

have been shown to

project
a

few

project instead to the median eminence (Vandesande et al

1977) and the brain stem/spinal cord (Armstrong et al 1980, Swanson & Kuypers
1980).

The five parvocellular subdivisions of the PVN (pPVN) consist of the

periventricular, anterior, medial, dorsal, and lateral parts (Swanson & Kuypers

1980). The pPVN consists of about 7000 neurones (Sawchenko & Swanson 1981a)
and

some

of these

Sawchenko

parvocellular neurones contain OXT or vasopressin (Swanson &

1982a). The periventricular, medial and dorsal parvocellular neurones

have been found to have
Price 1980,

a

dense

Swanson et al 1980).

projection to the median eminence (Wiegand &
Parvocellular

neurones

from the dorsal, lateral

tphronauveclifs

ibhtoyupanodjelcrmsi

dStrcahhgcowermeionaguftlisp
1Fi.gur2e

PpVarvocNelut, PpaVrvoceNlut, PpVarvocNelut, PpmVagnocNelrut, PpVarvocNelut, PpmVagnocNelrut, PpVerivanNtcrult,

puvc btrhaoeoxnsifdlymg u(tDcoa)d. ltehoapvrfic.
anterio dorsal lateral medial medial posteri
ap:
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pv:
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Legend

the

In

Afrom

asparts

third

3v:

are

AHA: LHA: MPO: PVN:

Re:

zona

Zl:

fx:

The

Scale
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pPVN also project to the dorsal vagal complex (Swanson & Kuypers

1980), to the dorsolateral medulla (Swanson et al 1980) and to the spinal cord
(Swanson & Kuypers 1980).

projection of
the

axon

Interconnections also exist in the PVN by the

collaterals from the magno- and parvo-cellular PVN neurones to

adjacent pPVN and MPVN parts (Van den Pol 1982).

1.1.3 Chemical identity of maqnocellular neurones

As described above
contain both

following strong stimulation.

chemical messengers

OXT in

magnocellular neurones contain either OXT

or

AVP but may

They also produce and store other

which have been identified by immunohistochemical studies.

magnocellular

is colocalised with cholecystokinin (CCK), leu-

neurones

enkephalin, and corticotrophin releasing hormone (CRH) and small amounts of

dynorphin and galanin whereas vasopressin is colocalised with galanin, dynorphin,
met-enkephalin, and small amounts of CCK and thyrotrophin releasing hormone
(Meister et al 1990a). The relative amounts of these various compounds change
within these
et al

neurones

in response to osmotic stress and

hypophysectomy (Meister

1990a,b).

1.1.4 Chemical identity of parvocellular neurones
The
the

parvocellular neurones are

magnocellular neurones.

a more

heterogeneous population compared to

Some parvocellular neurones contain OXT

vasopressin (Sawchenko & Swanson 1982a).
been shown to contain somatostatin: in the

Parvocellular PVN

neurones

or

have

periventricular part, dopamine: in the

periventricular, medial and anterior parts, and in the medial PVN predominantly
met-enkephalin rather than leu-enkephalin, neurotensin, substance P, CCK and

corticotrophin releasing hormone (CRH) (for review

see

Swanson & Sawchenko

1983). Again the relative abundances of these peptides can change in response to
various stimuli e.g.
immunoreactive

in

response

to adrenalectomy the amount of vasopressin in CRH

pPVN neurones is increased (Sawchenko 1987, Suemaru et al

1990).
1.1.5 Afferent inputs to the SON and PVN

Many neurotransmitters have been located by immunohistochemistry in afferent
terminals in the SON and PVN and in conjunction with
many

of these afferent terminals has been determined.

tracing studies the source of

General Introduction
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Chemically defined inputs

One of the catecholamine

inputs involves dopamine and

converges on

magnocellular neurones in the PVN and SON (Buijs et al 1984).
administered

Dopamine,

by intracerebroventricular (i.c.v.) infusion enhances the milk ejection

reflex via facilitated OXT release
inhibit the

the

milk

(Moos & Richard 1982) and dopamine antagonists

ejection reflex induced by suckling (Moos & Richard 1979b).

Dopamine is also excitatory to vasopressin neurones and induces vasopressin
release

in

hydrated rats, but inhibits vasopressin release in response to a

hyperosmotic stimulus (Moos & Richard 1982).

The anatomical

of this

source

dopaminergic innervation is unclear but may arise from the ventral tegmental
or

other

area

parts of the hypothalamus (see review Renaud & Bourque 1991).

Immunohistochemical

studies

revealed

that the

acetylcholine innervation of

magnocellular neurones in the hypothalamus is relatively

sparse

(Sofroniew et al

1982). In vivo and in vitro electrophysiology studies of the effects of acetylcholine
on

SON

neurones

have

demonstrated

that

vasopressin

predominantly excitatory nicotinic receptors and OXT

neurones

excitatory nicotinic receptors or inhibitory muscarinic receptors.
source

of the

Renaud &

have

have either

The anatomical

acetylcholine innervation has not been clearly defined (for review

see

Bourque 1991).

There is

which

neurones

a

small

serotoninergic innervation of the magnocellular SON and PVN

projects from three distinct cell groups in the brainstem, the B7, B8, and B9

groups

(Sawchenko et al 1983).

predominantly

oxytocinergic

is

The anterior magnocellular PVN which is
preferentially

innervated

compared

to

the

vasopressin division in the posterodorsolateral MPVN (Sawchenko & Swanson
1982a, Swanson & Sawchenko 1983).
innervate OXT
in the

neurones

In the SON, serotonin-containing terminals

in the anterodorsal

part compared to almost no innervation

posteroventral vasopressin part (Sawchenko et al 1983).

neurones

in the

Serotoninergic

B7, B8, and B9 groups in the brainstem also innervate the

periventricular and anterior parvocellular part of the PVN and less densely the
dorsal and medial
is

parvocellular PVN (Sawchenko et al 1983). In the rat, serotonin

inhibitory to both OXT and vasopressin

neurones

(Barker et al 1971, Moss et al

1972).
Other neurotransmitters contained in brainstem

input pathways that innervate the

General Introduction
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hypothalamus include inhibin and enkephalin, which are both inhibitory (Sawchenko
et al

1990).

Noradrenaline (see below), galanin (Levin et al 1987), substance P

(Sawchenko et al 1985) and neuropeptide Y (Bittencourt et al 1991) have also been
found in the A1 cells that
Glutamate and

project to the hypothalamus.

aspartate, amino acids, are thought to be two of the main

excitatory neurotransmitters in the CNS (Fagg & Foster 1983). Glutamate has been
proposed to be one of the major excitatory neurotransmitters in the SON (Meeker et
al

1993) and application of excitatory amino acids onto the SON and PVN has been

shown to excite the

magnocellular neurones (Arnauld et al 1983, Bourque &

Renaud 1983, Gribkoff & Dudek 1988, Van den Pol et al
isolated

supraoptic

neurones

vasopressin

are

on

the

neurones

et al

the

presence

of receptors for

(Oliet & Bourque 1992).

OXT and

released into the plasma in response to direct application of

Glutamate is found within the

glutamate onto the PVN (Darlington et al 1989).
magnocellular

Recordings from

demonstrated that glutamate and NMDA had a direct

excitatory effect on their firing rate and so implicated the
these neurotransmitters

1990).

neurones

themselves

as

well as nerve terminals in the SON (Meeker

1989) and neurones from the lateral hypothalamus are proposed to be

one

of

glutamate pathways to the SON (Gribkoff & Dudek 1988).

y-aminobutyric acid (GABA), an inhibitory amino acid, has been demonstrated to
attenuate

vasopressin neurone firing rate in the SON (Arnauld et al 1983) and

inhibits the

spontaneous or stimulated release, in vitro, of vasopressin (Sladek &

Armstrong 1983, Hillhouse & Milton 1988) and OXT (Saridaki et al 1989).
neurones

themselves

contain

(Theodosis et al 1986b).
neurones

the rat

GABA

GABAergic

have been shown to

and

receive

synapses

that

SON

a

GABAergic innervation

are

adjacent to SON OXT

undergo morphological changes during lactation in

(Theodosis et al 1986b).

The lateral septum, amygdala and perinuclear

regions have been implicated as the source of the GABA inputs but as yet they
remain undefined

(for review

see

Bourque & Renaud 1991).

1.1.5.2 Noradrenergic inputs to the SON and PVN

There

are

dense

noradrenergic terminal fields within the PVN and SON where

vasopressin neurones predominate (Swanson et al 1981). Tracing studies revealed
that three

predominantly noradrenergic cell

ventrolateral

groups

in the brainstem, the A1, in the

medulla, the A2, in the caudal nucleus of the solitary tract (NTS) and

General Introduction

the

A6

group

8

in the locus coeruleus project to these hypothalamic nuclei

(Sawchenko & Swanson 1982b).

In particular the A1 afferent input densely

innervates the dorsal and medial parvocellular PVN, and
the

PVN

and

SON where vasopressin neurones predominate

Swanson 1982b).

group was

in

(Sawchenko &

found to innervate only the most medial

parvocellular PVN (Sawchenko & Swanson 1982b).

projection from the A2 cell
innervation of the

neurones

The A2 region was found to innervate the dorsal and medial

parvocellular PVN and the A6

group

of the NTS,

was

Latterly

found to provide

a

noradrenergic

a

relatively small

magnocellular PVN and SON (Cunningham & Sawchenko 1988).

Noradrenaline stimulates
& Renaud

magnocellular

vasopressin secretion through a-1 adrenoceptors (Raby

1989b). Noradrenergic innervation of OXT neurones is discussed below

(1.3.4.4).
Forebrain afferents to the PVN and SON

mainly arise from the brain

areas

thought to form part of an osmoreceptor complex, whose structures lie adjacent to
the

ventricular

system.

Anterograde and

retrograde

tracer studies

using

radioactively labelled amino acids demonstrated that the subfornical organ (SFO)
projects to the median preoptic area (MnPO), the organum vasculosum of the
lamina

terminalis

(OVLT) and the SON, and direct injection of horseradish

peroxidase into the SON labels the SFO (Miselis et al 1981).

True blue directly

injected into the PVN demonstrated that the magnocellular neurones receive a
neural

projection from the dorsomedial nucleus, the SFO, the MnPO and the bed

nucleus of the stria terminalis
and

MnPO

response

have

been

(Sawchenko & Swanson 1983a).

The SFO, OVLT

functionally implicated in the magnocellular neuronal

to increased systemic hyperosmolarity (Leng et al 1989, Giovanelli et al

1992, Hamamura et al 1992). The projection from the subfornical organ to the SON

(Jhamadas et al 1989) and the PVN (Lind et al 1985) has been found to be
immunoreactive for

angiotensin II (All) and is stimulatory (Jhamadas et al 1989).

1.1.6 Functions of maqnocellular neuronal OXT and vasopressin
The

physiological role of OXT in parturition and lactation is well established

(Wakerley & Lincoln 1973, Fuchs & Dawood 1980, Lumpkin et al 1983, McCann et
al

1984). The progress of parturition is dependent on OXT release from the neural

lobe

(Higuchi et al 1985, 1986).

Suckling induces the release of OXT from the

posterior pituitary into the plasma (Higuchi et al 1988, Meyer et al 1987) where it
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acts

on

smooth muscle to

milk let down
is released

promote contractions in the mammary gland to result in

(Wakerley & Lincoln 1973). In addition to this peripheral release, OXT

centrally within the SON and

and in response
been

9

some

limbic brain

to suckling (Landgraf et al 1992).

proposed to have

a

areas

during parturition

Centrally released OXT has

role in the stimulation of sexual and maternal behaviour

(Arletti & Bertolini 1985, Pedersen et al 1985). Suckling, and subsequent pulsatile
release of OXT

through the milk ejection reflex, involves the synchronous burst

firing of magnocellular OXT groups in both the SON and PVN (Wakerley & Lincoln
1973) and central administration of synthetic OXT enhances the frequency of milkejection and the amplitude and frequency of burst firing in the PVN, whereas
administration of

OXT

an

released OXT has

antagonist attenuates this effect and therefore centrally

positive feedback action

a

on

OXT neurones in the SON

(Freund-Mercier & Richard 1984, Moos & Richard 1989).
infusion of

OXT

an

During parturition the

antagonist within the SON delays pup birth and the onset of

suckling, whereas ventricular infusion of the antagonist did not affect the
parturition, therefore

a

SON

role in

neurones

has

a

of OXT also induces

progress

positive feedback action of locally released OXT

on

of

OXT

parturition (Neumann et al 1996). I.e.v. administration

morphological reorganisation within the SON (Theodosis et al

1986) which is similar to that

seen

during lactation (Theodosis & Poulain 1984a, b).

The role of OXT in parturition is

obviously confined to the female.

Comparable

amounts of OXT and AVP mRNA have been found in the SON and PVN of male

and

female

confirmed the

rats

(Swaab et al 1975a) but this quantitative assessment only

growing belief that OXT may have another physiological role outwith

female reproduction.

The neurohypophysis has

osmotic homeostasis.

Elevated

a

major role in the maintenance of

plasma osmolarity is

a strong

stimulus to both

vasopressin and OXT magnocellular neurones and results in vasopressin (Rechardt

1969) and OXT secretion (Jones & Pickering 1969) into the plasma from the neural
lobe.

Van Tol et

al, 1987, found that increased plasma osmolarity induced by salt

loading rats, i.e. replacing drinking water with 2% NaCI for 14d, resulted in a 70%

depletion

of

neural

concentrations in the

SON and PVN.
in

a

79

lobe

content,

increased

both

OXT

and

vasopressin

plasma and increased OXT and AVP mRNA expression in the

Hyperosmolarity induced by depriving rats of water for 7d resulted

mU/day depletion of OXT from the neural lobe (Young and van Dyke 1968).
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Hyperosmotic stimulation of AVP release
water

was

found to promote

an

re-absorption but not electrolyte re-absorption in the kidneys.

therefore decreases
this
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results

in

increase in

Vasopressin

plasma osmolarity by promoting the re-absorption of water, and

dilution

of

electrolyte concentrations in the extracellular

(Robertson 1974, Smith et al 1979).

space

Therefore it is clear that vasopressin has

a

major role in body fluid homeostasis. One of the most potent stimuli to vasopressin
release is that of decreased blood pressure

and volume following haemorrhage.

Ginsberg & Heller, 1953, first demonstrated that vasopressin

was

secreted into the

plasma as a result of a decrease in blood volume and they subsequently
demonstrated that OXT

was

not co-secreted with the

decrease in blood volume

(Ginsberg & Smith 1959). Beleslin et al (1967) confirmed

vasopressin following a

Ginsberg's findings that only vasopressin and not OXT was released in
a

decrease

transduced
and
al

in

blood volume

and

pressure.

response

to

The reduced blood pressure is

through afferents arising from the carotid sinuses; both chemoreceptors

baroreceptors are involved in regulating the release of vasopressin (Beleslin et

1967).
OXT has

excretion.

an

additional role

complementary to that of AVP, in promoting sodium

Fraser, in 1937, demonstrated that pituitary extracts, rich in OXT,

promoted increased urine output when administered subcutaneously in dehydrated
and

hydrated rats.

described

found

response to

by Fraser (1937, 1942), a natriuretic response to OXT

was

OXT as

subsequently

(Dicker & Heller 1946). Conrad et al (1986), demonstrated that OXT had a

direct effect
urine.

In addition to the chloriuretic and diuretic

on

renal

haemodynamics and promoted sodium ion excretion in the

A dose response

relationship

was

found in salt-loaded rats between the

amount of OXT secreted and the amount of sodium ions excreted into the urine

(Peters 1959), and this salt loading
and AVP in the

or

water deprivation caused a depletion of OXT

neurohypophysis to the

same

extent (Jones & Pickering 1969).

These chronic increases in

plasma osmolarity induced OXT release into the plasma

within 24h in the male rat

(Balment et al 1980).

Further study of the day to day

regulation of salt/water balance in the rat led Balment and co-workers (et al 1980,
1982) to

propose

that OXT has no major role at this time but is involved in chronic

disturbances of osmotic homeostasis.
OXT has also been

implicated in the regulation of sodium appetite in the rat.
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inhibited by increased activity of magnocellular

neurones

in the

supraoptic and paraventricular nuclei and is inversely related to the activity of

oxytocinergic magnocellular neurones (Strieker & Verbalis 1987).

Decreased salt

appetite decreases sodium intake and therefore helps to restore body fluid

osmolarity from conditions of high osmolarity. This role of OXT
during acute changes in tonicity of the extracellular

space

may

predominate

compared to the chronic

hyperosmolarity induced by dehydration.
1.1.7 Functions of the parvocellular PVN

Unlike

SON

the

vasopressin

or

OXT

and

magnocellular

in

their

neurones

topographically distinct subpopulations of
neuroendocrine mechanisms
contains

PVN

which

the

neurones

predominantly

parvocellular

PVN

contain
contains

that influence autonomic and

(Swanson & Sawchenko 1983).

The pPVN also

neurosecretory neurones (Makara et al 1981) some of which are

responsible for delivering CRH to the hypophysial portal blood system to initiate the
neuroendocrine stress response

cascade (Antoni 1986, Sawchenko & Swanson

1989).

CRH immunoreactivity (IR) is principally found in the dorsal aspect of the

medial

parvocellular subdivision of the PVN (Swanson et al 1983).

neurones

that

project to the median eminence

are

CRH-IR

concentrated in this region

(Kawano et al 1988), thus lesions of the PVN or projections to the median eminence
decrease the number of CRH-IR terminals in the median eminence

(Antoni et al

1983, Plotsky & Vale 1984). Stimulation of CRH release following stress results in
the release of adrenocorticotrophic hormone

(ACTH) from the anterior pituitary

which in turn then stimulates the release of corticosteroids from the adrenal

gland

(Antoni 1986). The pPVN also contains other modulators of anterior pituitary
hormones.
and its

Enkephalin,

an

endogenous opioid peptide, is found in the medial pPVN

production is induced in

Harbuz et al

unknown.

response

to stress (Lightman & Young 1987b,

1991a), but although it acts to inhibit neuronal activity its precise role is
The

paraventriculo-spinal

pathway

projects

from

the

pPVN

to

preganglionic cell groups of the parasympathetic and sympathetic divisions of the
autonomic
and

nervous

system and also projects to the sensory nucleus of the vagal

glossopharyngeal nerves: the NTS (Swanson & Sawchenko 1983b).

result the

As a

pPVN has been demonstrated to have a role in regulation of the

cardiovascular

system (Sawchenko & Swanson 1982b), in feeding behaviour
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(Sawchenko 1982) and thirst (Swanson & Mogenson 1981).
1.2

Physiological activation of OXT

1.2.1

Electrophvsioloqy of OXT

The

neurones

electrophysiology of magnocellular OXT neurosecretory neurones

identified

as

projecting

the

to

electrophysiological studies

were

neurohypophysis

1981).

(Leng

Initially,

performed in anaesthetised lactating rats in order

identify OXT neurones as opposed to vasopressin neurones.

milk

is

Stimulation of the neural stalk allows cells within the SON to be

distinctive.

to

neurones

Suckling induces

ejections. Each milk ejection is preceded by a 2-4 second (s) burst of action

potentials in neurones that display either a slow irregular or fast continuous (3-15
Hz) basal pattern of activity which is then followed by a period (10-30 s) of inactivity

(Wakerley & Lincoln 1973, Lincoln & Wakerley 1974, Summerlee & Lincoln 1981).
Paired simultaneous

recordings from the PVN and SON demonstrated that the

suckling-induced bursts of firing of these putative OXT neurones are synchronous
(Belin et al 1984, Belin & Moos 1986). OXT neurones also demonstrate these high

frequency bursts at parturition (Summerlee 1981). The advantage of synchronous
high frequency burst firing of the OXT neurones would appear to be that a bolus of
OXT is released

quickly into the plasma.

administration of 1 mU of OXT
infusion of the

1971).

same

synchronous

dose of OXT has

manner,

plasma (for review

no

effect

neurones

see

Wakerley

do not fire in a

fire phasically,

Bourque & Renaud 1990).
neurones

The amount of OXT released from the

neurone

milk let down (Lincoln

continuous

they release vasopressin to maintain an elevated level in

1.2.2 Stimulus release coupling in OXT

electrical

on

a

and following activation by increased systemic osmolarity or

decreased blood volume
the

induce milk let down whereas

can

In contrast vasopressin

It has been shown that bolus systemic

activity of the OXT

neurone

posterior pituitary is

a

function of the

cell body (Bicknell 1988). An increase in OXT

firing rate increases the amount of OXT released

per

pulse (Dreifuss et al

1971) and with an increase in the mean stimulation frequency, OXT release is
greater when the spikes are in bursts rather than evenly spaced (Bicknell 1988). As
a

result of these components

frequency facilitated

manner.

OXT is released from the posterior pituitary in a

13
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1.2.3 Peptide content
The neural lobe contains

stimulation of OXT
lactation

50%.

approximately 1000
such

neurones

in salt

of OXT and during prolonged

loading (Jones & Pickering 1969) and

(van Tol et al 1988) the neural lobe OXT content decreases by at least

As pregnancy progresses

and decreases

by 30%

In this thesis
neurones

as

ng

we

OXT in the neural lobe increases by about 30%

parturition (Fuchs & Saito 1971).

on

have not

investigated

gene

expression in magnocellular OXT

during pregnancy, parturition or lactation but have examined potential

changes in gene expression in magnocellular OXT neurones following other known
stimuli of these

such

neurones

as

hyperosmotic stimulation, direct stimulation and

following naloxone precipitated morphine withdrawal.
1.2.4 Hyperosmotic stimulation of maqnocellular OXT neurones
As described above OXT

systemic osmolarity
a

as

as

are

activated in response

to increases in

demonstrated by its secretion into the plasma, and OXT has

potential role in natriuresis.

such

neurones

Acute increases in systemic osmolarity in the rat,

following intraperitoneal (i.p.) injections of hypertonic saline, result in

vasopressin (Dunn et al 1973) and OXT (Brimble & Dyball 1977) release from the
neurohypophysis into the plasma.
vasopressin and OXT
that both

neurones

Electrophysiological recordings of SON

following the i.p. hypertonic saline demonstrated

types of neurones were stimulated and their firing rates increased as the

plasma osmotic pressure

rose

(Brimble & Dyball 1977, Brimble et al 1978).

Substitution of saline with mannitol demonstrated that this effect
sodium ions but due to the increase in
both OXT and
increase in
et al

vasopressin

neurones

not due to

osmolarity (Brimble et al 1978). Therefore
in the SON

are

excited in

response

to an

plasma osmolarity. Although the SON is densely vascularised (Preskorn

1980) the SON is within the blood brain barrier and therefore may not be

reacting directly to changes in plasma osmolarity.
the ventricular

Structures that

are

adjacent to

system and have capillaries with fenestrated endothelium, termed

circumventricular organs,
et al

was

also respond to changes in plasma osmolarity (McKinley

1978). Circumventricular organs, the SFO and the OVLT (Thrasher 1985) in

conjunction with the MnPO project neural afferents to the SON (as described above,
Miselis 1981,

McKinley et al 1992). Ablation of the OVLT reduces OXT (Leng et al

1989) and vasopressin (Gruber et al 1986) release in response to increased plasma

General Introduction
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osmolarity and attenuates but does not abolish excitation of SON magnocellular
(Chaudhry et al 1989, Leng et al 1989).

neurones

factor

is

involved

in

the

magnocellular

This suggested that another

response

to

increased

systemic

hyperosmolarity.
Magnocellular SON

neurones

have been shown to be directly osmosensitive

themselves, in vitro in hypothalamic explants (Mason 1980) and also in vivo (Leng
1980, Leng et al 1982).
release of

Increase in systemic osmolarity not only induces the

vasopressin and OXT from the posterior pituitary but also induces their

release within the SON

(Ludwig et al 1994a, Neumann et al 1995).

hyperosmotic stimulation of the SON in vivo also induces
of OXT and

a

Direct

Ca2+ dependent release

vasopressin within the SON (Landgraf & Ludwig 1991, Ludwig &

Landgraf 1992, Neumann et al 1994).
Therefore OXT SON

neurones are

electrically excited in

response

to increased

systemic and local osmolarity and subsequently release OXT and AVP into the

plasma and within the SON.

Systemic hyperosmolarity induces Fos protein

expression in the neuronal groups thought to be part of the osmoreceptor complex
and these include the

SFO, OVLT, MnPO, SON, pPVN and MPVN (Oldfield et al

1991, Giovanelli & Bloom 1992, Hamamura et al 1992).

The induction of Fos

protein expression is thought to reflect neuronal activation and potentially, activation
inhibition of other genes

or

Curran

1991).

(for reviews

see

Sheng & Greenberg 1990, Morgan &

We have therefore addressed the question of whether direct

hyperosmotic activation of magnocellular SON neurones results in the induction of
Fos

protein in the neurones.

1.3

Specific stimuli for magnocellular OXT neurones

1.3.1.1
Of

Cholecvstokinin (CCK)

particular interest is that CCK excites OXT

neurones

both by a peripheral

action, and directly. CCK does not cross the blood brain barrier easily (Verbalis et
al

Hamamura et al 1991), and the action of systemic CCK on the

1986a,

hypothalamic OXT
the

spinal

cord.

neurones

is thought to be through ascending pathways within

Although

CCK

binding

sites

have

been

found

in

the

neurohypophysis (Bondy et al 1989) the main action of systemic CCK on OXT
neurones

is

on

their

firing rate, albeit indirectly.
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1.3.1.2 Occurrence

Cholecystokinin (CCK),

endogenous peptide, was first described

an

like immunoreactive substance

mostly
a

as a

gastrin-

by Vanderhaeghen et al (1975), and is expressed

sulphated octapeptide CCK8S (26-33) (Larssen & Rehfeid 1979). It has

wide distribution and is found

the

as a

throughout the central nervous system

as

well

as

in

gut (Hokfelt et al 1988, Hokfelt et al 1991). It has been found to be colocalised

with both OXT

magnocellular
Meister et al

and

(Vanderhaeghen et al 1981) and to
neurones

a

lesser extent vasopressin in

located within the SON and the PVN (Hokfelt et al 1988,

1990). CCK8S has also been found to be colocalised with vasopressin

corticotrophin releasing factor in the parvocellular PVN (Mezey et al 1986). The

cholecystokinin gene sequence has been determined (Deschenes et al 1984). CCK
was

proposed to act as a neurotransmitter when its exogenous administration

directly into the CNS, in vivo,
1985, Moran et al 1986).

was

associated with modulation of behaviour (Crawley

CCK stimulates maternal behaviour in rats (Linden et al

1989) and has been shown to induce satiety, thereby reducing food intake (Gibbs et
al

1973), to inhibit gastric emptying (McCann et al 1989) and gut motility (Flanagan

et al

CCK may also have

1989).

an

since its central administration prevents

Co-localisation and

action

as an

endogenous opioid antagonist

opioid-induced analgesia (Faris et al 1983).

synthesis of CCK in central neurones is associated with

functionally identified receptors (Boden & Hill 1988a ,1988b, Jarvis et al 1992). In
vitro

autoradiographic studies demonstrate high affinity binding of 125I-CCK in the

SON which

can

be modulated

by increased osmolarity (Day et al 1989, Hinks et al

1993).
1.3.1.3 CCK receptors
Two types

of CCK receptor have been found and designated

receptors: CCKA, and central receptors: CCKB (Hill et al 1987).
classes

of receptors

subtypes have been subsequently cloned (Wank et al 1992).
receptor are found in rat brain. CCKB has

tractus solitarius

can

These two distinct

CCK agonists and antagonists (Innis &

Synder 1980, Moran et al 1986, Dietl & Palacios 1989).

CCKa which

peripheral

and their distribution were demonstrated by the varying

sensitivities of in vitro preparations to

than

as

be found in the

Both these receptor
Both types of CCK

a

wider distribution throughout the CNS

area

postrema and in the medial nucleus

(Moran et al 1986, Crawley 1991). The SON and PVN have been
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receptors (Gaudreau et al 1983) whose density can be

following salt loading and in Brattleboro rats (Day et al 1989).

administration of

selective

a

The

CCKA receptor antagonist but not a selective CCKB

antagonist abolishes activation of OXT

neurones

following systemic CCK (Leng et al

1991, Luckman et al 1993a).
1.3.1.4 CCK activation of OXT maqnocellular neurones
4.1. OXT secretion

Chemical agents

in taste aversion studies and systemically administered CCK in

rats stimulate OXT but not

1986b, McCann et al 1989).
increase in OXT secretion

CCK8S activates OXT
manner

al

via the vagus

1991).

Increasing doses of CCK induce
(Verbalis et al 1986a).

neurones

and not AVP

dose dependent

a

Following systemic injection,

neurones

in

a

dose

dependent

(Verbalis et al 1986a, 1991a, Hamamura et al 1991, Leng et

Lesions in the vicinity of the

(Carter & Lightman 1987b).
OXT secretion from the
et al

vasopressin secretion into the plasma (Verbalis et al

postrema decrease this response

area

Direct stimulation of the SON by CCK also induces

posterior pituitary

as

well as within the SON itself (Neumann

1994).

4.2. Effect of CCK

Magnocellular
excited

on

OXT

neurones

neurone

firing rate

of the rat supraoptic and paraventricular nuclei are

by an intravenous injection of CCK which is repeatable and transient, lasting

for about 10-15 min which increases the basal

firing rate by 2 spikes/s (Renaud et al

1987, Leng et al 1991). As a result OXT is secreted into the plasma with a latency
of about 5 min

(Verbalis et al 1986a, Blackburn & Leng 1990).

neurohypophysial OXT release from the isolated neural lobe, with
and thus it

was

proposed that CCK may have

(Bondy et al 1989).

a

CCK evokes
a

long latency,

direct action at the neurohypophysis

However the excitation of electrical activity in magnocellular

oxytocin neurones clearly shows that CCK is not acting only to release OXT by a
direct action at the

posterior pituitary (Renaud et al 1987).

transient increase in OXT and not AVP neuronal

CCK is

now

neurones.

associated

used to
In

The selective and

firing rate by systemic injection of

identify OXT neurones in electrophysiological studies of SON

addition

in

vitro

electrophysiology demonstrated that CCK and

fragmented peptides directly influence the excitability of both OXT and
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vasopressin magnocellular neurones (Jarvis et al 1992).
Pathways involved in CCK activation of OXT

4.3.

neurones

Vagotomy abolishes the effects of systemic CCK (Verbalis et al 1986a) and
therefore

systemic CCK is thought to act through vagal pathways.

Gastric

distension, like peripheral administration of CCK, is thought to be transduced

through the nucleus tractus solitarii (NTS: Raybould et al 1985) to selectively excite
OXT

in the SON

neurones

(Renaud et al 1987). Electrolytic lesions in the region of

the NTS also attenuate the behavioural response

to CCK (Crawley & Schwaber

1984). A number of afferent pathways to the hypothalamic magnocellular neurones
innervate both OXT and AVP

neurones

(as described above), but the most likely

pathway to mediate the actions of systemic CCK is

a

noradrenergic pathway.

Noradrenergic pathways have been shown to project from the brainstem to the

magnocellular

neurones

of the SON and PVN (Sawchenko & Swanson 1982b). The

most dense

input projecting to the SON arises from the noradrenergic A1 group and

this almost

exclusively innervates AVP neurones (Raby & Renaud 1989b). The A2

neuronal group
have

a

of the NTS and the A6

less extensive

the SON

group,

projection that innervates the magnocellular OXT

(Sawchenko & Swanson 1982b).

excites OXT

neurones

originating in the locus coeruleus,
neurones

in

Electrical stimulation of the A2 group

directly (Raby & Renaud 1989a).

4.4. The role of noradrenaline

The

noradrenergic component of the NTS which projects to the SON and PVN,

releases noradrenaline within these nuclei

following stimulation by

an

intravenous

injection (i.v.) of CCK8S (Kendrick et al 1991). Within the SON the greatest release
of

noradrenaline

Intracellular
noradrenaline
neurones

in

recordings

the

dorsal

from

SON

SON

where

neurones

in

neurones

vitro

no

adrenoceptors (Yamashita et al 1987).
effect

on

predominate.

demonstrated

that

action at the neural lobe

An a-2 agonist,

OXT firing rate in vitro (Randle et al 1984) and was

found to inhibit OXT release in response to

4.5.

OXT

depolarises and increases the electrical activity of magnocellular

via a-1

clonidine, had

is

CCK either by inhibiting firing

or

by

(Munro 1994).

Fos expression following systemic administration of CCK

Neuronal activation in the

hypothalamus following systemic CCK administration

18
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has also been studied

using the immediate early gene c-fos as a marker of neuronal

c-fos mRNA is induced within the SON and PVN

activation,

following systemic CCK

administration

(Hamamura et al 1991) and the resultant Fos protein expression was

found to be in

oxytocin

CRH

pPVN

neurones

neurones

in the magnocellular PVN and SON as well as in

(Verbalis et al 1991b).

Fos has also been used

as a

marker of activation in the

ascending noradrenergic

pathways following systemic CCK administration. I.p. injection of CCK induced Fos
protein expression in the NTS and
colocalised in

some

labelling of the

area

postrema in the brain stem and was

catecholaminergic neurones (Luckman 1992).

neurones

afferent to the SON in conjunction with Fos and

catecholamine immunoreactivities in the NTS demonstrated that
neurones

that

abolished the induced
area

noradrenergic

potentially projected to the SON were activated in response to

systemic CCK (Onaka et al 1995b). Pretreatment with

and

Retrograde

a

CCKA receptor antagonist

expression of Fos in the SON and PVN as well

as

in the NTS

postrema, whereas CCKB receptor antagonism attenuated the Fos

induction in the SON and PVN but did not affect its

expression in the NTS

or area

postrema following i.v. CCK (Luckman et al 1993b).
Ablation of the

noradrenergic input by chemical lesioning severely attenuates

OXT release in response to systemic

CCK and direct application of the neurotoxin

to the SON results in decrease in Fos

protein expression (Onaka et al 1995b).

Systemic administration of morphine inhibits the activation of oxytocin
CCK injection

neurones

by

(Pumford et al 1993b). Systemic morphine also inhibits CCK-induced

expression of Fos protein in magnocellular SON neurones and the CCK-induced
release of noradrenaline in the SON
CCK-induced Fos

(Onaka et al 1995a). Morphine failed to inhibit

protein expression in the brain stem and therefore systemic

morphine has been proposed to have a presynaptic action on noradrenergic
terminals within the SON

(Onaka et al 1995a).

1.3.1.5 CCK and CRH
CCK administration also induces the release of corticosterone and ACTH into rat

plasma (Sander & Porter 1988, Kamilaris et al 1989).
parvocellular PVN
of CCK

neurones express

Both OXT and CRH

Fos protein following systemic administration

(Verbalis et al 1991 b, Kamilaris et al 1992).
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systemic administration of CCK and direct application to the SON

result in electrical activation of OXT
secretion of OXT from the

application of CCK onto

magnocellular

neurones

and this results in

posterior pituitary and within the SON itself.

Direct

a

hypothalamic explant resulted in secretion of oxytocin

from the neural lobe which

suggests either a direct action on the OXT neurone cell

bodies

or

presynaptic action (Bondy et al 1989).

a

induced in the

magnocellular OXT

neurones as

Fos protein expression is

well as in afferent pathways

following systemic CCK. It is not known whether direct stimulation of OXT neurones
in the

SON, by direct application of CCK results in the induction of Fos protein in the

neurones.

We have therefore examined whether direct CCK stimulation of the SON

induces Fos

protein expression in the magnocellular neurones.

1.3.2.1. Chronic morphine action on oxytocin

Exogenous opioids such
the milk

as

morphine

neurones

can

inhibit the release of oxytocin during

ejection reflex (Haldar & Sawyer 1978), during parturition (Russell et al

1989a) and in hyponatremia (Evans & Olley 1988).

Endogenous opioids are

present in the brain (Hughes et al 1975) and inhibit electrical activity of neurones
(Baertschi et al 1981). Tolerance is defined as the capacity to endure the effects of
a

poison or other substance, which must be administered in increasing doses in

order to

reproduce their initial effect, especially when taken over a prolonged period.

With chronic
doses

of

morphine administration tolerance is evident by the need for increasing

morphine being required in order to produce an inhibitory effect.

Dependence is defined as the necessity for the continued presence of a drug in
order to maintain normal function and

drug, if its initial effect is inhibitory,
to

exposure

morphine

oxytocin

as

can

be demonstrated

on

withdrawal of the

hyperexcitation (Jaffe 1990). During chronic

neurones

in

rats

develop

tolerance

and

dependence, which is evident by withdrawal hyperexcitation and a large increase in
the secretion of OXT
1.3.2.2 Opioid action

(Bicknell et al 1988, Rayner et al 1988).
on

maqnocellular

neurones:

tolerance and dependence

Endogenous and exogenously applied opioids can act at magnocellular OXT and
AVP cell bodies to reduce/inhibit electrical
al 1983,

activity (Arnauld et al 1983, Wakerley et

Inenaga et al 1990, Pumford et al 1991, Bourque et al 1993) and at their

terminals in the neural lobe to attenuate release into the

Bicknell &

plasma (Iversen et al 1980,

Leng 1982, Zhao et al 1988a, Russell et al 1993).
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In

virgin rats there is

no

endogenous opioid tone

administration of naloxone, an

on

OXT

neurones as

systemic

opioid antagonist, does not affect their firing rate

(Bicknell et al 1988a, Shibuki et al 1988), but does result in OXT release and
therefore endogenous

opioids

act on the nerve terminals in the posterior

may

pituitary gland (Rayner et al 1988).

Parturition is interrupted by morphine and

U50,488H, selective agonists for p- and k- receptors respectively (Gosden et al
1985, Douglas et al 1993a), whilst naloxone increases OXT secretion (Douglas et al

1993b) and the speed of parturition (Leng et al 1988).

It would

appear

that

endogenous opioids restrain OXT secretion during parturition.
Intracerebroventricular

(i.e.v.) morphine infusions profoundly inhibit OXT release

(Russell et al 1989a, Pumford et al 1991) and prevent milk let down in lactating rats
in

spite of continued suckling from the pups. In lactating rats, chronic i.c.v. infusion

of

morphine initially inhibits milk let down but within two days this returns to normal

and after 5

days OXT secretion is normal thereby demonstrating tolerance to the

opioid (Rayner et al 1988).
demonstrated

Dependence of the magnocellular OXT system is

by the administration of naloxone to such rats chronically infused with

morphine which results in

an

immediate withdrawal excitation in firing rate (Bicknell

et al

1988) and

et al

1988) and centrally (Russell et al 1992c).

a

consequent massive secretion of OXT both peripherally (Bicknell

1.3.2.3 Opioid action at the posterior pituitary gland

Predominantly k-opioid receptors are found in the posterior pituitary with few preceptors and no 8-receptors (Bunn et al 1985, Herkenham et al 1986). As a result

K-agonists inhibit OXT secretion from the neural lobe whereas p- and 8- agonists
do not

(Bicknell et al 1988a, Sumner et al 1990).

Dynorphin is co-localised and co-released with vasopressin and OXT (Sherman
et al

1986).

Dynorphin is

a

selective K-agonist (Corbett et al 1982) which when

released binds to k-receptors

in the neural lobe (Falke et al 1989) to inhibit

stimulated release of OXT (Falke

1988).

(Kosterlitz 1985) is co-localised in OXT

Met-enkephalin,
nerve

p-receptor agonist

terminals in the neural lobe

(Gaymann & Martin 1987). OXT and met-enkephalin
lobe

a

are

depleted from the neural

during morphine withdrawal and although met-enkephalin is

a

p-receptor

agonist, extended forms of met-enkephalin are active at k-receptors in the neural

General Introduction
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(Leng et al 1994).
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Therefore the released met-enkephalin

may act on k-

receptors in the neural lobe to inhibit OXT release.

Initially the site of action of morphine, in vivo, was proposed to be at the neural
lobe

(Clarke et al 1979) and

an

in vitro study demonstrated that morphine inhibited

electrically stimulated OXT release from isolated rat neural lobes (Clarke & Patrick
1983).

However in vivo, electrical stimulation of the neural stalk at

a

frequency

similar to that

produced during suckling induces OXT release that is not inhibited in

the presence

of morphine (Russell et al 1993). In addition, the k-agonist, U50,488,

inhibits OXT secretion

by

an

action at the neural lobe and taken together this

implies that the sparse p-receptors in the neural lobe

are

not involved in the

regulation of OXT release in the neural lobe (Russell et al 1993).
action of

Therefore the

morphine to inhibit the release of oxytocin would appear to be

the inhibition of OXT

neurone

1.3.2.4 Opioid action

on

a

result of

firing rate (Wakerley et al 1983, Pumford et al 1991).

OXT maqnocellular

neurone

firing rate

k-agonists have variable effects on OXT neuronal firing rate. High doses of the

k-agonist U50,488H inhibit all OXT cells in the SON in morphine dependent and
morphine naive rats whereas low doses can increase their electrical activity
(Pumford et al 1993b).
OXT secretion activated via two different neuronal

pathways is inhibited by

morphine and these pathways use two different neurotransmitters. OXT released in
response to

increased plasma osmolarity is inhibited by low doses of morphine

(Evans et al 1989).

The hyperosmotic stimulus is transduced through the

osmoreceptor complex (Dyball & Leng 1990).

Electrical stimulation of the AV3V

region, part of the osmoreceptor complex results in OXT secretion, in vivo, and this
induced release is inhibited

by both

p-

and

k-

receptor agonists (Pumford et al

1993a, b). Systemic CCK, as described above, selectively stimulates OXT release
via

a

noradrenergic pathway. Systemic morphine inhibits this stimulated release of

OXT

(Pumford et al 1993b) possibly by an action on the oxytocin neurone cell body

although

a

presynaptic inhibition of noradrenaline release has also been shown

(Onaka et al 1995a).

Taken together the inhibition by morphine of OXT release

using two separate pathways mediated by different transmitters suggests that
morphine acts directly on the OXT neurone cell body.
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1.3.2.5

Opioid tolerance and dependence in OXT maqnocellular
and

consequences

In rats chronic i.e.v.
tolerance and

naloxone,

a

neurones: causes

morphine infusion for five days induces the development of

dependence in magnocellular OXT neurones.

Administration of

p-receptor antagonist, precipitates withdrawal excitation which is shown

by the immediate and large increase in OXT neurone firing rate and the subsequent
massive secretion of

oxytocin into the plasma (Bicknell et al 1988a, Rayner et al

As described above it would appear that morphine is acting centrally to

1988).

inhibit the OXT

neurones

which leads to the

and

dependence in these

5.1

Tolerance: Opioid Receptors

neurones.

Tolerance is believed to result from
and

a

subsequent development of tolerance

few theories have been

a

change in the properties of the p-receptors,

proposed to account for the actions of morphine in

inducing tolerance and subsequently dependence: these include the constitutive

activity of opioid receptors theory (Wang et al 1994) and
in

theory based

on

changes

G-proteins that couple p-receptors to cellular mechanisms (Terwilliger et al 1991).

For

p

a

example tolerance has been proposed to

opioid receptors.

This is controversial

density has been demonstrated to show

occur as a

as

no

result of downregulation of

measurement of p opioid receptor

change (Tao et al 1987), an increase

(Brady et al 1989) and also a decrease as tolerance develops (Bhargava & Gulati
1990, Sumner et al 1990). These theories have not been examined in this thesis.
5.2 Dependence
A tonic

excitatory input from the AV3V region to the SON and PVN was

postulated to be required for the full expression of the effects of withdrawal but
ablation of this

oxytocin
the

region does not inhibit morphine withdrawal, and the SON and PVN

neurones

still show strong withdrawal excitation, which may be a feature of

oxytocin neurones themselves

or

result from the activity of other afferent inputs

(Russell et al 1992b). In addition to the magnocellular OXT neurones the neurones
of the locus coeruleus

1978).

can

also

develop tolerance and dependence (Aghajanian

The noradrenergic pathway that innervates OXT

neurones

has also been

implicated in the withdrawal response following naloxone in morphine dependence.

Naloxone-precipitated withdrawal following chronic exposure to morphine results
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massive
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hypersecretion of oxytocin and therefore this would suggest that the
increase OXT gene transcription

result.

neurones

may

rate and

subsequent secretion of OXT implies that these

activated

as

result of

a

examined the

naloxone-precipitated withdrawal.

of

topics

highly

We have therefore

marker of activity in the magnocellular neurones to examine the

a

are

input pathway in withdrawal excitation.

therefore also discussed. In addition

naloxone-precipitated morphine withdrawal

neurones

neurones are

experiments described in this thesis the resultant Fos

role of Ca2+ ions and the noradrenaline
These

The increased firing

expression of Fos protein following naloxone-precipitated morphine

withdrawal. We have used in

expression as

as a

and therefore will discuss OXT gene

on

we

OXT

have examined the effect
gene

expression in SON

regulation.

1.3.2.6 Changes in oxytocin gene expression
Chronic stimulation
lactation
lobe

and

as a

of the

result

a

oxytocin system occurs during salt loading and

large quantity of oxytocin is secreted from the neural

(Jones & Pickering 1969, Van Tol et al 1987).

In these states OXT gene

expression is increased in the magnocellular OXT neurones as demonstrated by in
situ

hybridisation (ISH) for OXT mRNA (Van Tol et al 1987, 1988, Zingg & Lefebvre

1988). Here the stimulus for oxytocin secretion is maintained for a long period and
the neural lobe content of OXT is

1969, Van Tol et al 1987).
at the end of pregnancy

thereafter

gene

The neurohypophysial content of oxytocin is increased

in the rat by 30% and is depleted by the same amount

(Fuchs & Saito 1971).

expression during

depleted by at least 50% (Jones & Pickering

However there

pregnancy as some

are

conflicting reports

on

OXT

studies show an increase (Van Tol et al

1988, Zingg & Lefebvre 1988) and others no change (Brooks et al 1992) in

magnocellular neuronal OXT mRNA content.
However acute stimulation of the OXT gene

has been difficult to demonstrate.

Although in morphine-withdrawal excitation there is a large excitation of the OXT
there is

no

apparent change in OXT mRNA content as detected by ISH

(Sumner et al 1989).

Acute hyperosmotic stimulation does not induce OXT gene

neurones

expression in the magnocellular hypothalamic neurones (Meister et al 1990b).
may

It

be that the copious amount of oxytocin peptide and OXT mRNA within the

magnocellular system mask acute increases in secretory activity.

cytoplasmic pool of OXT mRNA

may

The large

also mask relatively small changes in the OXT
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mRNA content of the

gene
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magnocellular neurones and therefore

an

increase in OXT

transcription is not easily demonstrable using ISH to detect OXT mRNA. We

therefore have examined OXT gene

morphine withdrawal using

a

expression following naloxone-precipitated

probe to detect the primary transcript of the OXT gene.

1.3.2.7 Gene expression in hypothalamic

Hypothalamic neuronal OXT

gene

following morphine withdrawal

neurones

expression does not apparently change

following naloxone-precipitated morphine withdrawal (Lightman & Young 1987a,
Sumner et al

1989). In contrast, the expression of preproenkephalin (PENK A) and

CRH mRNA, in
conscious rats

parvocellular PVN

does increase following withdrawal in

(Lightman & Young 1987b, 1988, Harbuz et al 1991a).

Immediate

1.3.2.8

neurones,

early

gene

expression

following

naloxone-precipitated

withdrawal
The

subsequent depletion of OXT from the neural lobe following naloxone-

precipitated morphine withdrawal suggests that OXT gene expression may be
induced
al

as a

1989).

this

result

although there is no apparent change in OXT mRNA (Sumner et

PENK A and CRH, late

response genes, are

expressed in

response

to

opiate withdrawal (Lightman & Young 1987b, 1988, Harbuz et al 1991a). This

expression of late response genes and the highly activated state of OXT neurones

following morphine withdrawal suggests that early
may

response genes

such

as

c-fos

be activated following naloxone-precipitated morphine withdrawal. Fos protein

expression is induced in the ventral medial hypothalamus by an acute injection of
morphine (Chang & Harlan 1990a).

Acute injection of morphine

suppresses

Fos

protein expression in the spinal cord following noxious stimulation (Presley et al
1990a) and in the SON of parturient rats (Luckman & Antonijevic 1993a). Following
chronic

morphine administration locus coeruleus

tolerance and

neurones

develop morphine

dependence and they undergo withdrawal excitation following opioid

antagonism (Aghajanian 1978a). Following morphine withdrawal Fos protein and cjun expression

induced in locus coeruleus neurones and the amygdala

are

(Hayward et al 1990a). Morphine withdrawal also induces Fos protein expression in
brainstem

autonomic

ventrolateral medulla

1.4 Rat OXT gene

regions including the NTS and the caudal and rostral

(Stornetta et al 1993a).
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Structure

The OXT and

vasopressin

genes are

highly homologous within and between

species which reflects their common evolutionary origin from

a

single

gene,

for

vasotocin, by point mutations (for review see Acher 1993, Young 1992a). In 1983,
Land and

colleagues first sequenced the bovine preprooxytocin cDNA (Land et al

1983a) and the rat preprooxytocin

gene sequence was

Richter, (1984a).

Both OXT and vasopressin have

consisting of three

exons

and two introns. There is

a

then determined by Ivell &

precursor

encoding

sequences

marked homology between the

neurophysin regions of the two precursors (Ruppert et al 1984; Ivell & Richter
The rat OXT gene is quite small (only 850 base pairs) which is likely to

1984).
produce

a

mRNA of about 500 base pairs, excluding the poly A tail.

Exon A

comprises the 5' non-coding promoter region, a putative signal peptide, the

nonapeptide OXT hormone and the variable NH2-terminal of the neurophysin, see
Fig. 4.3.

Exon B encodes the central, conserved region of the neurophysin, and

Exon C contains the

neurophysin COOH terminus (Ivell & Richter 1984).

Although there is a remarkable homology between the OXT and AVP genes (Ivell
& Richter 1984,
the 5'

Schmale et al 1983), there are considerable differences between

The lack of homology between the OXT and the AVP

promoter regions.

promoter gene sequence supports independent control of their expression within

hypothalamic magnocellular neurones, but lack of identified consensus promoter
regions leaves their precise regulation unknown (Young 1992).
OXT genes are
orientated

located

in different

on

the

same

The rat AVP and

DNA fragment and are separated by 11 kb and

transcriptional directions (Mohr et al 1988).

Studies in

transgenic mice have demonstrated that cell specific transcription of OXT only
occurs

vivo
a

if the OXT gene is

linked to the vasopressin

gene

in

minilocus,

a

as

found in

(Young et al 1990). Young (1992) speculated that this homology may allow for

factor to be bound to Exon B and therefore allow

close genes
enhancers

to be transcribed.

occur

within the

This would

seem

only

one

of these two spatially

to indicate that OXT specific

vicinity of the vasopressin

gene

and may be the trans¬

acting element suggested by Young.

Following DNA transcription, OXT is synthesised by translation in the cytoplasm
as a

polyprotein inactive precursor, the preprohormone: preprooxytocin (Gainer et al

1977a).

The preprohormone undergoes further posttranslational processing and
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cleavage into the prohormone.
precursor

into its active form

from the

perikarya to the

Further processing and modification of the OXT

occurs

nerve
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in neurosecretory vesicles during transportation

terminals in the posterior pituitary (Gainer et al

1977a, b, Brownstein et al 1980, Land et al 1983).

OXT is released from the

posterior pituitary as a result of Ca2+ entry following depolarisation (Moos et al
1984). In situ hybridisation for OXT mRNA in the rat brain demonstrated that in the

hypothalamus the SON, PVN, nucleus circularis and the anterior commissural nuclei
contained

comparable levels of the OXT message (Burbach et al 1987). OXT and

AVP mRNA have also
axons

surprisingly been found to be present in the magnocellular

projecting to the posterior pituitary (Jirikowski et al 1990, Mohr et al 1991). In

general, mRNA is confined to the perikaryon, and is not found in
Weeks

axons

(Gordon-

1988) although selective transport of mRNA into dendrites has been

demonstrated

(Davis et al 1987, Steward & Banker 1992).

1.4.2 Physiological regulation of neuronal OXT gene expression
OXT gene
under four

expression in magnocellular neurones has been found to change

physiological conditions in the rat. Firstly, during neuronal development

in the rat, mature

of OXT

This is

OXT mRNA is apparent at embryonic day (E) 21 and the number

transcripts increases over the first 10 weeks of life (Van Tol et al 1990).

thought to be

electrical

as a

result of strong activation, possibly through increased

activity of the neural inputs of the SON and PVN.

have been

Secondly, changes

reported in various reproductive states: OXT mRNA expression is

highest at oestrus and lowest at metoestrus during the oestrous cycle and some
studies show that OXT mRNA increases towards the end of
increases evident in the

lactating rat (van Tol et al 1988). Although there have been

described consistent increases in OXT mRNA
&

Young 1987b, Zingg & Lefebvre 1988),

been demonstrated to
an

increase

as

gestation with further

occur

a

in the first three

lactation continues

expression during lactation (Lightman

decline in cytoplasmic OXT mRNA has
days postpartum in the rat, followed by

(Crowley et al 1993a). Thirdly, in

response

to

peripheral hormones e.g. steroids; thus OXT mRNA increases at puberty and
decreases

following ovariectomy (Miller et al 1989) and chronic administration of

oestrogen to ovariectomised rats significantly induces OXT gene expression (Chung
et al

1991).

Finally, in

response

to increased plasma osmolarity; for example salt

loading of rats given 2% saline to drink for 14d leads to increased OXT mRNA (Van
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Tol

et al

1987).

During hyponatraemia OXT mRNA content in magnocellular

is decreased

neurones
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although the mechanism of osmotic regulation is unknown

(Sherman et al 1988, Crowley & Amico 1993).

Physiologically, OXT

gene

transcription could be proposed to be modulated by

two distinct cellular mechanisms.

Firstly, lipophilic systemic signalling molecules

(such as steroids and the thyroid hormones) easily pass through the blood-brain
barrier and the cellular membrane, to combine with

steroid/thyroid hormone super family.

nuclear receptors of the

The hormone-receptor complex then binds

directly to the DNA, influencing the formation of the transcription binding complex
which

subsequently alters gene transcription in a positive or negative manner (Adan

& Burbach
act upon

1992). Secondly, neurotransmitters released from specific neural inputs

magnocellular and parvocellular OXT

neurones

(for review

see

Renaud

1987) to stimulate activity of protein kinase A and C and so influence second
messenger systems
which

can

change

and the phosphorylation state of other transcription factors

gene

transcription.

1.4.3 Regulatory elements of the OXT gene

Investigation of the regulatory elements of the OXT

promoter has been

gene

performed mainly in vitro using constructs in which the OXT promoter and 5'
flanking regions

were

fused into a reporter

lines where OXT is not

Zingg 1990).

gene

and transfected into various cell

endogenously expressed (Burbach et al 1990, Richard &

The cell lines used have specific endogenous nuclear hormone

receptors which have been proposed to play a role in endogenous OXT gene

expression.
Two

thyroid

response

elements (TREs) have been identified in the rat OXT

promoter (Adan et al 1992) and a-thyroid hormone receptor gene expression has
been demonstrated in the SON and PVN
hormone

(Bradley et al 1989). Furthermore, thyroid

(TH) increases hypothalamic OXT mRNA, pituitary OXT content and

plasma OXT levels (Adan et al 1992).

Thus thyroid hormone

physiological role in the regulation of hypothalamic OXT
hormone

gene

appears to

have

a

expression. Thyroid

(T3) stimulates the appearance of a reporter that has been fused onto the

rat and the human OXT

respectively.

promoter in transfected MCF-7 cell lines, 10-fold and 5-fold

In the heterologous cell line, MCF-7, containing both TH and

oestrogen receptors there

was no

cooperative interaction in the combined

response
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to TH and oestradiol

had

a

direct action

A known
identified

(Adan et al 1992) and

on

the TH response

so

it
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proposed that thyroid hormone

was

element of the OXT

gene.

regulatory site, the oestrogen response element (ERE) has been

in

the

OXT

rat

this

promoter,

GGTGACCTTGACC (Burbach et al 1990).

is

the

imperfect

palindrome

Oestrogen increases OXT promoter

expression via oestrogen receptors in MCF-7 cells but this induction of gene
expression
inducible

was

species-specific as the bovine OXT regulatory sequence was not

by oestrogen

as

it has

a

single point mutation (Adan et al 1991).

physiological role of this ERE is highly controversial
been found in the

as no oestrogen receptors

The

have

majority of magnocellular OXT neurones in the PVN and none in

the SON of both male and female rats

(Burbach et al 1990, Simerly et al 1990).

Nevertheless, OXT gene expression increases in these areas following chronic

oestrogen treatment in ovariectomised rats (Chung et al 1991) and during puberty
(Chibbar et al 1990).

It

may

be that areas remote to the hypothalamus express

oestrogen receptors which are affected and relay signals to the SON and PVN by

synaptic transmission.
rostral to the
increases in

This hypothesis is supported by deafferentation of inputs

optic chiasma in ovariectomised rats which blocks oestradiol-induced

plasma OXT (Yamaguchi et al 1991).

Although regulation sites for retinoic acid exist in the promoter (Richard & Zingg

1991) and occupation of the retinoic acid receptor can negatively regulate rat OXT
gene

expression in vitro (Lipkin et al 1992) there is as yet no obvious physiological

significance of this finding although studies so far have not yet addressed
role for retinoic acid

for

a

gene

expression by retinoic acid is the recent

types of retinoic acid receptors: retinoic acid receptor

retinoid X receptor a, y,

a, y

and

in the rat SON (Da Silva et al 1995).

Another member of the
ovalbumin

possible

regulation of OXT expression in development. Further support

physiological regulation of OXT

identification of four

a

steroid/thyroid hormone receptor superfamily, chicken

upstream promoter transcription factor (COUP-TF) (Wang et al 1989), an

orphan receptor, has been proposed to have a role in OXT gene regulation

(Wehrenberg et al 1992, 1994a, 1994b). Analysis of the bovine OXT promoter
region at around -160 bp (Wehrenberg et al 1994b) displays a high homology to that
of the COUP DNA

binding site (Tsai et al 1987).

In vitro analysis of OXT

gene

expression in bovine granulosa and corpus luteal cells, which actively express
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endogenous OXT, revealed that COUP-TF binds to the OXT promoter region to
increase OXT gene

receptor,

steroidogenic factor

Substitution of the

at this site

activation

1

(SF-1)

(Wehrenberg

et al 1994a,

1994b).

homologous rat OXT promoter sequence, around -160 bp, in the

bovine OXT promoter

response

expression (Wehrenberg et al 1992) as does the orphan

demonstrated that both COUP and SF-1 bind to the rat DNA

(Wehrenberg et al 1994b).

This site also contains the oestrogen

element in the rat promoter (Burbach et al 1990). As the transcriptional
resulting from the binding of SF-1 to the OXT

compared to that

seen

gene

is relatively small

during upregulation in the hypothalamus and in luteinising

granulosa cells, SF-1 has been proposed to act as a permissive factor necessary
for transcription of the OXT gene

(Wehrenberg 1994b). Coup-TF 1 and SF-1

compete for the same cis binding site but they are expressed in a reciprocal manner

(Walther et al 1991). On day 5 following ovulation, the increase in COUP-TF during
luteal differentiation
OXT

(Wehrenberg et al 1994b) correlates with the downregulation of

expression (Ivell et al 1985). Therefore COUP-TF-1

associated with

downregulation of the OXT

vitro studies in the transfected P19 EC cell

prevented the activation of OXT

gene

gene.

is proposed to be

This proposal is supported by in

line, when the presence of COUP-TF 1

expression by oestrogen, retinoic acid and

thyroid hormone by competition for the composite hormone response element
(Burbach et al 1994). In vivo, although the orphan receptor COUP-TF 1 was found
to be

expressed in rat SON through PCR amplification, further analysis of the

spatial location of the COUP-TF demonstrated that it was not in the magnocellular
SON
al

neurones

themselves but in the

surrounding hypothalamic tissue (Da Silva et

1995).

1.5 Late response genes:

CRH and PENK A

Stress modulation of PENK A and CRH

1.5.1

Rat

genes

in PVN

neurones

proenkephalin A (PENK A) and corticotrophin releasing hormone (CRH)

genes can
response

be rapidly induced in the parvocellular paraventricular nucleus (pPVN) in
to various stressors including salt loading (Lightman & Young 1987a,

Young & Lightman 1992) and following morphine withdrawal excitation (Lightman &
Young 1987b, Lightman & Young 1988). The cellular mechanisms of this activation
are

vivo

unclear. We aimed to

investigate the roles of the PKA and PKC pathways in in

regulation of PENK A and CRH gene expression.
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made

rats

administration of
excitation.

dependent

morphine
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(Rayner

et

al

1988)

the

systemic

naloxone, the p-receptor opioid antagonist precipitates withdrawal

This withdrawal in conscious rats is

induces the release of

adrenal corticosteroids
These responses are

thought to be 'stressful' and rapidly

ACTH, various fragments of the POMC precursor and

(Gabriel et al 1985, Hollt 1991, Zimmerman et al 1975).
thought to be

as a

result of secretion of CRH into the

hypothalamo-hypophysial portal system (Antoni 1986).
increases both PENK A and CRH mRNA in the PVN

The withdrawal also

(Lightman & Young 1987a,

Lightman & Young 1988). Similar changes have been found in other stress
paradigms (Harbuz & Lightman 1989) and
these

neurones

to stress.

This is

an

may

represent a common response of

appropriate response of the cells to increase

production to compensate for the release of peptides.
in

However,

urethane-anaesthetised rats there

is

no

further increase

circulating ACTH over the elevated basal level due to the anaesthetic,
increase in secretion of CRH into the

al

1990).

in

nor any

portal system (Russell et al 1988, Sheward et

Therefore the withdrawal fails to induce release of these peptides

(Sheward et al 1990), but still induces OXT release from the posterior pituitary
In conscious animals i.p. injection of hypertonic saline has

(Bicknell et al 1988).

also been shown to increase the

osmotic stimulus

as

well

expression of CRH and PENK A as it is both an

painful and therefore stressful (Lightman & Young

as

1987a,b, Lightman & Young 1988).

It was found that CRH and PENK A mRNA

significantly increased in the pPVN after naloxone-precipitated withdrawal even in
urethane-anaesthetised rats, as did acute
al

1991a). Identical

occur

in male and female rats

1.5.2.1
G.

responses

i.p. hyperosmotic stimulation (Harbuz et

of the CRH and PENK A gene have been shown to

(Lightman & Young 1989).

CRH physiology
Harris

laid

the

foundations

for

current

understanding of hypothalamic

regulation of secretion from the anterior pituitary (Harris 1948).

In 1955, in vitro

explant and co-culture experiments demonstrated that a hypothalamic releasing
factor could induce

adrenocorticotrophin hormone release from the anterior pituitary

(Saffran & Schally 1955, Guillemin & Rosenberg 1955).

The isolation of the

hypothalamic releasing factor, CRH, and subsequent characterisation of this
molecule and its structure did not

occur

until 1981 when Vale and

colleagues first
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described ovine CRH.
acid

The ovine
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hypothalamic CRH was shown to be a 41 amino

straight chain polypeptide (Vale et al 1981).

(Thompson et al 1987) and
acid sequence was

was

The rat CRH

was

isolated

found to be identical to human CRH whose amino

determined from its genomic DNA sequence (Shibahara et al

1983); ovine CRH differs by 7 amino acid residues.
Although CRH has
from the anterior
HPA axis

pituitary and therefore plays

a

major role in the regulation of the

during basal and stressful circumstances its more widespread distribution

outside the
pure

important role in the modulation of ACTH secretion

a very

pPVN and other actions indicate that its role is greater than that of a

corticotrophin

factor.

releasing

CRH

neuroendocrine

actions

at the

hypothalamus include the modulation of growth hormone secretion and suppression
of
as

reproductive hormones, while it induces fever and inhibits appetite. It has
a

neuromodulator in

stimulates
induce

the

a

role

sympathetic nervous system where it generally

sympathetic and inhibits parasympathetic

neurones.

anxiety and produce depression depending

administered. CRH therefore is

an

on

Behaviourally it

can

the amount of CRH

important integrator and modulator of endocrine,

neuroendocrine, autonomic and behavioural responses to stress (Vale & Greer

1985).

Stress

can

induce CRH mRNA expression in brain

areas

other than the

pPVN, eg the hippocampus and Barrington's micturition centre, whereas in the
olfactory bulb stress decreases CRH mRNA expression (Imaki et al 1991). The role
of CRH in these brain

is not

areas

yet established.

interactions between the immune and neuroendocrine

Interleukin I (produced
stimulate

CRH

an

integrator of

systems. Cytokines, e.g.

by monocytes and macrophages induced by pathogens),

production which in turn

glucocorticoids which

CRH is

suppress

releases ACTH and subsequently

immune functions. CRH is found in peripheral sites

including inflammation sites (Crofford et al 1992) and here the peptide may
stimulate

cytokine

production.

lnterleukin-1

modulates

hypothalamic

CRH

production.
1.5.2.2 Inputs to CRH neurones

The

diversity of stimuli that

The PVN has many
different stressors
four classes:

can

evoke CRH release reflects

a

diversity of inputs:

inputs that are involved in activation of CRH neurones by

(Sawchenko & Swanson 1983a, b). These can be grouped into

Firstly

a

mainly catecholaminergic pathway arising from the NTS which
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relays visceral sensory information (Cunningham & Sawchenko 1988, Cunningham
et al

Secondly the interconnected cell

1990).

AV3V,

OVLT etc (Gross

1987).

groups

in the lamina terminalis i.e.

Thirdly nearly all the cell

groups

in the

hypothalamus and preoptic area send projections into the hypophysiotropic zone of
the PVN

providing integration of the neuroendocrine, autonomic and behavioural

regulatory mechanisms under hypothalamic control (Sawchenko & Swanson
1983b). Finally a number of cell groups in the region of the telencephalon, parts of
the

septal, amygdaloid and hippocampal complexes, are thought to exert tonic

inhibitory influences on neuroendocrine function and more specifically are routes

through which corticosteroid feedback effects on the HPA may be exerted (Kovacs
& Makara
such

as

to the

1988). These projections

are very sparse

but do converge on structures

the bed nucleus of the stria terminalis which in turn

hypophysiotropic

zone

projects predominantly

of the PVN (Sawchenko & Swanson 1983a, b).

lesion of the lamina terminalis reversed the effect of salt

loading

expression in both the magno- and parvo-cellular PVN.

on

A

CRH mRNA

Here salt loading

predominantly induces CRH in the MPVN and this distribution reflects OT containing
cells
as

(Sawchenko et al 1993) whereas in the lesioned side the CRH is in the pPVN

found in intact rats. Therefore

OXT cells is

during salt loading the induction of CRH mRNA in

predominantly modulated by this input. This reduction in CRH mRNA

expression in the pPVN during salt-loading is paradoxical (Young 1986, Imaki et al
1992).
1.5.2.3 Physiological regulation of CRH gene expression
Small subsets of
rats

CRH

(Sawchenko et al 1984). Systemic challenges including salt loading, increase
in

the

neurones

al

magnocellular OXT neurones contain CRH in colchicine-treated

that

magnocellular neurones, therefore there is
are

able to

a

proportion of OXT

produce CRH (Young 1986, Dohanics et al 1990, Imaki et

1992). CRH is capable of being expressed in about a third of the 10,000 cells of

the PVN

There

(Swanson & Kuypers 1980).
are a

number of

disparate stress paradigms that modify indices of CRH

synthesis and release (Lightman & Young 1988, Harbuz & Lightman 1989, Imaki et
al

1991) This therefore suggests that the principle drive that initiates and maintains

output of the HPA axis under challenged conditions is provided by each stressor.
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Hypothalamic CRH expression is under negative feedback regulation (KellerWood & Dallmen

upregulated

in

Hypothalamic

1984). CRH peptide in the pPVN and in the median eminence is

neurones

CRH to stimulate

Regulatory

to

response

cortico-steroid

withdrawal

(Young

et al 1986).

that contain CRH also express AVP which interacts with

corticotrophin secretion (Rivier & Vale 1983).

influences

CRH

on

expression

in

the

distinct

visceromotor

compartments of the PVN are not exerted uniformly across cell type,

differentially and

on

the basis of connectivity and functional associations.

but

Unlike

parvocellular neurones neither magnocellular neurosecretory (Sawchenko et al
1984)

autonomically-related

nor

Simmons

neurones

(Sawchenko

Swanson

1987a,

&

1989) display marked alterations in CRH gene and peptide expression in

response to

adrenalectomy.

Knowledge of the

manner

in which second messengers and their ligands are

coupled to the activation of the CRH and PENK A genes is essential to understand
their in vivo

regulation in physiological and pathological states

1.5.2.4 Regulation of CRH gene
Protein kinase A and C

pathways and glucocorticoid receptors can mediate the

regulation of the CRH gene (for review see Majzoub et al 1993).

It has been

demonstrated that many

increase the

different ligands

can act on

CRH

neurones to

expression of the CRH gene including catecholamines, serotonin, acetylcholine,
interleukin-1 and IL-6 and that its
and

may

be inhibited by glucocorticoids

by GABA (Majzoub et al 1993). In vitro investigations of CRH

have been

mainly performed in primary

cell cultures and
4.1

expression

regulation

explant cultures, primary dispersed

by transfection into heterologous continuous cell lines.

Structure of CRH

gene

The rat CRH gene sequence was
CRH genes

organ

gene

of human and

intron. The second

exon

is 187-196 amino acids

determined by Jingami et al (1985a).

mouse are very

similar and consist of two

encodes for the entire

exons

The

and one

preproCRH precursor peptide which

long and terminates in the 41 amino acid CRH peptide.

Transcription of the CRH gene is initiated at one major site (Robinson et al 1989,
Adler et al

1990).
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4.2 Regulatory elements
The rat gene sequence
cAMP response

(Jingami et al 1985a)

was

found to contain

a consensus

element (CRE) located 200 bp upstream of the major start site

(Seasholtz et al 1988) and also multiple AP-1-like sites (Thompson et al 1987). An
AP-2

et al

site, located at -150 b.p. has also been determined in the CRH gene (Majzoub

1993).

4.3 Regulation of CRH

gene

expression in vitro

Phorbol esters which activate the PKC
the

pathway have been shown to upregulate

expression of the CRH gene in various cell lines (Widmaier et al 1988, Emanuel

et al

1990).

produces

an

However activation of the PKC pathway in continuous cell lines
inconsistent effect on CRH gene expression with no apparent effect in

AtT-20 cells, whereas in the NPLC cell line PKC activation induces CRH gene

expression (Majzoub et al 1993).
shown to induce CRH gene
also in AtT-20 cells

CRH

Activation of the PKA pathway has also been

transcription in PC 12 cells (Seasholtz et al 1988) and

(Dorin et al 1989, 1993). Whereas in the F9 continuous cell line

transcription was not induced following activation of the PKA pathway.

Therefore CRH gene

transcription is induced in vitro via activation of both the PKA

and PKC

However this induction appears to be dependent on the cell

pathways.

lines used.

Proenkephalin A (PENK A)

1.5.3.
1.5.3.1
The

PENK A

neurones

opioid precursor proenkephalin A provides an excellent model for control of

gene

expression

gene

expression, and in turn the enkephalins function

as

synaptic signals have been shown to both suppress and induce
as

signalling molecules that

regulate other neural pathways. The PENK A gene encodes for met- and leuenkephalin (Howells et al 1984).
indicates that the

The distribution of PENK A in the rat brain

enkephalins have diverse actions in the CNS (Harlan et al 1987).

1.5.3.2 Function of PENK A
The role of the

endogenous opioids within the brain is not fully understood.

general they act through endogenous

p-,

8-,

k-

In

opioid receptors to inhibit neurones.

Leu-enkephalin has been proposed to have a role in behavioural plasticity (for
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Martinez et al
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1990) and endogenous opioids

are

involved in neural

plasticity in the hippocampus in long term potentiation (Martinez et al 1990).

Proenkephalin and derived opioid peptides have been implicated in various neural
neuroendocrine mechanisms such

or

and
a

as

in the response to stress,

osmoregulation

reproductive functions (Bicknell 1985, Lightman & Young 1987b) e.g. acting as

brake

on

OXT secretion at the end of pregnancy

(Douglas et al 1995) and also in

development (Laurent-Huck et al 1991), for example in cell differentiation (DiScalaGuenot et al

1990).

1.5.3.3 Regulation of PENK A gene expression
3.1

Glucocorticoids
Acute

glucocorticoid administration in adrenalectomised rats can induce PENK A

mRNA levels in
has

a

some

glucocorticoid

rat forebrain

response

areas

(Ahima et al 1992).

The PENK A

gene

element (La Gamma & Adler 1987, Chao & McEwan

1990), however glucocorticoids are not required for the basal expression of PENK A
in the

hypothalamus (Chao & McEwan 1990).

Basal expression of PENK A is

thought to be stimulated by neurotransmitters/modulators acting via activation of
voltage dependent channels
& Sabol
or

may

or

via cyclic nucleotides (Chao & McEwan 1990, Joshi

1991). Glucocorticoids

may

be acting to increase transcription of PENK A

be increasing the stability of the transcripts and it is likely that they only

affect PENK A levels
PENK A expression

during stress. Colchicine is a stressful stimulus that increases
(Ceccatelli et al 1991).

Limbic seizures also induce PENK A

expression in the hippocampus (Morris et al 1988).
3.2 Regulatory elements of the PENK A gene
The

endogenous enkephalin promoter contains two enhancer like regions:

ENKCRE-1 and ENKCRE-2 which have been shown to
ester inducible

AP-2 element

regulate cAMP and phorbol

transcription in conjunction with another enhancer downstream, the

(Comb et al 1986, 1988, Hyman et al 1989, Sonnenberg et al 1989a).

The ENKCRE-1 element is

required for maximal cAMP and phorbol ester

and the ENKCRE-2 contains

a

CRE and is

responses

absolutely required for basal and

regulated transcription of the enkephalin gene. In vitro, the transcription factors AP1, AP-4, ENKTF-1 have been shown to bind to ENKCRE-2 and this element may be
the

likely binding site of CREB (Comb et al 1988, Hyman et al 1989).

Point
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ENKCRE-2 eliminate inducible enhancer

activity

(Comb et al 1988) whereas point mutations in the AP-2 site reduce cAMP and
phorbol ester induction of PENK A expression (Hyman et al 1989).

Comb et al

(1991) suggested that these three inducible elements of the human proenkephalin
gene act

co-operatively

presence

of cAMP

or

in a synergistic fashion to induce transcription in the

phorbol esters.

or

3.3 Regulation of PENK A gene expression in vitro

Regulation of proenkephalin mRNA

expression has been studied in

gene

a

variety of experimental models including primary cultures of bovine chromaffin cells
(Eiden et al 1984, Quach et al 1984, Kley et al 1987a), tissue culture cells
(Yoshikawa & Sabol 1986, Schwartz 1988), rat adrenal glands (La Gamma et al
1985) as well as in various brain regions (Shivers et al 1986).
bovine chromaffin cells, which

endogenously

express

Primary cultures of

PENK A mRNA, have been

extensively used to investigate the effects of synaptic activity and second
messengers on

proenkephalin

the addition of cAMP

gene

expression. Activation of the PKA pathway by

analogues and forskolin increase PENK A levels in these cells

(Eiden et al 1984, Quach et al 1984). Membrane depolarisation or Ca2+ entry by the
addition of nicotine
Activation of the
cells

induces

1.6

on

(Kley et al 1987a).

protein kinase C pathway, by phorbol esters, in these chromaffin

increased

expression of PENK A (Kley 1988).
a

specific 50 b.p.

sequence to

These second

induce PENK A

The effect of TPA and Ca2+ is

transcription (Comb et al 1986, 1988).

dependent
et al

veratridine also increases PENK A levels

pathways act through

messenger
gene

or

prior activation of the PKA. pathway (Comb et al 1986, 1987, Nguyen

1990).
Regulators of cellular function

1.6.1

Signal transduction: Extracellular to intracellular

Signals from the extracellular environment such as neurotransmitters and other
neuromodulators such

signals

are

as

cations influence the

neurones.

Synaptic

transduced via the opening of voltage-gated channels, receptor

occupation and via diffusible signal molecules.
molecules such

released

activity of

from

as

G-proteins

intracellular

are

As

a

result cellular signaling

activated by phosphorylation and Ca2+ ions are

stores.

These

in

turn

modulate

cellular

second

p-AdrR

pathwys
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messenger

pathways such

messenger

pathway summary see Fig. 1.6).

activated and

with other cellular ions to

transduction
gene

the protein kinase A and C pathways (for second
These protein kinases

phosphorylate transcription factors which

so can

have been termed

as

39

regulate

gene

expression.

tertiary messengers.

are

then

in concert

can act

These transcription factors

Knowledge of the intracellular signal

pathways is essential for understanding the mechanisms that

can

alter

transcription in all cells. The role of Ca2+ ions in intracellular signaling and in

morphine withdrawal, and the two main intracellular pathways involved in regulation
of gene

transcription

are

in

messengers involved
discussed
activated

as we

therefore discussed.
gene

have used the

neurones

In addition

regulation, c-fos,

an

one

of the tertiary

immediate early

expression of its protein product Fos

as a

gene,

is

marker of

extensively in this thesis.

1.6.2 Ca2+ and Ca2+ channels
1.6.2.1

Calcium

Calcium ions have many

actions within cells which include,

as a

cofactor in

activation of

protein kinases and phosphatases, the induction of gene transcription

factors e.g.

c-fos

(Morgan & Curran 1991), modulation of ion channel function

(Blatz & Magelby 1987), as well as a role in hyperpolarisation of the cellular
membrane

following action potentials via the activation of

conductance
function

(Bourque et al 1985).

Calcium ions have

a

a

Ca2+-dependent K+

pivotal role in synaptic

by mediating exocytotic neurotransmitter release thereby fundamentally

regulating the synaptic processing of information (Perney et al 1986). Intracellular
calcium

acts

biochemical

as

a

events

mechanisms

second

messenger

(McBurney & Neering

increase

intracellular

extracellular environment

is

calcium.

1987,

Scott et al 1991).

Two

Firstly, calcium entry from the

through voltage gated calcium channels, ligand gated ion

channels and via second messenger
membrane

and transduces electrical activity into

operated channels; the outcome is that the cell

depolarised and calcium dependent

processes

are

activated.

Secondly, calcium release from the intracellular stores, the endoplasmic reticulum
and the mitochondria, which can be activated
calcium

or

directly by increases in intracellular

indirectly via ligand receptor binding and the associated post receptor

effector mechanisms

i.e.

intracellular messengers

G

proteins, inositol triphosphate (IP3), giving rise to

and further tertiary protein inductions. The low intracellular
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by Ca2+ binding buffering proteins, such as

calmodulin, uptake into the internal stores and extrusion back into the extracellular
environment

by cation exchange and active transport pumps (Nahorski 1988).

1.6.2.2 Calcium channels

Four

types of calcium channel have been identified from their biochemical

properties (Tsien et al 1991) and
which reflects the

more

than one type can be found on the same cell

multiple functions of calcium within

calcium channels have been defined

a

cell.

Voltage activated

by their pattern of channel activation: low

voltage activated, also termed T (transient) and high voltage activated channels of
which there

three main subclasses;

are

L-(long lasting), N-(neuronal), and P-

(Purkinje) cell (Catterall and Striessnig 1992).

L-type Ca2+ channels have been

implicated in morphine withdrawal excitation of OXT magnocellular neurones
(Munro et al 1993), therefore L-type Ca2+ channels are discussed below.
1.6.2.3 Characteristics of L-type channels
Unlike N and P

type calcium channels, L-type Ca2+ channels are not strongly

inactivated at membrane

potentials

more

positive than -40mV and have the largest

single channel conductance amongst the voltage activated Ca2+ channels (Catterall
&

Striessnig

inactivation,

L-type Ca2+ channels also have two mechanisms

1992).
a

slow-voltage dependent component and

prominent Ca2+

L-type Ca2+ channel antagonists act at multiple receptor

dependent component.

sites to modulate the functional

properties of the channel. Three classes of drugs

L-type Ca2+ channel: the phenylalkylamines, benzothiazepines

can

modulate the

and

dihydropyridines.

Each type of drug has

Inhibition of Ca2+ channels

by verapamil,

a

a

different mechanism of action.

phenylalkylamine,

repetitive stimulation of depolarising voltage pulses that
channels

a more

of

(for review

see

are

can

be enhanced by

known to activate the

Hondeghem & Katzung 1984) which suggests that these

drugs gain access to their receptor sites more rapidly when they are open.

It is

thought that this class of drug actually binds to a site within the receptor pore on the
intracellular side of the channel

thereby occluding the channel (Tsien et al 1991).

Dihydropyridines inhibit the channel stereospecifically, to either antagonise or
agonise the channel (Triggle & Janis 1987).
transmembrane

The L-type Ca2+ channel is a

protein channel of class IV which

was

purified from vertebrate

skeletal muscle transverse tubules and found to have five subunits al,

a2, p,y and 8
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(for review

see

Catterall 1991). The al subunit forms the central functional core of

the channel, and is

al

highly conserved between channels of different tissues (Tsien et

1991) and this contains the phenylalkylamine and dihydropyridine binding site

(Tanabe et al 1987). It is present in five forms in the mammalian brain each of which
has been

proposed to be responsible for the different biophysical properties of the

different Ca2+ channels

(Zhang et al 1993).

Verapamil

was

used in the present

study to test whether Ca2+ entry through L-type channels was critically involved in
the excitation of Fos

expression in oxytocin neurones during morphine withdrawal.

1.6.2.4 Role of Ca2+ ions in intracellular events
It is well known that Ca2+ ion

entry into the nerve terminal results in secretion of

neurotransmitters and hormones e.g.

plays

an

Gilman
Llinas

OXT (Bicknell et al 1985). Ca2+ ion entry also

important role in the activation of PKC (Huang 1989) and PKA (Tang &

1992) after receptor binding and/or opening of ion channels (Bertolino &

1992). In addition Ca2+ ions

result of activation of the PKC

are

released from internal calcium stores as a

Ca2+ ions

pathway.

can

then act as cofactors

required for the activation of some proteins and have cellular roles that include
differentiation, cell growth and of course neural signalling (Berridge 1993).
1.6.3 Second messenger pathways

1.6.3.1

Cellular signal transduction pathways

The molecular mechanisms
result of

regulating neuronal specific gene expression

as a

adaptation to activation of specific input pathways to produce selective

synthesis of neuroactive substances have not yet been resolved. However it is well
established that

protein phosphorylation is

therefore unsurprisingly

an

important event in signal transduction,

cells contain large numbers of different protein kinases

(Cohen 1992). The cellular transduction mechanisms between the external signals
at

receptors and through ion channels and consequent gene regulation are through

two main intracellular second messenger

pathways: the protein kinase A (PKA) and

protein kinase C (PKC) pathways.
1.6.3.2 Protein kinase A pathway
The

largest group of receptors are the seven transmembrane domain G-protein

(GTP-binding proteins)-coupled receptors (for review

see

Dohlman et al 1991).

Ligand binding to these receptors activates the receptors and the signal is
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transduced

through the receptor bound
pathways (Gilman 1987).

messenger
linked to

For the PKA pathway these receptors are

adenylate cyclase (AC) and either inhibit

Borrelli et al 1992).
adenosine

of PKA.

G-proteins to the effector second

or

activate AC (for review

see

Activation of AC results in increased intracellular cyclic

monophosphate (cAMP) level which in turn directly controls the activity

The

signal cascade involved in the PKA pathway is therefore G-proteins,

adenylate cyclase, cAMP and PKA.
2.1

G-proteins

G-proteins

are

P and

y

the

subunits

a

subunits

are

a,

p and

y

of which the

conserved between the different classes of G-proteins whereas

are

inactive state the
and

heterotrimers composed of three subunits

unique for each G-protein (Brown & Birnbaumer 1990).

G-protein subunits exist

as a

In the

heterodimer bound to the membrane

guanosine diphosphate (GDP) is bound to the inactive a-subunit. Activation of

the receptor
the

by the binding of its ligand catalyses the release of the bound GDP and

binding of guanosine triphosphate (GTP).

activated

and the

activated

a-GTP

subunit

As a result the G-protein is then
dissociates

from

the

Py subunits

(Northup et al 1983).

Initially G-proteins

were

classified according to the effect of the addition of

pertussis toxin (PTX) and cholera toxin (CTX). In general Gs-protein stimulates AC
activity and Gi protein inhibits AC activation (Kaziro et al 1991). The
Gs

once

activated is

the enzyme
the

a

causes an

irreversible activation of

thereby preventing further activation of AC (Miller 1988).

subunit of Gi inactivates AC
PTX

subunit of

thought to bind directly to adenylyl cyclase thereby activating

(Woon et al 1989). Addition of CTX

subunit

a

The

a

by an unclear mechanism (Brown & Birnbaumer 1990).

irreversibly ribosylates ADP thereby preventing the inhibition of the AC on

receptor occupation (Miller 1988).
2.2 Adenylate cyclase

Adenylate cyclase, a membrane associated protein is the link between the Gprotein and modulation of cAMP. A brain-specific AC has been cloned (Krupinski et
al

1989) and the glycoprotein product is composed of two large cytoplasmic

domains

and

two

six

transmembrane

segments

(Krupinski

et

Subsequently, AC has been found to exist in many forms that have

al
now

1989).
been
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(for reviews

see
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Choi et al 1993, Cooper et al

1995, Taussig & Gilman

1995) and regional specificity of expression of AC types have been found within the
rat brain

(Cooper et al 1995). The variety in isoforms of AC broaden the influence

of the cAMP
processes

pathway in cellular signalling to produce the variety of physiological

that are regulated by cAMP (Choi et al 1993).

activated a-subunit of the

G-protein.

hydrolysis of the a-GTP to a-GDP
the activation of AC is
is

dependent

The activation of AC is switched off by the

as

on

AC is activated by the

the G-protein is itself

GTPase. Therefore

a

the activity state of the G-protein which in turn

dependent upon the occupation of the receptor. AC contains an ATP-binding site
the

on

cytoplasmic face

of the

membrane

and

the

active

form

of AC

dephosphorylates ATP to produce cAMP.
2.3 cAMP and PKA

cAMP

regulates the activity of cellular

catalytic subunit of
cAMP

a

responses

through the activation of the

cAMP dependent protein kinase: PKA.

Intracellular levels of

directly control the activity of PKA. In the absence of cAMP, PKA consists of

four subunits, two

catalytic, in

cAMP molecules bind to each
subunits

(for review

serine residues in

see

an

inactive form and two regulatory subunits.

regulatory subunit to release the

Taylor et al 1990).

now

Two

active catalytic

The catalytic subunits phosphorylate

peptide sequences and there are a large number of protein

targets of PKA which include transcription factors. Isoforms of the catalytic subunit
can

affect the

degree of transcriptional activation of

a gene e.g.

PENK A, and this

transcription activation is independent of the CRE motif (Huggenvik et al 1991).
2.4 PKA pathway regulation of gene transcription
cAMP has been shown to

regulate transcription of many eukaryotic genes

including somatostatin (Montminy et al 1986), phosphoenol pyruvate carboxykinase
(Short et al 1986) and PENK A (Comb et al 1986). In vitro manipulations of
promoter

regions

fused

to

reporter

genes

such

as

chloramphenicol

acetyltransferase (CAT) led to the identification of specific cis-acting

DNA

sequences

that are required for cAMP regulation of gene transcription. These DNA

sequences

have the consensus TGACGTCA and are termed CRE and act as

enhancers

(Comb et al 1986, Sassone-Corsi et al 1988).

transcription is mediated via

a

cAMP regulated gene

phosphorylated protein that binds to the CRE
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(Gonzalez et al 1991).
identified and is activated
&
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This protein, CRE-binding protein (CREB), has been

by phosphorylation at a serine residue by PKA (Gonzalez

Montminy 1989, Gonzalez et al 1991). CREB is one of

a

family of PKA activated

transcription factors that can modulate gene expression (for review see Borrelli et al
1992).
For overview of the PKA and PKC

pathway

Figure 1.6

see

1.6.3.3 Protein kinase C pathway
&

Hokin

Hokin

(1953),

phosphoinositide metabolism.
include

neurotransmitters

noradrenaline

first

discovered

that

hormones

could

affect

Receptor agonists shown to affect this metabolism

e.g.

acetylcholine

(Weiss

&

Putney

1981)

and

(Prpic et al 1982) and vasopressin (Creba et al 1983) amongst many

others

(for reviews

these

receptors was implicated in intracellular calcium mobilisation, which in

see

Berridge 1984, Berridge & Irvine 1984).

Occupation of

conjunction with activation of protein kinase C, apparently mediated subsequent
physiological responses (Berridge 1981). PKC, a serine/threonine kinase, regulates
many

of the subsequent cellular changes that arise

as a

result of phosphoinositol

metabolism, although when it was first discovered in 1977, it had no obvious role in

signal transduction (Inoue et al 1977).
phospholipid-dependent

enzyme

(Takai

diacylglycerol (Kishimoto et al 1980).
calcium ions,

It was then shown to be a Ca2+-activated,
et

al

1979)

that

is

activated

by

The link between the rise of intracellular

phosphoinositide metabolism and the activation of protein kinase C

following receptor agonism was proposed to be the generation of another second
messenger,

inositol (1,4,5) tri-phosphate (IP3) which releases Ca2+ from non-

mitochondrial stores
the PKC

pathway

kinase C

(PKC).

3.1

(Berridge & Irvine 1984). The second

are

messengers

involved in

diacylglycerol (DAG), inositol triphosphate (IP3) and protein

Mechanism of the PKC pathway

Many extracellular agonists interact with receptors that
nucleotide

exchange protein, (G protein).

a

linked to

a

guanine

Occupation of the receptor results in

hydrolysis of the G-protein into its active state.
interacts with

are

The activated G protein then

phosphinositidase, located in the inner leaflet of the plasma

membrane, phospholipase C (PLC).

As

a

result of this interaction the PLC
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to
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hydrolyses phosphoinositides and phosphatidylcholine

primary products: inositol (1,4,5) triphosphate and diacylglycerol

(Berridge 1987). At this point the protein kinase C pathway bifurcates with the IP3
and DAG
32

having different cellular actions.

1P3
IP3

was

first shown to release Ca2+ ions from intracellular stores in permeabilised

acinar cells from the rat pancreas

probably

was

mitochondria.

released

(Streb et al 1983), and it

from

Further studies

the
on

endoplasmic

the

was

reticulum

shown that the Ca2+
rather

than

the

mechanism of the Ca2+ efflux from the

endoplasmic reticulum showed that IP3 could still release Ca2+ ions in the presence
of vanadate, a

Ca2+

pump

antagonist (Prentki et al 1984) and therefore it

suggested that IP3 acts through a receptor
1987) and its action is dependent
increase in release is

a

the maintenance of the
al

1985).

soon

on

consequence

resting

or

or

directly

on a

was

Ca2+ channel (Berridge

potassium (Joseph & Williamson 1986). This
of cellular activation but IP3 also has

a

role in

basal levels of calcium ions in the cell (Prentki et

The very rapid initial rise in intracellular calcium following IP3 action is

dissipated by extrusion through the plasma membrane (Altin & Bygrave 1985).

IP3 does not affect calcium entry across the plasma membrane, but another of its
metabolites, inositol (1,3,4,5,) tetrakisphosphate, has been shown to promote

Ca2+

entry through the plasma membrane (Hansen et al 1986, Lupu-Meiri et al 1994).
3.3 Diacvlqlvcerol
DAG acts within the inner leaflet of the

plasma membrane to stimulate PKC

(Nishizuka 1984). DAG is normally absent from the plasma membrane but is
transiently produced by PIP2 metabolism.
amount of DAG

activating the
al

1980).

Kinetic analysis indicated that

small

dramatically increases the apparent affinity of PKC for Ca2+, fully

enzyme

without changing Ca2+ levels (Takai et al 1979, Kishimoto et

Phorbol esters probably act at the same site (Castagna et al 1982) and

have been demonstrated to stimulate PKC in

PKC

a

a manner

similar to the stimulation of

by DAG (Nishizuka 1988, Kikkawa et al 1983). IP3 and DAG act synergistically

(Nishizuka 1984) and the intracellular level of IP3 is controlled by its rate of
degradation back into inositol monophosphate (for review see Berridge & Irvine
1984).
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3.4 Protein kinase C
PKC is also the

major receptor for phorbol esters and these have been shown to

activate PKC in vitro in
Gschwendt et al

PKC,

similar to that of DAG (Bell & Burns 1991,

manner

1991). Phorbol esters have therefore been used to investigate the

function of PKC in many
isoforms of

a

so

cells.

As

a

result it is now known that there are many

far twelve isoforms have been identified in mammals, and other

isoforms have also been found in other species (for reviews see Nishizuka 1988,
Dekker & Parker
actions of PKC

1994). These isoforms greatly enhance the heterogeneity of the

as

they have different activities, different distributions between and

within tissues whilst

displaying highly conserved homologies between species.

These diversities in PKC isoforms allows cellular diversification as well

as

'fine

tuning' of second messenger responses to external stimuli (Dekker & Parker 1994)
and current research is

these isoforms.
domain

being performed to try and isolate individual substrates for

PKC polypeptide consists of a catalytic domain and a regulatory

(Parker et al 1989, Nishizuka 1992).

In the absence of the cofactors of

PKC, Ca2+and DAG, the PKC regulatory subunit inhibits the catalytic subunit (Bell &
Burns

1991, Gschwendt efa/1991).

A rise in intracellular

Ca2+

can

also

occur

secondary to the influx of Ca2+ through

ligand gated channels or in excitable tissues through voltage-gated ion channels.
For neurones, the
which may

major entry of Ca2+ is through voltage-activated Ca2+ channels

be controlled by receptors linked to G proteins (Scott & Dolphin 1987).

In tissues with

ligand-gated channels that

are

permeable to Ca2+, or in excitable

tissues, two distinct mechanisms for PLC activation exist: direct receptor coupling

through G protein (Gilman 1987) to PLC, or activation through a rise in cytosolic
Ca2+ in

a

mediated

positive feedback manner (Eberhard & Holz 1988).
activation

stimulation of
with

a

of PLC is supported

Direct receptor-

by the demonstration that following

Ca2+-mobilising receptors, the generation of IP3 precedes

rise in intracellular

or

coincides

Ca2+ and that IP3 releases Ca2+ from intracellular stores

(Berridge 1987).
1.7 Immediate

early gene regulation of late response genes

Fos, the protein product of the immediate early gene (IEG), c-fos (Curran et al

1984), has been used as a marker of cellular activation by many researchers in a
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variety of in vitro and in vivo studies (Morgan & Curran 1986, Ceccatelli et al 1989,
Haas et al 1991,
al

Sharp et al 1991, Hamamura et al 1992, Yin et al 1992, Hoffman et

1993). In these studies I have not only used Fos as a marker of cellular activity

but have also
1.7.1

investigated induction of Fos in vivo in the rat.

Induction of

gene

expression

Trans-synaptic signals induce rapid responses in

neurones over

milliseconds: the

opening of ligand gated channels; on a longer time scale: second-messenger
mediated events and
see

Comb et al

in gene

can

lead to

long term changes in

gene

expression (for review

1987). In order to understand the mechanisms of induced changes

expression, it is

necessary to

elucidate the intracellular signal transduction

pathways linking surface receptors to gene activators and the DNA regulation
sequences.
Genes that

can

respond to trans-synaptic stimulation and changes in membrane

potential can be categorised into two major classes: genes that are rapidly and

transiently expressed within minutes of stimulation: the immediate early genes
(Greenberg

&

Ziff

1984,

Greenberg

et

al

1986)

and

genes

that

are

induced/repressed slowly, over a few hours and whose expression tends to require
de

novo

protein synthesis: the late

has been

response genes

(LRG; Klarsfield et al 1989). It

proposed that IEG encode for proteins that

late response genes

can

control the expression of

whose expression alters neuronal function (for review

see

Sheng & Greenberg 1990).
1.7.2

Immediate early genes

Immediate

early

when stimulated its

gene

expression is low/undetectable in quiescent cells and

expression is rapid and transient and does not require de

novo

protein synthesis. The mRNAs of these genes have very short half lives (c-fos 1015

min).

and their

The subsequent halting of their transcription requires protein synthesis
expression is tightly controlled (Sassone-Corsi et al 1988). Their protein

products are thought to act as transcription factors and therefore it was proposed
that lEGs have

a

regulatory role in cellular

gene

transcription (for reviews see

Morgan & Curran 1989, Sheng & Greenberg 1990, Morgan & Curran 1991)
The first immediate
their induction

early genes identified, c-myc and c-fos, were recognised by

by growth factor in cell lines (Kelly et al 1983, Greenberg & Ziff
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1984).

lEGs

known to
in

cell

were

regulate

lines

but

shown to encode for proteins that could bind to sites

gene

expression. The initial experiments

have been identified
number

Fos

100,

was

was

can

as a proto-oncogene,

extensively

v-fos, encoded by

from which v-fos is derived is referred to

as

(Curran et al 1984) and when its expression is

cellular transformation and this

cause

been

osteogenic sarcoma virus (Curran & Teich 1982).

proto-oncogene or c-fos
it

except for c-fos have

initially identified

The non-viral cellular gene sequence

uncontrolled

carried out in vitro

seizures (Morgan et al 1987). Many other lEGs

but few

the Finkel Biskis-Jinkins murine

the Fos

DNA

by the screening of cDNA libraries (Cochran et al 1983) and

about

characterised.

were

on

subsequently the rapid and transient induction of c-fos

demonstrated in vivo in response to

now
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precedes cell death

(Smeyne et al 1993).
In cells that

continued
in the

by

continuously express c-fos

division

expression. Although c-fos was initially thought to be exclusively involved

and growth factors made it clear that induction

(Bravo et al 1985) but was in fact

(Curran & Morgan 1985). c-fos

expression

different stimuli
as a

as

was

was

a consequence

on

induction

not linked to cellular

of receptor stimulation

also thought not to have an important role in

it is induced so readily and expressed as a result of many

(Sheng & Greenberg 1990); however this also led it to being used

marker of cellular activation.

1.7.3 c-fos
1.7.3.1

gene

expression

Regulation of c-fos

gene

expression

Transcription activation of the Fos
15-20 minutes
and

extracellular signal is required for its

regulation of the cell cycle the finding that it could be expressed

serum

gene

an

follows the

a

within 5 min and continues for

(Greenberg & Ziff 1984, Greenberg et al 1985). mRNA accumulates

peak values

declines with

gene occurs

occur

at 30-45 min post-stimulation (Muller et al 1984) thereafter it

relatively short half life of about 12 min. Synthesis of the Fos protein

synthesis of the mRNA with a half life of about 2 hours (Muller et al

1984, Curran et al 1984) and peaks at 60-90 min (Sharp et al 1991).
1.7.3.2 Regulatory elements in the c-fos
The c-fos gene sequence
workers in 1987.

Several

of the rat

gene

was

first characterised by Curran and co¬

regulatory elements in the 5' non-encoding/untranslated
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region of the c-fos

gene

have been shown to have

role in regulation of its

a

expression.
1.7.3.3 Serum response element
The
was

serum

first

element located at -310 bp of the c-fos promoter region

response

functionally described by Treisman 1985 and Prywes et al 1988.

functions

as an

response

inducible enhancer element and binds

factor, and

as a

a

67 kDa

It

protein, the serum

result c-fos transcription is induced (Treisman 1986,

Prywes & Roeder 1987). Although named as the serum response factor, it is not
only induced in
stimuli.

In

response

to serum stimulation but can be induced by other different

particular it responds to protein kinase C-dependent and independent

signals but not in

to protein kinase A signals (Gilman 1988).

response

mechanisms of action of SRF
found to bind to the SRE

are

not

The

known, and two other proteins have been

(Ryan et al 1989, Shaw et al 1989b). Their role in signal

transduction is unclear.
Another

regulatory element is situated at -60 bp and functions as

a

calcium-

dependent response element (Gilman et al 1986, Sheng et al 1988, Berkowitz et al

1989). This site is similar to the cAMP responsive element (CRE) found in other
genes

(Comb et al 1986, Montminy et al 1986). It

can

function as

(Berkowitz et al 1989) but this element is also found to act as
element

a

a

CRE in c-fos

Ca2+ inducible

(CaRE) in mediating inducibility of c-fos by depolarisation in PC12 cells

(Sheng et al 1990). Expression of c-fos in PC12 cells

can

be induced by voltage

gated calcium channels (Morgan & Curran 1986), neurotransmitters (Greenberg et
al

1986) and barium ions all of which appear to act through this CRE/CaRE.

Stimulation via this element has been correlated to
response

element binding protein (CREB), although this

increase in cAMP levels
The

phosphorylation of
may occur

a

cAMP-

with little

(Sheng et al 1990).

protein product of c-fos has been found to act

as an

autorepressor of its own

transcription (Wilson & Treisman 1988, Sassone-Corsi et al 1988b) which is
proposed to be by either an action at the AP-1 site in the promoter (Sassone-Corsi
et al

1988) or at the SRE in the c-fos promoter (Gius et al 1990).

protein product of c-fos

can

in effect turn off its

own gene

probably accounts for its rapid and transient induction.
probably do not act in isolation but

are more

Therefore the

transcription, which

The regulatory elements

likely to act synergistically in the
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Regulation of transcriptional elongation may

play a role in the changes of c-fos levels (Fort et al 1987).

1.7.3.4 Fos/Jun interaction: the AP-1 complex

c-fos encodes for

a

translational modification

nuclear 64 kDa

protein that undergoes extensive post

(Curran et al 1984). This

was

be involved in regulation of gene expression.

may

the first implication that it

This idea

reinforced by

was

finding that Fos associated with chromatin and could bind to DNA cellulose in vitro
(Sambucetti & Curran 1986) and cotransfection studies indicated that Fos could

regulate

expression (Setoyama et al 1986).

gene

Fos

was

found to act in

conjunction with another nuclear protein originally defined as p39 (Curran et al
This nuclear protein was subsequently found to be the protein product of

1985).

another IEG

c-jun (Rauscher et al 1988). Both c-fos and c-jun are now the most

well established and

investigated of the lEGs (Van Beveren et al 1983, Maki et al

1987). The protein products of these genes interact to form a heterodimeric
transcription factor complex (Halazonetis et al 1988, Kouzarides & Ziff 1988,
Rauscher et al

1988a) through a conserved dimerized domain "the leucine zipper"

through their side chains (Kouzarides & Ziff 1988). A highly basic stretch of amino
acids

adjacent to the leucine zipper domain of Fos and Jun is required for the

interaction of the heterodimer and DNA

(Kouzarides & Ziff 1988).

The Fos/Jun

complex binds with high affinity and specificity to DNA elements which contain the
consensus
a

sequence

-TGACTCA. This

consensus sequence was

first identified for

phorbol ester inducible element (Angel et al 1987) and the transcription factor,

AP-1,

was

as one

shown to bind to the

of the proteins that

same sequence

(Lee et al 1987). Jun

was

identified

formed part of the AP-1 transcription factor (Angel et al

1988) and Fos was found to bind to the AP-1 consensus sequence (Franza et al
1988). This led to the proposal that Fos and Jun form the dimeric AP-1 transcription
factor

(for review

Rauscher

et

al

see

(1988c). Several Fos related

demonstrate structural
fact Fos is

one

of

Curran & Franza 1988) and

a

was

shown to be correct by

genes

have been found that

homology to Fos and contain the leucine zipper element. In

large family that includes jun-B and jun-D (Ryder et al 1988,

1989). All members of the jun family form complexes with protein encoded from the
Fos

family (Nakabeppu et al 1988, Cohen et al 1989, Zerial et al 1989).

1.7.3.5 AP-1 modulation of

gene

expression
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experiments cumulated in the formation of the idea that the Fos/Jun

heterodimer, the AP-1 complex, acts as a transcription factor to regulate late
response genes

by an action at

Franza

This regulatory element has the defined

1988).

TGACTCA and is known

as

regulatory element (for review

a

the AP-1

transcription at nearby promoters via
Franza

1988).

negatively,

Curran &

consensus sequence

binding site (Lee et al 1987). AP-1 stimulates
unknown mechanism (see review Curran &

an

C-fos functions to alter gene transcription either positively or

c-fos/c-jun dimers

appear to

transcription whereas c-fosljunB dimers
Most cells do not express

& Curran

see

have

may

a

stimulatory effect

on

gene

be inhibitory (Schutte et al 1989).

c-fos under basal conditions (Morgan et al 1987, Morgan

1989).

1.7.3.6 Physiological expression of c-fos
One of the first

examples of

a

functional correlation between Fos protein

expression and neurosecretion was the appearance of Fos protein in the nuclei of
SON and PVN

neurones

and OXT from the

of

dehydrated rats in conjunction with the secretion of AVP

neurohypophysis (Sagar et al 1988).

Acute hyperosmolarity,

which induces both AVP and OXT secretion has also been shown to induce Fos

protein expression in both OXT and vasopressin neurones of the SON and PVN
(Giovanelli et al 1990, Sharp et al 1991) and within the lamina terminalis (Oldfield et
al 1991,
Bloom
A

Sharp et al 1991, Giovanelli et al 1992) and subfornical organ (Giovanelli &

1992).

more

specific stimulus for OXT

neurones

administration of CCK, as described above.

in the SON is that of systemic

I.p. injections of CCK induce Fos

protein expression exclusively in the magnocellular OXT neurones of the SON and
in

magnocellular areas of the PVN but also induce Fos expression in the pPVN

neurones

Fos

(Verbalis et al 1991a). It has been also demonstrated that the amount of

expressed increases with increasing doses of CCK (Verbalis et al 1991a).

In the rat, LHRH
LH surge

output increases on the afternoon of proestrus to produce the

(Levine & Ramirez 1982).

was

shown to

was

blocked

c-fos protein expression in LHRH

neurones

precede the luteinising hormone (LH) surge and also its expression

following inhibition of the LH

of induction of Fos

surge

protein in phase with

a

(Lee et al 1990b). Another example

physiological rhythm, is Fos protein

expression in the suprachiasmatic nucleus, which can be induced by direct light
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(Sutin & Kilduff 1992)
also

can

be

differentially expressed depending

on

stimulus intensity.

Haemorrhage induces Fos protein expression in the magnocellular neurones of both
the SON and PVN
of

expression

(Shen et al 1992b). Further investigation of the induction pattern

of

Fos

within

these

nuclei

demonstrated

haemorrhage induced Fos protein expression first in AVP
then

in

PVN

the

and

finally in the OXT

neurones

that

neurones

incremental

of the SON and

of the SON and PVN

simultaneously, which reflects the secretion pattern produced by incremental
haemorrhage (Shen et al 1992a, Roberts et al 1993). The opioid peptides,

dynorphin and enkephalin have been shown to be regulated by c-fos /c-jun (Draisci
& ladarola 1987,

Sonnenberg et al 1989a).

Detection of Fos

under

protein can be a useful tool to determine neuronal activation

experimental conditions and it

can

also be used in conjunction with other

immuno-labels in co-localisation studies to enable
identified

heterogeneous populations to be

(Hoffman et al 1993a, b).

1.8 Aims
This thesis therefore examines different

aspects of gene expression in vivo in rat

hypothalamic magnocellular and parvocellular neurones.
examines Fos

In particular Chapter 3

protein induction in these hypothalamic neurones following naloxone-

precipitated morphine withdrawal. Fos

was

then used

as a

marker of activation in

magnocellular SON neurones following naloxone-precipitated morphine withdrawal
and its

and
also

expression

was

used to determine the significance of noradrenergic inputs

L-type Ca2+ channels in withdrawal excitation of the oxytocin
used

to

determine

whether

withdrawal induction of Fos in
the

direct

neurones.

application of naloxone

can

Fos is
induce

morphine dependent animals. Chapter 4 addresses

question of whether OXT gene expression is induced following withdrawal

excitation of the
of SON

magnocellular oxytocin

neurones.

In Chapter 5 two known stimuli

oxytocin neurones, hyperosmolarity and CCK, were applied directly to the

SON to determine mechanisms of activation of Fos

expression in these neurones.

Chapter 6 examines the effect of stimulation of either the PKC or PKA pathway
PENK A and CRH gene
of these intracellular

hypothalamic

expression in the pPVN and finally the effect of stimulation

pathways

neurones

on

on

Fos expression in both magno- and parvo-cellular

is addressed in Chapter 7.
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Animals
Female

U.K.)

Sprague Dawley rats, body weight ca. 230-350g (Bantin & Kingman,
used throughout this work, except where otherwise stated. They were

were

housed under controlled conditions:- ambient temperature

21-23 °C, 12h (hour)

light/12h dark cycle, with free access to food (standard breeder diet; Bantin &
Kingman, U.K.) and water.
before

use

in

Rats

were

acclimatised for 2-3 weeks after arrival

experiments.

2.2 Anaesthesia

For recovery
was

1.

experiments rats

used in earlier

were

experiments, but its

anaesthetised with ether or halothane; ether
use was

phased out.

Ether
Rats

anaesthetised

were

by ether inhalation (diethyl ether, peroxide free; May &

Baker, UK) in a glass jar containing cottonwool soaked in ether.
anaesthesia

was

contained in

a

2.

maintained

during

surgery

by

glass phial, placed over the rat's

an

The level of

ether soaked cottonwool plug

nose.

Halothane
Rats

were

anaesthetised

anaesthetic machine,

by inhalation, in

oxygen

(47.5%: BOC, Glasgow Ltd).
was

a

box connected to an

mixture of 5% halothane BP

(47.5%: BOC, Glasgow Ltd) and of nitrous oxide

During surgery, anaesthesia (600 ml/min, 5%

maintained through either

stereotaxic frame

perspex

delivering 600-1000 ml/min of

(May & Baker, U.K.), of

halothane)

a

a

sealed

perspex

box mounted onto

(Stoelting, U.S.A.) with separate delivery/extraction tubing

or

a

via a

single delivery/extraction tube.
For

non-recovery

expression, rats
3.

were

experiments involving study of acute changes in

gene

anaesthetised in one of two ways, as stated per experiment:-

Urethane
A

single intraperitoneal (i.p.) injection of urethane (ethyl carbamate, 25%

weight/volume (w/vol) solution; Sigma, UK.: 1.25 g/kg) produced the required level
of anaesthesia for the duration of the

experiments.
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Saqatal

4.

A

single i.p. injection of sagatal BP (sodium pentobarbitone, 60mg/ml; Rhone

Merrieux Ltd, Harlow,
and this

was

U.K.) (48 mg/kg) produced the required level of anaesthesia

maintained

by additional i.p. injections of 0.01-0.02 ml as required.

5. Xylocaine
To

supplement

anaesthesia,

non-recovery

Xylocaine

hydrochloride BP; Astra Pharmaceuticals Ltd, U.K.)

was

2%

(Lignocaine

applied subcutaneously at

sites of surgery.

2.3

Surgical Preparation

Acute infusion
To

avoid

surgical stress

cerebroventricular

cannulae

on

the day of experiment, intracerebral or intraimplanted

were

experiment. Female Sprague Dawley rats
halothane,
animals

as

two

before the

terminal

anaesthetised with either ether

were

described for each experiment.

placed in a stereotaxic frame.

days

or

The scalp was shaved and the

A longitudinal midline scalp incision was

made, the underlying tissue retracted and the periosteum scraped away to expose

bregma. Guide cannulae were then implanted according to the following protocols:Intracerebroventricular (i.e.v.) infusion

1.

Two 1.2-1.3

diameter holes

mm

drilled in the skull lateral to the cannula

were

placement (Fig. 2.3.1.) for insertion of 2 stainless steel screws (3.2 mm x 10 BA). A
1.0

diameter hole

mm

for insertion of the

was

drilled 1.6

left lateral and 0.6

mm

mm

caudal to

guide cannula (22 gauge; Plastics One, U.S.A.).

bregma

The guide

cannula, length 4.5 mm was inserted vertically through the hole so that the tip was
3.5

mm

below the skull surface. The cannula

was

held in

position with dental acrylic

(Simplex Rapid; Associated Dental Products Ltd., Swindon) bonded to the anchored
screws

in the skull.

Two

reverse

sutures

experiments in conscious animals, the rats
infusions.

Solutions

were

administered

were

were

used to close the wound.

For

left to recover for 48h before acute

through the infusion cannula, length 5.5

mm,

tip 4.5 mm below skull (28 gauge, Plastics One, U.S.A.) via polythene tubing

(1.0

mm

gas

o.d., 0.5 mm i.d.; Portex, R&J Wood, Paisley, U.K.) attached to a 100 pi

tight syringe (Hamilton; Sigma U.K.).
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Fig. 2.3.1 Cannula placement for intracerebroventricular (i.c.v.) infusion

0

I ^.bregma
Guide cannula; 22 gauge,

4.5

long

mm

tip 3.5 mm below skull, 1.6 mm left lateral, 0.6
mm

caudal to

bregma.

Infusion cannula; 28 gauge,

tip 4.5

2.

mm

5.5 mm long

below skull.

Infusion into discrete brain regions

1. PVN
In non-recovery

sagatal or urethane anaesthetised rats with the head fixed in

stereotaxic frame, the skull was levelled
in the
1.8

horizontal

same

mm

inserted

that it

0.5.pi of drug

(Fig. 2.3.2.1). A 28

lay 7.16

was

were

plane. A 1.0 mm guide hole was drilled 0.4 mm left lateral,

caudal to bregma
so

by ensuring that bregma and lambda

a

mm

was

vertically

below the skull surface. 2h after finishing

surgery,

gauge

infusion cannula

infused over 1-2 min via polythene tubing (1.0 mm o.d., 0.5 mm

1.d.; Portex, R&J Wood, Paisley, U.K.) attached to a 5 or 20 pi gas tight syringe

(Hamilton; Sigma).
In

rats

surgically

prepared

anaesthetised with ether

or

under

halothane.

Surgery

was

carried out

the
as

rats

were

above but a

inserted through the guide hole and

gauge,

affixed with dental

acrylic bonded to laterally affixed screws. Two reverse sutures

left to

mm

long

anaesthesia,

guide cannula, 26

were

7.16

recovery

inserted to close the wound, and a
recover

for 48h before infusion of

infusion cannula

below skull, via

was

dummy cannula inserted. Animals

were

drug into the conscious animal, through the

(33 gauge, Plastics One, U.S.A.), 8.16 mm long, tip 7.16 mm

polythene tubing (0.8 mm o.d., 0.4 mm i.d.; Portex, R&J Wood,

Paisley, U.K.) attached to a 5 pi gas tight syringe (Hamilton; Sigma U.K.).
2.

SON
The skull

was

diameter hole

was

exposed and
drilled 1.7

screws

mm

inserted

as

described above.

left lateral, 0.7-0.9 mm caudal to

A 1 mm

bregma. A 26
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the skull surface and fixed in
infusion cannula, 33 gauge,

surface,

was
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long, was inserted so that its tip

was

6.5

place with dental acrylic (Fig. 2.3.2.2).

mm

below

An acute

8.9 mm long so that its tip was 7.9 mm below the skull

inserted into conscious rats 48h later for infusion of drug via polythene

tubing (0.8 mm o.d., 0.4 mm i.d.; Portex, R&J Wood, Paisley, U.K.) attached to

a

5

pi gas tight syringe (Hamilton; Sigma U.K.).

Fig. 2.3.2.1 Cannula placement for PVN infusion

0

bregma

Recovery: guide cannula, 26 gauge, 7.16 mm
long, tip 6.16

0

1.8

PVN

mm

mm

caudal to

below skull, 0.4 mm left lateral,
bregma.

Infusion cannula, 33 gauge,
7.16

lambda-

mm

below skull.

Non recovery:

7.16

mm

8.16 mm long, tip

Infusion cannula, 28 gauge, tip

below skull.

Fig. 2.3.2.2 Cannula placement for SON infusion

0

bregma
Guide cannula, 28 gauge,

SON

0

mm

below skull, 1.7 mm left lateral, 0.7-0.9

caudal to

mm

2.4
A

mm

bregma.

Infusion cannula, 28 gauge,
lambda

7.5 mm long, tip 6.5

8.9 mm long, tip 7.9

below skull.

Retrodialysis and microdialysis in SON.
microdialysis probe allows the in vivo measurement of release of specific

neurotransmitters from

a

discrete brain

neuroendocrine events

(Landgraf et al 1992, Neumann et al 1993) and resulting

region during particular behavioural,

or
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specific stimuli (Kendrick et al 1991, Landgraf & Ludwig 1991). In the work in

this thesis, the
the
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microdialysis technique

used as a retrodialysis system i.e. for

was

perfusion of the SON in order to deliver drugs into the SON during naloxone

precipitated morphine withdrawal challenge to the magnocellular oxytocin system.
The

microdialysis probe consisted of

connected to

(aCSF)

was

a

separate inflow and outflow cannulae.

Artificial cerebrospinal fluid

perfused through the system at a low flow rate. The semi permeable

membrane allowed the passage

of the drug into the extracellular compartment and

conversely allowed released peptides to
concentration

dialysate.

length of semipermeable tubing,

move

into the dialysate across the

gradients established between the extracellular compartment and the

In all experiments, samples

order to determine whether the fluid

were

was

collected from the outflow cannula in

flowing freely through the microdialysis

probe.
1.

Probe specifications.

The

microdialysis probe consisted of

a

1.3 mm U-shaped dialysis fibre (cut off

weight molecular 5 kDa, total length 3 mm, 0.2 mm o.d., probe diameter 1 mm)
glued with cyanoacrylate adhesive to the ends of two parallel lengths of 24
stainless steel
rate 2-3

pl/min,

i.d.;

mm

tubing, glued to each other and connected to
as

Portex,

stated
R&J

per

a

syringe

gauge

pump

(flow

experiment) via polythene tubing (0.8 mm o.d., 0.4

Wood,

Paisley,

strengthened by being threaded with

U.K.).
a

The microdialysis fibre was

fine stainless steel wire which aids

implantation through the brain tissue (Fig. 2.4.1).
2. aCSF composition
The

probe was perfused with either normal aCSF [pH 7.2, (mM); NaCI 138, KCI

3.36, NaHC03 9.52, Na2HP04 0.49, urea 2.16, CaCI2 1.26, MgCI2 1.18] or

including

a

specific drug (see experiment)

or

aCSF made hypertonic (1M) by adding

NaCI.
3.

Surgery

Virgin

or

lactating female rats were anaesthetised with either ether

and the animals
was

were

placed in

a

stereotaxic frame. After

levelled between lambda and
drilled and

a

hole

exposure

mm

halothane

of the skull, the skull

bregma in the horizontal plane.

approximately 2

or

Screw holes

in length and 1 mm wide

was

burred
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left lateral to the midline, 0.7-0.9 mm caudal to

dura incised

using a sharp needle.

Screws

were

bregma (Fig. 2.4.2) and the

inserted into the skull and the

microdialysis probe implanted through the burr hole into the left SON so that its tip
lay 8.1 mm below the skull surface.
dental

acrylic. For retrodialysis of the SON during morphine withdrawal, a morphine

infusion cannula
48h

Probes were anchored to the skull using

before

was

implanted as below, Fig. 2.5.3. Rats

were

left to recover for

perfusion through the probe assembly and for 5d in morphine

dependent animals.

Fig. 2.4.1 Microdialvsis Probe.

PE 20

(dental

plastic tubing

acrylic

screw

skull

24-gauge stainlesstubing

steel

1 mm

U-shaped
dialysis fibre
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Fig. 2.4.2 Implantation of microdialvsis probe into left SON

0

bregma

Probe

MP

0

implanted 1.7

mm

left lateral, 0.7-0.9 mm

caudal to bregma, tip 8.1 mm below skull.

lambda

2.5

Morphine dependence and tolerance

Morphine sulphate BP

was

dissolved in pyrogen-free water and filtered (Millex-

GV, 0.22 pm Millipore S.A. Molsheim, France) to give a stock solution of 50 mg/ml.
All dilutions

were

made from this stock solution and stored at 4°C.

An osmotic

minipump (1 pil/h; Alzet 2001, Alza Corp.) was entirely filled with the stock morphine
solution and
Female

primed in 0.9% saline overnight at

Sprague Dawley rats

were

(as described above) and placed in

temperature (RT).

anaesthetised with either ether
stereotaxic frame. The skull

a

before, the skin retracted and two 1.2
mm

room

mm

was

diameter holes drilled for

guide hole for the chronic infusion cannula

was

or

exposed

screws.

an

2.5.2., 2.5.3, respectively.
21 gauge

A 1.0

was

also

guide cannula or microdialysis probe, Figs.

The chronic morphine infusion cannula, stainless steel

tube, 1 cm long was bent at 90° 4.5 mm from the tip and bevelled at 45°.

The cannula

o.d., 0.76

acute i.c.v.

as

drilled with co-ordinates: 2 mm

right lateral, 3 mm caudal to bregma (Fig. 2.5.1). A second guide hole
drilled for the insertion of

halothane

was

mm

attached to

a

18

cm

length of coiled polythene tubing (1.2 mm

i.d.; Portex, R & J Wood, Paisley, U.K) and attached temporarily to a

microsyringe, mounted

on a

stand.

The infusion cannula was filled with 40 pi 20

mg/ml morphine solution, a 1 pi air bubble, then 40 pi 10 mg/ml morphine solution.
The infusion

assembly was positioned close to the skull above the chronic cannula

guide hole, then lowered through the hole

so

that the tip would lie in the right lateral
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cerebral ventricle, 4.0 mm below the skull surface.

The osmotic mini pump was

placed subcutaneously in the subscapular region, the microsyringe was then
detached and the infusion cannula connected to the minipump.
received

an

i.e.v. infusion of 10 pg

In this way the rat

morphine/h for 40h, then 20 pg/h for 40h, and

finally 50 pg/h to increase the degree of tolerance (Bicknell et al 1988). In addition,
a

cannula

(for investigation of acute changes in

probe (for drug perfusion) was then inserted

gene
as

expression) or a microdialysis

described above.

The whole

apparatus was fixed to the skull using dental acrylic. Three reverse sutures closed
the wound and
infusion

a

dummy cannula (Plastics One, U.S.A.)

was

inserted into the acute

guide cannula.

Fig. 2.5.1 Chronic infusion cannula placement for morphine dependence.
bregma
Chronic infusion cannula, 21 gauge,

tip 3.5 mm

below skull.
2

mm

right lateral, 3

mm

caudal to bregma

lambda

Fig. 2.5.2 Chronic morphine infusion cannula and i.c.v. cannula placement.
bregma
Chronic infusion cannula: 2
caudal to

lambda

right lateral, 3

mm

bregma.

i.c.v. cannula: 1.6
to

mm

bregma.

mm

left lateral, 0.6 mm caudal
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Fig. 2.5.3. Chronic morphine infusion cannula and microdialvsis probe:
bregma

(LSON) placement

Chronic infusion cannula: 2
mm

caudal to

mm

caudal to

right lateral, 3

bregma.

Microdialysis probe: 1.7
lambda

mm

mm

left lateral, 0.7-0.9

bregma.

2.6 Tissue recovery
Rats

were

killed

traction to expose

by decapitation. The infusion apparatus was removed by strong

the skull. The skull plates and dura

and also brainstem in

sectioning of the optic

some

experiments

nerves.

was

The tissue

were

removed and the brain

carefully removed from the skull after

was

then frozen

on

dry ice

on

chucks or

tinfoil, covered with parafilm or placed in sealable bags respectively, and stored at
70°C until
2.7

-

processed.

Immunohistochemistry (IHC)

The

unlabelled

antibody peroxidase anti- peroxidase (PAP) method was

developed by L. Sternberger and colleagues (Sternberger 1986) to overcome the
inherent

background, caused by non-specific binding, and therefore decreased

sensitivity, of direct labelled antibody methods.
antibodies

The availability of secondary

precomplexed to peroxidase has led to further development of this

method.

The

antigen.

The secondary antibody functions immunologically by attaching to the

primary antibody is specifically raised against the desired protein

primary antibody,

as

it has two identical combining sites,

one

reacts with the

secondary site of the primary antibody and the second is conjugated to the marker,
typically horseradish peroxidase. The label is produced by
which

chemical reaction in

hydrogen peroxide is the substrate and 3,3'-diaminobenzidine (DAB) is the

electron donor to
In

a

our

yield

a

brown insoluble product.

methodology, the sensitivity is increased by substituting the direct
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hydrogen peroxidase/DAB method with
developed by Shu et al (1988).
with

peroxidase.

electron

a
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glucose oxidase-DAB-nickel method

The secondary antibody is conjugated

as

before

Glucose oxidase and glucose act as the substrate, DAB is the

donor, this chemical reaction yields more electrons per peroxidase

molecule and therefore

complex and also in the
Therefore

a

reaction

more

darker and

presence
more

antibody complex producing

a

product is deposited around the peroxidase

of nickel, the DAB chromogen turns black.

dense

product is deposited around each bound

higher resolution, with

a

decreased background level.

Fos, the protein product of the immediate early gene, c-fos (Curran et al 1984), is
located

discretely in the nucleus and when labelled by this method,

appears as

densely labelled purple/black nuclei, which are easily visualised by light microscopy.
Polyclonal antisera generated against Fos protein recognise not only Fos but
also Fos related

antigens (FRA) e.g. antibody against the M peptide Fos (127-152)

recognises authentic Fos
blots
a

well

as

two lower molecular weight FRA on Western

(Sonnenberg et al 1989) and rat brain sections (Sharp et al 1991). In contrast

monoclonal

little

as

antibody raised against part of the N-terminal of the Fos protein has

homology to FRA (DeTogni et al 1988, Hoffman et al 1993a, b).

therefore used

Bioscience

a

We have

N-terminally selected rabbit polyclonal anti-Fos from Oncogene

(c-fos Ab-2) which has

a

high specificity. This antibody

was

raised to a

peptide (SGFNADYEASSSRC) which corresponds to residues 4 to 17 of
human Fos and reacts with human and rodent cellular forms of Fos

(DeTogni et al

1988).
1. Materials
Primary Antibody
Rabbit anti Fos

diluted

(c-fos Ab-2; Oncogene Sciences, Cambridge Bioscience, U.K.)

(1:1000)(1 pl/ml) in 0.1M PB + 0.3% Triton X-100 + 1% NSS + 0.02%

Sodium azide

(NaN3; Sigma U.K.)

Secondary Antibody
Goat anti-rabbit

IgG-peroxidase complex (PI 1000, Vector, U.K.) diluted (1:500)(2
pl/ml) in 0.1M PB + 0.3% Triton X-100 + 1% NSS

Chrome Alum Gelatine

1% w/vol

gelatine powder (BDH)
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potassium sulphate (Chromium (III) potassium sulphate dodeca-

hydrate, CrK(SO4)2.12H20; BDH)
Phosphate Buffer (PB)
0.2M PB

Stock

prepared in distilled water (dH20) and contained:-

was

A:

2.76%

w/vol

Sodium

Dihydrogen

Orthophosphate

1-hydrate

(NaH2P04.H20 AnalaR; BDH)
Stock B: 2.84% w/vol Disodium

Hydrogen Orthophosphate anhydrous (Na2HP04

AnalaR; BDH)
for

pH 7.2-7.4:- 810ml stock A + 190ml stock B

0.1M PB

was

made

by diluting 0.2M PB with

an

equal volume of dH20

4% Paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M PB

2.26% w/vol Sodium
2.52% w/vol Sodium
4.0% w/vol

Dihydrogen Orthophosphate (NaH2P04.2H20 AnalaR; BDH)
Hydroxide (NaOH AnalaR; BDH)

Paraformaldehyde (CH20: Sigma)

Methanol Solution
0.2M PB contained:-

20% methanol

(CH3OH AnalaR; BDH)

0.02% Triton X-100
approx.

(iso-Octylphenoxypolyethoxyethanol: polyethoxy chain contains

10 ethoxy units: BDH)

1.5% 30%

(w/w) solution Hydrogen peroxide (H202; Sigma)

Washing Solutions
0.02% Triton X-100 in 0.2M PB
0.3% Triton X-100 in 0.1 M PB
Preincubation Buffer
0.1M PB contained:-

0.3% Triton X-100
1% Normal

Sheep Serum (NSS) (Scottish Antibody Production Unit, Law Hospital,

Carluke, Scotland)
Acetate buffer

2.71% w/vol Sodium acetate

3-hydrate (CH3.C00Na.3H20,GPR;BDH, pH 6)
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Final Solution
Acetate buffer containing
5% w/vol Di-ammonium nickel

(II) sulphate 6-hydrate [(NH^SC^.NiSC^ .6H2O

AnalaR; BDH]
0.2% w/vol

glucose (C6H12O6 AnalaR; BDH)

0.04% Ammonium chloride

0.0015%

(NH4CI AnalaR; BDH)

glucose oxidase (b-D-glucose:oxygen

1-oxidoreductase; EC 1.1.3.4,

0.(CH.0H)4CH.CH20H, type Vll-S from Aspergillus niger; Sigma)
0.025% Diaminobenzidine

(DAB) (3,3',4,4'-Tetraaminobiphenyl, tetrahydrochloride,

C12H14N4.4HCI; Sigma)
Stopping solution
x

ml acetate buffer +

x

ml

d^O

2. Methodology

Day 1
Brains

previously stored at -70 °C

were

sectioned

on a

cryostat at optimal

temperature -16-(-12)°C.

15 pm coronal sections through the hypothalamus were

mounted

gelatine subbed slides.

chrome alum

on

desiccated slide boxes at -70°C before IHC.

The slides

were

Every tenth section

then stored in

was

collected for

orientation and

description of the location of implanted cannulae and stained with

cresyl violet

toluidine blue.

allowed to

or

come

up

Slide boxes

were

removed from the freezer and

to room temperature for 1h. Selected slides were removed and

desired sections encircled with PAP pens

(Bayer Diagnostics) and placed into glass

slide boxes for IHC.
For all solutions,
dishes

were

except those of the primary and secondary antibody, slides in

gently agitated on a rotational shaker (R100/TW; Luckman Ltd,

Sussex, U.K.) at a low speed.
Sections
were

were

fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M PB for 30 min.

washed in 0.1M PB for 2x5, 1x10 min, the solution was

methanol solution for 15 min to deactivate
was

detergent which increases tissue impregnation.
by washing with

for 1h at

room

a

replaced with the

endogenous peroxidase. The methanol

washed off with 0.2% Triton X-100 in 0.1M PB for 15 min.

reduced

The slides

Triton X-100 is

Background binding was then

preincubation buffer containing 1% normal sheep

temperature (RT).

After drying off

a

excess

serum

liquid from around the
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sections, slides
0.1M PB.

were

placed in flat slide boxes containing filter paper soaked in

Approximately 50pl (an excess) of incubation medium containing the

primary antibody Fos, was pipetted onto each test section. The slide boxes were
covered to maintain

antibody solution

humidity and slides

was

were

incubated for 24h at 4°C. Additional

added early the next day, to prevent the sections from drying

out.

Day 2
Extensive

washing in 0.3% Triton X-100 in 0.1M PB, 8x5 min, removed

primary antibody.
sections

Excess liquid was tipped off the slide and the

dried and slides then

was

area

excess

around the

replaced in the flat slide boxes.

Excess

secondary antibody, goat anti-rabbit peroxidase complex, in incubation solution 2
was

applied to test sections and incubated for 24h at 4°C.

Day 3
Additional
out.

antibody

was

Secondary antibody

followed

applied early next day to prevent sections from drying

was

removed by washing with 0.1M PB for 2x5, 1x10 min,

by acetate buffer for 2 min.

Sections

were

then incubated with the final

solution for

approximately 10 min.

viewing in

light microscope. Once the reaction worked and some nuclei appeared

black, it

was

followed

reaction

was

followed by

stopped by replacing the final solution with stopping solution for 5 min,

by distilled water for 5 min, to prevent excessive background developing.

Sections
remove

a

Progress of the

were

dehydrated through 80%, 100% alcohol and xylene to dewax and

the PAP pen

deposit. Slides

were

mounted in DePeX and coverslipped.

Table 2,7.2 Summary of IHC protocol for Fos protein

Day 2

Day 1

Day 3
Wash off

Fix sections, deactivate

Wash off

endogenous peroxidase,

antibody, incubate

antibody, incubate with

sections with

final solution,

remove

background with

primary

secondary

secondary

dehydrate,

NSS, incubate with Fos

antibody, goat IgG

dewax, mount in

primary antibody (1:1000)

peroxidase complex

DePeX.

for 24h at 4°C.

(1:500) for 24h at 4°C.
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3. Quantitative Analysis

Sections

were

viewed

by light microscopy using a Vickers M17 microscope, x10

objective, attached to a high performance CCD video camera (Cohu, Brian Reece
Scientific Ltd,

Newbury, U.K.) and the Fos positive nuclei in the region of interest

then viewed

were

counted in the

the video monitor.

on

For each rat,

regions of interest, SON and PVN,

on

Fos positive nuclei were

both the left and right sides in

at least

two, but no more than eight sections.

using

x5 objective, and the profile of the area manually outlined on the monitor.

This

a

then measured and

area was

image analysing system.
Fos

for each

± s.e.m. was

region,

as

then viewed,

was

computed by using a Joyce-Loebl pMagiscan

Fos positive nuclear densities were calculated from the

positive nuclei counts and the

mean

Each SON/PVN

area

measurements for each profile. The animal

described for each experiment, and finally the group mean

then calculated.

4. Variability

Each Fos IHC

for

run

an

animal and thus all groups

experimental series contained at least two slides

for the experiment, in order that all the sections

per

were

exposed to identical processing thereby reducing differences between sections

artefactually

from

arising

processing

variation.

Sections

were

coded

for

quantification to prevent bias.
2.8 Double Labelled

Magnocellular

Immunohistochemistry

neurones

vasopressin (Heller 1966).

expressing

Fos

protein

immunohistochemically
immuno labels

on

in the SON and PVN contain either oxytocin or
In order to identify the proportion of oxytocin cells

after various

stimuli

both

proteins

were

detected

the same section. When detecting the presence of two

simultaneously the detection rate decreases (personal observation).

To determine the extent of this decrease sections from the
labelled for Fos

same

animals

were

only, oxytocin only and Fos and oxytocin.

1. Materials
Solutions used

were as

above for IHC,

except for the following:

Primary Antibody (1°)
Fos: Rabbit anti c-fos

(Oncogene Sciences, Cambridge Bioscience, U.K.) diluted
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(1:1000)(1 Ml/ml) in 0.1M PB + 0.3% Triton X-100 + 1% NSS + 0.02% Sodium azide

(NaN3; Sigma U.K.)
Oxytocin: Rabbit anti-oxytocin (Higuchi et al 1985) diluted 1:50 000 in 0.1M PB +
0.3% Triton X-100 + 1% NSS + 0.02% Sodium azide.
Secondary Antibody (2°)
Fos: 2°

antibody Biotinylated anti-rabbit (Vector BA 1000) 1:200 (5 (jl/ml) in 0.1M

PB + 0.3% Triton X-100 + 1% NSS
2° Ab.

conjugate- Streptavidin-biotin-peroxidase complex (Amersham) 1:200 (5
pl/ml) in 0.1M PB only

Oxytocin: Goat anti-rabbit IgG-peroxidase complex (PI 1000, Vector, U.K.) diluted
(1:500)(2 pl/ml) in 0.1M PB + 0.3% TritonX-100 + 1%NSS
2.

Methodology

Day 1
15 pm

coronal rat brain sections were prepared on slides and all sections were

fixed, washed, endogenous peroxidase deactivated, washed and the background
removed

as

above

(para. 2.7.2) on day 1 for IHC.

Approximately 50 pi of the 1° Fos antibody was pipetted onto each section for
Fos

only and Fos and oxytocin slides and then incubated for 24h at 4°C.

Approximately 50pl of the 1° oxytocin antibody was pipetted onto each section for

oxytocin only slides and then incubated for 24h at 4°C.
Day 2

Additional, appropriate primary antibody was added to the respective sections to
prevent dehydration early on day 2.

Slides exposed to Fos antibody

were

put in

separate dishes from those exposed to oxytocin antibody. All slides were washed

extensively in 0.3% Triton X-100 in 0.1M PB (8x5 min).

Oxytocin only sections

were

then exposed to

an excess

of secondary antibody,

goat anti-rabbit peroxidase complex, in incubation solution 2 and incubated for 24h
at 4°C.

Fos
2°
PB

only and Fos and oxytocin sections were then exposed to an excess of the

biotinylated anti-rabbit antibody for 2h at RT. Slides were then washed in 0.1M
(2x5, 1x10 min).

Sections

were

then exposed to the 2° antibody conjugate:
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streptavidin-biotin-peroxidase complex for 2h at RT.
0.1M PB
for

(2x5, 1x10 min). These sections

approximately 10 min. Reaction

Once nuclei appeared
with

were

was

were

then washed in

then incubated in the final solution

progress was

black, the reaction

Slides

followed under the microscope.

stopped by replacing the final solution

stopping solution for 5 min, followed by distilled water for 5 min.

Fos

only slides

were

dehydrated through the series of alcohols, dewaxed in

xylene and mounted in DePeX.
Fos and
0.1M PB
at RT.

oxytocin sections

were

washed extensively in 0.3% Triton X-100 in

(8x5 min) then incubated in 0.3% Triton X-100+1% NSS in 0.1 M PB for 1h

Sections

were

then

exposed to an excess (50 pi) of the 1° oxytocin antibody

for 24h at 4°C.

Day 3

Early

day 3 a further excess of the relevant antibody was added to all

on

sections.

Oxytocin only sections

were

washed in 0.1M PB (2x5, 1x10 min) then

exposed to 0.1% DAB+0.01% H2O2 in 0.1M PB for 10 min until the brown
cytoplasmic precipitate developed
reaction

was

through

a

over neurones

in the magnocellular nuclei. The

stopped by washing in 0.1 M PB for 10 min. Sections were dehydrated

series of alcohols before dewaxing in xylene, and mounted in DePeX and

coverslipped.
Fos and

oxytocin sections

were

washed in 0.3% Triton X-100 in 0.1M PB (8x5

min) then incubated with goat anti-rabbit peroxidase complex for 24h at 4°C.
Day 4
Fos and

oxytocin slides were washed in 0.1 M PB (2x5, 1x10 min) then exposed

to 0.1% DAB+0.01%

precipitate developed

H2O2 in 0.1M PB for 10 min until the brown cytoplasmic
over neurones

in the magnocellular nuclei. Slides were finally

washed in 0.1 M PB for >10 min. Slides

were

dehydrated and mounted

as

before.

3. Quantification
Fos
above

only, oxytocin only, and Fos and oxytocin positive cells
(para. 2.7.3) and colocalisation

labelled cells.

was

were

counted as

expressed as a percentage of the total
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4. Variability
As above

animal in

labelling

an

was

(para. 2.7.4), processing variability was reduced by tissue from each

experiment being processed at the

single antibody immunoreactivity.

2.9 In situ

Hybridisation (ISH)

same rat

for

hybridisation histochemistry (ISH) is a useful method for studying the

localisation of
gene

time. The effect of double

assessed by comparing numbers of labelled cells of the

double and

In situ

same

specific messenger ribonucleic acids (mRNA) and the regulation of

expression within an anatomical context (Lewis et al 1985).

cellular mRNA

are

dependent

Changes in

the rate of precursor synthesis, nuclear and

on

cytoplasmic processing, transport, release and rate of degradation which is itself
dependent on the composition of the mRNA (Ross 1989).
cells

are

detected

Specific mRNAs within

by hybridising the mRNA to radiolabeled (as used in the present

study) or biotinylated segments of complementary deoxyribose nucleic acid (cDNA)
thereby allowing cellular localisation and quantification of these peptide mRNAs. In
the studies in this thesis, we used

chemically synthesised cDNA probes which

oligonucleotides/oligomers complementary to designated
of interest. These probes are short

sequences

are

of the mRNA

single stranded nucleotide sequences (48 base

pairs long) (ssDNA) which penetrate tissue easily and were designed to recognise

specific nucleotide
and therefore will

sequences

within the mRNA of interest and be species specific

only recognise the desired mRNA among known mRNAs. This is

especially important

as

the gene families of enkephalin (Comb et al 1982),

dynorphin (Civelli et al 1985) and proopiomelanocortin (Oates & Herbert 1984) and
that of

oxytocin (Ivell & Richter 1984) and vasopressin (Land et al 1982) contain

extensive

homologous sequences.

RNase controls and distribution of
established distribution of cells

Hybridisation was confirmed by including
binding within the tissue relative to previously

containing the mRNA species. The stability of the

hybridised product is determined by the G-C nucleotide composition, probe length,
by the number of mismatched base pairs and by temperature and salt concentration

during the hybridisation washes (Lewis et al 1985). The latter two variables have
been determined
Terminal

by previous experimentation (e.g. Lightman & Young 1987b).

deoxynucleotidyl transferase (Tdt) enzyme catalyses the polymerisation of
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35S-dATP

to the
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3-hydroxyl terminal of the ssDNA probe (Deng & Wu 1981). As

a

result, each probe molecule is multiply labelled which enhances detection and
allows the

labelled

use

of lower energy

emitters i.e.

35s

and

3h

compared to

32p

The

probe is detected by autoradiography on photographic film, and the silver

grain density quantified,

or

by

exposure

to photographic emulsion which allows

cellular localisation of the detected mRNAs and

counting, where expression is low.

quantification, by silver grain

Since silver grain density is related to the

underlying radioactivity, the latter can be estimated from the former, and hence the

hybridised mRNA

can

be quantified (Dormer 1973).

1. Oligonucleotide Probes
All

oligonucleotide probes used in this study

produced by Oswell DNA

were

Service, Dept. of Chemistry, University of Edinburgh.
1. Preoroenkephalin A (PENK A)

Met-Enkephalin is part of
precursor

a

family of structurally related peptides whose

protein is proenkephalin A (PENK A). PENK A mRNA contains 810 base

pairs (b.p.) (Yoshikawa et al 1984) and this 296 amino acid polypeptide chain codes
for four

copies of the pentapeptide met-enkephalin and

met-enk-ArgS-Gly^-Leu®

and

probe is complementary to

a

met-enk-Arg^-Phe7.

one

each of leu-enkephalin,

The PENK A oligonucleotide

48 b.p. sequence (388-435) of the rat PENK A mRNA

(Yoshikawa et al 1984).
PENK A mRNA b.p. 388-435
5'

GAG-AUC-CUU-GCC-AAG-AGG-UAU-GGC-GGU-UUC-AUG-AAG-AAG-GAU-

GCA-GAU 3'
PENK A cDNA oligonucleotide probe

5'

ATC-TGC-ATC-CTT-CTT-CAT-GAA-ACC-GCC-ATA-CCT-CTT-GGC-AAG-

GAT-CTC 3'
2.

Preprocorticotrophin releasing hormone (prepro-CRH)

Corticotrophin releasing hormone,

a

forty

one

amino acid

peptide

is

a

secretagogue for ACTH from the anterior pituitary (Vale et al 1981, Antoni 1986)
and is involved in behavioural and stress responses
CRH mRNA is

a

187 amino acid

(Koob et al 1993). Rat prepro-

polypeptide chain including the signal peptide
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(Jingami et al 1985a) which codes for CRH.

complementary to the 48 b.p.

sequence
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The CRH oligonucleotide probe is

496-543, of the rat prepro-CRH mRNA.

preproCRH mRNA b.p. 496-543
5'

GCC-AGG-GCA-GAG-CAG-UUA-GCU-CAG-CAA-GCU-CAC-AGC-AAC-AGG-

AAA-CUG 3'
CRH cDNA oligonucleotide probe

5' CAG-TTT-CCT-GTT-GCT-GTG-AGC-TTG-CTG-AGC-TAA-CTG-CTC-TGC-CCTGGC 3'
These

particular base pair sequence ranges

were

chosen as Young and

colleagues have previously demonstrated that oligonucleotide probes for enkephalin
bases 388-435 and CRH bases 496-543

of

detection

extracted

RNAs

produce specific hybridisation as shown by

(Northern

immunohistochemistry (Young et al 1986a, b).
these

blots)

and

comparison

with

They have also successfully used

probes to detect PENK A mRNA and CRH mRNA in rat brain (Lightman &

Young 1987b).
3. c-fos

Fos, the 55 kDa nuclear phosphoprotein product of the proto-oncogene, c-fos

(Curran et al 1984), is involved in signal transduction and influences the expression
of late response genes

(Morgan & Curran 1991). Rat c-fos encodes for a 2.2 kDa

mRNA, and the cDNA oligonucleotide probe is complementary to the 48 b.p.
sequence

138-185, of the rat c-fos mRNA (Curran et al 1987).

The hybridisation

specificity of this probe has been confirmed by Northern Blot analysis and shown to
hybridise to c-fos mRNA in rat brain (Hamamura et al 1991)
c-fos mRNA b.p. 138-185
5'

ATG-TTC-TCG-GGT-TTC-AAC-GCG-GAC-TAC-GAG-GCG-TCA-TCC-TCC-

CGC-TGC 3'
c-fos cDNA oligonucleotide probe

5'

GCA-GCG-GGA-GGA-TGA-CGC-CT C-GTA-GT C-CGC-GTT-GAA-ACC-CGA-

GAA-CAT 3'
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2.

Materials

1.

Slides
Slides

were
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cleaned in dichromic acid for 24h, washed with

tap water for 24h,

rinsed with autoclaved double distilled deionised water

(addH20) and kept in 80%

alcohol

Slides were then dried and

(C2H5OH, AnalaR; BDH: addH20) until use.

subbed with chrome alum

gelatine (see above), made with addH20.

Glassware

2.

All

glassware was washed in Micro (International Products Corporation, Kent,

U.K.) for 12h minimum, rinsed, then baked at 200°C for 12h.
3. Plasticware
All

plasticware

4.

Solutions
All solutions

was

tinfoil wrapped then autoclaved.

were

made in

addH20, using AnalaR grade chemicals.

Standard Sodium Citrate (SSC)

20*(times)SSC Stock Solution:17.54%Sodium Chloride

(NaCI, AnalaR; BDH)

8.82%tri-Sodium Citrate

(Na3C6H5C>7.2H20, AnalaR; BDH)
1*SSC 50 ml 20*SSC + 950ml addH20
4*SSC 200 ml 20*SSC + 800ml addH20

Dilutions:

0.2M Phosphate Buffered Saline (PBS)

Stock A: 2.76%w/vol Sodium

Dihydrogen Orthophosphate 1-hydrate

1.7%w/vol Sodium Chloride
Stock B: 2.84%w/vol Disodium

hydrogen orthophosphate anhydrous

1.7%w/vol Sodium chloride
for

ph7.4:- 810mi stock A + 190ml stock B

0.1M PBS

was

made

by diluting 0.2M PBS with an equal volume of addH20

4% Paraformaldehyde in 0.1 PBS
4%w/vol

Paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M PBS, pH adjusted to 7.5 by adding NaOH.

RNase Buffer
0.112%w/vol

Tris

8.0

(Tris

(hydroxymethyl)

aminomethane

hydrochloride,
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crystalline; Sigma)
2.32%w/vol Sodium chloride
0.032%w/vol

EDTA

(ethylenediaminetetraacetic

acid.disodium,

dihydrate,

CloHl4N208Na2-2H20; Sigma)
added to 800 ml

addh^O

RNase Solution
11.2

pi RNase (RNase

enzyme

solution A type XA; Sigma) added to 8 ml RNase

buffer
Tris/EDTA Buffer
2M Tris Stock:85 ml

addH20

7.5 ml

conc.

hydrochloric acid (HCI; BDH)

2.42%w/vol Trizma-base

addH20 to make

up

(Tris[hydroxyymethyl]aminomethane, C4H11NO3; Sigma)

to 100 ml

0.5M EDTA Stock:100 ml

addH20

1.86%w/vol EDTA

pH 8.0 by adding 10N NaOH
For Buffer:- to 500 ml

addh^O was added 2.5 ml TRIS 2M stock + 100 pi EDTA

0.5M stock.

Sephadex G50
15ml Tris/EDTA buffer
pm;

was

added to

1g sephadex G50 fine (bead diameter 20-80

Sigma)

Ethanolamine solution for acetvlation
to 200 ml

add^O:-

0.9%w/vol sodium chloride
1.49%w/w 99%solution ethanolamine
0.5 ml Acetic

(H2NCH2CH2OH; Aldrich Chemical Co. Ltd)

anhydride (d=1.08 g/ml) (C4H0O3; Sigma)

Hybridisation Solutions
Herring
10

sperm

single stranded DNA

mg/ml Deoxyribonucleic Acid (DNA, degraded free acid, from herring

sperm;
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Sigma)
Dextran Sulphate
50%solution Dextran

sulphate (sodium salt; Sigma)

Solution 1 for hybridisation buffer:8 ml 20*SSC
800

pi 50* Denhart's Solution (Sigma)

1.6 ml stock

herring

8 ml 50%Dextran

ssDNA

sperm

Sulphate

Solution 2 for hybridisation buffer:15.4%

(1M) Dithiothrietol (DTT) (C4H-10O2S2 ;Sigma)

Table 2.9.2.4. Composition of hybridisation solution:-

Solution

Volume

Hybridisation Buffer

2700

DTT

60

Formamide

3000

Labelled Probe

40-80

The volume of labelled
as

the final concentration.

5.

Methodology

probe added

was

pi

pi

pi
pi

calculated to give 100,000 dpm/ 40 pi

1. Brain Paste Standards

Serial dilutions of
brain

a

known amount of

radioactivity,

35S-dATP,

were

added to

paste, in order to establish a standard curve to convert silver grain density to

dpm/mm2.

Ten rat brains

were

fragmented and homogenised in 1 ml dh^O

containing 3 drops of mineral oil (to prevent bubbling). Approximately 0.5 ml brain
paste was pipetted into a scintillation vial, tubes were centrifuged and additional
brain
was

paste added, then recentrifuged until the vial contained 0.5 ml.

added to 2

pi

35S-dATP containing

removed and added to brain

a

2 pi addb^O

known amount of radioactivity, 1 pi

was

paste standard No.1. An equal volume of addh^O was
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then added to the

remaining diluted radioactivity.

1 |jl

was

then added to brain

paste standard 2. This protocol was followed until ten serial diluted standards were
made.

The standards

that the

radioactivity

standards

were

snap

were

was

then vortexed and

centrifuged three times to

evenly distributed throughout the brain paste.

frozen in liquid nitrogen, 10

pm

sections

were

cryostat and mounted onto chrome alum subbed slides in serial order.
were

stored in desiccated boxes at -70°C. Two 10 pm

were

measured

by

a

ensure

The

cut on a

Standards

sections from each standard

scintillation counter (Rackbeta Liquid Scintilation Counter; LKB

Wallac) and the mean disintegrations

per

minute (dpm) emitted by each standard

computed.
2. Tissue sections
Brains

previously stored at -70°C were sectioned

on

a

cryostat at optimal

temperature -16-(-12)°C. 10 pm transverse sections through the hypothalamus
were

mounted

were

then stored in desiccated slide boxes at -70°C before ISH.

was

collected

cannulae, and

on

chromic acid cleaned chrome alum

as

was

a

gelatine subbed slides. Slides

Every tenth section

marker for orientation and to locate the sites of

implanted

counterstained with cresyl violet or toluidine blue.

3. Probe Calculations
The

molecular

concentration in

weight of the oligonucleotide probe was calculated and its

pmoles/pl. The relevant oligonucleotide probe

give 9 pmoles/pl. To label the probe, 1 pi probe solution
autoclaved

eppendorf (1.5 ml tube) in

a

was

then diluted to

placed in

an

waterbath heated to 37°C, 5 pi tailing buffer

(supplied with TdT by Gibco-BRL), 22 pi addh^O, 1 pi
1

was

35S-dATP (Dupont NEN) and

pi terminal deoxynucleotide transferase (TdT) (15 units/pl, Gibco-BRL)

were

then

sequentially added. The reaction mixture was then incubated under gentle agitation
for 1h then

a

further 1

pi TdT and 1 pi

further hour. The reaction
The labelled

probe

was

was

35S-dATP

stopped by cooling

was
on

added and incubated for

a

ice.

separated from the free label by passage through a

Sephadex column. The labelled mixture was added to the top of the column along
with 100
and

a

pi TE buffer. The eluted solution was collected in a 1.5 ml eppendorf tube

further 100

pi TE buffer was added and a new sample was collected.

Application of 100 pi TE buffer

was

repeated a total of 15 times. Two 1 pi samples
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from each collection

were

scintillation fluid- RIA Luma

added to
or
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separate scintillation vials containing 2.5 ml

Ultima Gold MR. The

samples were counted with the

liquid scintillation counter and the results used to identify the tubes containing the
labelled

probe.

The labelled probe is larger than the free label and therefore is

eluted first and appears as

the first peak of detected radioactivity, the free label is

eluted second and appears as the

probe

second peak. The tubes containing the labelled

then selected. The specific radioactivity of the labelled probe was then

were

calculated:The scintillation counter has
for Ultima Gold. The average

then

converted to

a

counting efficiency of 70% for Ria Luma and 95%

dpm from the vials containing the labelled probe were

represent 100% counting efficiency, and multiplied by the

remaining number of pi of labelled probe. This total volume in
9

protocol contains

our

pmole, and by converting the dpm into radioactivity i.e. pCi the specific activity
then

was

calculated, expressed as Ci/mmol.

useable the

In order for the labelled probe to be

specific activity of the labelled probe had to be greater than 100

Ci/mmol.
4.

1SH
Selected slides

come

up

were

removed from the desiccated boxes after

RT for 1h.

to

Slides

were

placed in

being allowed to

racks and fixed

in 4%

paraformaldehyde in 0.1M PBS for 20 min, rinsed in 0.1M PBS then washed in
0.1M PBS for 10 min.

increase tissue

After

acetylation in ethanolamine solution for 10 min, to

permeability, the slides

were

dehydrated through alcohols:- 70%,

80%, 90%, 100%, chloroform, 100% and 90%. Slides
incubation chambers. Three sets of control slides
and

were

were

air dried and placed in

used: RNase,

RNase buffer

no-probe. Slides treated with either 40 pi RNase and 40 pi RNase buffer were

incubated for 1h at 37°C, then washed in

addh^O for 5 min. Slides were then air

dried and replaced in the chamber.

Separate chambers

slides to avoid

No-probe control slides

cross

contamination.

pi hybridisation buffer only for 20h at 37°C.
2500

were

used for the control

were

incubated with 40

40 pi hybridisation buffer containing

dpm/pl labelled probe was pipetted onto all sections, apart from no-probe

sections; it

was

ensured that the whole section

sealed and incubated for 20h at 37°C.

was

covered.

The boxes

were
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Excess

hybridisation solution

around the sections

Slides

was

wiped off with

tipped off the slides and further

paper

tissue then the slides

were

from

excess

placed in racks.

rinsed in 1*SSC at 55°C then washed three times for 30 min in 1*SSC

were

Slides

air dried,

dipped in 80% alcohol containing 300 mM ammonium acetate, then into

were

washed for

further hour in 1*SSC at 55°C. Slides

at 55°C.

a

were

then

absolute alcohol and then air dried.

In the darkroom the slides

were

fixed with tape

face

up

in autoradiographic

cassettes, their layout noted, and a sheet of pmax Hyperfilm (Kodak) placed
emulsion side down
standard

on

top of the slides. Each cassette had one set of radioactive

(brain paste) sections. After closing the cassette the edges

the cassette

was

sealed in tinfoil and then in

a

black

taped,

were

bag. Because of a shortage of

cassettes, pairs of flat plate-glass mirror tiles were used as an alternative.
slides
was

taped onto pmax Hyperfilm previously taped to a mirror tile. Another tile

were

placed on top of the slides.

paper

The

then tinfoil followed by

a

period of time at 4°C dependent
After the set exposure

The tiles were taped together, sealed in brown

black bag.
on

The film

was

left to

expose

for

a

set

the probe used (see each experiment).

times, the films were developed in the darkroom in D19

developer (Kodak) for 5 min, then fixed (llford Hypam Rapid, 1:9 dilution: add^O)
for 2x5 min and washed for 30 min.

To determine the cellular location of radiolabeled probe the

slides

were

then

dipped in llford G5 photographic emulsion (diluted 1:4 add^O), dried in the dark,

placed in desiccated boxes, wrapped in tinfoil and
a

number of weeks at 4°C

slides

(see experiment for exact time). After the said time the

fixed twice for 5 min in llford

for 5 min in

5.

black bag and left to expose for

developed in the darkroom for 5 min (D19: Kodak), rinsed in add^O,

were

and eosin,

a

Hypam Rapid fixer (1:4: add^O) then washed twice

add^O. Slides were air dried and counterstained with haematoxylin

mounted in DePeX and coverslipped.

Quantitative Analysis
Films

were

film with the
film with
Vickers

a

sellotaped onto slides and labelled

areas

original sections. The PVN and SON

needle under

a

macroscope.

were

Film sections

identified by overlaying the
outlined by scratching the
were

viewed under

a

M17

microscope, x10 objective, and the grain density of each area computed by

General Methods

measuring the total grain

area
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of the silver grains present in

Joyce Lobel pMagiscan image analysis system.
corresponding film background measurement
measurement

value of silver
then

was

subtracted from the

grain density/unit area.

computed for each identified

computed.

For each
made.

was

area.

relationship

was

grain density

area

measured,

Each background

Group

means

was

per

standard

per area were

then

measured three times and

was

After subtracting the
computed. A logarithmic

then plotted for the grain density of the standards against

radioactivity, and the grain density values for the tissue measurements

were

accepted if their values lay on the straight portion of the curve.
2.10 Statistics

Group

a

The mean grain density/area per rat was

corresponding background measurements were made.
average

set area by using a

specific tissue measurement to give the

Silver grain density for each standard

background, the

a

means were

compared using NCSS as described for each experiment.

only

Fos
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CHAPTER 3
MORPHINE WITHDRAWAL EXCITATION OF OXYTOCIN NEURONES: FOS
PROTEIN EXPRESSION AND MECHANISMS OF WITHDRAWAL EXCITATION

Fos
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Introduction

3.1

Magnocellular OXT
these

neurones

have

a

distinctive firing pattern and during suckling

hypothalamic neurones have been shown to fire synchronously, in

a

burst

pattern of activity which precedes milk let down (Wakerley & Lincoln 1973, Lincoln &

Wakerley 1974).

The amount of OXT released from the posterior pituitary is a

function of the electrical
Increases in the

activity of the oxytocin neurone (Bicknell et al 1988).

frequency of firing rate increase the amount of OXT released

(Dreifuss et al 1971) and the amount released is further increased when the OXT
neurones

fire bursts of action

released in

a

potentials (Bicknell 1988) and therefore OXT is

frequency facilitated

manner

(Bicknell 1988).

have been demonstrated to inhibit OXT and

vasopressin

Endogenous opioids

neurones

(Arnauld et al

1983, Bicknell et al 1985) and can inhibit OXT release during the milk ejection reflex

(Haldar & Sawyer 1978) and parturition (Russell et al 1989). Therefore endogenous
opioids have a role in regulating oxytocin secretion under physiological conditions
and

so

3.1.1

investigation of opioid action

Opioid action

on

on

maqnocelluiar

OXT neurones is of considerable interest.

neurones

Endogenous opioids and exogenously applied opioids inhibit magnocellular

oxytocin and vasopressin neurones. Opioids can act at the cell bodies to reduce/
inhibit electrical

activity (Arnauld et al 1983, Wakerley et al 1983a, Inenaga et al

1990, Pumford et al 1991, Bourque et al 1993) and at the terminals of the

neurohypophysis to attenuate release into the plasma (Iversen et al 1980, Bicknell
&

Leng 1982, Zhao et al 1988a, Russell et al 1993).
In urethane-anaesthetised

to

virgin rats, central endogenous opioids do not

tonically inhibit magnocellular neurosecretory

administration of naloxone, an

neurones

as

appear

systemic,

i.v.

opioid antagonist, does not significantly affect their

firing rate (Bicknell et al 1988, Shibuki et al 1988), although endogenous opioids do
appear to

act at the neurohypophysis as naloxone administration does increase

oxytocin release into the plasma (Rayner et al 1988).
intracerebroventricular infusion of
et al

Both chronic and acute

morphine profoundly inhibit OXT release (Russell

1989, Pumford et al 1991) and in lactating rats this inhibition prevents milk let

down in

spite of a continuing suckling stimulus from the pups. Oxytocin secretion is

essential for parturition,

being secreted in

a

pulsatile manner in the normal

course

of

Fos
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parturition in the rat (Luckman et al 1993a).
selective for p-

and

k-

Morphine and U50,488H, agonists

receptors respectively, can interrupt parturition (Gosden et al

1985, Douglas et al 1993a), whilst systemic administration of naloxone increases

oxytocin secretion (Douglas et al 1993b) and the speed of parturition in normal rats
(Leng et al 1988). Thus endogenous opioids have
secretion in

parturition, and this is

Tolerance to chronic

seen

restraining action

a

on

oxytocin

particularly during stress (Leng et al 1988).

morphine can be illustrated in lactating rats as within two

days of the continuing i.c.v. infusion, milk let down returns and after 5 days oxytocin
release

has

returned

normal

to

(Rayner et al 1988).

Dependence in the

magnocellular oxytocin system is demonstrated when a chronically morphine
infused

rat

is

administered

naloxone which

produces a large and immediate

withdrawal excitation of the neurones; this is

typically an increase in firing rate of

between 2-6 Hz

a

(Bicknell et al 1988) with

consequent massive secretion of

oxytocin both peripherally (Bicknell et al 1988) and centrally from the neuronal
dendrites

(Russell et al 1992c).

Vasopressin magnocellular neurones do not

develop tolerance to and dependence on morphine (Bicknell et al 1988).
3.1.2 Opioid action at the posterior pituitary aland
In the

posterior pituitary k-receptors predominate, few p-receptors

found and

are

5-receptors are detected (Bunn et al 1985, Herkenham et al 1986).

no

selective
the

agonists and not

p- or

k-receptors belong to the G-protein

family of receptors and are coupled to calcium conductances.

characteristic

biochemically distinguishes them from

also linked to

G-proteins but

Mansour et al

are

k-

8- selective agonists inhibit oxytocin secretion from

posterior pituitary (Sumner et al 1990).

linked

Only

This latter

and 5- receptors which

are

coupled to potassium conductances (for review

see

p-

1988).

Dynorphin, a selective k-agonist (Corbett et al 1982), is colocalised and coreleased with

vasopressin and oxytocin (Sherman et al 1986) and binds to

k-

receptors located on nerve terminals in the neural lobe (Falke et al 1989) to inhibit
stimulated release of
the

oxytocin (Falke 1988). Another endogenous peptide found in

neurohypophysis is met-enkephalin,

a p-receptor

agonist (Kosterlitz 1985) and

enkephalin has been found to be colocalised in oxytocin

neurohypophysis but not in vasopressin

nerve

nerve

terminals in the

terminals (Gaymann & Martin 1987).

Fos
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However, following salt loading enkephalin is found co-localised in both AVP and
OXT

magnocellular neurones (Meister et al 1990a, b).

However enkephalin

expression in the magnocellular neurones of the SON and PVN is low under basal
conditions

(Lightman &Young 1987b, Young & Lightman 1992). Met-enkephalin is

also found in

pituicytes in the neural lobe (Schafer et al 1990).

Neural stalk

stimulation, in vivo, results in depletion of OXT, AVP, dynorphin and to a lesser
extent

enkephalin in the neural lobe (Leng et al 1994). During morphine withdrawal

excitation

only OXT and met-enkephalin are depleted from the neural lobe and a

small amount of

enkephalin is

a

dynorphin from OXT terminals (Leng et al 1994). Although met-

p-receptor agonist, and k-receptors predominate in the neural lobe,

it has been demonstrated that extended forms of met-enkephalin are active at k-

receptors in the neural lobe (Leng et al 1994) and therefore the concurrent release
of

oxytocin and enkephalin and

extended
the

a

small release of dynorphin suggests that the

enkephalins and dynorphin may then have an action via k-receptors on

oxytocin

nerve

terminals to inhibit OXT release.

The site of action of

proposed to be at the

morphine
nerve

on

magnocellular oxytocin cells in rats

was

first

terminals in the neural lobe from experiments in

lactating rats given i.c.v. morphine (Clarke et al 1979). This evidence appeared to
indicate that

morphine could block oxytocin secretion without affecting the burst

discharge of oxytocin cells during lactation. The report that i.c.v. morphine had
effect

on

no

bursting activity in lactating rats (Clarke et al 1979) can possibly be

explained by

a

reduced sensitivity to inhibition by opioids as the intensity of the

stimulation increases

(Pumford et al 1991, Pumford et al 1993a).

Clarke and

Patrick then found that

morphine inhibited electrically stimulated OXT release from

isolated rat neural lobes

(Clarke & Patrick 1983) whereas Russell et al (1993) found

no

effect of

morphine on oxytocin secretion stimulated by electrical stimulation of

the neural stalk at

a

frequency similar to that which oxytocin neurones fire at

periodically during suckling (Lincoln & Wakerley 1974). However Clarke et al (1979)
used
This

changes in intramammary pressure to determine the amount of OXT secreted.
measure

of OXT secretion is

to decrease mammary

as

morphine has been demonstrated

gland sensitivity to oxytocin and therefore

bolus of OXT is less effective in

of

problematic

increasing intramammary

morphine (Russell et al 1993).

Secondly the

pressure

mammary

an

endogenous

in the presence

gland responds to

an

Fos

increase in

circulating oxytocin in

at 0.1-0.25mll

and any

non-linear manner,

a

minimum increase occurs

oxytocin whereas a maximal response occurs with 1mU oxytocin,

pressure.

frequency facilitated

the

a

further increase in circulating oxytocin fails to cause any further increase in

intramammary
a
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oxytocin

Thirdly, oxytocin secretion from the neural lobe occurs in

manner

neurones

(Bicknell 1988);

a

small reduction in the firing rate of

results in a disproportionately large decrease in oxytocin

secretion from the neural lobe. These results indicate that p-receptors

found in the

posterior pituitary (Sumner et al 1990) are not coupled to mechanisms regulating
oxytocin release. The kappa agonist, U50,488

oxytocin secretion by

an

was

found to very effectively inhibit

action at the neural lobe (Pumford et al 1993b).

inhibitory effect of morphine on oxytocin secretion would thus
to central inhibition of the

Pumford et al

can

their effects

neurones

to be confined

(Wakerley et al 1983,

1991).

3.1.3 Opioid action

Opioids

firing rate of oxytocin

appear

The

on

on

oxytocin maqnocellular

neurone

firing rate

also act to inhibit vasopressin neurones in vivo (Aziz et al 1981) but

perikaryal electrical activity

are

inconsistent (Wakerley et al 1983).

Systemic (i.v.) administration of the K-agonist U50,488H at a low dose increased
the electrical
and

activity of oxytocin

neurones

in the SON of both morphine dependent

morphine naive rats whereas at higher doses the K-agonist inhibited all cells

(Pumford et al 1993b).
Morphine has been found to inhibit oxytocin secretion activated via two different
neuronal

pathways involving two different type of neurotransmitters. Hyperosmotic

stimulation results in
release

oxytocin release and low doses of morphine

can

inhibit this

(Evans et al 1989). The hyperosmotic stimulus acts via the osmoreceptor

complex (Dyball & Leng 1990) which comprises the OVLT, AV3V region and SFO

(Brody & Johnson 1980).
in the SON

neurones

Neurones from the AV3V region project to the oxytocin

(Chaudhry et al 1989) and this projection involves both

inhibitory and excitatory neurotransmitters (Renaud et al 1992), but electrical
stimulation of the AV3V

region excites oxytocin neurones in proportion to the

intensity of the stimulus (Leng et al 1989). Ablation of this input has shown that it
provides

a

tonic excitatory drive to the oxytocin

neurones

thereby producing the

spontaneous activity of the oxytocin cells (Blackburn et al 1987).
and the

Both morphine

kappa agonist U50,488 inhibit the excitation of oxytocin neurones following

Fos

electrical
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stimulation

of the

AV3V

region (Pumford et al 1993a, b) thereby

suggesting that these opioids act directly presynaptically on this input
oxytocin

neurones

themselves.

Cholecystokinin

(CCK)

when

or on

the

administered

systemically activates oxytocin neurones within the SON via the ascending vagal
pathway which synapses in the NTS A2 region, from where noradrenergic neurones
project directly to oxytocin neurones within the SON (Swanson et al 1981).
stimulation of

CCK

oxytocin cells is thus via noradrenaline release (Kendrick et al 1991,

Onaka et al 1995a,

b), a different transmitter than that of the AV3V pathway,

glutamate or angiotensin II (Lind et al 1985, Renaud 1987). Morphine inhibits this

cholecystokinin induced oxytocin release (Pumford et al 1993a, b), and it inhibits
noradrenaline release within the SON
release from the

(Onaka et al 1995a).

Therefore oxytocin

neurohypophysis via excitation of two independent pathways onto

oxytocin neurones can be inhibited by morphine which suggests that morphine acts
the

on

oxytocin cell bodies themselves,

noradrenaline release has also been shown

serve a

a

preterminal

action

on

(Onaka et al 1995a).

3.1.4 Physiological plasticity of opioid actions

Collier

although

on

oxytocin

neurones

proposed that changes in the sensitivity to endogeneous opioids may

physiological role in adaptation to aversive stimuli (Collier et al 1972, Collier

1980).

An example of opioid neuroendocrine control is opioid modulation of

oxytocin secretion in rats (Bicknell & Leng 1982). Deprivation of water in rats leads
to

a

decrease in

sensitivity to the opiate antagonist naloxone (Summy-Long et al

1984) which probably reflects
stored

a

preterminal action (Bicknell & Leng 1982) of the co-

(Martin & Voight 1981) and co-regulated (Sherman et al 1986) opioids.

Subcutaneous naloxone administered to rats made
for 7d

hyperosmotic by drinking saline

only increased oxytocin secretion not vasopressin and only on the first 3d of

treatment

(Carter & Lightman 1987).

This loss of opioid sensitivity after 4d is

thought to reflect down regulation of opioid receptor mechanisms and not to be due
to

depletion of oxytocin from the neural lobe as the response following acute

hyperosmotic stimulation is not different in salt loaded animals.
At the end of pregnancy

increased

in the rat, the neurohypophysial content of oxytocin is

by 30% and is depleted by the

same amount

thereafter (Fuchs & Saito

1971). Pulsatile release of oxytocin is required for the normal course of parturition
in the rat

(Luckman et al 1993a). Morphine and U50.488H, agonists selective for p-

Fos

and
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K-opioid receptors respectively can interrupt parturition (Gosden et al 1985,

Douglas et al 1993b).
stimulated release of

oxytocin (Zhao et al 1988a) although this action is reduced at

the end of pregnancy
another mechanism is

gestation.

This

In isolated neural lobe preparations U50 488H inhibits

(Douglas et al 1993a) and therefore it would appear that
responsible for the opioid inhibition of oxytocin release during

appears

to be a central site of action, mediated via p-opioid

receptors (Douglas et al 1995).
3.1.5 Opioid tolerance and dependence in oxytocin maqnocellular neurones
With chronic

morphine administration, tolerance is evident by requirement for

increasing doses of morphine in order to maintain its inhibitory effect
neurones.

chronic

Dependence is demonstrated

on

secretion of

OXT

withdrawal of the morphine, and in the

morphine model in the rat this withdrawal excitation is revealed

and immediate increase in

on

as a

large

oxytocin neurone firing rate and the subsequent massive

oxytocin into the plasma (Bicknell et al 1988, Rayner et al 1988). Since

the action of naloxone at the
whether the rats
would appear

are

posterior pituitary gland seems to be independent of

morphine dependent

or

morphine naive (Russell et al 1993) it

that tolerance to and dependence

on

morphine with respect to

oxytocin release develops centrally.
3.1.5.1

Tolerance

Tolerance has been

receptors.

proposed to

occur as a

result of down regulation of p-opioid

Initially, unchanged (Tao et al 1987),

or

increased (Brady et al 1989)

receptor densities were reported during the development of tolerance.
with

However,

improved in situ techniques, consistent decreases have been found

tolerance

develops (Bhargava & Gulati 1990, Sumner et al 1990).

Theories

as

on

changes in the properties of p-opioid receptors themselves (Wang et al 1994) and
alterations

in

receptor

coupling

intracellular

to

messengers

i.e.

G-proteins

(Terwilliger et al 1991) have been proposed to account for the central neuronal
development of tolerance.
3.1.5.2 Morphine Dependence
The cellular mechanisms and the role of afferent

synaptic pathways in the

development of dependence in magnocellular OXT neurones have not yet been fully
resolved.

The AV3V

region provides

a

tonic excitatory input to the SON and PVN

Fos

which

was

thought to be required for full expression of the effects of withdrawal

excitation of OXT

However, ablation of this region prior to naloxone

neurones.

administration does not inhibit
the SON and PVN and this

oxytocin
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neurones

morphine withdrawal excitation of OXT

neurones

in

implies that withdrawal excitation may be due to the

themselves or result from increased activity of different afferent

inputs (Russell et al 1992b).
Hypothalamic magnocellular oxytocin
develop

tolerance

and

to

dependence

demonstrated that locus coeruleus

dependent on morphine.
been demonstrated to

neurones are not

The A6

on

neurones

group

of

morphine.
can

the only

neurones to

Aghajanian

(1978)

also become tolerant to and

neurones

in the locus coeruleus has

project to the SON and PVN and is noradrenergic in nature

(Sawchenko & Swanson 1982b). Noradrenaline has been proposed to have a role
in withdrawal excitation of
below

oxytocin

neurones

(Brown et al 1995) and is discussed

(3.1.10).

3.5.6 Gene expression following withdrawal excitation of OXT neurones

Morphine withdrawal induced by naloxone in dependent rats is
to

a

strong stimulus

oxytocin secretion, involving excitation of the firing rate of oxytocin neurones.

Quantitative in situ hybridisation

of OXT mRNA expression in the SON of chronic

morphine dependent rats following withdrawal determined that OXT mRNA did not
change from 2h to 24h later (Lightman & Young 1987a, Sumner et al 1989). This is
a

rather

surprising finding since chronic stimulation of the oxytocin magnocellular

system such as during prolonged salt loading does induce an increase in oxytocin
OXT mRNA (Meister et

al 1990b).

consistently does not show
in conscious rats the
mRNA in the

any

Acute stimulation on the other hand

alterations in oxytocin

gene

more

expression. In contrast

expression of the stress factors, proenkephalin and CRH

pPVN do increase following withdrawal (Lightman & Young 1987b,

1988, Harbuz et al 1991a)
3.1.7

Immediate early

gene

Although there does not

expression following naloxone precipitated withdrawal
seem

to be any induction in OXT gene expression

resulting from the massive hypersecretion of OXT on withdrawal excitation of OXT
magnocellular neurones the requirement for the replenishment of depleted stores in
the neural lobe indicates that OXT gene

expression

may

be induced following

Fos

withdrawal.
occurs

The
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In addition

transcription of the late

response genes,

CRH and PENK A,

following withdrawal (Lightman & Young 1987b, 1988, Harbuz et al 1991a).

potential induction of gene transcription and the electrically highly excited OXT
and resultant secretion

neurones

magnocellular

neurones are

following withdrawal indicate that the oxytocin

highly activated and therefore

expression of immediate early genes such as c-fos.
withdrawal

also

increases

may

have an induced

Morphine dependence and

regional cerebral glucose utilisation in limbic and

brainstem structures known to become

dependent

on

morphine following i.e.v.

morphine infusion (Adams & Wooten 1990) therefore metabolic activation has
occurred
been

as

result of

a

demonstrated

to

morphine withdrawal.
induce

Fos

Acute injections of morphine have

protein expression in the ventral medial

hypothalamus (Chang & Harlan 1990) and also to

suppress

the induction of Fos

protein following noxious stimulus in the rat spinal cord (Presley et al 1990) and

following injection of morphine in parturient rats Fos protein expression is reduced in
SON

the

brainstem

(Luckman & Antonijevic 1993).

Locus coeruleus neurones in the

develop tolerance to and dependence to morphine following chronic

morphine administration and they have been shown to undergo withdrawal
excitation

following opioid antagonism (Aghajanian 1978).

withdrawal Fos
neurones

the

Following morphine

protein and c-jun expression are induced in the locus coeruleus

and in the

amygdala, but only Fos protein

was

found to be expressed in

hippocampus and PVN along with various brain regions (Hayward et al 1990).

Within the brainstem the autonomic nuclei,

including the NTS and the caudal and

rostral ventrolateral medulla, express Fos protein

(Stornetta et al 1993). As there
have

been

shown

to

are

following morphine withdrawal

two well characterised groups of neurones that

develop tolerance

and

dependence to

opioids,

the

magnocellular oxytocin neurones of the hypothalamus and the locus coeruleus
neurones

of the brainstem

induction of c-fos.

Here

so

we

far

only

one

the LC has been investigated for the

will examine the induction of Fos protein

expression

following naloxone precipitated withdrawal in the supraoptic and paraventricular
nuclei of the rat
marker to

hypothalamus, and if Fos protein is induced

use

its expression

as a

investigate mechanisms of its induction following withdrawal.

3.1.8 Role of Ca2+ in maqnocellular neurone electrical activity
The action

potential of rat magnocellular neurosecretory

neurones

is carried by

Fos

influx of Na+ and Ca2+ ions and contain

an
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a

characteristic Ca2+ shoulder

on

the

repolarisation phase (Bourque & Renaud 1985). Therefore Ca2+ has a major role in
regulating the excitability of the cellular membrane in SON neurones.

hyperpolarisation is due to

a

Post-spike

Ca2+ dependent K+ conductance (Bourque et al 1985)

part of this inward Ca2+ current has been shown to be through L-type Ca2+

and

channels

(Tsien et al 1988).

3.1.9 Role of L-tvoe

Ca2+ channels in withdrawal excitation

Hyperexcitation of OXT neuronal firing rate in morphine dependent rats given
naloxone
a

can

be attenuated and sometimes abolished

by

an

Ca2+ channel antagonist, verapamil (Munro et al 1993).

i.c.v. administration of

Verapamil is

a

specific

antagonist of the L-type high voltage activated Ca2+ channel (Triggle & Janis 1987).
Initially Ca2+ ions

were

(Bhargava 1978) and
al

on

demonstrated to have

a

role in withdrawal behaviour

differentiation of the three types of Ca2+ channels (Tsien et

1988) further investigation showed that L-type Ca2+ channels increased in number

during

chronic

exposure

to

morphine

(Ramkumar

&

El-Fakahany

1988).

Antagonism of these L-type Ca2+ channels led to a decrease in the visible signs of
the

withdrawal

syndrome following chronic morphine (Bongianni et al 1986,

Baeyens et al 1987, Ramkumar & El-Fakahany 1988) and also acute morphine
(Barrios & Baeyens 1991).

Ca2+ ion entry following depolarisation results in OXT

release from the neural lobe

(Bicknell 1985). Ca2+ ions have also been shown to be

involved in the

regulation of the c-fos gene (Sheng et al 1988).

inhibition of Ca2+ entry may

result in the inhibition of OXT release and also of the

induction of transcription factors and
gene

expression.

Taken together

therefore

may

affect subsequent changes in

We have therefore examined the effect of verapamil

on

Fos

expression in the SON following naloxone-precipitated morphine withdrawal.
3.1.10 Noradrenergic input to oxytocin

neurones

Ahlquist in 1948 first proposed that there
a

and

were

two types of adrenergic receptors,

p, based on the excitatory, inhibitory and mixed reaction of smooth muscle

preparations to adrenaline, isoprenaline and noradrenaline respectively.
receptors have been further characterised into three types and the
At first it

was

considered that a-1

located whereas a2

(excitatory) receptors

were

a

The p

into two types.

postsynaptically

receptors were presynaptically located and inhibitory (Lefkowitz

Fos

et al
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1990).
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However a2-adrenergic receptors have now been found at post

synaptic sites in several tissues.
A

number

of

noradrenergic pathways project from the brainstem to the

magnocellular neurones of the SON and PVN (Sawchenko and Swanson 1982b).
The

noradrenergic A1 cell

group

is the densest projection to the SON, passing

through the ventrolateral medulla, and it almost exclusively innervates vasopressin
neurones

solitarius

(Raby & Renaud 1989a).

The A2 cell

group

(NTS) and the A6 group of the locus coeruleus both project to the SON

although the latter projection is less extensive: the A2
neurones

within the SON.

via the ventrolateral medulla
via

(Raby & Renaud 1989a).

directly excites

indirectly stimulated

Excitation of oxytocin

neurones,

(Onaka et al 1995a). This excitation

and release of
can

be blocked

a1-antagonist (C.H. Brown, personal communication), and this action has

an

been used in the work in this thesis to
to

neurones are

systemic CCK is via activation of A2

noradrenaline within the SON

by

innervates oxytocin

group

Electrical stimulation of the A2 group

oxytocin cells in the SON, whereas vasopressin

neurones

of the nucleus tractus

study the importance of noradrenergic input

oxytocin neurones in withdrawal.

3.2 Aim
The

magnocellular oxytocin network within the hypothalamus therefore provides

with

a

us

the

well documented,

experimentally defined model with which to investigate

mechanism(s) of morphine dependence at the cellular level.

experimentation

on

this system has concentrated

on

Previous

the cellular mechanisms of

dependence using electrical recording techniques, both in vivo and in vitro, and
some

lines.

of the changes in cellular events upon
I will

withdrawal have been examined in cell

try to extend our knowledge of dependence by examining the effects of

dependence on the expression of the immediate early gene, c-fos, following
withdrawal in vivo.

The

large hyperexcitation and secretion of OXT following

withdrawal excitation would

suggest that we might induce changes in OXT gene

expression and perhaps other late response gene expression both of which may
involve the induction of this immediate

early

gene.

Fos IHC

was

used to detect any

changes in Fos protein expression activated upon withdrawal and to find a neuronal
marker within the

magnocellular

neurones

of the SON which then could be used to

Fos

examine

specific aspects of activation and potential late

withdrawal. This immediate
determine

the

withdrawal

of

withdrawal

itself, and
3.3

of

role

oxytocin

can occur

so
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early

gene

gene

expression after

expression will then be used

as a

marker to

L-type Ca2+ channels and the noradrenergic input
neurones

in the SON.

on

Finally we examined whether

by direct application of the antagonist, naloxone, into the SON

determine the site of dependence.

Experiments

3.3.1 Animals
All animals used in these
rats.

They

Methods
were

experiments were virgin female Sprague Dawley

housed under the standard conditions described in General

were

(G.M.) 2.1, with free

access

to a standard breeder diet and water. Animals

allowed to acclimatise for 2-3 weeks before the

3.3.2

Expt. 1.

experiment.

Fos protein expression in the hypothalamus following naloxoneprecipitated morphine withdrawal in conscious rats.

1.

Surgical preparation

Virgin female Sprague Dawley rats (ca. 240-300g)
in

inhalation chamber and placed in a stereotaxic

an

into

were

anaesthetised with ether

frame.

position by ear bars and the anaesthesia maintained by

The head was fixed
an

ether filled glass

phial.

The skull was exposed by a midline incision and the periosteum scraped

away

to expose bregma. A chronic i.c.v. cannula was implanted into the right lateral

cerebral

ventricle, through a hole drilled 2 mm right lateral to the midline and 3 mm

caudal to

bregma, see G.M. 2.5.1. The 4.5 mm bevelled cannula was attached to

polythene tubing (1. 2

mm

o.d., 0.76

dilutions of morphine sulphate
attached to

an

distilled

or

i.d.), progressively filled with increasing

solution (40 pi of 10 pg/pl, 40 pi of 20 pg/pl) and

osmotic mini pump

sulphate solution

mm

(Alzet 2001) filled with 50 pg/pl morphine

the whole assembly

was

filled with vehicle (pyrogen-free

water). The chronic morphine cannula, attached via the polythene tubing to

the mini pump, was

lowered through the burred hole,

the skull surface in the lateral ventricle. The cannula
dental

acrylic.

that its tip lay 4 mm below

was

affixed into

position using

After the dental acrylic was fully dry, the osmotic mini pump was

placed, subcutaneously, in the subscapular region.
reverse

so

sutures. The rats

were

The wound

was

closed using

then left for 5d to allow the rats to become both

Fos
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tolerant to and

dependent

on

morphine (Rayner et al 1988).

Full methodology is

described in G.M. 2.5.
2.

Experimental procedure
On the

day of the experiment, 5d after the start of the i.c.v. infusion, the rats that

received

i.c.v.

an

infusion

of

morphine have become morphine dependent.

Morphine dependent animals were given
naloxone

a

subcutaneous (s.c.) injection of either

(5 mg/kg, 10 mg/ml, n=7) or vehicle (0.9% NaCI, 0.5 ml/kg, n=7). Naive,

i.c.v. vehicle infused animals received either

mg/kg, 10 mg/ml, n=7)

or

a s.c.

injection of either naloxone (5

vehicle (0.9% NaCI, 0.5 ml/kg, n=7).

Immediately

following the subcutaneous injections of morphine into the conscious morphine
dependent rats

any

behavioural signs of withdrawal such

as

headshakes, 'wet dog

shakes', teeth chattering/grinding, and diarrhoea (Collier et al 1972, Adams &
Wooten

1990)

were

noted. Absence of these behavioural signs would indicate that

the rat had not withdrawn.

Following the

s.c.

injections the conscious rats

allowed to

move

the brains

rapidly removed, as described in G.M. 2.6, frozen

at -70°C until

3.3.3

freely in their cages. The rats

were

were

decapitated 90 min later and
on

dry ice and stored

processed for Fos protein immunohistochemistry (IHC).

Expt. 2. Localisation of Fos protein following naloxone-precipitated morphine
withdrawal

Coronal brain sections

containing the SON and PVN from morphine dependent

conscious rats administered either

procedure
and Fos-IR

3.3.4

see

s.c.

naloxone

or

vehicle rats

(for

surgery

and

4.3.1.2 and 4.3.1.3) were processed for OXT immunoreactivity (IR)

by double IHC.

Expt. 3.

Pilot experiment to examine the effect of sodium pentobarbitone
anaesthesia

on

Fos protein expression in the hypothalamus on

subsequent naloxone-precipitated morphine withdrawal
This
in the

study
SON,

was

carried out to test whether withdrawal, in terms of Fos expression

was

affected by barbiturate anaesthesia, to establish conditions for

subsequent experiments.
1.

Surgical preparation

Fos

Female

Sprague Dawley rats (301 ± 20g)

cannula under ether anaesthesia into the

attached to

was

dilutions of
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an

osmotic

were

implanted with

a

chronic i.c.v.

right lateral ventricle. The i.c.v. cannula

minipump via polythene tubing filled with increasing

morphine sulphate,

as

described above, 3.3.2.1.

2. Experimental procedure
Five
were

2h

days later, after the development of tolerance and dependence the rats

anaesthetised with sodium pentobarbitone (i.p.) (60

prior to the start of the experiment. Anaesthesia

mg/ml, 48 mg/kg) at least

was

maintained by additional

i.p. injections of 0.01-0.02 ml of sodium pentobarbitone as required throughout the
experiment.

Rats

mg/ml, n=2)

or

withdrawal
such

as

are

teeth

were

given an s.c. injection of either naloxone (5 mg/kg, 10

vehicle (0.9% NaCI, 0.5 ml/kg, n=2).

Behavioural signs of

greatly reduced under anaesthesia but some signs

are

still apparent

grinding, head shakes and diarrhoea. 90 min after the subcutaneous

injection the rats
frozen

on

3.3.5

Expt. 4.

were

decapitated and the brains quickly removed.

dry ice the brains

Time

were

course

After being

stored at -70°C until processed for Fos IHC.

of Fos protein expression in the SON and PVN of

pentobarbitone anaesthetised rats and the effect of anaesthesia
on

subsequent naloxone-precipitated morphine withdrawal

1. Surgical preparation
Female
at

a

Sprague Dawley rats (250 ± 8.6g)

flow rate of 600 ml/min in

a

perspex

stereotaxic frame and anaesthesia
box. After
to

an

osmotic mini pump

vehicle
were

midline incision

a

was

was

were

anaesthetised with 5% halothane

box (G.M. 2.2.2). Rats
maintained

made in the

scalp

a

were

placed in a

through the mounted perspex
chronic i.c.v. cannula attached

filled with either morphine sulphate (50 pg/ml, n=40) or

(n=11) was implanted into the lateral ventricle as described in 3.3.2.1. Rats

left for 5d.

2. Experimental procedure

After five
were
or

given

vehicle

a s.c.

days the rats
a

were

anaesthetised with barbiturate, and after 2h the rats

subcutaneous injection of either naloxone (5 mg/kg, 10 mg/ml, n=20)

(0.9% NaCI, 0.5 ml/kg, n=20). Naive vehicle infused rats were also given

injection of either naloxone (n=5)

or

vehicle (n=6).

Rats

were

then killed at

Fos

one

of the

brains
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following times 30, 45, 60, 90, 120 min,

rapidly removed, frozen

as per

Table 3.3.4.2.1 and the

dry ice and stored at -70°C until processed for

on

Fos IHC.
Table 3.3.4.2.1

I.c.v infusion

Summary of rat decapitation times in Experiment 3
30 min

45 min

60 min

90 min

120 min

Morphine + naloxone

4

4

4

4

4

Morphine + vehicle

4

4

5

4

3

+ s.c.

injection

Vehicle + naloxone
Vehicle + vehicle
3.3.6

-

-

-

-

-

-

Expt. 5. Effect of i.c.v. verapamil

on

5

-

6

-

Fos expression in the SON following

naloxone-precipitated morphine withdrawal in conscious animals
1. Surgical Preparation
Adult

virgin female Sprague Dawley rats (ca 291.4 ± 15.6 g)

with ether in

an

1.c.v. cannula,

inhalation chamber then

attached to

morphine sulphate solution
3.3.2.1.
as

an

placed in

anaesthetised

stereotaxic frame. A chronic

osmotic minipump filled with increasing dilutions of

was

implanted into the lateral ventricle

In addition, an i.c.v. cannula was

described in G.M. 2.5,

a

were

as

described in

implanted for subsequent acute infusion

Fig. 2.5.2.

2. Experimental procedure
Five

days after the implantation of the chronic morphine cannula the dummy

caps were

removed from the conscious rats, and the acute infusion cannula,

already connected to a syringe, was inserted 10 min prior to the infusion.
infusion cannula
with vehicle

attached via

polythene tubing to a 20 pi glass syringe filled

(0.9% saline), and the infusion tubing (1.0 mm o.d., 0.5

filled with vehicle

or

was

it

was

ensured that the

(160 pg/5 pi; n=6) or vehicle (NaCI; n=6) over 1 min. 10

min after the start of the infusion all rats

noted.

i.d.) was

flowing freely. The morphine dependent rats were then given a 5 pi

infusion of either verapamil

naloxone

mm

verapamil (32 pg/pl), separated from the saline by a 1 pi air

Prior to the insertion of the infusion cannula,

bubble.
solution

was

The

were

(5 mg/kg)(10 mg/ml 0.9% saline).

given

a

subcutaneous injection of

All visible signs of withdrawal

90min after the administration of naloxone the rats

brains removed, see G.M. 2.6. and stored at -70°C

were

were

decapitated, the

prior to processing for Fos

Fos
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immunoreactivity.
3 Behaviour
A note

taken of the number of times each rat displayed a particular

was

behaviour associated with

opiate withdrawal and in particular the number of wet dog

shakes, headshakes, burrowing actions and teeth grindings.
3.3.6

Expt. 6. Pilot study of effect of verapamil injected directly into SON on Fos
expression following naloxone-precipitated morphine withdrawal

1. Surgical preparation

Virgin female Sprague Dawley rats weighing 266 ± 13g were anaesthetised with
ether and

expose

placed in

the skull,

lateral to

a

1 mm diameter hole was drilled 0.9

a

below the skull.

mm

caudal to

tip lay 4.0

in 2.3.3.1.

Another 1

bregma and
mm

Dental

mm

hole

was

then drilled 2

wound. A

right lateral and 3

acrylic
see

was

applied to affix the cannulae to the skull and

G.M. 2.3.2.2.

screws

The osmotic mini pump was then placed
reverse

sutures used to close the

dummy cap 7.5 mm long then closed the guide cannula.

Experimental procedure
Five

days after the implantation of the chronic morphine and SON guide cannula

dummy caps were removed from the conscious rats 20 min prior to the insertion

of the infusion cannula.
so

mm

chronic morphine infusion cannula was inserted so that

a

subcutaneously into the subscapular region and

the

caudal and 1.7 mm left

below the skull in the right lateral cerebral ventricle, as described

previously inserted

2.

mm

bregma. A 26 gauge guide cannula was then inserted so that its tip lay 6.5

mm

its

stereotaxic frame. After a midline scalp incision was used to

that its

was

The 28 gauge

infusion cannula, 8.9

mm

long

was

inserted

tip lay 7.9 mm below the skull and therefore directly above the SON.

attached to

polythene tubing (i.d. 0.4 mm, o.d. 0.8 mm) filled with either

verapamil (VER: 2 pg/pl)

or

vehicle (VEH: 0.9% sodium chloride). 10 min after the

insertion of the infusion cannula

a

total volume of 0.5

vehicle, n=2,

was

mg/ml)

injected subcutaneously into all rats.

was

It

injected

over

injection the infusion cannula

pi or either verapamil, n=2 or

1 min, and immediately after, naloxone (5 mg/kg)(10

was

removed. The rats

10 min after the end of the
were

then decapitated 90 min

after the administration of naloxone, and the brains removed as described in G.M.

Fos

2.6 and stored at -70°C before
In

order

sustain

to

the

microinjection protocol

was

cannula, connected to

a

either
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being processed for Fos immunohistochemistry.
effect

of

verapamil within the SON

different

a

adopted. Again 10 min after the insertion of the infusion

5pl

gas

tight glass syringe via polythene tubing filled with

verapamil (1 pg/0.6 pi) n=2, or vehicle, n=1, a total volume of 0.4 pi was

administered

1min.

over

Immediately after this microinjection naloxone

was

given

subcutaneously to all the rats. 20 min after the start of the first intranuclear injection
a

further 0.2

the rats

pi

were

was

given into the SON. 90 min after the administration of naloxone

decapitated, and the brains removed and stored

rats showed behavioural withdrawal

3.3.7

above.

as

All the

signs after naloxone.

Expt. 6. Direct application of verapamil into the SON via a microdialvsis
probe:

Effect

on

Fos expression following

naloxone-precipitated

morphine withdrawal
The direct

produced

a

injection of verapamil into the SON described above

may

not have

constant or sufficient verapamil concentration in the SON so we decided

to administer the

verapamil via a microdialysis probe in order to produce a higher

local concentration within the SON, without

injecting a large volume into the tissue

thereby disrupting it.
1. Surgical Preparation
Female

virgin Sprague Dawley rats weighing 267 ± 15g,

were

anaesthetised with

halothane, their heads shaved and placed in a stereotaxic frame where the
anaesthesia
incision

was

maintained via the

surrounding perspex box.

exposed the skull and the periosteum was scraped

and lambda.

the horizontal

length and 1
caudal to

It

was

ensured that the skull

was

level between

away

A midline scalp
to reveal bregma

bregma and lambda in

plane. Screw holes were drilled and a hole approximately 2
mm

mm

in

wide was burred 1.7 mm left lateral to the midline, 0.7-0.9 mm

bregma (G.M. Fig. 2.4.3) and the dura incised using a sharp needle for

the insertion of the

microdialysis probe. A 1

mm

diameter hole was drilled 2

mm

right lateral and 3 mm caudal to bregma for the insertion of the chronic morphine
cannula, as described in 3.2.2.1. After the screws were inserted the microdialysis

probe (see G.M 2.4.1 for specifications) was lowered into the brain so that its tip lay
within the SON, 8.1 mm below the skull

surface.

The chronic morphine cannula

Fos

attached via
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polythene tubing to

lateral cerebral ventricle.

Dental

an

osmotic mini

acrylic

was

pump was

lowered into the right

used to attach the cannulae to the

skull, the osmotic pump was inserted subcutaneously as described above (3.3.2.1).
2. Experimental Procedure

Five
60

days later the rats were anaesthetised with sagatal (sodium pentobarbitone:

mg/ml, 48 mg/kg) at least 2h prior to the start of the experiment and topped up

with 0.01-0.02 ml

syringes

required throughout the experiment.

as

1 ml

gas

tight glass

attached to polythene tubing (0.8 mm o.d.,0.4 mm i.d.: Portex, Ltd.

were

UK.) and filled with either vehicle, artificial cerebrospinal fluid (aCSF: composition
aCSF

[pH 7.2, (mM); NaCI 138, KCI 3.36, NaHC03 9.52, Na2HP04 0.49, urea

2.16, CaCI2 1 26, MgCI2 1.18])(Landgraf & Ludwig 1991) or verapamil

M)(~0.05 mg/ml aCSF).
stainless steel
attached to
was

a

Polythene tubing

attached to each of the lengths of

tubing forming the microdialysis probe.

1.0 ml

Perfuser IV pump,
connection to the

One piece of tubing was

eppendorf tube for collection of waste perfusate and the other

connected to the infusion line.

infusion

was

(104

The

glass syringes

were

placed

on a

Braun

set at a delivery rate of 2.84 pl/min and checked before

probe tubing. The

pump was

switched

on

and the

progress

of the

through the probe assembly monitored. Once the infusion appeared at the

tubing beyond the permeable membrane the infusion of either verapamil (n=6) or
aCSF

(n=5)

was

continued for 1h then

further infusion of aCSF was given to all

15 min after the start of the infusion all animals

animals for 15 min.

subcutaneous

a

injection of naloxone (5 mg/kg)(10 mg/ml).

were

given

a

Rats were killed 90 min

after the administration of naloxone and the brains removed, frozen on

dry ice,

wrapped in tinfoil and stored at -70°C until processed for Fos IHC.
All the infusion solutions

through
3.3.8

a

were

sterilised before administration

by passing them

0.2 pm Millipore filter.

Expt. 7. Effect of a1-noradrenergic receptor antagonist on Fos expression
following naloxone-precipitated withdrawal

1.

Surgical Preparation
Female

virgin Sprague Dawley rats weighing 273.7 ± 10.9g, were anaesthetised

with halothane and
cannula

implanted

an

as

i.c.v. cannula,

for acute infusions and

described in 3.3.5.1.

a

chronic morphine

Fos
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2. Experimental Procedure
Five

days later the rats were anaesthetised with sodium pentobarbitone (i.p.)(60

Additional

mg/ml)(48 mg/kg) at least 2h prior to the start of the experiment.

injections of 0.01-0.02 ml

were used to

maintain the anaesthesia.

100 pi gas tight

glass syringes were attached to polythene tubing (1 mm o.d., 0.5 mm i.d.: Portex,
Ltd.

UK.) and filled with either vehicle (0.9% NaCI)

the a1-noradrenergic

or

antagonist, benoxathian (Sigma)(12.27 mg/ml 0.9% saline) with
cannula attached.
pump,

The

glass syringes

were

placed

on a

a

28 gauge infusion

Braun Perfuser IV infusion

set at a delivery rate of 0.132 pl/min and the infusion cannulae were checked

to make sure

they

were

flowing freely before each infusion. Each rat received an

infusion of either benoxathian

(12.27 mg/ml: n=7)

or

vehicle (n=5) at

a

flow rate of

0.132.pl/min for 60 min. 15 min after the start of the infusion every rat was given a
s.c.

injection of naloxone (10 mg/ml)(5 ml/kg). Rats were decapitated 90 min after

the administration of naloxone, the brains

tinfoil and stored at -70°C until processed

3.3.9

removed, frozen

on

dry ice, wrapped in

for Fos IHC.

Expt. 8. Effect of direct application of naloxone into the SON via a
microdialysis

probe

on

Fos

protein

expression

in

morphine

dependent animals.
1.

Surgical Preparation

Virgin rats were anaesthetised with halothane and

a

chronic i.e.v. cannula

implanted as described in 3.3.3.1. A hole approximately 2 mm in length and 1 mm
wide

was

burred 1.7

mm

left lateral to the midline, 0.7-0.9 mm caudal to

(G.M. Fig. 2.4.3) and the dura incised using
microdialysis probe.
brain

so

that its

a

bregma

sharp needle for the insertion of the

The microdialysis probe (G.M. 2.4.1) was lowered into the

tip lay within the SON, 8.1 mm below the skull surface. Dental

acrylic affixed the cannulae to the skull,

the

osmotic

subcutaneously in the subscapular region and reverse sutures

pump
were

was

placed

used to close

the wound.
2.

Experimental Procedure
Five

days later the rats

were

anaesthetised with sagatal (sodium pentobarbitone:

60

mg/ml, 48 mg/kg, i.p.) at least 2h prior to the start of the experiment and topped

up

with 0.01-0.02 ml

as

required throughout the experiment.

1 ml gas tight glass

Fos

syringes
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attached to polythene tubing (0.8 mm o.d., 0.4

were

mm

i.d.: Portex, Ltd.

UK.) and filled with either vehicle, (aCSF, Ludwig & Landgraf 1991) or naloxone
(10 5 M)(3.63 mg/ml aCSF). Solutions were sterilised by passage through a 0.2 pm

Millipore filter.

Polythene tubing

attached to each of the needles forming the

was

microdialysis probe and the infusion cannula and

an

eppendorf tube attached to the

probe. The infusion syringes were placed on the Braun Perfuser IV pump

,

set at a

delivery rate of 2.84 pl/min. All rats were initially perfused with aCSF. The pump
was

switched

monitored.

and the progress

on

Once the infusion appeared at the

membrane the aCSF infusion
with either naloxone

was

continued for 45 min.

a

further 5 min. Rats

point of administration of naloxone to
and frozen

1.

on

tubing beyond the permeable
Rats

were

then

perfused

(n=4) or aCSF (n=7) for a further 45 min and then all rats were

finally perfused with aCSF for

3.3.9

of the infusion through the probe apparatus

some

were

killed 90 min after the time

animals and the brains rapidly removed

dry ice before storage at -70°C prior to processing for Fos IHC.

Immunohistochemistry

Fos protein IHC

9.1.1

Brain sections

Brains

were

coronally sectioned through the hypothalamus

optimal temperature -16-(-12)°C and the 15 pm sections

were

on a cryostat at

thaw mounted onto

chrome alum

gelatine subbed slides and stored desiccated at -70°C until processed

for Fos IHC.

Every tenth section was collected and stained with toluidine blue for

orientation and verification of

implanted cannulae positions.

9.1.2 Methodology

For full

methodology refer to General Methods 2.7.

Day 1
Slide boxes

were

allowed to

come

to room

temperature, selected slides were

removed, the desired sections encircled with PAP pen and placed into glass slide
boxes for IHC.
buffer

Sections

were

fixed in 4%

paraformaldehyde in 0.1 phosphate

(PB) for 30 min then removed by extensive washing in 0.1M

Endogeneous peroxidase activity

was

then deactivated by the methanol solution for

15 min and the methanol washed off with 0.1M PB

Background binding

was

PB.

containing 0.2% Triton X-100.

then reduced by washing in

a

preincubation buffer

Fos

containing 1% normal sheep
glass dishes and
Sections

box.
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contained Fos

excess

were

serum

for 1h at RT.

Slides

were

solution removed before placement in

then incubated with

an

removed from the
a

humidified slide

of incubation medium that

excess

antibody (rabbit c-fos :Oncogene Sciences) for 24h at 4°C.

Day 2
Additional Fos

primary antibody solution was added early

on

day 2, in order to

prevent the sections from drying out. The primary antibody was removed, 24h after
its

application, by extensive washing in 0.3% Triton X-100 in 0.1M PB.

removal of
boxes.

liquid from the slides they were replaced in the humidified slide

excess

Excess

After

secondary antibody: goat anti-rabbit peroxidase complex

applied to the test sections. Sections

were

was

then incubated for 24h at 4°C.

Day 3
Additional
from

secondary antibody

was

applied early

day 3 to prevent sections

on

drying out. Secondary antibody was removed by extensive washing in 0.1M

PB, followed by acidification in acetate buffer for 2 min. Sections were exposed to
the

final solution

containing the chromagen reagents and then incubated for

approximately 10 min. Progress of the reaction

was

followed by viewing under light

microscopy. Once the reaction worked and nuclei appeared black, it

was

stopped

by washing out the reagents with diluted acetate buffer and water to prevent
excessive

background from developing.

100% alcohol and

xylene to dewax and

mounted in DePeX and

Sections
remove

were

the PAP

dehydrated through 80%,
pen

deposit. Slides

were

coverslipped.

9.2. Double IHC for Fos-IR and OXT-IR
The full

methodology for double IHC labelling of magnocellular neurones for Fos

and OXT is described in G.M. 2.8.

antibody
9.2.1

or

Sections

were

exposed to either the Fos

the OXT antibody or to both the Fos and OXT antibodies.

Methodology

Coronal

brain

sections

containing either the SON

or

PVN were fixed, the

endogenous peroxidase activity and the background removed as described in
3.3.9.1.2. A summary

of the IHC procedure for sections exposed to Fos only, OXT

only and Fos and OXT is shown in Table 3.3.9.2.
procedure, the reaction

was

After the final visualisation

stopped by washing in diluted acetate buffer then

Fos

water.
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Sections

were

then

dehydrated through

series of alcohols and dewaxed in

a

xylene before being mounted in DePeX and coverslipped.
3. Fos IHC controls
In the first

experiment, positive controls for Fos IHC

brain sections from rats
Fos IHC

run.

an

i.p. injection of 1.5M NaCI

This stimulus is known to induce

SON and PVN
presence

given

as

well

other

as

were necessary.

major brain

were

Therefore

included in the

high levels of Fos expression in the

areas

(Sharp et al 1991).

Therefore

of Fos-IR in these control sections and test sections would demonstrate

that the Fos IHC

was

technically satisfactory.

experiments the inclusion of
unnecessary as the

a

In the remainder of the series of

specific positive control series of brain sections was

morphine dependent rats given naloxone and

treatment themselves act

as

the

a

control

technique control since withdrawal stimulates Fos

expression in the SON, PVN and other brain regions as illustrated by the initial
experiment.
Table 3.3.9.2 Summary of double IHC for Fos and OXT immunoreactivitv

Fos

Day 1

Fos and OXT

OXT

Sections incubated with

Sections incubated with

Sections incubated with

Fos 1 ° Ab for 24h at 4°C

Fos 1° Abfor24h at4°C

only

only

OXT 1° Abfor 24h at

4°C

Day 2

After removal of 1 ° Ab
excess

2° Ab:

1° Ab removed and
excess

1° Ab removed. 2° Ab:

2° Ab:

biotinylated anti rabbit,
applied for 2h at RT.

biotinylated anti rabbit,
applied for 2h at RT.

2° Ab removed and

2° Ab removed and

streptavidin-biotinperoxidase complex

streptavidin-biotinperoxidase complex

added for 2h at RT.

added for 2h at RT.

Fos-IR visualised

Fos visualised

Ni-DAB

DAB

using Nichromagen.

After

washing OXT 1° Ab

using
chromagen.

goat anti-rabbit IgG
peroxidase complex
added. Sections
incubated for 24h at 4°C

added. Sections

incubated for 24h at 4°C

Day 3

1° Ab removed. 2° Ab:

OXT-IR visualised

goat anti-rabbit IgG
peroxidase complex

DAB

added. Sections

incubated for 24h at 4°C

Day 4

OXT-IR
DAB

visualised

chromagen

with

chromagen

with

Fos
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4. Variability
At least six sections from each animal

animals from the
to the

included in the Fos IHC

immunohistochemical processing.

same

run

and all

experiment were processed simultaneously in order to be exposed

density arising from technical
were

were

reasons

also counted blind in order to

Therefore, variation in staining

between sections

was

minimised. Sections

prevent bias in measurement.

5. Quantification of Fos protein expression in the SON and PVN
The site and

placement of the implanted i.e.v. cannula and microdialysis probe

placement were visually verified during sectioning of the brain and also in the
counterstained test sections collected at this time.

Sections

were

viewed

microscopy using a Vickers M17 microscope, x10 objective, attached to
performance CCD video
were

with

viewed
x5

a

on a

system.
was

was

a

high

and the Fos positive nuclei in the SON and PVN

T.V. monitor and counted. The SON/PVN

objective,

measured and

camera

by light

manually outlined

on

the T.V.

area

profile, viewed

The profile area was

computed by the attached Joyce-Loebl pMagiscan image analysing

In each experiment, the number of Fos positive nuclei

counted in at least six but

no more

than

per

SON

or

PVN

eight sections from each rat in all

experimental groups. Fos positive nuclear densities were then calculated from the
Fos

positive nuclei counts and the area measurements for each profile.
and then group means ± s.e.m.

means

Appropriate statistics
results section

were

for each region

were

then applied for each experiment

as

Animal

then calculated.
described in the

(3.4.1).

3.4 Results

3.4.1

Fos protein expression in the hypothalamus following naloxone-precipitated

morphine withdrawal in conscious rats
In

morphine-dependent rats the subcutaneous administration of naloxone

precipitated behavioural and other physical signs of opiate withdrawal and induced
Fos
rats.

SON

protein expression in discrete brain
Fos

areas

in the hypothalamus of conscious

protein expression was induced in the magnocellular neurones of the

(Fig. 3.4.1.1), and PVN and also in the parvocellular PVN neurones (Fig.

3.4.1.2).

Fos protein

was

not globally expressed throughout the brain but was

Fos
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consistently induced in the anterior hypothalamus, the primary olfactory cortex, the
medial

amygdaloid

the

nucleus,

paraventricular

anterior

thalamic

endopiriform nucleus and in the cerebral cortex around the cingulate
incidence of Fos
infused rats
low

in

the

given

an s.c.

anterior

contained Fos
s.c.

expression in the

neurones

injection of vehicle

injection of either naloxone

or

low and it

was

was

The

also consistently

other brain regions

no

I.c.v. vehicle infused rats given an

vehicle also had low levels of Fos protein

expression in the SON and PVN. Here naloxone consistently induced
Fos

gyrus.

in the SON and PVN in morphine

paraventricular thalamic nucleus:

immunoreactivity in these rats.

nucleus,

a

low level of

expression in the primary olfactory cortex but no other brain areas.

control animals these low levels of Fos

In these

protein expression reflect basal levels of Fos

protein expression (Hoffman et al 1993b). Only the Fos expression in the neurones
of the SON

and

and parvo-cellular PVN

magno-

was

quantified.

Naloxone-

precipitated morphine withdrawal significantly increased the number of Fos positive
unit

neurones

per

neurones

per square

Scheffe's
±

of the SON (Fig. 3.4.1.3, mean ± s.e.m. (Fos positive

area

micron): 2.49 ± 0.34, n=6, p<0.0001, ANOVA, p<0.05

test) compared to the morphine-dependent vehicle injected controls (0.13

0.05, n=6), the vehicle-infused controls given s.c. naloxone (0.09 ± 0.03, n=6) and

the vehicle-infused controls given s.c.

precipitated

morphine

magnocellular

neurones

withdrawal
with

3.4.1.4 A, mean ± s.e.m.,

a

vehicle (0.06 ± 0.03, n=6).

significantly

increased

Fos positive nucleus

(Fos positive

per

unit

area

neurones per square

the

Naloxonenumber

of

of the MPVN (Fig.

micron): 3.97 ± 0.49,

n=7, p<0.001 ANOVA, p<0.05, Duncan's multiple range test) compared to the

morphine-infused vehicle-injected controls (0.40 ± 0.09, n=5), the vehicle-infused,

naloxone-injected controls (0.55 ± 0.14, n=5) and the vehicle-infused vehicle
injected controls (0.39 ± 0.10, n=5).

parvocellular

neurones per

unit

area

The number of Fos positive nuclei in

of the pPVN

was

also significantly increased

following naloxone-precipitated morphine withdrawal (Fig. 3.4.1.4 B, mean ± s.e.m.,
(Fos positive
Duncan's

vehicle

neurones per square

multiple

range

micron): 6.70 ± 0.41, p<0.001 ANOVA, p<0.05

test) compared to morphine-dependent rats injected with

(0.79 ±0.13, n=5) and the vehicle-infused rats injected with naloxone (0.70

±0.14, n=5) or injected with vehicle (0.49 ± 0.21, n=5).
These results for Fos

expression corroborate the significant induction of c-fos

Fos

mRNA
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expression in the SON and PVN following naloxone-precipitated morphine

withdrawal

compared to vehicle-injected morphine-dependent controls, as shown in

Figure 3.4.1.5. *see below
*ln order to confirm the induction of Fos

protein expression following naloxone precipitated
morphine withdrawal in rats, J.A. Russell & M. Hamamura investigated the expression of cfos mRNA expression following withdrawal. Female Sprague Dawley rats were implanted
with a chronic morphine cannula as described in G.M. 2.5. Subsequently after five days of
chronic morphine treatment rats were anaesthetised with urethane (1.25 g/kg, i.p.), and a
femoral vein cannulated for arterial blood sampling, 2h after anaesthesia, 5 min prior to s.c.
naloxone (5 mg/kg), 5 and 30 min after, and subsequently assayed for oxytocin. The rats
were decapitated immediately after the 30 min blood sample, the brains rapidly removed and
frozen on dry ice subsequent to processing for c-fos mRNA ISH. The brains were processed
and probed with radiolabeled oligonucleotide probe against c-fos as described in Hamamura
et al 1991. After processing the autoradiographic films were quantified, by myself, and the
results are shown in Figure 3.4.1.5.
3.4.2

Localisation

of

Fos

protein

following

naloxone-precipitated

morphine

withdrawal in conscious rats
Double

immunohistochemistry for Fos protein

demonstrated that Fos induced
is colocalised in OXT
all the Fos

and OXT immunoreactivity

following naloxone precipitated morphine withdrawal

magnocellular

neurones

in the SON and PVN. However not

protein expression is colocalised in OXT magnocellular neurones (Figure

3.4.2.1).
3.4.3

Effect of sodium pentobarbitone anaesthesia

on

Fos protein expression in the

SON and PVN following naloxone-precipitated morphine withdrawal
Naloxone induced Fos
and PVN and also in the

protein expression in magnocellular neurones of the SON
parvocellular neurones of the PVN in morphine-dependent

rats anaesthetised with sodium
with saline exhibited

a

low

pentobarbitone.

Morphine-dependent rats injected

expression of Fos-positive nuclei in these areas, see

table 3.4.3.1 below.
Table 3.4.3.1

Summary of Fos protein induction in the SON and PVN 90 min after
naloxone-precipitated morphine withdrawal in sodium pentobarbitone
anaesthetised rats

Number of Fos

positive neurones/per unit area

T reatment

SON

MPVN

pPVN

(i.c.v. + s.c.)

meanirange as n=2

mean±range as n=2

mean±range as n=2

Morphine+naloxone

2.55 ±0.77

2.45 ± 0.28

1.21 ± 0.34

Morphine + vehicle

0.87 ±0.67

0.14 ± 0.11

0.14 ± 0.17

j

Fos

3.4.4

Time
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course

of Fos protein expression in SON and PVN of pentobarbitone

anaesthetised rats and the effect of anaesthesia

naloxone-precipitated

on

morphine withdrawal
The above
anaesthesia

pilot experiment, (3.4.3), demonstrated that sodium pentobarbitone
does

not

prevent the

induction

of Fos

protein

in

expression

magnocellular PVN and SON neurones following naloxone-precipitated withdrawal
as seen

in conscious animals demonstrated in 3.4.1. This

further in this

finding

investigated

was

Naloxone-precipitated morphine withdrawal induced Fos

study.

protein expression in the magnocellular neurones of the SON (Fig. 3.4.4.1) and in
the

PVN

(sections not shown), and

dependent rats administered

injections of naloxone
in the SON

or

s.c.

as

in the conscious animals, morphine-

vehicle, and vehicle-infused rats given s.c.

vehicle contained no Fos-IR, or very low levels of Fos-IR,

(Fig. 3.4.4.1) and PVN (sections not shown).

Thus anaesthesia

produced by sodium pentobarbitone did not induce the expression of Fos protein in
the

magnocellular

neurones

the vehicle-infused rats
IR above the

of the SON (Fig. 3.4.4.1)

given

or any

other brain areas as

injection of saline did not display

an

expected basal level for conscious rats.

any

levels of Fos-

As the induction of Fos

protein expression by naloxone in the pPVN in morphine-dependent rats was
greatly reduced in the pilot experiment compared to the expression in the pPVN of
conscious

naloxone-injected dependent animals and also

induction of Fos

subsequently quantified.

probably due to the

neurones

of the SON and PVN

This reduction in expression in pPVN

reduced

Quantification

anaesthesia.

examining the

protein expression in potentially oxytocin magnocellular neurones,

only the Fos protein expression in the magnocellular
was

as we were

stressful effects

of the

Fos

neurones

of opiate withdrawal

is

under

protein expression in the SON and

magnocellular PVN, induced by the individual treatments, is shown in Figure
3.4.4.2.

Statistical
that there
i.c.v.

analysis by Two

was

a

way

ANOVA, of the data for the SON demonstrated

significant difference between Fos protein expression following

morphine and that following i.c.v. vehicle (p=0.002), and also a significant

difference between induced Fos protein

following

s.c.

interaction

vehicle (p=0.01).

effect,

p=0.009,

expression following

s.c.

naloxone and that

In addition the ANOVA revealed a significant
between

the

i.c.v.

infused

groups

and

the

Fos expression

following naloxone precipitated morphine withdrawal

subcutaneously-injected groups. A pairwise multiple comparison test
performed

on

the

was

SON

the data.

the

therefore

Fos protein expression in the magnocellular neurones of

significantly induced following naloxone-precipitated

withdrawal in the SON in the sodium
s.e.m.,

was
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morphine

pentobarbitone anaesthetised rats (mean ±

(Fos positive neurones per square micron): 1.29 ± 0.26, n=4) compared to

morphine-dependent rats given a s.c. injection of vehicle (0.34 ± 0.30, n=4,

p<0.05, Student-Newman-Keuls test) and the vehicle-infused rats injected with
naloxone

(0.19 ± 0.09, n=5, p<0.05)

p<0.05). There
Two

were no

significant differences between

was

a

also

demonstrated

groups.

significant difference between the i.c.v. infusion

that there

between the i.c.v. infused groups

protein expression.
the data.

PVN

other

(p=0.004) and between the subcutaneous injection groups (p=0.01).

ANOVA

on

any

ANOVA of Fos protein expression in the magnocellular PVN

way

demonstrated that there
groups

injected with vehicle (0.21 ± 0.14, n=5,

or

Fos

was

a

significant interaction (p=0.009)

and the s.c. injected groups on the resultant Fos

Pairwise multiple comparison tests were therefore performed

protein expression

was

significantly induced in the magnocellular

following naloxone-precipitated withdrawal (mean ±

neurones

per square

s.e.m.,

(Fos positive

micron) :1.90 ± 0.56, n=4) compared to the morphine-

dependent animals injected with vehicle (0.15 ± 0.08, n=4 p<0.05, StudentNewman-Keuls

test), and the vehicle infused, naloxone-injected (0.09 ± 0.09, n=3

p<0.05) and vehicle-injected rats (0.03 ± 0.03, n=5 p<0.05).
The time

morphine

course

of

withdrawal

anaesthesia.

Fos

Fos
was

protein expression following naloxone-precipitated
also

investigated

protein expression

was

after the subcutaneous administration of
the SON

(Fig.3.4.4.3) and the PVN.

magnocellular

neurones

under

sodium

pentobarbitone

examined, 30, 45, 60, 90, and 120 min

naloxone, in the magnocellular neurones of

The numbers of Fos positive nuclei in

of the SON and PVN

were

then quantified (Figs. 3.4.4.4,

3.4.4.5, respectively).
Two way
between Fos
naloxone

analysis of variance revealed that there

was a

significant difference

protein expression in the SON of morphine dependent rats following

injection compared to vehicle injection (p=0.007), but that there was no

significant effect of time on Fos protein expression in either group, p=0.874. There
was

also

no

significant interaction between the amount of Fos induced by either

Fos

expression following naloxone precipitated morphine withdrawal

treatment and
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time, although clearly there was no difference between the naloxone

and vehicle groups

at 30 min. Therefore Fos protein expression following naloxone-

precipitated morphine withdrawal was sustained over the time frame of 45-120 min
after naloxone.
Two

ANOVA of Fos protein expression in the MPVN (Fig. 3.4.4.5)

way

demonstrated

that

there

was

significant difference between the morphine

a

dependent rats administered naloxone and the rats administered vehicle p=0.001.
There

were

significant differences between the amounts of Fos protein

no

expressed at any time point, p=0.927, nor was there any significant interaction
between

the

although,

as

injection and the time of Fos protein expression, p=0.179;

s.c.

for the SON, there

difference

clearly

no

difference between the treatment

Pairwise multiple comparison also demonstrated a significant

30 min.

groups at

was

between

the

morphine-dependent,

naloxone-injected rats and the

morphine-dependent saline-injected rats, p<0.05, but there were no statistical
differences between the Fos

protein expressed at any individual time point between

the two groups.
The smallest variation in Fos
occurred at 90 min, and
maximal

protein expression following morphine withdrawal

therefore

we

have used 90 min

as our

time point for

expression of Fos protein following naloxone-precipitated morphine

withdrawal for the

investigation of some of the cellular mechanisms of dependence;

the results of these studies appear

below.

3.4.5 Effect of i.c.v. verapamil on Fos expression in the SON following naloxone-

precipitated morphine withdrawal in conscious animals
I.c.v. administration of
Fos

verapamil, the L-type Ca2+ channel antagonist, decreased

protein expression in the magnocellular SON neurones following naloxone-

precipitated morphine withdrawal (Fig. 3.4.5.1). Quantification of the number of Fos
immunoreactive

nuclei

revealed that i.c.v.

in the rostral SON,

where oxytocin cells predominate,

verapamil compared with i.c.v. vehicle prior to

s.c.

naloxone

significantly decreased Fos protein expression following naloxone-precipitated
withdrawal

(Fig. 3.4.5.2:

mean

number of Fos positive nuclei/SON area (Fos

positive neurones per square micron) ± s.e.m.: 2.43 ± 0.49, n=6) compared to
vehicle-treated

test, unpaired).

morphine withdrawn controls (4.05 ± 0.73, n=6, p<0.05, Student's t-

Fos

There
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was

significant difference in Fos expression in the magnocellular

no

division of the PVN with the

verapamil treatment (mean ± s.e.m.: 3.70 ± 0.41, n=5)

compared to vehicle controls (3.49 ± 0.51, n=6, p>0.05, Student's t-test, unpaired).
All the rats in both the

verapamil-treated and vehicle-treated animal groups

displayed some, if not all, of the classical behavioural changes associated with

naloxone-precipitated withdrawal in rats (Collier et al 1972, Adams & Wooten 1990).
There

were no

significant differences between the verapamil-treated and vehicle-

treated rats in the

number, in 90 min, of head shakes (mean ± s.e.m.: 3.17 ± 2.59,

n=6; 3.17 ± 2.07, n=6), wet dog shakes (6.83 ± 4.96; 6.83 ± 3.45), teeth grindings

(3.67 ± 0.80; 4.33 ± 1.65) or burrowing actions (6.00 ± 1.67; 9.00 ± 3.19),

respectively. An unusual characteristic noted in the verapamil treated animals
that

they all occasionally

direction whereas

controls

s.e.m.

round the cage for a few circuits, in an anticlockwise

only one vehicle treated rat displayed this behaviour, once. The

number of times that the

(mean ±

ran

was

verapamil-treated animals

2.50±0.22, n=6)

was

ran

circuits around the

cage

significantly higher than the vehicle treated

(0.17±0.17, n=6, p<0.004, Mann Whitney U-test).

3.4.6 Pilot study of effect of verapamil injected directly into SON

on

Fos expression

following naloxone-precipitated morphine withdrawal
Direct
not

application of verapamil into the SON by this direct injection method did

reliably demonstrate any changes in Fos protein expression; we therefore

decided to

use

a

system that allowed delivery of the drug prior to and during

naloxone-precipitated withdrawal onto these
3.4.7

neurones

Direct application of verapamil into the SON via
on

Direct

i.e. by a microdialysis probe.
a

microdialvsis probe: Effect

Fos expression following naloxone-precipitated morphine withdrawal

application of verapamil by perfusion directly into the SON via a

microdialysis probe did not alter the induction of Fos protein

gene

perfused SON (Fig. 3.4.7.1, mean number of Fos positive nuclei

per

positive neurones

per square

contralateral SON

(12.09 ± 2.85, p>0.05, Mann Whitney U-test).

perfused SON

was

expression in the

SON

area

(Fos

micron) ± s.e.m.: 11.13 ± 2.89) compared to the
The verapamil-

also not significantly different from the vehicle perfused SON in

dependent rats given naloxone (mean ± s.e.m.: 9.51 ±0.84, p>0.05, Mann Whitney
U-test). Overall therefore there were no significant differences in Fos expression in

Fos

the

SON
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following naloxone-precipitated withdrawal as

result of verapamil

a

administration into the SON.
3.4.8 Effect of a1-noradrenergic antagonism

Fos expression following naloxone-

on

precipitated withdrawal
Both the SON and PVN in the

contained Fos positive nuclei.

antagonist-treated and vehicle-treated groups

Quantification and analysis of the number of Fos

immunoreactive nuclei in the SON of benoxathian treated
demonstrated that there

was no

difference in the Fos protein expression in the

between the benoxathian infused group

n=7) and the control

group

caudal SON where AVP

SON).

(Fig. 3.4.8.1.mean ±

(1.48 ± 0.624, n=6)
neurones

between the i.c.v benoxathian group

SON) and the i.c.v. vehicle

group

dominate

s.e.m.;

SON

2.19 ± 0.61,

On comparison of the rostral and

.

again there

were

no

differences

(2.21 ± 0.52, rostral SON, 2.03 ± 0.73, caudal

(1.48 ± 0.624, rostral SON, 1.77 ± 0.70, caudal

All statistical comparisons gave p>0.05, using Student's unpaired t-test.

I.c.v infusion

of benoxathian did not

prevent Fos protein expression following

naloxone-precipitated morphine withdrawal in the
(Fig. 3.4.8.2). There
IR

morphine withdrawn rats

neurones

in the

were no

magno-

and parvo-cellular PVN

significant differences for the number of Fos protein

magnocellular (mean ± s.e.m.: 3.05 ±1.22, n=7) or parvocellular

(2.39 ± 1.08, n=7) PVN of i.c.v. benoxathian infused rats compared to the Fos-IR
found in the
neurones

magnocellular (3.24 ±1.60, n=6) and parvocellular (2.42 ± 0.70, n=6)

of the PVN in vehicle infused rats.

All statistical comparisons gave

p>0.05, Mann Whitney U-test.
3.4.9

Effect of direct application of naloxone into the SON via
on

microdialvsis probe

Fos protein expression in morphine-dependent animals

The direct unilateral
rats

a

induced

Fos

application of naloxone into the SON in morphine-dependent

protein expression in some of the magnocellular

neurones

compared to the contralateral SON and the vehicle-infused SON in other rats (Fig.

3.4.9.1). Naloxone significantly increased the number of Fos positive neurones per
SON

profile (Fig.

SON

(6.39 ± 2.93, p<0.05 paired Student's t-test) and compared to the vehicle-

infused SON
other

mean ± s.e.m.:

10.34 ± 4.90, n=4) compared to the contralateral

(3.88 ± 1.46, n=7, p<0.04, Student's unpaired t-test). There were no

significant differences between

groups.
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Fos protein expression in SON maqnocellular neurones following
naloxone-precipitated morphine withdrawal in conscious rats

Rats

were

given a chronic i.e.v. infusion of either morphine or vehicle for 5d.

Rats dependent on morphine were

n=6)
s.c.

or s.c.

given either s.c. naloxone (5 mg/kg, 10 mg/ml,

vehicle (0.9% NaCI, n=6). Chronically vehicle infused rats were given a

injection of either naloxone (n=6)

min after the

s.c.

or

vehicle (n=6).

Rats

were

injection and their brains rapidly removed. 15

pm

decapitated 90
cryostat coronal

sections containing the SON were processed for Fos IHC.
Mean

± s.e.m. number
.

...

of Fos

positive neurones per square micron
...

■^1 :i.c.v. vehicle+s.c. vehicle
|
I :i.c.v. vehicle+s.c. naloxone
:i.c.v. morphine+s.c. vehicle
:i.c.v. morphine+s.c. naloxone
Statistics: ***p<0.0001, ANOVA, p<0.05
vehicle

VEH: vehicle

NLX: naloxone
Mqr:
n=:

morphine

number of rats

Scheffe's test

vs.

morphine-dependent

injected rats and vs. vehicle-infused naloxone and vehicle injected controls.
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Legend 3.4.2.1 Colocalisation of Fos-IR and OXT-IR following naloxone-precipitated
morphine withdrawal

Morphine-dependent

decapitated 2h later. 15
where OXT
OXT-IR

rats
pm

neurones are

were

an

injection

s.c.

of naloxone

coronal cryostat brain sections of the SON in

known to dominate

were

then

a

and

region

processed for Fos-IR and

by sequential incubation in Fos-antibody followed by oxytocin-antibody.

Localisation of the antibodies
was

given

was

visualised

using the chromagen DAB.

Fos-IR

visualised with DAB in the presence of nickel therefore appears as black nuclei

and OXT-IR

was

visualised

solely in the

presence

of DAB and therefore the

cytoplasm appears brown.
A) OXT-IR within the SON of
confined to the

OXT-IR

is

cytoplasm

dense

a

naloxone-precipitated withdrawn rat. OXT-IR is

as

expected for the cytoplasmic OXT protein. Here

dorsally reflecting their distribution within the SON.

Presumptive vasopressin

neurones are

located ventrally.

B) Photomicrograph of SON double labelled for OXT-IR and Fos-IR.
colocalised with OXT-IR
neurones

but is also

Some OXT-IR

(large arrow) but Fos-IR is not confined to OXT

present in putative vasopressin neurones (small arrow).

neurones

do not contain Fos-IR

(open arrow).

SON:

supraoptic nucleus

OXT:

magnocellular oxytocin neurone

AVP:

presumptive vasopressin magnocellular neurone

Marker bar:

Fos-IR is

10 pm

OC: optic chiasm
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Effect of barbiturate anaesthesia

Legend 3.4.4.1

on

Fos protein expression

following naloxone-precipitated morphine withdrawal

Morphine-dependent and morphine-naive rats

were

anaesthetised with sodium

pentobarbitone (60 mg/ml, 48 mg/kg). 2h later morphine-dependent and morphine
naive rats

vehicle
coronal

were

given an s.c. injection of either naloxone (5 mg/kg, 10 mg/ml) or

(0.9% saline). Rats were killed 90 min later and the brains removed. 15

pm

cryostat sections containing the SON were processed for Fos IHC.

Photomicrographs

were

taken of

a

SON from each experimental

group.

A) SON from morphine-dependent rat given s.c. vehicle. No Fos-IR
in the SON

magnocellular

present

neurones

do not

neurones.

B) SON from morphine-naive rat given s.c. vehicle.
contain any

was

SON

Fos-IR.

Note: A and B demonstrate that sodium pentobarbitone does not

induce Fos

protein expression in the SON magnocellular neurones.
C) Morphine-dependent

given

rat

withdrawal has induced Fos

SON

s.c.

naloxone.

Naloxone-precipitated

protein expression in many of the magnocellular

neurones.

D) Morphine-naive rat given

s.c.

naloxone.

Naloxone has induced Fos protein

expression in a few magnocellular SON neurones.
SON:
OC:

supraoptic nucleus

optic chiasma

Arrow: Fos-IR

neurone
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Figure 3.4.4.4 Time course of Fos protein expression in the SON after naloxoneprecipitated morphine withdrawal in anaesthetised rats
Sodium

pentobarbitone (60 mg/ml, 48 mg/kg) anaesthetised rats dependent

morphine were given either

NaCI). Rats

were

s.c.

containing the SON

Mean ±

s.e.m.

Fos

Two

Their brains

were

number of Fos

Number of rats per group
Statistics:

naloxone (5 mg/kg, 10 mg/ml) or s.c. vehicle (0.9%

decapitated at one of the following times after the s.c. injection:

30, 45, 60, 90, and 120 min.
sections

were

removed and cryostat coronal

processed for Fos IHC.

positive

neurones per square

micron

is in brackets beside appropriate point

Way ANOVA demonstrated that there

was a

on

graph

significant difference in

protein expression in morphine dependent rats following

naloxone

on

s.c.

injection of

compared to vehicle injected controls (p=0.007) but there was

significant effect of time on either group.

no

Fos gene

expression following naloxone precipitated morphine withdrawal

Time

127

(min)

Figure 3.4.4.5 Time course of Fos protein expression in the MPVN after naloxoneprecipitated morphine withdrawal in anaesthetised rats
Rats

dependent on morphine were anaesthetised with sodium pentobarbitone

(60 mg/ml, 48 mg/kg, i.p.). Either s.c. naloxone (5 mg/kg, 10 mg/ml) or s.c. vehicle

(0.9% NaCI)

was

given to the rats.

Rats

were

killed at

one

of the following time

points following the s.c. injection: 30, 45, 60, 90, and 120 min.
removed and coronal sections
were

Their brains

containing the MPVN, sectioned on the

were

cryostat

processed for Fos IHC.

Mean ±

s.e.m.

number of Fos positive neurones per square micron

Number of rats per group
MPVN:

in brackets beside appropriate point

on

graph

magnocellular PVN

Statistics: There is

a

significant difference in Fos protein expression in morphine

dependent rats following naloxone injection compared to vehicle injected controls

(p=0.001 Two Way ANOVA) but there was no significant effect of time
group.
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Effect of i.e.v. infusion of verapamil

Figure 3.4.5.2

on

Fos protein expression

following naloxone-precipitated morphine withdrawal
l.c.v. infusion of 5

n=6)

or

pi of L-type Ca2+ channel antagonist, verapamil (160 pg/5 pi,

vehicle (0.9% NaCI, n=6) was given over 1 min into the lateral cerebral

ventricle of conscious morphine dependent rats.
infusion all rats

were

given

an s.c.

injection of naloxone (5 mg/kg, 10 mg/ml).

min after the administration of naloxone all rats

The brains

were

10 min after the start of the i.e.v.
were

90

decapitated whilst conscious.

rapidly removed and frozen on dry ice prior to processing.

Cryostat coronal brain sections containing the SON were processed for Fos IHC.
Mean

± s.e.m.

number of Fos

]

:

//J

:

n=:

Statistics:
controls.

positive nuclei

per

SON profile

area

i.c.v. vehicle
verapamil

i.c.v.

number of rats

*p<0.05, unpaired Student's t-test, compared to the vehicle infused
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Figure 3.4.7.1 Effect of direct application of verapamil on Fos protein expression in
the SON following naloxone-precipitated morphine withdrawal

Verapamil
infused

(10"4M, aCSF,

2.84 pl/min, 60 min, n=6) or vehicle (aCSF, n=5) was

by microdialysis into the left SON of morphine dependent rats.

Naloxone

(5 mg/kg, s.c.) was given 15 min after the start of the verapamil or vehicle infusion.
Rats

were

removed.
Fos

killed 90 min after the administration of naloxone and their brains
15 pm

coronal cryostat sections containing the SON were processed for

immunohistochemistry.

Statistical analysis demonstrated that there

were no

significant differences between Fos protein expression in the verapamil- and
vehicle-treated SON

nor

on

comparison to their respective contralateral SON

(Mann Whitney U-test).
Mean ±
\//A

:

vehicle infused SON

11

I

:

vehicle untreated SON

K//1

:

cn

:

verapamil infused SON
verapamil untreated SON

I

s.e.m.

number of

Fos-containing

nuclei/SON profile
n=

number of rats

L, RSON: left, right supraoptic nucleus
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Effect of benoxathian on Fos expression in the SON following

Figure 3.4.8.1

naloxone-precipitated morphine withdrawal
l.c.v. infusion of the
or

vehicle

a1-antagonist, benoxathian (12.27 mg/ml 0.9% saline, n=7)

(0.9% saline, n=6) for 60 min into the lateral cerebral ventricle of sodium

pentobarbitone (60 mg/ml, 48 mg/kg) anaesthetised morphine dependent rats. The
i.c.v. infusions were delivered at a rate of 0.132 pl/min. 15 min after the start of the
i.c.v. infusion all the rats were

given an s.c. injection of naloxone (5 mg/kg, 10

mg/ml). The rats were decapitated 90 min after the administration of the naloxone.
The brains
were

were

removed and

cryostat coronal brain sections containing the SON

processed for Fos IHC.

Mean ±

s.e.m.

number of Fos

positive nuclei per square microns

FWS

:

i.c.v. vehicle

L\\l

:

i.c.v. benoxathian

VEH: 0.9% saline
BEN: benoxathian
n=:

Statistics:

there

were no

and vehicle treated rats

number of rats

significant differences between the benoxathian treated

(Student's unpaired t-test)
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Figure 3.4.8.2

Effect of benoxathian

Fos expression in the PVN following

on

naloxone-precipitated morphine withdrawal
Sodium

pentobarbitone

(60

mg/ml,

48

mg/kg)

anaesthetised

morphine-

dependent rats were given an i.e.v. infusion of the a1-antagonist, benoxathian
(12.27 mg/ml 0.9% saline, n=7) or vehicle (0.9% saline, n=6) into the lateral
cerebral ventricle for 60 min at

a

rate of 0.132 pl/min.

Naloxone (5 mg/kg, 10

mg/ml, s.c.) was administered to all rats 15 min after the start of the i.e.v. infusion.
The rats

were

killed 90 min after the naloxone.

Cryostat coronal brain sections

containing the PVN were processed for Fos IHC.
Mean ± s.e.m. number of Fos
i
II

I

c

v-vehic,e:

MPVN:

I i.c.v. vehicle: pPVN

ZZ3 Lc.v. benoxathian: MPVN
11

I

positive neurones per square microns

I i.c.v. benoxathian:

Statistics:

there

were no

pPVN

magnocellular PVN

PPVN^
n-:

PVN

number of rats

significant differences between the benoxathian treated

and vehicle treated rats for either the MPVN

or

pPVN (Mann Whitney U-test)
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4

7

Effect of direct stimulation of SON by naloxone on Fos protein
expression in morphine-dependent rats

Naloxone

(10's

M, 3.63 mg/ml aCSF) or vehicle (aCSF) was perfused via a

microdialysis probe, unilaterally, into the SON of sodium pentobarbitone (60 mg/ml,
48

mg/kg, i.p.) anaesthetised morphine-dependent rats. Following a 45 min control

infusion of aCSF rats were

perfused with either naloxone (n=4) or vehicle (n=7).

Rats were

and the
then

decapitated 90 min after the time point of administration of naloxone
brains rapidly removed and sections containing SON and the probe were

processed for Fos IHC.

Statistics:

* p<0.05, Student's paired t-test compared to contralateral SON, **

p<0.04, Student's unpaired t-test compared to vehicle-perfused SON
X//I
llil
K/OI

11 I I

:

left vehicle-perfused SON

:
:

right non-perfused SON
left naloxone-perfused SON

:

right non-perfused SON

LSON, RSON: left, right SON

Fos
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3.5 Discussion

SON

3.5.1

Fos expression following morphine withdrawal excitation of OXT

neurones

Fos

protein expression is induced in neuronal nuclei within the rat brain following

naloxone-precipitated morphine withdrawal. The neuronal Fos expression is rather

widespread following naloxone-precipitated morphine withdrawal in conscious
animals, reflecting many of the behavioural effects of withdrawal as well as the
stressful nature of the withdrawal

1990, Rasmussen et al 1990).
induced in the

syndrome (Collier et al 1972, Adams & Wooten

Fos protein immunoreactivity

was

significantly

magnocellular neurones of the SON and PVN compared to the Fos

protein expression in morphine-dependent rats and in the naive rats administered
either vehicle
neurones

or

naloxone, respectively (Fig. 3.4.1.3, 3.4.1.4).

of the PVN also exhibited

a

The parvocellular

significant increase in the number of nuclei

containing Fos-IR following naloxone-precipitated withdrawal (Fig. 3.4.1.4), which is
likely to have been induced by the stressful nature of the withdrawal itself in
conscious animals, see below.
magno-

The significant induction of Fos protein in the SON,

and parvo-PVN reflected the significant induction of c-fos mRNA expression

in these

areas

following naloxone-precipitated morphine withdrawal (Fig. 3.4.1.5).

The control groups

in this study of morphine-dependent animals administered

vehicle and the naive animals administered either naloxone

display levels of Fos protein in

any

brain

area

or

vehicle, did not

above that of background basal

expression of Fos, typically a few neuronal nuclei (Hoffman et al 1993b). Therefore
i.c.v. chronic

morphine did not significantly induce Fos protein expression in

neuronal groups

following its chronic administration for 5 days.

infused with vehicle

over

5

any

In the animals

days and then administered naloxone there was no

apparent endogenous opioid tone acting on any neuronal group including the

magnocellular neurosecretory neurones of the SON and PVN as none of these
neurones

displayed levels of Fos-IR above basal levels (see below).

Oxytocin and not vasopressin magnocellular
dependence
Fos

on

neurones

develop tolerance to and

morphine (Bicknell et al 1988, Pumford et al 1991) but the induced

expression following naloxone-precipitated withdrawal in the SON is not

confined to the OXT

neurones

(Fig. 3.4.2.1) as not all Fos-IR

with OXT-IR and not all OXT-IR

co-expressed with Fos-IR.

was

co-expressed

Although the double

Fos
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labelling IHC may have underestimated the numbers of oxytocin neurones in the
SON that express
therefore

displacement of the product labels during processing, it is evident that

OXT

some

Fos following withdrawal excitation, due to the interactions and

immunoreactivity is co-expressed with Fos following withdrawal

excitation, in both the SON and magnocellular PVN (Fig. 3.4.2.1).
total number of Fos

positive nuclei

per

In addition, the

SON indicates that at least some of the

magnocellular neurones that express Fos must be oxytocinergic as they comprised
more

than 50% of the total number of SON

130 per

1:1-1.6
were

magnocellular SON

SON profile measured) and the ratio of OXT to AVP

neurones

neurones

(approx.

in the SON is

(Swaab et al 1975a). Furthermore, large numbers of Fos positive neurones

present in the anatomical areas of both the SON and PVN where oxytocin

neurones

predominate, in the dorsal SON and in the peripheral PVN (Swaab et al

1975b, Vandesande & Dierickx 1975).

Thus it appears that Fos is induced in

magnocellular oxytocin neurones in the SON following withdrawal.
Double

labelling IHC has the inherent problem that the chromagen product from

reaction

one

displaces the chromagen product from the other.

detection of colocalised

al

1992).

Therefore 100%

oxytocin and Fos in the SON is not achieved (Giovannelli et

Another option of combining ISH, for OXT mRNA, and IHC, for Fos

protein, was tried out but unfortunately the autoradiographic process seemed to

destroy the IHC product. Changing the label to reduce the cross-reaction between
the

products of double IHC

as

well

as

performing the double IHC on thicker, free

floating sections, improves the result, but still does not solve the problem (Fenelon
et al

may

1993b). The use of fluorescent labels in combination with a peroxidase label

improve detection of colocalised OXT and Fos,

labels used for GFAP and Fos in

as

shown by the combination of

Chapter 5 and other studies (Giovannelli et al

1992, Onaka et al 1995b).

Naloxone-precipitated morphine withdrawal under pentobarbitone anaesthesia
significantly induced Fos protein expression in the magnocellular neurones of the
SON and PVN
and

naive

(Fig. 3.4.3.2) compared to vehicle-injected morphine-dependent rats

animals

injected with either naloxone or vehicle.

Again there

were no

significant differences between the numbers of Fos positive nuclei in the SON or
PVN in these control groups.

Barbiturate anaesthesia considerably reduced Fos

expression in the pPVN compared to animals withdrawn whilst conscious, probably

Fos expression
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by eliminating the stressful nature of acute morphine withdrawal (Fig. 3.4.3.2).
Barbiturate anaesthesia itself did not induce Fos
PVN

as

the

morphine dependent rats administered vehicle and the

either naloxone
levels

protein expression in the SON

or

vehicle

s.c.

did not contain any

naive

or

rats given

Fos-IR above background basal

(Figs. 3.4.3.1, 3.4.3.2). This anaesthetic was preferred to urethane since the

latter induces

Fos

expression in magnocellular neurones (Krukoff et al 1992,

Takayama et al 1994).
naloxone-precipitated

Fos protein induction in the magnocellular SON following

withdrawal

therefore

can

occur

under

barbiturate

anaesthesia, which in itself does not induce Fos protein expression. A comparison
between the numbers of Fos
animals

positive nuclei in the SON and MPVN in conscious

(Figs. 3.4.1.3, 3.4.1.4, respectively) and in anaesthetised animals (Fig.

3.4.3.2) suggests that there is a small reduction in Fos protein expression following

opiate withdrawal under barbiturate anaesthesia.
visualised in two different immuno-histochemical
the conscious and anaesthetised results may

Further

However,
runs

direct

as

the Fos-IR was

comparison between

not be valid.

investigation of Fos protein expression following naioxone-precipitated

morphine withdrawal under barbiturate anaesthesia demonstrated that Fos protein
expression was detectable 30 min after the administration of naloxone to morphinedependent rats and remained elevated for 120 min in both the SON and PVN (Figs.
3.4.3.3, 3.4.3.4, 3.4.3.5).

Although naloxone-precipitated morphine withdrawal

significantly induced Fos expression in the magnocellular
PVN, there
time

were no

neurones

of the SON and

significant differences in Fos positive nuclei between

any

of the

points, reflecting the large variation of Fos protein expression. However, Fos

protein expression

was

low at 30 min and seemed to be still increasing at 45 min

post stimulus and may have been declining at 120 min as these time points have a

large variance in the numbers of
between rats at these times.

neurones

Prior to 60 min the amount of Fos

in both the SON and PVN seemed to be

Fos

expression levelled off.

expressing Fos in the SON and MPVN
protein expressed

increasing and after 60 min the amount of

This perhaps reflects the increase in c-fos mRNA

transcription occurring over the time frame 0-45 min and the subsequent Fos

protein expression that is expected to be induced 30-120 min post stimulus (Morgan
& Curran

At 90 min the rats' mean Fos protein

1991, Hoffman et al 993b).

expression in the SON and PVN was at

a

maximal level and the variance between

Fos

the rats

was
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small.

Thus barbiturate anaesthesia

was

considered

appropriate for

further Fos

expression studies related to morphine withdrawal, and 90 min after

naloxone

the

as

appropriate time point.

Cellular mechanisms of Fos expression following naloxone-precipitated

3.5.2.

morphine withdrawal
Role of L-type Ca2* channels

1.

We therefore decided to examine cellular mechanisms of the induced Fos

protein

expression following naloxone-precipitated withdrawal 90 min after the s.c or direct
application of naloxone, c-fos gene expression, in terms of mRNA, is thought to be
maximal at 45 min, with the translated Fos

protein expression maximal at 60-90

min, following a stimulus (Morgan et al 1987, Hamamura et al 1991, Sharp et al
1991, Verbalis et al 1991), therefore suppression of c-fos mRNA expression for 45
min, by the application of a potential inhibitor, should depress the subsequent Fos

protein expression 45 min later. Thus we decided to directly perfuse the SON with

verapamil for 15 min prior to the administration of naloxone to morphine-dependent
animals and for

Fos

further 45 min

post-stimulus.

expression in SON magnocellular

infused rats

following morphine withdrawal

(Fig. 3.4.4.1), consistent with the hypothesis that L-type Ca2+ channels

involved in the induction of Fos

are

neurones

significantly reduced by i.c.v. administration of verapamil compared to vehicle-

was

when
no

a

verapamil

was

expression following withdrawal excitation. But

administered directly into the SON by retrodialysis there was

apparent effect on Fos expression in the stimulated SON compared to the

contralateral SON and the
PVN
this

vehicle-perfused SON. Furthermore, Fos expression in

magnocellular neurones was not altered by i.c.v. verapamil. Taken together
implies that verapamil has acted on L-type Ca2+ channels that

afferent

inputs rather than

have acted to block

on

the oxytocin

was

nerve

on

may

terminals. The route

antagonist has different effects

following naloxone precipitated morphine withdrawal.

found to reduce

located

themselves. Verapamil

excitatory transmitter release at the

of administration of the Ca2+ channel
behaviour

neurones

are

on

abstinence

I.c.v. verapamil

jumping and weight loss but did not affect diarrhoea

or

ptosis

whereas

i.p. administration of verapamil decreased diarrhoea and ptosis but not

jumping

or

weight loss (Baeyens et al 1987).

Subcutaneous administration of

verapamil, prior to naloxone, in morphine-dependent rats attenuates almost all of

Fos

the behavioural responses

i.c.v. administration of
may
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evoked by opiate withdrawal (Bongianni et al 1986). Our

verapamil apparently induced a unilateral motor effect which

have been due to an action on afferent/efferent motor pathways. Therefore it

would
that

seem

antagonism of the voltage dependent calcium entry into neurones

undergoing withdrawal excitation differentially affects the resultant

are

behaviour

depending

et al 1987,

I.c.v.

that

on

the route of administration (Bongianni et al 1986, Baeyens

Ramkumar & El-Fakahany 1988, Barrios & Baeyens 1991).

administration of

excitation

verapamil completely abolished/attenuated withdrawal

firing rate in magnocellular oxytocin

but did not abolish the

cell bodies and their terminals

neurones express

L-type calcium channels

(Fisher et al 1992).

Chronic

exposure

on

their

to morphine

dihydropyridine binding in rat brain (Ramkumar & El-Fakahany 1988)

which reflects

in their

and significantly decreased

subsequent hypersecretion of oxytocin (Munro et al 1993).

Magnocellular neurosecretory

increases

neurones

an

increase in the number of

an

increase

In addition, chronic morphine administration increases the Ca2+

affinity.

content of rat brain and

following naloxone-precipitated morphine withdrawal these

elevated Ca2+ levels return to basal levels

p- receptors

L-type Ca2+ channels and/or

(Yamamoto et al 1978).

Occupation of

results in inhibition of the electrical activity of the magnocellular

oxytocin neurones (Wakerley et al 1983) by hyperpolarisation (Inenaga et al 1990,
Wuarin & Dudek

1990).

exceed the threshold for
increases.

EPSP's summate to

cause

the membrane potential to

spike initiation and as a result spike activity, i.e. firing rate,

Opioids act, both

pre-

and post-synaptically, to depress EPSP amplitude

(Inenaga et al 1990, 1994) probably via the activation of a G-protein linked outward
K+ conductance which

hyperpolarises the neurone (Van Dongen et al 1988).

regulation of the firing pattern of the magnocellular oxytocin
sustained
the action

neurone

The

during

depolarisation is determined by the after-hyperpolarisation that follows

potential (Bourque 1986).

Somatically generated action potentials in

magnocellular neurosecretory neurones are induced by

a

Na+ and Ca2+ influx

(Bourque & Renaud 1984) and this Ca2+ influx is thought to occur through voltage

gated ion channels. This Ca2+ influx produces a 'shoulder' on the action potential on
the

repolarisation phase (Bourque & Renaud 1984) which is

of the

magnocellular neuronal action potential.

demonstrated

to

depress

a

major characteristic

Although K-receptors have been

Ca2+ influx through voltage-gated Ca2+ channels

Fos

occupation of p-receptors has
Direct
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no

effect

on

this conductance (Inenaga et al 1994).

application of verapamil into the SON did not attenuate Fos protein

expression so any direct effect

oxytocin magnocellular neuronal firing rate and

on

perhaps oxytocin secretion following withdrawal, does not affect c-fos induction.
The promoter
and

region of the c-fos

increases

in

intracellular

gene

contains

a

Ca2+ inducible element (CaRE)

Ca2+ have been shown to induce c-fos gene

transcription (Sheng et al 1988). c-fos induction is inhibited by the application of Ltype Ca2+ channel inhibitors, by calmodulin antagonists and by external Ca2+
chelation

(Morgan & Curran 1986, Greenberg et al 1985,1986).

calcium and inhibition of

Chelation of

L-type Ca2+ channels potentiate the analgesic effect of

morphine (Harris et al 1975) and following naloxone-precipitated withdrawal
electrical

activity (Munro et al 1993) and abstinence behaviour (Bongianni et al

1986, Baeyens et al 1987, Ramkumar & El-Fakahany 1988) are attenuated.

As

direct infusion of

verapamil into the SON of naloxone-precipitated withdrawn rats

had

Fos

the

no

effect

oxytocin

on

neurones

protein expression it would seem that Fos expression within

of the SON themselves is not induced through Ca2+ ion entry

through L-type Ca2+ channels.

It is unlikely that the induction of c-fos gene

expression following naloxone-precipitated morphine withdrawal is solely through a
Ca2+ dependent process either by a direct action on the c-fos gene itself or as a

required co-factor. It is not possible to conclude from this negative result whether Ltype Ca2+ channels in the SON are involved in morphine-withdrawal excitation of

oxytocin neurones.
However, the attenuation of SON
the result of action

on

neurone responses

inputs to the SON.

The role of L-type Ca2+ channels in

naloxone-precipitated withdrawal excitation of OXT
to a neural

is

neurones seems

to be confined

input, perhaps one which also displays tolerance and dependence which

partially responsible for

onto another

the SON.

by i.c.v. verapamil could be

input

For

a

neurone

synaptic event directly onto the OXT SON
which modulates the activity of

an

neurones or

afferent input onto

example stimulation of the AV3V input, which tonically contributes to

oxytocin magnocellular activity, in the presence of morphine is less effective in
inducing the release of oxytocin (Pumford et al 1993a, b) and morphine also
abolishes

systemic CCK induced release of oxytocin (Blackburn & Leng 1990),

activated via stimulation of the A2

noradrenergic brain stem

neurones

(Raby &

Fos

Renaud
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1989a).

2. Role of noradrenergic input

Using the same criteria as described above for the time course of induction of cfos mRNA and Fos

protein we decided to infuse the a1-antagonist, benoxathian, for

15 min

prior to the administration of naloxone to morphine-dependent rats and for

45 min

post-stimulus. Fos expression in the SON magnocellular

naloxone-precipitated

withdrawal

in

infused with

rats

neurones

benoxathian

following
was

not

significantly different from the Fos protein expression in the SON of vehicle-infused
controls

(Fig. 3.4.7.1). Within the PVN both the

magno-

and parvo-cellular neuronal

expression of Fos protein following opiate withdrawal were unaffected by the
infusion of benoxathian when

Noradrenaline

3.4.7.2).

administration of CCK
to excite

is

compared to controls infused with vehicle (Fig.
released

within

the

following

SON

systemic

(Kendrick et al 1991, Onaka et al 1995a) and has been found

oxytocin neurones via the a1-adrenergic receptor (Armstrong et al 1986,

Randle et al 1986,

Yamashita et al 1987). The noradrenergic cells of the A2 group

within the NTS have been shown to

in the SON

neurones

project directly and preferentially to oxytocin

(Swanson et al 1981, Sawchenko & Swanson 1982b,

Cunningham & Sawchenko 1988, Onaka et al 1995a) and the oxytocin neurones
also

receive

coeruleus

a

small

noradrenergic projection from the A2 group, the locus

(Sawchenko & Swanson 1982b).

Excitation of these afferent pathways

by CCK activates the magnocellular oxytocin neurones to induce oxytocin release
both

centrally (Kendrick et al 1991, Neumann et al 1994) and systemically (Verbalis

et al

1986a, Leng et al 1991, Verbalis et al 1991). Systemic and direct SON acute

administration of
the SON

morphine blocks the CCK-induced release of noradrenaline within

(Onaka et al 1995a). Locus coeruleus

neurones are

strongly inhibited by

morphine acting via p-receptors (North & Williams 1985) and chronic morphine
infusion leads to the

development of tolerance and dependence in these neurones

(Aghajanian 1978) and also in the A2

group

(Stornetta et al 1993). These afferent

pathways that directly activate magnocellular oxytocin neurones
roie

in withdrawal

excitation

as

the

i.c.v.

benoxathian has been shown to suppress
increased
resultant

firing-rate of SON oxytocin

administration

appear

of the

to have a

a1-antagonist

withdrawal excitation, measured as

neurones

(Brown et al 1995) and delay the

oxytocin secretion (Dr. C.H. Brown personal communication). In addition

Fos
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noradrenergic locus coeruleus

neurones are

inhibited by the a2-agonist clonidine

(Aghajanian 1978) and this action is thought to

converge on

the

same

post-synaptic

receptor mechanism as p- receptors and modulate a K+ conductance to result in

hyperpolarisation of the

neurones

and therefore inhibit neuronal activation and

subsequent noradrenaline release (Aghajanian & Wang 1987, Christie et al 1987).
This inhibition of noradrenaline release

by direct application of clonidine into the

locus coeruleus has been shown to attenuate abstinence behavioural responses
associated with
clonidine

morphine withdrawal (Taylor et al 1988).

I.c.v. administration of

prior to naloxone-precipitated withdrawal in morphine-dependent rats

inhibited withdrawal excitation of

oxytocin firing rate which was reversible by an a2

antagonist and also attenuated the subsequent release of oxytocin (Munro 1994).

Again this interaction of noradrenaline and the activity of magnocellular oxytocin
neurones

in

morphine withdrawal suggests that the noradrenergic input acting on

magnocellular oxytocin

in the SON is required for the full expression of

neurones

withdrawal excitation.
If the

noradrenergic occupation of the a1-receptors results in the activation of the

intracellular second messenger cascade responsible for the induction of Fos on
withdrawal at the

Fos

p-opioid receptors then antagonism at this receptor should inhibit

expression during withdrawal.

We found Fos expression unaltered with our

continued and sustained i.c.v. infusion of benoxathian. Since such treatment blocks
electrical excitation and increased

oxytocin secretion during withdrawal, the failure

of i.c.v. benoxathian infusion to block Fos
increase in

firing-rate,

or

other mechanism mediated via a1-receptors is not part of

the mechanism of Fos induction
that

expression indicates that the sustained

following morphine withdrawal.

It is still possible

depolarisation following naloxone's actions at the p-receptors on oxytocin

neurones

in dependence could activate Fos expression.

sole mechanism since
activate Fos

This is unlikely to be the

depolarisation by direct hyperosmotic stimulation does not

(see Chapter 5).

3. Autonomy of the dependent oxytocin

neurone

Taken together the above results from the verapamil and the benoxathian
studies both suggest

that withdrawal activation of the oxytocin

neurone, as

shown

by the increased firing rate and oxytocin secretion, can be modulated by afferent

inputs that have a role in controlling their activity. Flowever suppression of afferent

Fos
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input activity does not abolish the withdrawal activation of the oxytocin neurones as
shown

by the attenuation but not abolishment of the withdrawal firing rate and

secretion and the reduced induction of Fos
the full

protein expression. This suggests that

expression of dependence as demonstrated on withdrawal consists of

another component

in addition to the afferent input and this component has been

suggested to be the oxytocin cell body itself (Russell et al 1995). We investigated
whether the

oxytocin neurones themselves contribute to dependence by

a

direct

application of naloxone into the SON of morphine-dependent rats and by looking for
Fos

Direct application of naloxone into the SON of morphine-

protein expression.

dependent rats significantly induced Fos expression only in the treated SON
compared to the contralateral SON and also the vehicle-perfused SON.
we can

consider the conclusion that

we

have induced withdrawal in OXT

at the level of the cell bodies and/or on

discussed in

From this
neurones

presynaptic inputs within the SON.

Chapter 5, from other studies, synaptic activation

seems

As

to be a

prerequisite for the expression of Fos which might support the idea that in

our

experiment naloxone had acted on the terminals of other neurones which have
morphine receptors e.g. noradrenergic terminals.

But from the above discussion

concerning afferent inputs, this is not a likely explanation.
neurones

have developed tolerance over time, which by

the cell to resist the continued presence
normal level of

activity.

However, the oxytocin

definition is the ability of

of the opioid and return to

an

apparent

This definition is directed to the electrophysiological

properties of the cell and its secretory activity (Jaffe 1990); what is likely to be

occurring downstream of the receptor is that second
intracellular events which exist in
new

point of equilibrium to

a

oppose

continuum of

messenger systems

and other

equilibria have been displaced to

a

the negative action of the occupied p receptor,

p-receptor occupation by an acute administration of morphine results in the
inhibition of

adenylate cyclase and leads to a decrease in cAMP in locus coeruleus

neurones

(North et al 1987, Duman et al 1988). However chronic morphine infusion

results in

an

Tallman

1988) in these A6 neurones.

increrse in

(Pumford et al 1993a)

adenylate cyclase (Duman et al 1988) and PKA (Nestler &
or

However, no accumulations of cAMP

adenylate cyclase have been demonstrated within the

neurones

morphine

inhibit cAMP production (Sharma et al 1977, Duman et al 1988) but

may

this has not

of the hypothalamus.

Therefore it is likely that chronic

magnocellular

yet been demonstrated in oxytocin neurones, p-receptors are linked to

Fos

the
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adenylate cyclase system through

a

G-protein and ribosylation of the

by PTX has been shown to inhibit withdrawal excitation of oxytocin

a

subunit

neurones

(Pumford et al 1993a). When withdrawal has been provoked after antagonism of
the

morphine, excitation and hypersecretion of oxytocin occur. At the cellular level

the

supposed compensatory raised activity of the adenylate cyclase second

messenger system
PKA

is

now

unopposed and this may provide the stimulus via the

system to in turn then upregulate the c-fos gene through the Ca2+/CRE

element

(Sheng et al 1988).

This is supported by the inhibition of Fos protein

expression by the administration of PTX prior to naloxone precipitated morphine
withdrawal (Brown et
induces Fos in SON

al 1995b). As shown in Chapter 7, i.c.v. infusion of dbcAMP

neurones.

Therefore it may

be the action of naloxone at the

p-

receptor which is the stimulus for Fos expression in this case.
4.

Endogenous opioid induction of Fos protein expression in the SON

p-opioid receptor density in the SON decreases on day 21 of pregnancy, the
expected day of parturition in the rat, but K-receptor density in the SON does not

change. In the posterior pituitary the K-receptor density decreases on day 16 of
pregnancy

(Sumner et al 1990).

In non-pregnant rats, naloxone does not affect

oxytocin plasma level but in late pregnancy and during parturition naloxone
increases

oxytocin secretion and this shows that at this time oxytocin release is

powerfully inhibited by endogeneous opioids (Flartman et al 1986, Bicknell et al
1988).

The action of endogenous opioids on oxytocin neurones to inhibit the

secretion of

oxytocin

can

be demonstrated at the end of pregnancy by changes

following the i.p. administration of naloxone to 21 day pregnant rats, but not 16 day
pregnant rats: naloxone induces the release of oxytocin, both systemically and
within the SON, and also Fos

protein expression in the SON. A K-opioid antagonist

did not induce the release of
SON.

This suggests

that

an

oxytocin

nor

the increase in Fos expression in the

endogenous opioid tone develops

over

the last five

days of pregnancy and acts on the oxytocin neurones restraining the secretion of

oxytocin prior to parturition, and that this action is not
neural lobe but

on

on

K-opioid receptors in the

p-receptors on the oxytocin neurone cell bodies themselves

(Douglas et al 1995).

Therefore

an

opioid tone

can

develop under physiological

conditions

by an action apparently at the level of the cell body, and this may very

well be

the NA

on

input in this case (Douglas et al 1995).
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CHAPTER 4

OXYTOCIN GENE EXPRESSION FOLLOWING NALOXONE-PRECIPITATED
MORPHINE WITHDRAWAL

Oxytocin

4.1

gene

expression following naloxone precipitated morphine withdrawal

now

demonstrated that immediate
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Aim
We have

occurs

early

gene

induction i.e. of c-fos,

following naloxone-precipitated morphine withdrawal (see chapter 3). c-fos

induction

is

immediate

marker for neuronal activation

a

early

functions

gene,

product Fos, is complexed with
this would indicate that

some

a

as a

(Morgan et al 1987) and

transcription factor

gene

as an

when its protein

member of the jun family (Halazonetis et al 1988);

change in late response gene expression may occur

following naloxone precipitated morphine withdrawal.

The colocalisation study in

Chapter 3 demonstrated that Fos was induced in some OXT magnocellular
of the SON, and the massive

neurones

that

naloxone

occurs on

hypersecretion of oxytocin into the plasma

precipitated opiate withdrawal suggests that oxytocin gene

expression may be induced as a result.

oxytocin

We have therefore examined whether

expression is induced in the SON following naloxone precipitated

gene

morphine withdrawal.
4.2 Introduction
1.

Oxytocin
The

gene

expression

oxytocin content of the neural lobe in virgin female rats is approximately

1000 ng.

Sustained oxytocin secretion from the posterior pituitary during salt

loading (Jones & Pickering 1969) and lactation (Van Tol et al 1988) results in
% and 50%
neurones

and

a

66

depletion in oxytocin content, respectively. Activation of the oxytocin

under these conditions is associated with induction of gene

elevated

expression

oxytocin mRNA content in magnocellular neurones (Lightman &

Young 1987a, b, Van Tol et al 1987, 1988, Zingg & Lefebvre 1988). In both these

examples, the stimulus for oxytocin secretion is maintained for a long period of time
and the
a

resulting depletion of neural lobe peptide content is

resultant increase in

there does not

seem

parturition but there
neurones,

and there is

magnocelluiar neuronal OXT mRNA content. In pregnancy,
to be

are many

prolonged stimulation of oxytocin neurones prior to
conflicting reports on changes in OXT mRNA in these

although stored oxytocin increases. Increases in OXT mRNA content

considered to reflect
occur as a

very great

result of

a

an

increase in

oxytocin

gene

decrease in mRNA turnover.

transcription rate, but it

may

are

also
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Oxytocin has been proposed to have
1.c.v. administration of

maternal

induces

a

role in maternal behaviour of the rat
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as

oxytocin in ovariectomised, oestrogen primed virgin rats

behaviour

(Pedersen & Prange 1979).

As a result of the

proposed role of oxytocin in induction of maternal behaviour many investigators
have examined

oxytocin

expression in the rat brain during the reproductive

gene

cycle. There is a consensus that there is induction of OXT mRNA expression in the

hypothalamus during lactation (Brooks 1992, Miller et al 1989, Van Tol et al 1988,
Zingg & Lefebvre 1988) and increases have also been shown in gestation (Van Tol
et al 1988,
rats

Zingg & Lefebvre 1988). ISH studies confirmed this increase in pregnant

(McCabe et al 1986) and in lactating rats (Lightman & Young 1987b).

However, others have found
et al

2.

no

change in OXT mRNA levels in pregnancy (Brooks

1992), or early in lactation (Crowley et al 1993).

Regulation of oxytocin
The

oxytocin

gene

identified response
the rat

gene

expression

5' promoter region has been shown to contain

a

number of

elements. Two thyroid response elements have been found in

promoter (Adan et al 1992) and there is a site responsive to retinoic acid

A more controversial promoter sequence is that of the

(Richard & Zingg 1991).

oestrogen response element (Burbach et al 1990) as no oestrogen receptors have
yet been found in the SON (Burbach et al 1990, Simerly et al 1990). Two orphan
receptors have been shown to bind to the bovine and rat OXT promoter,

steroidogenic factor 1 (SF-1) (Wehrenberg et al 1994a) and chicken ovalbumin
upstream promoter transcription factor (COUP-TF 1) (Wehrenberg et al 1992,
1994a, 1994b).

COUP-TF 1 is thought to have a role in the downregulation of

oxytocin gene expression
retinoic acid induction of
been

proposed to have

as

it

can

inhibit the oestrogen, thyroid hormone and

oxytocin gene transcription (Burbach et al 1994). SF-1 has
a

role in the upregulation of oxytocin gene expression

(Wehrenberg et al 1994a). A cAMP-responsive element (CRE) has been partially
characterised in the bovine AVP promoter
shown to stimulate AVP

identified

consensus

found within the

(Pardy et al 1992) and cAMP has been

expression in vitro (Oeding et al 1990) but as yet no other

promoter sequences e.g. CaRE, CRE, AP-1 site have been

oxytocin promoter.

Within the SON after acute salt

loading, increases in heteronuclear RNA are

rapidly detectable (30 min) using a vasopressin intronic probe, prior to any

Oxytocin
detectable

gene
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change in vasopressin mRNA (Herman et al 1991). Factors which may

be involved and

are

elevated in response to

hyperosmolarity include:- protein kinase

C, inhibitory and stimulatory alpha subunits of GTP binding proteins (Young 1989),
cAMP levels in the SON

Murphy 1989a). c-fos

was

following hyperosmolarity (Young et al 1987, Carter &
also elevated after chronic hyperosmolarity (Sharp et al

1991), dehydration (Carter & Murphy 1990) as well as acutely following i.p.
hypertonic saline (Carter & Murphy 1990, Hamamura et al 1992); c-jun is also

upregulated by dehydration and hyperosmolarity (Carter & Murphy 1990). As OXT
mRNA

is

also

upregulated following salt loading these changes in second

and the resultant induction of transcription factors

messenger systems
role in

regulating transcription of the OXT

3. Altered neuronal oxytocin
In rats,

gene

may

have a

gene.

expression.

oxytocin and vasopressin

transcripts have an increased poly A tail

gene

length in response to hyperosmotic stimulation, pregnancy and lactation (Carter &
Murphy 1989b, Zingg et al 1988, Zingg & Lefebvre 1989). This occurs

very

rapidly

(e.g. within one hour following i.p. hypertonic saline) without increases in mRNA
levels

(Murphy & Carter 1990, Carter & Murphy 1991). The mechanism underlying

this increased

poly A tail length is not understood but it may arise from elongation of

cytoplasmic mRNA

or

de

novo

synthesis.

It is thought to increase stability and

translational initiation rate of the mRNA, as shown in other mammals

(Jackson &

Standart

a

1990). Prolonged hyperosmotic stimulation

can

also result in

1-2%

co-

expression of oxytocin and vasopressin in magnocellular neurones (Kiyama &
Emson

1990).

4. Acute stimulation of neuronal oxytocin gene expression.

The

copious

amount

of

oxytocin

peptide

and

OXT

mRNA

within

the

magnocellular system would be expected to buffer acute increases in secretory
activity. Most previous studies have failed to demonstrate an increase in OXT gene
expression in magnocellular neurones following an acute, intense stimulus, such

as

i.p. hyperosmotic stimulation (Murphy & Carter 1990, Carter & Murphy 1991) and
naloxone

precipitated morphine withdrawal (Lightman & Young 1988, Sumner et al

1989). One acute stimulus that does increase oxytocin
to be i.c.v. histamine

of

gene

expression is reported

(Kjaer et al 1994a). These authors proposed that the release

adenohypophysial POMC-derived peptides is mediated by histamine via

an

Oxytocin

gene

indirect action

involving CRH, AVP and OXT-containing hypothalamic

conscious rats, histamine

of

neurones

neurones.

expression in individual

expressing the mRNA.

This increased

neurones

and

an

expression

was as a

increase in the number

Furthermore, histamine also induces Fos

expression in magnocellular neurones in the SON (Kjaer et al 1994b).
increased Fos

In

(i.c.v.) increased both plasma levels of oxytocin and the

OXT mRNA content of the PVN and SON.
result of increased
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Thus

expression seems to parallel increased OXT mRNA expression.

Furthermore inhibition of histamine
in rat OXT and AVP levels
acute stimulations may

detectable above the

synthesis inhibits dehydration induced increases

following dehydration (Kjaer et al 1995). However, most

not induce sufficient increases in oxytocin mRNA to be

relatively large cytoplasmic pool.

5. Gene expression following morphine dependence

Quantitative in situ hybridisation

of OXT mRNA expression in the SON of chronic

morphine dependent rats following withdrawal,
stimulation of

which

produces

a

profound

oxytocin secretion, determined that OXT mRNA did not change from

2h to 24h later

(Lightman & Young 1987a, Sumner et al 1989).

This is

a

rather

surprising finding since chronic stimulation of the oxytocin magnocellular system by
prolonged salt loading does induce an increase in OXT mRNA (Lightman & Young

1987b). On the other hand acute stimulation generally fails to alter oxytocin gene
expression. In contrast, in conscious rats the mRNAs of the stress related peptides
of

proenkephalin and CRH do increase rapidly in the pPVN following withdrawal

excitation

(Lightman & Young 1987b, 1988, Harbuz et al 1991a).

OXT mRNA is

always present in high quantities in the SON. This may mask subtle alterations in
mRNA levels induced

by various stimuli, thus

transcripts of the oxytocin

gene

we

decided to

measure

heteronuclear

to determine whether changes in oxytocin gene

expression do indeed occur following morphine withdrawal.
6.

Heteronuclear RNA
In situ

hybridisation analysis of the spatial distribution of heteronuclear RNA

(hnRNA), the primary product of gene transcription, using a neurotensin intron

specific probe, and

a

cDNA probe raised against the mRNA

sequence

of

neurotensin in the PC-12 cell line revealed that both the cDNA and the intronic

probe bound to the

same

nuclear foci demonstrating that the hnRNA detects the

unspliced transcript and that these transcripts are nuclear (Xing et al 1993). Further

Oxytocin
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gene

analysis of the transcription site and the

presence

of cDNA probe binding and intron

only binding led Xing et al 1993 to propose that the site of splicing of the hnRNA to
form mRNA is at

or near

the site of

at defined areas of the nucleus

4.3

Experiment: Oxytocin

transcription and mRNA processing sites

occur

(Carter et al 1993).

gene

expression in rat maqnocellular SON neurones

following naloxone precipitated morphine withdrawal
The effect of

naloxone-precipitated morphine withdrawal on changes in oxytocin

expression in the SON was investigated using high resolution in situ

gene

hybridisation (ISH).
The

probe

210 base

was a

single stranded cloned DNA (cDNA) probe directed against a

pair fragment of the Intron 1 segment of the rat preprooxytocin gene

(Brooks et al 1992:

see

Fig. 4.3). It

was

synthesised by P.J. Brooks and colleagues

by a modified PCR technique (Brooks et al 1992) and gifted to us.

Brooks and

colleagues characterised the hybridisation specificity of the probe by Northern Blot

analysis, and determined that the probe specifically recognises the desired
of the rat preprooxytocin gene under the hybridisation and wash

sequence

conditions used
The

(Brooks et al 1993a). We have followed their protocol for this ISH.

probe arrived precipitated and lyophilised and was dissolved immediately

arrival in

40pl RNase-free TE buffer to produce

a

probe solution with

a

on

specific

activity of 400,000 dpm/pl prior to storage at -20°C.
4.3.1

Materials and Methods

1. Animals

Virgin female Sprague Dawley rats (280-325g) were housed under standard
conditions and maintained

on a

described in General Methods
weeks before the

standard breeder diet with free

(G.M.) 2.1. Rats

were

access

to water as

allowed to acclimatise for 2-3

experiment.

2. Surgical preparation

Under ether anaesthesia, the rat was

placed in

a

stereotaxic frame, the skull

exposed by a midline incision and the periosteum scraped away.

morphine infusion cannula
the midline and 3

mm

was

implanted through

a

hole drilled 2

posterior to bregma after the skull

was

mm

A chronic

right lateral to

levelled (G.M. Fig.
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The chronic cannula was connected via polythene tubing (1.2 mm o.d.,

2.5.3.)0.76

gene

i.d.; Portex, U.K.) to a subcutaneous osmotic mini-pump (1 pl/h: Alzet

mm

2001), filled with morphine sulphate (50 pg/pl).
pg/pl morphine solution,
solution

a

The tubing contained 40 pi of 10

1 pi air bubble, followed by 40 pi of 20 pg/pl morphine

(Rayner et al 1988). The chronic cannula was affixed to the skull by screws

and dental acrylic as described in

G.M. 2.5. The wound

was

closed by two

reverse

sutures.

3. Experimental procedure
5d after the

implantation of the chronic morphine cannula and subsequent

development of morphine dependence and tolerance, the conscious rats
a

were

given

subcutaneous injection of either naloxone (5 mg/kg, 10 mg/ml; n=6) or vehicle

(0.9% NaCI; n=5).

Two hours after the subcutaneous injection, the rats

were

decapitated, the brains rapidly removed, as described in G.M. 2.6, and frozen

on

dry ice before storage at -70°C until processed for in situ hybridisation.
The rats

were

the immediate

killed two hours after the stimulus when any

transcript of the OXT gene, the heteronuclear RNA (hnRNA) was

thought likely to be maximal.
immediate
or

other

induced expression of

The rationale for this

early gene (i.e. for Fos) expression

was

was

based

maximal after

on

ca.

knowing that

90 min and if it

transcription factors regulate the OXT gene, this would thus be maximally

stimulated later.
increased at 4h

In

addition, CRH and proenkephalin A gene expression are

(Lightman & Young 1987a).

4. In Situ Hybridisation

All

procedures

solutions
all

were

were

carried out in RNase free conditions, i.e. gloves were worn,

made with autoclaved double distilled deionised water

glassware and utensils

were

cut

on

a

were

10

autoclaved prior to use.

pm

(addH20), and

coronal sections

cryostat through the SON at -14°C and thaw mounted onto

thoroughly cleaned gelatine-chrome alum coated slides, as described in G.M. 2.9.2.
Sections

buffer
min at

were

air dried and then fixed in 3%

containing 0.03% diethyl pyrocarbonate (DEPC),
room

a

RNase inhibitor, for 15

temperature (RT), then rinsed twice in phosphate buffered saline,

dehydrated through
-70°C.

paraformaldehyde in 0.1M phosphate

a

series of alcohols then air dried and stored desiccated at

Oxytocin
5.

gene
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Solutions

5.1. 0.3% Paraformaldehyde

30g paraformaldehyde was added to 0.1M phosphate buffer solution
in G.M. 2.9.4. 0.03 ml DEPC

as

described

added to the final 11 solution.

was

5.2. Tris/EDTA buffer (TE)
Tris/EDTA buffer

(10 mM Tris, 1 mM EDTA, pH 8.0)

was

made as described in

G.M. 2.9.2.4
5.3. Standard sodium citrate (SSC)
20*SSC stock solution

5.4.

was

made

as

described in G.M. 2.9.2.4.

Phenol chloroform extraction of DNA/RNA

On the

day of hybridisation, 10 mg/ml Herring sperm single stranded DNA type

IV, (ssDNA; Sigma) was dissolved in 2 ml of addH20 containing 1 ml DEPC.

10

mg/ml of yeast t-RNA (tRNA; Sigma) was also dissolved in 2 ml of addH20

containing 1 ml DEPC.
Equal volumes of ssDNA and tRNA (0.4 ml of each stock solution)

were

added

together and mixed with 0.8 ml phenol chloroform until an emulsion was formed.
The solution

was

then

centrifuged and the resultant supernatant

pipette and kept, the precipitate
to aid ethanol

solution
was

was

then

was

was

removed by

discarded. 16 pi of 5M NaCI was then added

precipitation followed by 2.5 ml ice cold 100% AnalaR ethanol. The

mixed

again and left for 60 min at -20°C to precipitate. The solution

centrifuged for 10 min at 0°C, the supernatant removed by

a vacuum

desiccator, and the precipitate then resuspended in 0.8 ml TE buffer, ready for use.
5.5.

Prehvbridisation Buffer (PHB)

Solution 1:

20 ml

was

made

prior to day of hybridisation and contained the

following; 40 mM Phosphate buffer (see G.M. 2.9.2.4) (pH7.0), 4*SSC (0.6 M NaCI,
0.06 M Na

citrate), 10 mM EDTA, 5x Denhardt's Solution, 200 pg/ml Herring sperm

DNA, 200 pg yeast tRNA (both phenol-chloroform extracted), 10 pg/ml single
stranded calf

thymus DNA (Sigma).

Solution 2:

20 ml of formamide to which

This solution

was

added to solution 1

was

added 10 mM dithiothreitol

only on the day of

use.

(DTT).

Oxytocin
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Final concentrations in

prehybridisation buffer: 20 mM Phosphate buffer, 2*SSC

(0.3M NaCI, 0.03M Na citrate), 5 mM EDTA, 2.5x Denhardt's Solution, 100 pg/ml
ssDNA, 100 pg yeast tRNA, 5 pg/ml single stranded calf thymus DNA, 5 mM
dithiothreitol
5.6.

(DTT) and 50% formamide.

Hybridisation Solution

The

hybridisation solution, made

the day of use, contained the same

on

components as the prehybridisation buffer with the addition of 10% dextran sulphate

(Sigma) and the tritiated hnRNA preprooxytocin probe in order to produce
with

a

specific radioactivity of 4000 dpm/pl.

only added on the day of
6.

a

solution

Again the DTT and formamide

were

use.

Hybridisation
On the

day of hybridisation, the probe was heated to 95°C for 5 min to complete

dissolution and denaturation.

diluted with formamide to
After

Immediately before hybridisation the probe

produce

hybridisation solutions

freezer and allowed to

solution with

a

were

an

activity of 8000 dpm/pl.

prepared the sections

up to room temperature.

come

was

were

removed from the

Sections

were

selected,

using the test sections, to contain the rostral SON, between 6280 and 6060
rostral of the interaural line

(Konig and Klippel, 1963).

including controls, were then covered with
incubated for 2h at 42°C.

1*SSC, the sections

were

an excess

Prehybridisation buffer

of prehybridisation buffer and
was

were

hybridisation solution containing labelled probe at

a

were

covered with 25

pi

The sections

were

then

temperature, then washed for 15min, twice, in 1*SSC and

agitated overnight in 0.1*SSC.

Finally, the next day the sections

0.1*SSC at 50°C for 30 min. Sections

7.

Control

total specific activity of 100,000

dpm/section and left to hybridise for about 20h at 42°C.
room

removed by washing in

then covered with prehybridisation buffer.

RNase treated control sections and all other brain sections

dipped in 1*SSC, at

All the brain sections,

then dipped in 95% ethanol and air dried.

hybridisation buffer-only sections

pm

were

were

washed in

then air dried.

ISH controls
Control slides

from the

were

included to

ensure

buffer solutions and therefore

that

a

hybridisation signal did not arise

produce non-specific autoradiography.

Oxytocin gene expression following naloxone precipitated morphine withdrawal
Sections

were

radiolabeled
at 37°C

hybridisation

exposed to

solution that did

not

contain
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the

probe and different sections were exposed to a RNase solution for 1 h

prior to the prehybridisation buffer in order to destroy the endogenous RNA.

Both these control sets of sections should therefore not

produce

a

hybridisation

that detected silver

grain density

signal.
8. Radioactive Standards
Radioactive standards
in the

were

included to

autoradiographs reflected the amount of radioactivity bound to the sections

via the radiolabeled

probe. The standards used were purchased from Amersham

(autoradiographic [3H] microscales) and
mounted onto

were cut at

10 pm on the cryostat and

gelatine chrome alum coated slides by flotation in

a

water bath. After

to photographic emulsion a calibration curve was constructed.

exposure

9.

ensure

Autoradiography

Hybridised and control sections were coated with llford K5 photographic
emulsion, suitable for 3H, diluted with addH20 at a ratio of 3:1.

Each slide was

uniformly dipped in the photographic emulsion and left to dry, in the dark, for 2h.
After

drying, the slides

were

placed in desiccated slide boxes, sealed, covered in

tinfoil and

a

expose at

4°C for at least 7 weeks. Care was taken not to expose the emulsion to

black thick

light at any time.
sections

were

polythene bag sealed with tape. Sections

After 50 days

exposure to

were

then left to

the photographic emulsion, test

developed using Kodak D19 developer and llford Hypam Rapid fixer.

After examination under

a

light microscope, x50 objective, there was found to be

sufficient

hybridisation to develop the whole series of sections. After the sections

had been

developed, they were air dried and taken through xylene to remove lipids

and then

dehydrated through

counterstained with

a

series of alcohols. Sections

were

then subsequently

haematoxylin and eosin, dehydrated through alcohols followed

by xylene then mounted in DePeX and coverslipped.
10.

Quantification

of OXT

hnRNA

induction

following

naloxone-precipitated

morphine withdrawal
Four SON sections per

animal

were

objective, intermediate lens x1.6, with

a

viewed in a Vickers M17 microscope, x40

CCD video

camera

(Cohu) connected to

a

Oxytocin

Joyce Loebl pMagiscan image analysing computer. All measurements
coded sections.

on

emulsion
A

neurone was

be observed

over

were

the

area

positive when

other than

rare

an

accumulation of silver grains could

grain density of at least 3x background;
over a

known to be.

neurones are

nucleus and confined to

The number of

positive

independent counts of four SON sections.

then viewed with

was

made

ways:-

the nucleus, with a silver

determined from four

were

resulting silver grain deposits within the photographic

considered

such accumulations
where OXT

The

quantified in two

were
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x5

objective and manually outlined

areas

neurones was

The SON profile

on a

T.V. monitor and

computed using the attached image analysing system.

The number of

OXT hnRNA

a

positive cells

calculated

was

per

SON profile and

SON

per

area

(Fos

positive neurones per square micron) for each profile, then the mean per animal
and

finally the

Silver

group mean were

grain density

over

calculated.

the cell nucleus was measured (x50 oil immersion)

using the above system. The silver grain density was low enough to visualise each

grain individually

over

background, but the grains were clumped over nuclei. As an

alternative to individual silver
close

proximity of individual grains to each other, the silver grain

measured.
SON

grain counting, which was difficult because of the

This would be likely to

profiles

were

area was

underestimate labelling. All positive cells in four

measured for each animal.

For each SON at least five

background measurements were obtained from adjacent tissue dorsolateral to the
SON and the average
SON cell nuclei.

grain
the

area per

mean

per

subtracted from each silver grain

The total silver

grain

area per

magnocellular neuronal nucleus

11.
A

measurement over the

SON profile and the

was

average

silver

calculated for each profile, then

animal.

In addition to the measurements for the

number of

area

magnocellular neurones

Calibration

per

expression of OXT hnRNA the total

SON measured was counted.

curve

straight line fit

corresponding to

was

plotted for the

an area

average

grain

area per

tritium standard

equivalent to a neuronal nucleus against the tissue

equivalent radioactivity (nCi/mg).
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4.4. Results

Quantification of the silver grain density for the tritium standards and subsequent

plotting against radioactivity demonstrated that silver grain density
correlated to the amount of bound

determined that the amount of detected silver

we

within the SON
on

radioactivity (Fig.4.4.1).

the

was

lay

the

on

curve.
near

directly

From this relationship

grain density found over nuclei

proportional to radioactivity since the detected grain

straight part of the

neuronal nuclei

was

All the measured grain

areas over

areas

lay

magnocellular

linear part of the relationship between the

average

grain area per tritium standard against the tissue equivalent radioactivity (nCi/mg)
when

plotted as a straight line fit (Fig. 4.4.1).

solution

containing

no

labelled probe and the sections exposed to labelled probe but

also RNase solution resulted in
film

Sections exposed to hybridisation

no

hybridisation signal

over any

part of the exposed

apposed to the brain section. The detected silver grains are therefore likely to

reflect true

hybridisation binding of the probe to the primary transcript of the

preprooxytocin gene (OXT hnRNA). Photomicrographs of sections exposed to the
tritiated Intron 1

probe (Fig. 4.4.2) from naloxone treated, A, and vehicle treated, B,

morphine dependent rats show accumulated silver grains only
nuclei

over

magnocellular

demonstrating that hybridisation only occurs in the nucleus, the site of

primary transcription.
In

morphine dependent rats the subcutaneous administration of naloxone to

induce withdrawal
hnRNA per
±

significantly increased the number of neurones expressing OXT

SON (Fig. 4.4.3 A:

mean ± s.e.m:

18.23 ± 1.30, n=6,

vs.

controls 14.37

0.83, n=5, p<0.04, unpaired Student's t-test) and also the number of neurones

expressing OXT hnRNA per unit area of SON (Fig. 4.4.3 B: mean ± s.e.m: 2.63 ±
0.20

(Fos positive neurones per square micron), n=6, vs. controls 1.88 ±0.15, n=5,

p<0.02, unpaired Student's t-test). The total silver grain area per neuronal nucleus
in the SON

was

also increased

following precipitated withdrawal (Fig. 4.4.4 A:

(pm2), n=6,

mean

± s.e.m:

10.54 ±1.18

Student's

t-test) and the total silver grain area per SON profile was also significantly

increased

n=6,

vs.

There

vs.

controls 7.25±0.60, n=5, p<0.04, unpaired

following withdrawal (Fig. 4.4.4 B:

mean ± s.e.m:

207.09 ± 29.49 (pm2),

controls 113.59 ± 13.79, n=5, p<0.03, unpaired Student's t-test).
were no

significant differences between the unit

the SON of naloxone

area

injected morphine animals (mean ±

of the SON profile of
s.e.m.

Fos positive

Oxytocin gene expression following naloxone precipitated morphine withdrawal
neurones

per square

(7.59 ± 0.40, n=5)

magnocellular
controls

micron: 7.18 ± 0.48, n=6) and the vehicle injected controls

nor were

neurones per

(122.8 ±

16.4).

there

any

significant differences in the total number of

withdrawn SON profile (mean ±
Thus,

naloxone precipitated

s.e.m.:

128.0 ± 9.2) vs.

morphine withdrawal

significantly increased the expression of OXT hnRNA in magnocellular
the
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neurones

of

SON, and not through a variation in number of magnocellular nuclei or size of

profile.
In

virgin animals, not given i.c.v. infusion, used as a control group in another

study, but processed simultaneously and in the same way, the numbers of positive
cells per

SON profile that contained OXT hnRNA (mean ±

the number per

0.20)
a

±

were

vehicle

0.60)

12.15 ± 2.03) and

unit area SON (Fos positive neurones per square micron: 1.72 ±

not significantly different from in the morphine dependent animals given

injection. Nor

or

s.e.m.:

was

the average grain area per neuronal nucleus (pm2: 6.93

the total grain area per SON (pm2: 95.87 ± 20.68) in virgin animals

different from those

exposed to chronic morphine.
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Legend 4.4.1 Relationship of bound radioactivity (3H) to detected grain density

A) Relationship between the amount of radioactivity contained in each of the graded
radioactive standards

(for composition

see para.

grain density in the exposed standards after

4.3.1.8) and the resultant silver

exposure

for the

same

time

as

the

experimental sections.

B) Relationship between the amount of radioactivity contained in each of the graded
tritiated standards and the natural

generated fitted straight line.

log of the grain density plotted as a computer

Oxytocin

gene

expression following naloxone precipitated morphine withdrawal
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Figure 4.4.1 Relationship of bound radioactivity ( H) to detected grain density
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4.6 Discussion
A linear

relationship

the resultant

was

found between the amount of radioactivity present and

grain density produced by the tritium standards.

demonstrated that the detected silver
of bound

grain density

in proportion to the amount

probe and therefore that the density of silver grains reflects the number

and presence

of the oxytocin gene transcripts.

spatially close to the site of transcription, i.e.
that convinced
silver

was

This relationship

us

that

we

had bound

new

The location of the silver grains

over

OXT

the nucleus,

was

another factor

transcripts. The distribution of the

grains over each individual magnocellular nucleus also appeared to have

nuclear foci

patterns (Fig. 4.4.2) similar to those described by Brooks, using this

OXT hnRNA

probe (Brooks et al 1993a). These nuclear foci

thought to reflect

are

sites of nuclear transcription that have been shown to occur with other genes
et al

(Xing

1993).

The

results

supraoptic

indicate

nucleus

that

oxytocin

magnocellular

precipitated morphine withdrawal.

gene

neurones

expression is rapidly induced in

in

the

rat

following

naloxone

We found that not only did the presumptive

primary transcription rate of the oxytocin gene, demonstrated by the significant
increase in total
number of

transcripts

new

neurones

per

expressing

a

SON, increase following withdrawal but also the
level of OXT hnRNA above background

significantly increased, and also that the amount of transcripts

per

cell

was

was

significantly increased compared to the morphine dependent controls. The detected
levels of OXT hnRNA
those

following naloxone precipitated withdrawal

than

expressed in the SON of virgin controls, while those expressed in morphine

dependent animals

were

of

a

dependence did not increase
the

were greater

comparable level to virgin animals.

Thus morphine

decrease the OXT hnRNA levels,

the changes in

or

morphine dependent animals following naloxone represent

an

so

acute increase in

OXT hnRNA relative to normal.
As

previous in situ hybridisation studies using oligonucleotide probes failed to

detect any

changes in OXT mRNA (Sumner et al 1989) content our finding that

content of the

withdrawal

primary transcript of the oxytocin gene does increase following

possibly demonstrates that

content in neuronal

any

small changes in resultant OXT mRNA

cytoplasm are too small not to be masked by the very large

quiescent pool of OXT mRNA

or

maybe mRNA turnover is increased at this time. It

Oxytocin
is

gene

expression following naloxone precipitated morphine withdrawal
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possible that increased hnRNA content represents decreased processing i.e.

turnover and

splicing (see Fig. 4.3), but this would have to be examined in

technically much
gene

more

difficult studies involving inhibition of transcription. Oxytocin

expression, in terms of OXT mRNA content is clearly induced following

prolonged stimulation such

as

a

in salt loading and lactation (Lightman & Young

1987a, b, Van Tol et al 1987, Van Tol et al 1988, Zingg & Lefebvre 1988).

The

present results, like those showing increased content of OXT hnRNA in SON
neurones

at

parturition (Meeren et al 1994), indicate that increased transcription

can

actually occur quickly, at the onset of strong stimulation. If sustained, this would be
expected to increase OXT mRNA content, as in salt loading and lactation (Lightman
&

Young 1987a, b, Van Tol et al 1987, Van Tol et al 1988, Zingg & Lefebvre 1988,

Brooks et al

1992).

Withdrawal excitation of afferent

inputs can be proposed to contribute to the

naloxone

precipitated withdrawal excitation, but the withdrawal excitation of oxytocin

neurones

still

AV3V

persists on removal of major inputs such as the tonic driving unit, the

region (Russell et al 1992) and the noradrenergic input pathway arising from

the NTS

(Murphy et al 1995).

These pathways use different neurotransmitters,

excitatory amino acids, angiotensin II and noradrenaline respectively (Renaud
1987), and so it has been proposed that the major site of the action of opioid

antagonism is

on

the oxytocin cell bodies themselves.

As a result of this

antagonism at p-receptors there is then activation of oxytocin

gene

This could be via the increased

firing rate (Bicknell et al 1988)

via an overactive

adenylate cyclase system

perhaps via calcium ion entry during withdrawal

or

or

expression.

(Munro et al 1993).

Although morphine withdrawal strongly activates c-fos gene expression in the
oxytocin neurones (Russell et al 1992a, Chapter 3) and the promoter region of the
oxytocin gene contains an AP-1 like binding site (Ivell & Richter 1984, Walther et al
1991) it is not clear whether Fos can regulate this gene.

Changes in other

transcription factors in oxytocin neurones following withdrawal have yet to be
identified.
gene

Defined response

elements within the promoter region of the oxytocin

include oestrogen-, thyroid hormone- and retinoic acid-

response

elements

(Burbach et al 1990, Adan et al 1992, Richard and Zingg 1991). Thyroid hormone
binds to the

TREs, in vivo and in vitro, to induce OXT mRNA expression (Adan et al

Oxytocin
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1992). Ligand binding to the retinoic acid receptor, in vitro, negatively regulates rat

oxytocin
of

a

gene

expression (Lipkin et al 1992). 17IJ oestradiol induced the expression

reporter gene fused to the rat oxytocin promoter in vitro (Burbach et al 1990)

and in vivo,

chronic oestrogen treatment to ovariectomised rats induced OXT mRNA

expression in the magnocellular SON and the PVN (Chung et al 1991). But as yet
oestrogen receptors have been found in the SON and PVN (Burbach et al 1990,

no

Richard &

Zingg 1990) and therefore the role of these factors in oxytocin

expression following withdrawal is unknown.

gene

Other factors examined include two

orphan receptors which are members of the steroid/thyroid receptor superfamily,
chicken ovalbumin

upstream promoter transcription factor (COUP-TF) (Wang et al

1989) which binds to the bovine oxytocin promoter to increase oxytocin gene

expression (Wehrenberg et al 1992) as does the orphan receptor, steroidogenic
factor 1
rat

(SF-1) (Wehrenberg et al 1994a, 1994b). Substitution of the homologous

oxytocin promoter

and SF-1

sequence

in the bovine oxytocin promoter led to both COUP

binding to the rat promoter (Wehrenberg et al 1994b). COUP-TF 1 has

also been shown to have
inhibit the

an

inhibitory effect on oxytocin gene expression as it can

oestrogen, thyroid hormone and retinoic acid induced oxytocin gene

transcription (Burbach et al 1994). SF-1 has been proposed to have
role in the

upregulation of oxytocin

effects of these

gene

a

permissive

expression (Wehrenberg et al 1994a). The

transcription factors have not been fully investigated in vivo,

although nuclear hormone receptors have been demonstrated in the rat SON and
include four

types of retinoic acid receptors, but COUP-TF is not located in the

magnocellular
However, it
the

neurones

seems

but in the surrounding tissues (Da Silva et al 1995).

unlikely that steroid/ retinoid/thyroid receptors function as links of

rapid increase in OXT hnRNA expression during withdrawal to causative events

following withdrawal.
The

significant increased transcription rate evidently induced by this acute strong

stimulation of the oxytocin neurones that
therefore reveals that
not been

seen

results in hyperexcitation and secretion

oxytocin gene transcription can be rapidly induced. This has

before in many systems

probably because of masking by the

cytoplasmic OXT mRNA pool (Brooks et al 1992, Sumner et al 1989). This type of
gene

expression is

more

typical of neuropeptide genes including CRH and ENK

following morphine withdrawal (Lightman & Young 1987a, 1988) i.e. changes in

Oxytocin gene expression following naloxone precipitated morphine withdrawal

transcription
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rapid and detectable within hours.

are

demonstrated

have
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that

following naloxone precipitated withdrawal in

morphine dependent rats there is probably an increase in primary transcription of
the

preprooxytocin

reflect
may

an

This increase in oxytocin

gene.

increase in

gene

expression may directly

functionally active oxytocin mRNA i.e. the primary transcript

eventually be translated into the hormone and therefore replenish the oxytocin

content of the neural lobe

following its depletion during withdrawal (Bicknell et al

1988), but the fate of these primary transcripts cannot be known with certainty. This
increase

in

oxytocin

gene

expression does probably reflect

an

increase in

transcription rate in response to this strong stimulus.

Elongation of the poly A tail of mRNA is thought to reflect

an

increase in

transcript stability and has been demonstrated for OXT mRNA during pregnancy
and lactation

(Zingg & Lefebvre 1989) and following dehydration (Carter & Murphy

1991) but these increases in mRNA transcript length are disputed for pregnancy
(Horowitz et al 1994) and for osmotic stress (Mohr et al 1991).

The mechanisms

that induce increases in

poly A tail length and increase transcription of the gene to

increase mRNA content,

thought at one time to be linked, are probably due to two

independent cellular signalling systems (Carter & Murphy 1989a).
The role of the

magnocellular neurosecretory

neurones,

with respect to their

oxytocin and vasopressin peptide content, is to maintain homeostasis during salt
challenge and the continuance of the normal progress of pregnancy, parturition and
lactation.

As

a

result the

neuroendocrine gene
PENK A

then

of

synthesis and release differ from other

products such as those that respond to stress

e.g.

CRH and

(Lightman & Young 1988: see Ch. 6). Whereas increases in these stress

peptide mRNAs
are

rates

occur

available

rapidly and measurably within 4h, and their peptide products

to

replenish stores depleted in response to stress, OXT

magnocellular neurones maintain their excessive pool of mRNA by
transcription,

as seen

a

continual basal

by the hnRNA transcripts evident in virgin controls, and

evidently only have a detectable increase in mRNA levels following chronic
stimulation such

as

lactation when demand for releasable

peptide is high.

The

requirement for the repetitive bolus release of oxytocin for milk let down
necessitates

large stores of this peptide.

Oxytocin

gene

What therefore is the stimulus for increases

OXT mRNA

occurs at

naloxone

over

the basal

transcription rate of

following naloxone-precipitated morphine withdrawal? Lesions of the

AV3V and the NTS inputs

probably
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prior to withdrawal demonstrated that dependence

the level of the OXT cell body and the present study showed that

precipitated withdrawal resulted in increased hnRNA gene transcription.

Other chronic stimuli which induce

oxytocin

gene

expression, those of osmotic

challenge and lactation are transduced through the rostral AV3V input and
brainstem

respectively.

That different neurotransmitters

are

involved in these

pathways: glutamate, angiotensin II and perhaps noradrenaline and dopamine
(Renaud 1987) suggests that there is not one particular second messenger system
that is induced which results in increased OXT

Furthermore,

in

chronic

magnocellular oxytocin

osmotic

neurones

transcription.

stimulation,

is that of

a

the

firing

pattern

sustained increase (like in morphine

withdrawal), while in lactation there is intermittent burst firing.

The different firing

patterns determine the pattern of oxytocin release (Bicknell 1988).
there

can

increased
with

be

of these

In both

cases

expected to be large changes in intracellular ion composition with

firing (e.g. of Ca2+), although the patterns will be different. In combination

induction of second messenger

pathways that result in the activation of

particular cellular transcription factors these ionic changes may then act to induce

oxytocin

gene

transcription.

Prolonged stimulation would therefore result in

overriding chronic change in these transcription factors and

so

produce

a

an

greater

oxytocin transcription compared to the relatively shorter withdrawal stimulus. This
could

explain the lack of increases in OXT mRNA following naloxone -precipitated

withdrawal whilst OXT hnRNA is
did not

acutely increased

as a

result of withdrawal. We

study for how long OXT hnRNA content is increased after naloxone, but

stimulated

expression may subside as the firing rate returns toward basal after

several hours.
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Introduction
Neurones in the brain have

an

the release of neurotransmitters
other

apposing

neurones or

elsewhere in the brain.

As

a

inherent electrical

neuromodulators into synapses on

or

via humoral factors

result of these factors

of the

Stimulation

neurotransmitters

or

in

the

the release of

neurones,

a

neurone
case

binding to receptors

or

results in the release of the
neuroendocrine

directly

is either stimulated

neurone

or

neurones'

such

neurones

hormone into the systemic circulation.

OXT

as

However,

the OXT and

vasopressin magnocellular

have also been shown to release OXT and

vasopressin locally within the

neurosecretory neurones such
neurones

of

them by

by neuromodulators released

or

modulating ion channels the electrical activity of the
inhibited.

activity which is modulated by

as

SON when

they are stimulated (Landgraf et al 1988, 1992).

stimulated

electrical

activity of the

neurotransmitters and

neurones

and the resultant secretion of

peptide products demonstrates that the

Histochemical detection of

activated.

an

The combination of

immediate

early

neurones
gene,

have been

c-fos, and its

protein product Fos (Curran et al 1984) has been extensively used to detect specific
and neuronal

neurones

populations that have been activated by physiological and

pharmacological stimuli, including neuroendocrine

neurones

(Hoffman et al 1993a,

b). The mechanisms required to induce the expression of this immediate early gene
in

magnocellular SON

5.1.1
1.

neurones

have not been extensively investigated.

Fos

c-fos: Role

as an

c-fos

originally identified as a viral proto-oncogene v-fos encoded by the

was

FB-J murine
sequence

immediate early gene

osteogenic

for c-fos

was

sarcoma

virus (Curran & Teich 1982).

determined by Curran et al (1987).

The rat genetic

Originally c-fos

thought to be involved in cell proliferation only, however, its expression
shown to be induced in cell lines in response

was

was

later

to growth factors (Kelly et al 1983,

Greenberg & Ziff 1984, Curran & Morgan 1985) and further investigation of the
cellular role of this gene

immediate

early

gene

(Curran et al 1984) demonstrated that it acts

as an

and its protein product has a major cellular role in gene

transcription (for reviews see Curran & Franza 1988, Morgan & Curran 1989, Sheng
&

Greenberg 1990).
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The expression

of immediate early genes, so called due to their rapid and

transient induction

(c-fos mRNA 10-15 min) (Sheng & Greenberg 1990) precedes

the

expression of late response genes whose induced expression of mRNA is

detectable
the

hours after stimulation e.g.

some

increased CRH mRNA expression in

pPVN following i.p. hypertonic saline is detectable 4h after the stimulus

(Lightman & Young 1987b).
nucleus in
e.g.

Fos protein acts

as a

transcription factor within the

conjunction with the protein products of other immediate early

Jun (Sheng & Greenberg 1990).

genes,

Fos and Jun bind together to form a

heterogeneous transcription factor complex called the AP-1 complex (Curran et al
1985, Curran & Franza 1988).
Jun families
different

Different combinations of members of the Fos and

produce transcription factors that have different affinities and therefore

actions

late response genes

on

(Curran & Franza 1988, Abate & Curran

1990). AP-1 transcription factors can bind to a specific consensus sequence, the
AP-1 site, in the

promoter region of late response genes (Sassone-Corsi et al 1988)

to stimulate or inhibit

Curran

transcription depending on the composition of AP-1 (Abate &

1990). Induced transcription of the c-fos gene is halted by the action of its

protein product on its own promoter region (Wilson & Treisman 1988a, b, SassoneCorsi et al
a

2.

1988). Therefore induced expression of c-fos in neurones would indicate

potential alteration in the transcription of other genes in the cell.
Fos protein expression as marker of neuronal activity

c-fos, is expressed in many brain areas upon stimulation including the SON and
PVN
al

(Giovanelli et al 1990, Hamamura et al 1991, Fenelon et al 1993b, Luckman et

1993), the SFO and OVLT (Hamamura et al 1992), various cortical regions

(Sagar et al 1988), the hippocampus and limbic regions (Morgan et al 1987), the
NTS,

area

postrema and the subnucleus caudalis in the brain stem (Anton et al

1991, Chan & Sawchenko 1994) and in the dorsal horn of the spinal cord (Noguchi
et al

1991). Fos expression is induced on activation of

stimuli which include, in vivo,
in response

neurones

by many different

synaptic activation of SON, OVLT and SFO

neurones

to various stressors such as systemic hyperosmolarity (Oldfield et al

1991), noxious stimulation in medullary lateral reticular nucleus neurones (Anton et
al

1991) and lactation in the SON and PVN (Fenelon et al 1993b). Application of

discrete stimuli such
al

as

direct

application of amino acid receptor antagonists (Lee et

1994), amino acids (Sonnenberg et al 1989b), amino acid receptor agonists
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(Draganow et al 1991), neuromodulators such as CRF (Imaki et al 1993) and by
electrical stimulation of neuronal
induce c-fos

For

a

inputs (Krukoff et al 1992) have been shown to

expression in various neurones.

given stimulus, Fos protein expression is induced in discrete

neurones

and

within discrete neuronal groups

and is not induced non-specifically throughout the

brain.

a

Thus it has been used

central

nervous

Fos

neuronal circuits throughout the

system that are activated and express Fos following specific

systemic stimulation.
increases in

marker to map

Neural pathways demonstrated to be electrically excited by

hyperosmolarity (Dyball & Leng 1990) have been shown to express

protein (Giovanelli et al 1990, Oldfield et al 1991, Hamamura et al 1992). Other

pathways identified by their expression of Fos protein include those stimulated
during seizures (Morgan et al 1987), by systemic CCK (Luckman 1992) and those
involved in lactation

Fos
PVN

(Fenelon et al 1993a, b).

protein has been shown to be expressed in OXT magnocellular SON and

neurones

Shen et al

following systemic changes in osmolarity (Giovanelli et al 1990,

1992b), naloxone-precipitated morphine withdrawal (Chapter 3) and

during lactation (Fenelon et al 1993b). The OXT
are

highly activated.

neurones

in all these conditions

We will consider lactation, osmotic activation and CCK

induced activation of OXT

magnocellular neurones in the SON.

5.1.2 Physiological activation of OXT maqnocellular neurones

1. Lactation
The milk

ejection reflex in the rat is characterised by high frequency bursts of

spikes in oxytocin neurones that occur simultaneously in all hypothalamic oxytocin
neurones

that

secretion of

project to the posterior pituitary and this results in pulsatile bolus

oxytocin from the neural lobe (Wakerley & Lincoln 1973, Belin & Moos

1986). Simultaneous with the systemic release of OXT during lactation there is also
a

central release of OXT within the SON

OXT has been

proposed to have

Bertolini 1985, Pedersen et al
is

a

(Landgraf et al 1992). Centrally released

role in sexual and maternal behaviour (Arletti &

1985). OXT released within the SON during lactation

thought to induce morphological reorganisation of

OXT but not

vasopressin magnocellular

neurones,

neurones

and glia, affecting

within the SON (Theodosis et al

1986a, Theodosis & Poulain 1987, 1992). This is supported by the finding that i.e.v.

Mechanisms of Fos

administration of OXT

induce

can

morphological reorganisation of OXT and glia

within the SON similar to that induced

OXT

neurones are

therefore

by lactation (Theodosis & Poulain 1986a).

highly activated during lactation and as a result of this

sustained chronic excitation of OXT release
the SON and PVN

an

increase in OXT mRNA is induced in

(Zingg & Lefebvre 1988, 1989).

Hyperosmotic activation of hypothalamic maqnocellular

2.

Osmotic homeostasis is maintained in the rat
the

neurohypophysis.

secretion of
into the
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In the rat,

an

neurones

by peptide hormone secretion from

increase in plasma osmolarity induces the

vasopressin (Rechardt 1969) and oxytocin (Jones & Pickering 1969)

plasma.

OXT has been demonstrated to have

a

diuretic (Fraser 1937,

1942) and natriuretic (Dicker & Heller 1946) action in the rat (for review see Conrad
et al

1993). The maintenance of osmotic homeostasis from day to day does not

involve OXT in normal rats, whereas with chronic and large acute changes

in

osmolarity OXT is released into the plasma (Balment et al 1980, 1982).
An anaesthetised

lactating rat model which allowed investigators to distinguish

OXT from vasopressin

magnocellular

neurones

in the SON (Wakerley & Lincoln

1973) was used to first demonstrate the electrical response of the magnocellular
OXT

neurones

1977).

to

an

acute

i.p. injection of hypertonic saline (Brimble & Dyball

1ml of 1.5M NaCI, i.p. produced

an acute

rise in plasma osmolarity of 12

8.8 pU/ml increase in plasma OXT concentration (Brimble &

mOsm/kg and

an

Dyball 1977).

Further studies in the

same rat

model by Brimble et al (1978),

demonstrated that the OXT and AVP

magnocellular

increased their

increased plasma osmotic pressure, but to

a

firing rate in

lesser extent, and

response to

that these increases

were

neurones

of the PVN also

in response to an increase in

osmolarity not sodium ion concentration.
An acute increase in

and

vasopressin neurones also induces Fos protein expression in the magnocellular

neurones

al

systemic hyperosmolarity, that clearly activates both OXT

of the SON and PVN

(Giovanelli et al 1990, Oldfield et al 1991, Sharp et

1991).
Chronic osmotic stimulation via salt

loading

or

dehydration leads to

a

sustained

increase in

plasma osmolarity and the release of vasopressin and oxytocin from the

neural lobe

(Jones & Pickering 1969). Within 24h of these chronic stimuli OXT is
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After 14d of salt loading in which

saline solution, the neural lobe contents of OXT and

a

decreased

protein expression in magnocellular SON neurones

vasopressin are

by 70% and the plasma concentration of both these peptides is
(Van Tol et al 1987). In addition, OXT and vasopressin mRNA content in

magnocellular

neurones

of the SON is increased by salt loading (Van Tol et al

Dehydration also induces the release of OXT from the neural lobe and

1987).

increases OXT mRNA

expression in the SON (Carter & Murphy 1991, Arnauld et al

1993). Dehydration has been demonstrated to induce Fos protein expression in the

magnocellular

neurones

of the SON and PVN (Sagar et al 1988).

Neural pathways involved in hyperosmotic stimulation of OXT maqnocellular

3.

neurones

The SON and PVN lie inside the blood brain barrier but the
neurones

react

directly to increases in plasma osmolarity as these nuclei are

densely vascularised (Preskorn et al 1980).
been

magnocellular

However other brain regions have

implicated in the detection of changes in plasma osmolarity. In 1947, Verney

injected membrane impermeant solutes via the carotid artery to increase plasma

osmolarity and

so

determined that central osmoreceptors triggered the resultant

vasopressin release from the neurohypophysis.

Jewell and Verney (1957) then

proposed that these osmoreceptors lay in the anterior hypothalamus of the dog.
The blood brain barrier is

relatively impermeable to

urea

and increasing plasma

osmolarity by administering urea, i.v., does not lead to vasopressin secretion
(Ramsay et al 1980).

Therefore, Ramsay et al (1980) proposed that the

osmoreceptors lay within the brain where the blood brain barrier was permeable
and after

OVLT,

an

one

ablation

study they proposed this region of osmoreceptors to be the

of the circumventricular organs which lie adjacent to the ventricular

system and where the capillaries have a fenestrated endothelium.
This
organs
organ

suggestion led to investigation of the potential role of the circumventricular
located

on

the rostral wall of the third ventricle, dorsally the subfornical

(SFO) ventrally the organum vasculosum of the lamina terminalis (OVLT) in

conjunction with

an

associated structure, the median preoptic nucleus (MnPO)

(sometimes referred to
are

sometimes

the AV3V

as

the nucleus medianus) (Thrasher 1985). The latter two

together referred to as the area antero-ventral to the third ventricle:

region. Electrophysiological studies, recording and ablation, as well

as
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neuronal network studies, anatomical and activational, have elucidated the neuronal

network/pathway which is activated during osmotic stress, that regulates the activity
of

hypothalamic magnocellular OXT and AVP neurones (Dyball & Leng 1990).
Anatomical studies in the rat

proteins through the
SFO has efferent
and to the

axons

of

following anterograde transport of radiolabeled

neurones

located in the SFO demonstrated that the

projections to the MnPO, OVLT and anterior periventricular

area

hypothalamus, in particular the supraoptic and paraventricular nuclei and

also the nucleus circularis and lateral

MnPO and OVLT also

hypothalamus (Miselis 1981). In addition the

project to the SON (Anderson et al 1990, Weiss & Hatton

1990, McKinley et al 1992).
Electrical stimulation of the SFO and AV3V
excitation of

magnocellular SON

neurones

regions in vivo and in vitro, results in

(Ferguson et al 1984, Russell et al 1988,

Leng et al 1989, Honda, K. et al 1990, Renaud et al 1993, Yang et al 1994) and in
vivo, results in OXT and vasopressin secretion into the plasma (Blackburn et al
1987, Higuchi et al 1988, Russell et al 1988, Leng et al 1989).
The

SFO, MnPO and OVLT have been shown to be activated in response to

increased
neurones

plasma osmolarity by demonstration of Fos protein expression in
in these

areas

(Sharp et al 1991, Giovanelli and Bloom 1992, Shen et al

1992a, b) and further studies on simultaneous activation of Fos in these areas

(Oldfield et al 1991, Hamamura et al 1992), in conjunction with anatomical and
electrophysiological data (Dyball & Leng 1990) led to the proposal that these
formed the
Local

areas

osmoreceptor complex.

application of hyperosmotic stimulus to the OVLT results in electrical

activation of SON

neurones

(Honda, K. et al 1990). Ablation of the AV3V region in

sheep reduced the drinking response after an increase in systemic osmolarity

(McKinley et al 1982). In the rat, ablation of the OVLT reduces both OXT (Leng et
al

1989) and vasopressin (Gruber et al 1986) release into the plasma following

increases in

systemic osmolarity and this is accompanied by

abolition of the induced electrical excitation of SON
Thus it would

seem

neuronal response
be

a

direct

an

attenuation but not

neurones

(Leng et al 1989).

that another factor is involved in the SON

magnocellular

to increased systemic osmolarity and this has been proposed to

osmosensitivity of the magnocellular neurones themselves.

Mechanisms of Fos protein expression in
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neurones

neurones

osmoresponsiveness of SON neurones themselves

excitatory inputs from circumventricular

in

organs

response to

systemic

increases in

osmolarity were at first controversial.

stimulus

hypothalamic explants in vitro, stimulates hypothalamic neurones

to

(Wakerley et al 1978, Walters & Hatton 1974).
that this

Application of

a

hyperosmotic

Mason (1980), first demonstrated

hyperosmotic stimulus could directly depolarise supraoptic

in rat

neurones

hypothalamic slices and this induced activity is not confined to the rat but has also
been shown in

guinea pig SON

osmosensitivity of the SON

in vitro (Abe & Ogata 1982).

neurones,

Direct

confirmed in vivo in the rat, by the direct

neurones was

application of hyperosmotic saline, via micro-tap, into the SON which induced an
increase in the electrical

activity of SON

electrical

a

sucrose

activity was not

neurones

sodium ion effect as direct application of mannitol and

into the SON also increased their

magnocellular

neurones are

(Leng 1980). This increase in

firing rate (Leng et al 1982). Therefore,

themselves osmosensitive (Abe & Ogata 1982, Mason

1980, Bourque & Renaud 1984).
The

ionic mechanisms

neurones

has

Increases in

been

of the

examined

hyperosmotic activation of the magnocellular

in

in

vitro

on

hypothalamic explants.

hypertonicity depolarised the cells by activating

conductance

(Bourque

1989).

This

mechanosensitive ion channels that open
cellular volume induced

magnocellular

occurs

through

in response to

a

a

nonselective cation
stretch

decrease in

inactivated
pressure or

by hyperosmotic stimuli (Oliet & Bourque 1993).

mechanosensitive channels have been

consequence

studies

neurones can react

These

proposed to be the mechanism by which the

directly to changes in external osmolarity

of the resultant cell volume changes (Bourque et al 1994).

as a

Direct

hyperosmotic stimulation of hypothalamic explants also increases the number of
excitatory post synaptic potentials in the SON magnocellular

neurones;

this implies

that

mono/polysynaptic neuronal inputs to these cells from within the explant

also

activating the SON neurones in response to the stimulus and may be required

for the full response
In contrast to
osmotic

effect

are

to the hyperosmotic stimulus (Bourque 1989).

Bourque's (1989) finding that conductance increase underlies the
on

supraoptic

neurones

in the rat,

was

the proposal that

a

suppression of a potassium conductance followed the osmotic challenge (Abe &
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Ogata 1980), however this was probably a result of the

very

large increase of

osmolarity used producing non-specific effects.
Direct
the SON
lobe

hyperosmotic stimulation of the SON induces OXT and AVP release within
as

well

as

release into the

periphery from the

nerve

terminals in the neural

(Landgraf et al 1988, Landgraf & Ludwig 1991) and this central release is

dependent

Ca2+ (Ludwig and

on

ultrastructural

studies

Landgraf

1992).

Electron

microscopic

by Pow and Morris (1989) revealed large numbers of

neurosecretory granules in the dendrites of the SON and PVN and they proposed
that these

dendritic neurosecretory

released OXT and

granules are the

vasopressin (Morris and Pow 1993).

stimulation of the SON also induces

of intranuclearly

source

Direct hyperosmotic

systemic release of OXT and vasopressin

(Ludwig et al 1994b).
Therefore OXT
osmosensitive and

magnocellular
are

neurones

in the SON are themselves directly

electrically activated in response to

a

direct application of

hypertonic saline and in addition this direct activation induces both central and
peripheral release of OXT. Therefore direct application of a hyperosmotic stimulus
to the SON activates OXT

by

neurones :

increased osmolarity induce

does direct

hyperexcitation of SON

neurones

Fos expression in the SON magnocellular

neurones?
5. Cholecvstokinin

Direct

hyperosmotic stimulation of OXT magnocellular SON

through activation of ion channels and

a

depolarising action

on

neurones occurs

the

neurones

(Leng

1980, Bourque 1989). A more specific synaptic activation of these OXT neurones
occurs

by systemic administration of CCK which only activates OXT and not

vasopressin
The

neurones

endogenous

(Verbalis et al 1986a).
octapeptide

cholecystokinin

(CCK)

discovered

by

Vanderhaeghen et al 1975, is found in the gut and throughout the central nervous
system (Hokfelt et al 1988, Hokfelt et al 1991), mostly in its sulphated form, CCK8S

(Larssen & Rehfeld 1979). It is colocalised in OXT (Vanderhaeghen et al 1981) and

vasopressin (Hokfelt et al 1988) magnocellular neurones in the SON and PVN.
CCK has

a

role

as a

neurotransmitter in the brain and infusion of CCK into the

brain, in vivo, has been shown to modulate behaviour (Crawley 1985, Moran et al
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1986). CCK is mainly involved in the induction of satiety by reducing intake of food

(Gibbs et al 1973), gut motility (Flanagan et al 1989) and gastric emptying (McCann
et al

1989).

6. CCK induced excitation of OXT maqnocellular
Intravenous

injection of CCK excites OXT

neurones

neurones

in the SON and PVN by

increasing their firing rate by 2 spikes/s for 10-15 min (Renaud et al 1987, Leng &
Dyball 1991, Jarvis et al 1992) and this excitation is repeatable and transient (Ueta
et al

1993). Within the SON this systemic electrical excitation is found only in the

oxytocin magnocellular
plasma with

neurones

and results in oxytocin secretion directly into the

latency of about 5 min (Verbalis et al 1986a, b, Blackburn & Leng

a

1990).
CCK cannot
et al
occur

cross

the blood brain barrier

easily (Verbalis et al 1986a, Hamamura

1991) therefore CCK action to excite SON OXT
through the activation of afferent pathways.

magnocellular OXT
Blackburn &
abolished

neurones

in

a

neurones was

CCK

was

proposed to

found to activate

dose dependent manner (Verbalis et al 1986a,

Leng 1990) and the induced stimulation and release of OXT is

by vagotomy (Verbalis et al 1986a, Hamamura et al 1991, Leng et al

1991). Ablation of the area postrema reduces the OXT response to systemic CCK
(Carter & Lightman 1987b).
Systemic CCK induces the release of noradrenaline within the SON (Kendrick et
al

1991).

Noradrenergic afferent pathways have been found to project from the

brainstem

to

the

SON

and

PVN

1982).

These

noradrenergic pathways differentially innervate the OXT and vasopressin

neurones

with the dense A1
neurones

(Sawchenko & Swanson

noradrenergic group preferentially innervating vasopressin

(Raby & Renaud 1989a). OXT magnocellular neurones in the SON

are

preferentially innervated by the A2 neuronal group of the NTS and the A6 group of
the locus coeruleus
of the NTS which

(Sawchenko & Swanson 1982). The noradrenergic component

projects to the SON, releases noradrenaline following stimulation

by CCK8S and is one of the principal excitation pathways to the oxytocin neurones
of the SON
A2 group

Renaud

(Yamashita et al 1987, Kendrick et al 1991). Electrical stimulation of the

in the NTS results in electrical excitation of OXT

1989b).

neurones

(Raby &
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noradrenaline

activates

OXT

magnocellular

post-synaptic a1 -receptors located on the

neurones

neurones

via

thus opening

voltage gated ion channels which depolarise the neurone (Yamashita et al 1987,
Raby & Renaud 1989b).
channels

as

These voltage gated ion channels

the i.c.v. infusion of

inhibits CCK induced OXT release
Two

1987).

brain

as

verapamil, the L-type Ca2+ channel antagonist
(Munro 1994).

peripheral receptors and CCKB receptors as central receptors (Hill et

Subsequently both CCKA and CCKB receptors have been located in the

(Innis & Synder 1990, Dietl & Palacios 1989).

distribution in the central
area

be L-type Ca2+

types of CCK receptor have been described: CCKA receptors were

designated
al

may

nervous

CCKB receptors have

a

wide

system and have been located in the NTS and

postrema (Moran et al 1986, Crawley 1991). The SON and PVN have been

demonstrated to have CCK
in response to
neurones

receptors (Gaudreau et al 1983) which are upregulated

salt loading (Day et al 1989).

is abolished

by

a

CCK induced activation of OXT

selective CCKA receptor antagonist but not by

a

CCKB

antagonist (Leng et al 1991, Luckman et al 1993b).
Following systemic CCK administration c-fos mRNA is induced in the SON and
PVN

(Hamamura et al 1991) and is colocalised in OXT neurones (Verbalis et al

1991b). Systemic CCK also induces Fos protein expression in the NTS and area
postrema and is colocalised with catecholamines in some neurones (Luckman

1992).
that

Fos protein expression is also induced in some catecholamine neurones

were

also shown to

project directly to the SON (Onaka et al 1995b).

CCKA

antagonist administered prior to the systemic CCK abolishes Fos induction in the
SON, PVN, NTS and

area

postrema whereas pre-treatment with a CCKB antagonist

only attenuated the Fos induced in the SON and PVN (Luckman et al 1993b).
Direct

application of CCK to the SON results in peripheral and central release

within the SON of OXT (Neumann et

al 1994).

CCK applied to hypothalamic

explants has been demonstrated to electrically excite OXT neurones directly;

vasopressin

neurones are

also excited (Jarvis et al 1992).

Therefore

a

direct

application of CCK to the SON appears to activate magnocellular SON neurones
the OXT

themselves. This suggests that

probably via CCK receptors

on

Fos

be induced by this stimulus.

protein expression

may

neurones
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5.2 Aim
Direct

hyperosmotic stimulation of

activate both

one

SON in the rat has been shown to

oxytocin and vasopressin magnocellular

neurones

by increasing their

firing rate and also the secretion of OXT and vasopressin into the plasma and within
the stimulated SON.
as

Fos is

a

Therefore these

neurones are

marker for neuronal activation

of c-fos and

its

protein product Fos,

we

are

activated

by this stimulus and

will examine whether the

expression

induced by this stimulus in SON

magnocellular neurones. Hyperosmotic stimulus is by its nature a diffuse stimulus,
so

in order to examine the effect of

magnocellular neurones
whether

specific stimulus

on

Fos expression in

used a direct injection of CCK into one SON to examine

synaptic activation induces Fos expression in oxytocin magnocellular
With these

neurones.

stimulation of
addition

we

a more

we

experiments

we

hoped to determine whether the type of

magnocellular neurones influences their Fos protein expression.

examined whether the reversible

In

changes in morphology in the SON of

lactating rats affects the direct hyperosmotic responsiveness of these magnocellular
neurones.

The

hyperosmotic stimulation experiments were performed in collaboration with

Dr. M.

Ludwig, Dept. of Physiology, Edinburgh, and the CCK and lactating rat

studies with Professor R.

Landgraf and Dr. I. Neumann, Max Planck Institute,

Munich.

5.3 Methods
5.3.1 Animals
All animals used in these

experiments were virgin female Sprague Dawley rats

(ca. 220-300g).

They were housed under the standard conditions described in

General Methods

(G.M.) 2.1 and

to water.

Rats

were

were

fed

a

standard breeder diet with free

acclimatised for 2-3 weeks before the

access

experiment.

5.3.2 Experimental stimulus

The vehicle used in these
which
urea

was

experiments was artificial cerebrospinal fluid (aCSF),

composed of (mM): NaCI 138, KCI 3.36, NaHC03 9.52, Na2HP04 0.49,

2.16, CaCI21.26, MgCI21.18 and had a pH of 7.2 (Landgraf & Ludwig 1991).

The

hyperosmotic solution used

as

the experimental stimulus was made by
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adding NaCI to the aCSF to produce a solution that contained 1M NaCI (1M-aCSF).
Before

being used in the experiments the solution

through

a

In all

was

sterilised by passing it

0.22 pm Millipore filter.

perfusions of the SON the outflow tube of the microdialysis probe (See Fig.

2.4.1) was connected via polythene tubing to an eppendorf tube to collect the
effusate.

Although these samples were not used for neuropeptide

amount effused with time demonstrated that the

5.3.3

assays,

the

probe was not blocked.

Expt. 1. Effect of direct hyperosmotic stimulation of the supraoptic nucleus
(SON)

on

c-fos mRNA expression

Surgical Preparation

1.

Adult

virgin female Sprague-Dawley rats were anaesthetised with ether and

placed in

a

stereotaxic frame. A midline incision

retracted and the
levelled
screw

so

that

holes,

a

mm

caudal to

and

a

mm

in total

9.1

periosteum scraped

made in the scalp, the skin

to reveal bregma.

The skull

was

bregma and lambda lay in the same horizontal plane. After burring
2

mm

long hole

was

drilled 1.7

mm

left lateral to the midline, 0.7-0.9

bregma (G.M. Fig. 2.4.2). The exposed dura was cut using a needle

U-shaped microdialysis probe (Fig. 2.4.1, molecular weight cut-off: 6 kDa, 2.5

mm

length)

was

stereotaxically lowered through the brain

below the skull surface above the left SON.

anchored to the skull with dental

acrylic

Ludwig 1991). After reverse sutures
left to

away

was

recover

for 24h before the

as

were

The

so

that its tip lay

probe assembly was

described in G.M. 2.4.2, (Landgraf &

used to close the wound, the rats

were

experiment.

2. Experimental procedure
On

the

day after implantation the microdialysis probe was connected via

polythene tubing (0.8 mm o.d., 0.4
with either vehicle

the

mm

i.d.) to

a

100 pi

gas

tight syringe and filled

(iso-osmotic aCSF) or hyperosmotic aCSF (1M-aCSF).

Prior to

experimental stimulus all rats, conscious and unrestrained, were perfused with

vehicle aCSF at

a

iso-osmotic aCSF

flow rate of 3 pl/min.
was

After perfusing the SON in all rats for 1 h,

continued for vehicle

(VEH) rats (n=2) and

was

replaced with

hyperosmotic aCSF (1M-aCSF) for 30 min in hyperosmotically stimulated rats
(n=3), and finally both groups were perfused with iso-osmotic aCSF for a further 15
min.

All the animals

were

killed 45 min after the initial 1h

perfusion, when induced
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expression is thought to be maximal after induction by

a

stimulus (Muller et al

1984). The brains were removed as described in G.M. 2.6, frozen onto chucks

on

dry ice and stored at -70°C until processed for c-fos mRNA in situ hybridisation

(5.4.1).
5.3.4

Expt. 2 Effect of direct hyperosmotic stimulation of the SON on Fos protein
expression

1. Surgical preparation

Virgin female Sprague Dawley rats (ca. 220-300g) were prepared as in 5.3.3.1
and the
2.

microdialysis probe implanted into the left

or

right SON.

Experimental procedure
On the

day after implantation the microdialysis probe was perfused with iso-

osmotic aCSF for 1h at

a

described above, para.

3.3.3.2.

osmotic aCSF

was

flow rate of 3

pl/min in freely-moving conscious rats, as

After perfusing the SON in all rats for 1 h, iso-

continued for vehicle controls

(VEH, n=7) and replaced with

hyperosmotic aCSF (1M-aCSF, n=9) for hyperosmotically stimulated rats for 30
min.

Iso-osmotic aCSF

aCSF

was

This

was

after the initial 1h

brains

on

continued in vehicle controls and the 1M-

continued for

a

further 60 min. All animals

were

killed 90 min

perfusion i.e. 90 min after the start of the hyperosmotic perfusion,

protein expression is thought to be maximal (Sharp et al 1991).

were

chucks

was

replaced with iso-osmotic aCSF in the hyperosmotically treated animals.

perfusion

when Fos

perfusion

immediately and rapidly removed
dry

ice

and

stored

as

at -70°C

The

described in G.M. 2.6, frozen onto

until

processed for

Fos

protein

immunohistochemistry (IHC).
5.3.5

Expt. 3 Effect of the

presence

of

a

microdialvsis probe on Fos protein

expression in the SON following increased systemic osmolaritv
1. Surgical preparation
A

U-shaped microdialysis probe (2.4.1) was stereotaxically implanted unilaterally,

under ether anaesthesia into either the left

5.3.3.1.
2.

Experimental procedure

or

right SON as previously described,
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day following microdialysis probe implantation, no solution was perfused

through the

microdialysis

probe.

The conscious

rats

were

injected

with

intraperitoneal (i.p.) iso-osmotic saline (0.15M, 4 ml/kg, n=5) or hyperosmotic saline
(1.5M, 4 ml/kg, n=6). The behavioural reaction to the i.p. injection was noted. The
rats

killed 90 min after the

were

i.p. stimulus, their brains rapidly removed, frozen on

dry ice and stored at -70°C until processed for Fos protein immunohistochemistry

(5.4.2).
5.3.6

Expt. 4 Effect of direct hyperosmotic stimulation

on

Fos expression in the

SON of lactatinq rats.
A

of lactating rats was included since glial cells are involved in

group

reorganisation of the SON in lactation (Theodosis & Poulain 1992) and whether this
affected their
1.

responsiveness to direct hyperosmotic stimulation

was

examined.

Surgical preparation
Three

10d

lactating and three virgin Sprague-Dawley rats

were

surgically

prepared as in 5.3.3.1.
2.

Experimental procedure
aCSF

were

was

then

perfused (3 pl/min) through the microdialysis probe for 1 h, all rats

perfused with 1-M aCSF for 30 min followed by a further 60 min of iso-

osmotic aCSF

perfusion. The animals

osmotic perfusion.

were

killed 90 min after the first 1h of iso-

The brains were removed and prepared as above for Fos

protein IHC (5.4.2.).
5.3.7
1.

Expt. 5 Effect of direct stimulation by CCK on Fos expression in the SON

Surgical Preparation
Female

Sprague Dawley rats

stereotaxic frame and the skull

skull,

a

1.0

mm

hole

was

anaesthetised with ether, placed in

were

exposed by a midline incision.

drilled 1.7

mm

lowered 8.9

mm

below the skull

so

After levelling the

right lateral to midline, 0.9

bregma for the insertion of a 27 gauge guide cannula.
that its

tip lay 2

mm

for 24h before the experiment.

mm

posterior to

The guide cannula was
above the right SON. The

guide cannula was held in place with dental acrylic and the animals
recover

a

were

allowed to
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Experimental Procedure

2.

On the

day of experiment

a

glass microsyringe (5 pi) was attached to fused silica

capillary tubing (o.d. 140 pm) and filled with either CCK (20 ng/pl)
fused
the

capillary tubing

was

or

inserted into the guide cannula extending 2

guide, just above the SON. The insertion length was controlled by

attached at the correct distance from the
vehicle

aCSF.
mm

a

The

below

glue stop

tip. 0.5 pi of either CCK solution (n=8)

(n=6) was injected over 1 min, into the SON.

or

A total of 90 min after the

injection the rats were decapitated and the brains removed, frozen on dry ice, and
stored at -70°C until

processed for Fos IHC.

Correct placement of the probe

or

cannula, with its tip in or at the boundary of the SON, was checked using
counterstained test sections.

5.4 Histochemical
1.

processing methodologies

c-fos mRNA in situ hybridisation (ISH)
For full

tissue

methodology see G.M. 2.9.

Gloves

were worn at

all times, including

preparation, all utensils were autoclaved and all water used was autoclaved

double distilled deionised water
5.4.1.1

(addH20).

c-fos oligonucleotide probe

The c-fos

oligonucleotide probe is complementary to

185) of the rat c-fos mRNA (Curran et al 1987$).
This particular

2.9.1.3.

a

48 b.p. sequence (138-

For exact sequence see G.M.

oligonucleotide probe has been shown to detect c-fos

mRNA in the rat SON and PVN

(Hamamura et al 1991)

5.4.1.2 Tissue preparation
15 pm

transverse coronal cryostat sections were cut through the hypothalamus,

then thaw mounted

on

thoroughly cleaned slides subbed with gelatine as described

in G.M. 2.9.2.1 and stored desiccated at -70°C.

and stained with toluidine blue, for
and the

Every tenth section

was

collected

histological verification of anatomical orientation

implantation site of microdialysis probe.

5.4.1.3 Brain paste standards
Brain

paste standards were included with the sections exposed to photographic

film and

photographic emulsion to determine the relationship between the grain

Mechanisms of Fos
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densities in the film and the amount of
amount of
brain

radioactivity, 35S-dATP,

(for methodology

mounted onto slides.
standard

added to

G.M. 2.9.5.1), 15

see

The amount of

counted

was

were

radioactivity.

in

Serial dilutions of

a

known

known volume of homogenised

sections of each standard

radioactivity

scintillation

a

gm

a
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per

15 pm section from each
The

counter.

were

mean

number

of

disintegrations per minute (dpm) and the average grain density were estimated for
each standard. A standard

and the amount of

curve

radioactivity

of the

was

relationship between the silver grain density

then plotted.

5.4.1.4 Probe labelling
Excess 35S-dATP

was

added to 9

of terminal deoxynucleotide transferase and tailing buffer.

presence

probe and unattached label
column

pmole of the c-fos oligonucleotide probe in the

(see G.M. 2.9.5.3).

calculated

(G.M. 2.9.5.3).

were

The labelled

separated by passage through a Sephadex

The specific activity of the labelled probe was then

The labelled probe had

a

specific activity of 1562

Ci/mmol.
5.4.1.5 ISH
For full
were

methodology see G.M. 2.9.5.4. On the day of hybridisation, the sections

allowed to

equilibrate to room temperature for 1h. Sections were then fixed by

immersion in 4%

paraformaldehyde in 0.1M PB, rinsed in 0.1 M PBS then washed

in

After

0.1M

PBS.

acetylation in ethanolamine solution the sections

were

dehydrated in 70, 80, 90, 100% ethanol, chloroform then 100 and 90% ethanol.
Sections

were

air dried and the slides

sets of control slides

and

no

were

included in the in situ

hybridisation: RNase, RNase buffer

probe, as described in G.M. 2.9.5.4. After 1 hour incubation with RNase and

RNase buffer the sections
chambers.
with 40

placed in humidified slide chambers. Three

All sections

were

washed in

addH20 and replaced in the incubation

except for the no probe control slides were then incubated

pi of hybridisation buffer containing 2500 dpm/pl labelled c-fos probe for 20h

at 37° C.

No

probe control sections

were

incubated with hybridisation buffer only for

20h at 37° C.

On the next
extensive

day excess hybridisation solution

washing in 20*SSC

as

was

tipped off the sections before

described in 2.9.5.4.

Sections

were

air dried,

dipped in 80% ethanol containing 300 mM ammonium acetate followed by 100%

Mechanisms of Fos
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finally in air.

slides, including one set of standards per film, were taped

into

autoradiographic cassettes and their layout noted. A sheet of fimax Hyperfilm

was

apposed to the sections and the cassette sealed with tape, covered in tinfoil

and

placed in a black bag. The film was exposed for 3 weeks at 4°C before being

developed as described in 2.9.5.4. For cellular location of the hybridised probe and
therefore of c-fos mRNA the sections

(llford G5, 50°C), and after drying,
a

black

were

then

dipped in photographic emulsion

placed in slide boxes, covered in tinfoil and

bag, then exposed for 3.5 weeks at 4°C. After the emulsion

the sections
and

were

counterstained with

were

was

developed

haematoxylin and eosin, mounted in DePeX

coverslipped (G.M. 2.9.5.4).

5.4.1.6 Quantitative analysis
The SON

was

manually outlined on the film by direct comparison with the original

section, viewed under the macroscope. Film sections were then viewed with a M17
Vickers

microscope, x10 objective, and the silver grain density was measured as

detected area/field
and
was

so was

area

expressed

measured

over

subtracted from the

using a Joyce Loebl pMagiscan image analysing system

as a

ratio in arbitrary units. Background silver grain density

adjacent tissue-free film for each tissue measurement and

density

over

densities

were

finally the

group means were

manner

calculated for each

and the standard

Student's t-test.

density
mRNA.

be

the tissue. From these measurements, silver grain

For

profile, the animal

mean

for each SON, and

computed. The standards were measured in
plotted.

curve

Group

means were

a

similar

compared using

high resolution autoradiography, cells that expressed

a

grain

three times that of background were considered to be positive for c-fos

over

Within the SON, cells that had

magnocellular

neurones

large nuclei and perikarya

were

assumed to

and cells that had small nuclei within the SON were

presumed to be glial cells. Cells within the ventral glial lamina (VL) also had small
nuclei and

were

presumptive glial cells.

expression of c-fos mRNA

was

The number of each cell type with

then counted for the SON and ventral glial lamina by

viewing under the Vickers M17 microscope, x10, and the area of the SON profile
and ventral

glial lamina was measured, x5 objective, using the attached image

analysis system. Rat
per

unit

area

means were

for the three

groups

then calculated for the number of positive cells

of cells, and the

group means

determined. Group

Mechanisms of Fos protein
means were

sections

then

were

which the

compared using the Mann Whitney U-test. All autoradiographic

coded and measured blind to avoid bias in the results.

microdialysis probe

included in the
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was

Only rats in

successfully implanted into the SON

were

study.

5.4.2 Fos protein immunohistochemistrv (IHC)
For full Fos

5.4.2.1

protein IHC protocol

see

G.M. 2.7.

Tissue preparation

15 pm

cryostat coronal sections were cut through the hypothalamus and thaw
alum

mounted

onto chrome

Every tenth section

was

collected

and counterstained with toluidine blue for anatomical orientation

and

verification of site of the
desiccated at -70°C until

gelatine coated slides.

implanted microdialysis probe.

Sections

were

stored

processed for IHC.

5.4.2.2 Methodology
Day 1
Selected sections that contained the
fixed

microdialysis probe track to the SON

by immersion in 4% paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate buffer for 30 min

then washed in 0.1M PB.
deactivate the

The solution

was

for 1h.

serum

Excess

placed in

were

replaced with the methanol solution to

endogenous peroxidase. The methanol was washed out with Triton

X-100 in 0.1M PB and then the sections

slides

were

a

anti-Fos serum, 1:1000

liquid

was

were

incubated with 1% normal

sheep

removed from the slides and sections and the

humidified chamber. An

excess

of primary antibody, rabbit

(Ab-2, Oncogene Sciences), was added to the sections and

left to incubate for 24h at 4°C.

Day 2
Additional

primary antibody

the sections from
in 0.1M PB

was

of

on

day 2 to prevent

drying out. Primary antibody was removed by extensive washing

containing 0.3% Triton X-100.

slides and sections and the slides
excess

added to the sections early

were

Excess liquid was removed from the

replaced in the humidified chambers. An

secondary antibody, goat anti-rabbit IgG-peroxidase complex, 1:500

(Vector), was pipetted onto the sections and the sections
further 24h at 4°C.

were

left to incubate for

a

Mechanisms of Fos protein expression in
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Day 3
Additional
extensive
nuclei

progress

a

visualised using
dense black

of the reaction

added early

was

day 3.

It was removed by

nickel-glucose oxidase-DAB (Shu et al 1988) which

precipitate localised
was

on

After rinsing in acetate buffer, Fos-containing

washing with 0.1 M PB.

were

results in

secondary antibody

viewed under

min after the start of the reaction it

was

followed

by distilled water. Sections

ethanol

before dewaxing

a

over

the peroxidase complex.

The

light microscope. Approximately 10

stopped by washing in diluted acetate buffer

were

in xylene.

then dehydrated through 80% and 100%

Sections

were

mounted in DePeX and

coverslipped.
5.4.2.3 Quantification

Sections
to

a

were

viewed under

a

microscope, Vickers M17, x5 objective, connected

high performance CCD video camera. The profile of each SON was manually

outlined

the T.V. monitor and the

on

area

of the

profile computed by the attached

Joyce Loebl pMagiscan image analysing system.
under
SON

a

x10

were

The sections

were

then viewed

objective, and the number of Fos positive nuclei within the right and left

counted

on

the T.V. monitor.

The number of Fos positive presumptive

glia within the SON and in the ventral glial lamina were also counted and the area of
the

ventral

glial

lamina

measured

under the

x5

objective.

From

these

measurements, Fos positive cell densities were calculated for each profile, the
animal

mean

for each SON

(measurements were made on at least 4 sections

rat), and finally the group mean were computed.

Group

means were

per

compared

using the Mann-Whitney U-test. All sections were coded and quantified blindly.
5.4.3 Double IHC for Fos protein and Glial Fibrillary Acidic Protein (GFAP)
Some sections

using

a

were

processed for both Fos protein and GFAP immunoreactivity

modified double IHC protocol

as

described in G.M. 2.8. Sections were first

processed for Fos protein IHC as described above (5.4.3), except that the second
antibody was biotinylated goat anti-rabbit 1:200 (Vector), incubated for 2h at room
temperature

(RT),

followed

by

streptavidin-biotin-peroxidase

(Amersham), incubated for 2h at RT.
above with nickel-glucose
sections

were

1:200

Fos containing nuclei were visualised as

oxidase-DAB.

then incubated with

complex

mouse

After extensive washing in 0.1M PB the
GFAP antiserum (1:50 000:

Boehringer

Mechanisms of Fos protein
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Mannheim) for 24h at 4°C, followed by incubation with biotinylated horse anti-mouse

IgG 1:500 (Vector) for
avidin D 1:500

(Vector) for 1.5h at RT. After extensive washing to

fluroescein the sections

coverslipped.

further 24h at 4°C and finally incubation with fluorescein

a

were

Sections

remove excess

dehydrated through alcohols, mounted in DePeX and

were

placed in

a

desiccated slide box until viewed for

qualitative assessment. GFAP containing cells were visualised using a fluorescent

microscope, standard fluorescein block, (x40 objective), excitation wavelength 470
nm

and

and Fos
stored
video

confocal fluorescence microscope

a

(x20 objective). Images of both GFAP

containing nuclei in the SON and ventral glial lamina

were

captured and

using Image software and processed via Image and Adobe to produce a
image which

was

then reproduced photographically.

5.5 Results
5.5.1

Expt. 1 Effect of direct hyperosmotic stimulation of SON

neurones on

c-fos

mRNA expression
1.

Methodological considerations
Sections that had been

labelled probe
of labelled

exposed to hybridisation buffer only and therefore

and the sections exposed to RNase solution prior to the application

probe displayed no hybridisation signal. RNase buffer alone also did not

The labelled probe specific activity

produce any hybridisation signal.
Ci/mmol and this

increase in silver

of

1542

successfully. Therefore the hybridisation signal, measured

grain density,

c-fos mRNA and not from

Quantification

was

high enough to ensure that the c-fos oligonucleotide probe

was

had in fact been labelled
as an

no

the

was a

result of specific binding of the probe to

non-specific binding of the probe.
silver

grain density from film

autoradiographs that

corresponded to graded brain paste standards, exposed simultaneously, and

subsequent plotting against amount of radioactivity in each standard following
background subtraction, demonstrated that the silver grain density was directly
correlated to the amount of bound

silver

radioactivity (Fig. 5.5.1.1 A). All the measured

grain densities corresponding to the SON lay on the near linear part of the

relationship between the standard grain density and the amount of radioactivity per
unit volume when

plotted

Therefore the silver

as a

computer generated straight line fit (Fig. 5.5.1.1 B).

grain area over the SON resulting from the binding of the
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probe was proportional to the amount of probe, and c-fos

mRNA.

2. c-fos mRNA expression in SON
In the initial ISH
sections from

to

demonstrated
mRNA

study for c-fos mRNA using film autoradiography, film apposed
rats

perfused directly with hyperosmotic CSF into the SON

apparent increase in silver grain density and therefore c-fos

an

expression in the SON (Fig. 5.5.1.2 A, B) whereas sections from rats

perfused with isotonic aCSF directly into the SON did not show
silver

increase in

grain density overlying this SON (Fig. 5.5.1.2 C). Neither contralateral SON

had silver

grain levels that appeared to be above background (Fig. 5.5.1.2 B,C).

This observation
the

any

was

confirmed by

quantitative analysis of the silver grain density in

autoradiographs from film areas corresponding to the SON. Silver grain density

overlying the SON directly stimulated by hypertonic aCSF (mean ± range as n=2:
0.330 ± 0.049,
also

n=2) was greater than in the contralateral SON (0.060 ± 0.023) and

greater than the iso-osmotically treated SON (0.043 ± 0.019).

High resolution autoradiography from the emulsion dipped sections surprisingly
revealed that the accumulated silver

by

the

hyperosmotic

magnocellular
the ventral

stimulus,

neurones

glial lamina,

Theodosis & Poulain

grains corresponding to c-fos mRNA induced

described

or

ventral

were

not

located

over

within the SON but were accumulated over small cells in
an area

known to be rich in astroglia (Flatton 1990,

1992) and over similar small cells within the SON itself (Fig

5.5.1.3). Isotonically perfused rats displayed
the SON

above,

no

accumulations of silver grains over

glial lamina, Figure 5.5.1.4.

The number of c-fos mRNA

positive cells, in both magnocellular neurones and

presumptive glial cells in the SON and ventral glial lamina were expressed as the
number of

s.e.m.:

per

unit area and the group means are shown in Figure

Direct hyperosmotic

5.5.1.5.
mRNA

positive cells

stimulation of the SON significantly induced c-fos

expression in the presumptive glial cells in the ventral lamina (mean ±
3.92

±

0.48,

n=3,

contralateral untreated SON
within the SON

p<0.001, Mann Whitney U-test) compared to the
(0.16 ± 0.01, n=3) and within presumptive glial cells

(mean ± s.e.m.: 0.76 ± 0.12, p<0.001, Mann Whitney U-test)

compared to the contralateral untreated SON (0.05 ± 0.04).
neurones

in the SON also showed

a

Magnocellular

significant increase in c-fos mRNA expression

Mechanisms of Fos
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0.06 ± 0.05, p<0.05, Mann Whitney U-test) following hyperosmotic

compared to the contralateral SON which contained

cells.

The data from the iso-osmotic treated rats

group

within the SON

or

are

VL contained c-fos mRNA.

not

no

c-fos positive

shown, as

no

cellular

The induced c-fos mRNA

expression following hyperosmotic aCSF administration in the presumptive glial
cells within the SON and ventral
in the

same areas

5.5.2

glial lamina

was

significantly greater than in the

isotonically perfused SON (p<0.01, Mann Whitney U-test).

Expt. 2 Effect of direct hyperosmotic stimulation of the SON

on

Fos protein

expression
The immunohistochemical detection of the
confirmed the

of the c-fos mRNA described above.

distribution

immunoreactivity (IR)
within the nuclei of

was

protein product Fos of the c-fos

presumptive glial cells within the ventral glial lamina and in the

osmotic aCSF
or

neurones

ventral

Fos

Figure 5.5.2.2.

Rats perfused with iso-

directly into the SON again did not have an increase in Fos-IR within
glial lamina (Fig. 5.5.2.1).

Quantification of the number of Fos
5.5.2.3.

few of the magnocellular

(Fig. 5.5.2.1). The extent of Fos protein expression in the ventral glial

lamina and within the SON is shown in

the SON

protein

detected only in the hyperosmotically stimulated SON,

nuclei of small cells within the SON and in very
of the SON

Fos

gene

positive nuclei in these

areas

is shown in Fig.

protein immunoreactivity was only induced in the hyperosmotically

stimulated SON, within the nuclei of presumptive glial cells within the ventral glial
lamina

(n=9, 2.148 ± 0.240), in the nuclei of small cells within the SON (1.245 ±

0.101) and in few magnocellular neurones of the SON (0.087 ± 0.029). Almost no
Fos-IR

was

found in the contralateral SON:

magnocellular

neurones

(0.009 ±

0.006), glia in SON (0.057 ± 0.058), glia in ventral glial lamina (0) or in the iso-

osmotically stimulated SON (n=7: 0, 0.038 ± 0.028, 0), respectively
contralateral SON

or

in its

(0, 0.028 ± 0.017, 0), respectively. The number of Fos positive

magnocellular neurones detected within the hyperosmotically stimulated SON was

significantly greater (p<0.01, Mann Whitney U-test) than the contralateral SON and
control

microdialysed SON.

detected within the

The number of Fos positive presumptive glial cells

hyperosmotically stimulated SON

was

significantly greater

(p<0.001, Mann Whitney U-test) than the contralateral SON and control SON. FosIR

was

significantly induced in the presumptive glia in the ventral glial lamina

Mechanisms of Fos
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(p<0.001, Mann Whitney U-test) vs. contralateral SON and iso-osmotically perfused
SON.

Some sections from both
GFAP

and

Fos

perfused experimental groups were processed for both

immunoreactivity.

Prior to utilising brain sections from this

experiment, a number of trial runs of the double IHC were carried out. The dilution
of GFAP

antibody used

determined by serial dilution runs of IHC, the order of

was

addition of the antibodies determined and

finally the effect of double labelling

detection of each

Double labelling reduced the amount of

detected

antibody assessed.

intense GFAP
and in their

dorsally extending

GFAP-IR indicated that

Fos

labelling for GFAP and Fos IR revealed very

immunoreactivity in the cells of the ventral glial lamina (Fig. 5.5.2.4),

cells within the SON

sections

the

immunoreactivity for both antibodies.

Double immunohistochemical

as

on

processes

into the SON (the radial glial cells) as well

amongst the magnocellular neurones. This localisation of
we

had

successfully labelled glial cells

on

Many of the GFAP containing cells in the SON

(Fig. 5.5.2.5).

our

tissue

were

also

positive and all the Fos positive nuclei in the ventral glial lamina were

colocalised with GFAP.

The colocalisation of small Fos

SON and within the ventral
induced in
5.5.3

positive nuclei within the

glial lamina with GFAP demonstrated that Fos IR

was

glial cells following the hyperosmotic perfusion.

Expt. 3 Effect of the presence of a microdialvsis probe on Fos protein
expression in the SON following increased systemic osmolaritv

Fos
in rats

induced in magnocellular neuronal nuclei of the SON

immunoreactivity

was

implanted with

microdialysis probe and injected with 1.5M NaCI i.p. (n=6,

a

Fig 5.5.3.1) in agreement with the findings of Sharp et al 1991. However the SON
with the

implanted probe contained significantly fewer Fos positive neurones (Figs.

5.5.3.1, 5.5.3.2, mean ±

s.e.m.:

0.84 ± 0.126) compared to the contralateral SON

(Figs. 5.5.3.1, 5.5.3.2: 2.15 ± 0.23, p<0.001, paired t-test, p<0.001 Wilcoxon rank
Few glial cells

test).

(mean ±
there

s.e.m.:

was no

0.09 ± 0.02)

Fos positive in either the SON containing the probe
or

the contralateral SON (0.12 ± 0.02, Fig. 5.5.3.2) and

significant difference between the left and right SON.

within the ventral
with

were

glial lamina of either SON

were

No glial cells

Fos positive. Control rats treated

i.p. isotonic saline (Fig. 5.5.3.3, n=5) contained no Fos immunoreactive nuclei

in either

SON,

neurones

and glia, or in the ventral glial lamina.

Mechanisms of Fos protein
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Expt. 4 Effect of direct hyperosmotic stimulation

on

Fos expression in SON

of lactating rats
Direct

hyperosmotic stimulation of the SON in lactating rats induced Fos protein

expression, compared with the contralateral SON, in the magnocellular neurones
(number of positive cells per unit area (SON), mean ± s.e.m.: 0.54 ± 0.32, vs. 0.06 ±
0.02, n=3, p<0.02, Wilcoxon rank sum test), small presumptive glial cells in the SON

(2.17 ± 0.95,

0.006 ± 0.006, p<0.02, Wilcoxon rank

vs.

sum

test) and in presumptive

glial cells within the ventral glial lamina (number of positive cells per unit area (VL):
11.66 ±

2.56,

p<0.02, Wilcoxon rank sum test).

vs. zero,

Hyperosmotic aCSF

perfusion of the SON of virgin rats induced expression of Fos, compared with the
contralateral SON, in magnocellular neurones (mean ± s.e.m.:

n=3, p<0.02, Wilcoxon rank sum test).

glial cells (1.49 ± 0.07,
ventral

vs.

0.22 ± 0.22,

vs. zero,

Fos was also induced in presumptive SON

0.02 ± 0.02, p<0.02, Wilcoxon rank sum test) and in the

glial lamina (11.05 ± 1.43, vs. zero, p<0.02, Wilcoxon rank sum test). There

were no

significant differences for the induced Fos protein expression in the SON

between the

lactating and virgin rats following direct hyperosmotic stimulation

(Mann Whitney U-test, p>0.05).
5.5.4

Expt. 5 Effect of direct stimulation by CCK on Fos expression in the SON

Microinjection
magnocellular
small

of

CCK

neurones

directly

into

SON

the

induced

Fos-IR

in

SON

in the vicinity of the injection site (Fig. 5.5.4.1), and also in

presumptive glial cells within the SON and in the ventral glial lamina (Fig.

5.5.4.1).

The contralateral SON did not exhibit

5.5.4.1).

Vehicle microinjection into the SON of control rats also induced Fos-IR

around the

any

Fos immunoreactivity (Fig.

injection site and in the SON. This Fos-IR was restricted to presumptive

glial cells and not the magnocellular

neurones

of the SON, and

was

also found in

presumptive glial cells in the ventral lamina

as

surrounding the injection site (Fig. 5.5.4.2).

Quantification of the number of Fos

positive nuclei
directly

into

per

the

well

as

unit area is shown in Figure 5.5.4.3.
nucleus

significantly

induced

Fos

small cells in the tissue

Microinjection of CCK
protein

expression

in

magnocellular SON neurones (mean ± s.e.m.: 7.702 ± 1.896, n=8), compared to the
contralateral untreated SON (0.515 ± 0.389,
the vehicle

p<0.02, Wilcoxon rank sum test) and

injected SON (mean ± s.e.m: 2.061±1.33, n=6, p<0.03, Mann Whitney,

U-test). The contralateral SON of both groups were not significantly different from

Mechanisms of Fos

each other,
Fos

p=0.75.

protein expression in magnoceiiuiar SON neurones

In both the CCK and vehicle injected SON there

positive nuclei in presumptive glial cells of the ventral glial lamina (mean ±

s.e.m.:21.39 ± 2.60, n=8, 18.65 ± 4.50, n=6,
±

were many

respectively) and within the SON (1.07

0.29, 1.06 ± 0.69, respectively)(Figs. 5.5.4.1, 5.5.4.2). There were no significant

differences between the number of

presumptive glial Fos positive cells in the CCK

injected and the vehicle injected rats.
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Relationship of bound radioactivity (35S-dATP) to detected silver

Legend 5.5.1.1

grain density

A)

Relationship between the amount of radioactivity contained in each of the
graded radioactive standards (for composition see G.M. 2.9.5.1), expressed as

disintegrations

per

minute (dpm)

per

unit volume (mm3) and the resultant silver

grain density (arbitrary units: ratio of detected area to total area) from the film

autoradiograph corresponding to each standard. The standards
the film
same

were

exposed to

adjacent to hybridised tissue sections and were therefore exposed for the

duration

as

well

as

developed simultaneously.

B) Relationship between the silver grain density and the natural log of the amount
of

radioactivity

plotted

as a

per

unit volume [ln(dpm/mm3)] of the graded 35S-dATP standards

computer generated fitted straight line.

Mechanisms of Fos
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Legend 5.5.1.2 Low resolution c-fos mRNA in situ hybridisation

Photomicrographs of low resolution in situ hybridisation for c-fos mRNA using

an

35S-dATP-labelled oligonucleotide probe raised against a 48 b.p. sequence (138-

185) of rat c-fos mRNA (Curran et al 1987).
radiolabeled
before

probe sections

were

After hybridisation with the

apposed to autoradiographic film for 3 weeks

development of the film.

A) Low power photograph of photographic emulsion dipped section from
infused with 1M-aCSF
and eosin.
to the

a

rat

directly into right SON, counterstained with haematoxylin

Note the track made

by the microdialysis probe,

arrow,

that extends

subsequently infused SON.

B) Low power photomicrograph of the autoradiographic film apposed to the above
section.
that

An increase in silver

grain density is apparent on the film in the area

corresponds to the stimulated SON,

open

corresponding to the contralateral SON does not

arrow.

The

express an

area

of film

increase in silver

grains above background level.
C) Low

power

photomicrograph of the autoradiographic film apposed to a rat brain

section, labelled for c-fos mRNA following direct administration of isotonic aCSF
into the

right SON. There is

no

accumulation of silver grains

the contralateral SON, which both appear to
silver

Marker bar: 500 pm

microdialysis probe and perfusion

RSON: contralateral SON

this SON

or

have a background expression of

grains.

LSON: site of

over

Mechanisms of Fos

protein expression in magnocellular SON

lson

neurones

pson

Figure 5.5.1.2 Low resolution c-fos mRNA in situ hybridisation
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Figure 5.5.2.2

protein expression in magnocellular SON neurones

Localisation of Fos protein expression in presumptive glial cells in
hyperosmotically stimulated SON and ventral glial lamina

Fos

protein expression was detected by immunohistochemistry in coronal brain

sections

containing an SON that had been perfused with hypertonic aCSF,

previously described in figure 5.5.2.1.
were

as

Lower and higher power photomicrographs

taken to demonstrate localisation of Fos

immunoreactivity in these SON.

A) Low power photomicrograph demonstrating the extensive induction of Fos

protein in the ventral glial lamina as a result of perfusion of the SON with 1MaCSF.

Small Fos

positive presumptive glial cells within the ventral glial

lamina, SON and immediate surrounding area demonstrate the extent of
diffusion

B) High

by 1M-aCSF.

photomicrograph of SON perfused with 1M-aCSF. Clearly nuclei

power

within the

magnocellular

neurones

do not exhibit Fos-IR whereas small

presumptive glial cells within the SON contain Fos-IR.
SON:

supraoptic nucleus

VL: ventral

OC:

glial lamina

optic chiasma

M:

G:

magnocellular

neurone

presumptive glial cell
Marker bar: 25 pm
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Legend 5.5.2.5

protein expression in magnocellular SON neurones

Colocalisation of Fos-IR and GFAP-IR in hyperosmotically
stimulated SON

Fluorescent

images and light microscope images of hyperosmotically stimulated

SON labelled for Fos-IR, visualised with nickel-DAB and therefore labels nuclei
black and GFAP-IR visualised
green

in the cytoplasm.

by

a

fluorescent marker, fluorescein which

appears

Images were captured using Image software and

reproduced using Image and Adobe computer packages.
A, B) Hyperosmotically stimulated SON which is viewed under light in A to view
Fos-IR, and under fluorescence in B, to view GFAP-IR. No magnocellular
neurones

in the SON contain Fos-IR nuclei.

nucleus within

a

cell that has little

B demonstrates that the

C, D)

Fos-IR is present

in

a

small

cytoplasm. Visualisation of GFAP-IR in

cytoplasm in this cell is labelled for GFAP.

Images of the ventral glial lamina from the same double labelled section
as

in A and B.

the VL and

on

cells that have
section of VL
GFAP is
M:

so

Under

light microscopy in C, Fos-IR nuclei are visible in

viewing under fluorescence, D, these Fos-IR nuclei
a

dense GFAP

was

viewed under confocal

intensely labelled it

magnocellular

immunoreactivity in the cytoplasm.

appears

neurone

in

This

microscopy in Fig. 5.5.2.3.

white.
G: glial cell

Arrow: Fos-IR in A and C, GFAP-IR in B and D
Marker bar: 40 pm

are
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Figure 5.5.2.5 Colocalisation of Fos-IR and GFAP-IR in hyperosmoticallv stimulated
SON
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Figure 5.5.3.2 Effect of presence of microdialvsis probe on Fos protein expression
following
A

an

increase in systemic hyperosmolarity

microdialysis probe was implanted unilaterally into the left

or

right SON of

virgin rats. 24h later conscious rats were given an i.p. injection of either 1.5M NaCI
(4 ml/kg, n=6) or 0.15M NaCI (4 ml/kg, n=5). 90 min later the rats were decapitated
and their brains
then

rapidly removed. Coronal cryostat sections through the SON

were

processed for Fos immunohistochemistry.

Mean

±

s.e.m.:

number

of

Fos

positive

magnocellular and presumptive glial nuclei

per

nuclei

unit

area

per

square

microns

of SON.

] : magnocellular neurones
k\\l :

SON:

presumptive glial cells

supraoptic nucleus

microdialysis probe SON: SON that contained the microdialysis probe
contralateral SON: SON which did not contain

Statistics:

*p<0.001

vs.

a

microdialysis probe

magnocellular neurones in contralateral SON, paired t-test.
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Legend 5.4.4.1 Fos protein expression in SON following direct injection of CCK
0.5

pi of CCK (20 ng/pl, n= 8) was injected directly into the right SON of

conscious

virgin rats. The rats

removed.
were

15 pm

were

decapitated 90 min later and the brains rapidly

coronal cryostat sections through the SON hypothalamic region

processed for Fos immunohistochemistry.

A) Low power photomicrograph of SON injected with CCK.
black nuclei and is found within the SON and ventral
Fos-IR

positive presumptive glial cells

immediate brain

area

are seen

Fos-IR is visible

as

glial lamina. Some small

around the injection site in the

surrounding the SON.

B) Higher power photomicrograph of SON section in A, shows that the Fos -IR
within the SON is contained in

magnocellular

neurones as

well

as

small

perikaryal presumptive glial cells 7 Presumptive glial cells within the ventral
glial lamina also contain Fos-IR.
C) Contralateral uninjected SON from same rat shown in A,B, D, does not
contain any
ventral

D) Higher

Fos immunoreactive cells or neurones. Nor is there Fos-IR in the

glial lamina.
power

contained in

photomicrograph of section shown in A, confirms that Fos-IR is

magnocellular SON neurones and small presumptive glial cells

within the SON and in the ventral
SON:
M:

glial lamina.

supraoptic nucleus

magnocellular

neurone

Arrows: Fos immunoreactive nuclei
Marker bar: 25 pm

VL: ventral glial lamina
G: presumptive glial cell
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Figure 5.4.4.1 Fos protein expression in SON following direct injection of CCK
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Figure 5.5.4.3

VEH

CCK

6

8

Effect of direct injection of CCK on Fos protein expression in
maqnocellular SON

0.5
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neurones

pi CCK (20 ng/pl, n=8) or vehicle (isotonic aCSF, n=6) was unilaterally

injected directly into the right SON over 1 min. A total of 90 min after the injection
of CCK the rats

were

decapitated and their brains removed and processed for Fos

immunohistochemistry.
Mean ±

average number of

positive magnocellular

neurones per

LSON: left non-injected SON

CCK: cholecystokinin

RSON: right injected

VEH; isotonic aCSF

Statistics:
isotonic

s.e.m.:

*p<0.02

vs.

SON

SON

contralateral SON Mann Whitney U-test, ++p<0.03 vs.

injected SON, Wilcoxin rank

sum test
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5.6 Discussion

Direct

application of hyperosmotic aCSF into the SON resulted in a significant

induction of c-fos mRNA within and around this nucleus
film

as

demonstrated

by in situ

autoradiography, whereas iso-osmotic aCSF perfused through the microdialysis

probe had no effect on c-fos mRNA (Fig. 5.5.1.2).

High resolution in situ

hybridisation autoradiography, to determine the cellular location of the c-fos mRNA,
demonstrated that the

hyperosmotic stimulus delivered through the microdialysis

probe had induced c-fos gene expression in small nuclei located in the SON and in
the ventral

glial lamina.

The difference was significant compared to both the

contralateral SON and the vehicle infused SON.

There

expression in a few

was

magnocellular

neurones

compared to the contralateral SON. Iso-osmotic perfusion

of the

did

induce

SON

not

increase in c-fos

any

gene

expression.

The

hyperosmotic perfusion also induced Fos protein expression in presumptive glial
cells within the stimulated SON and ventral
neurones

glial lamina and in magnocellular SON

compared to the contralateral SON and the iso-osmotically perfused SON

(Figs. 5.5.2.1, 5.5.2.2).

Although there

expression in magnocellular
The SON stimulated

neurones

was a

significant induction of Fos protein

the number of Fos positive cells

by 1M-aCSF contained 0, 1,2, Fos positive nuclei

6/8 rats and 3 in 2/8 rats; the

per

small.

SON in

significant difference from the statistical comparison

with the contralateral SON and also with the
about because both contained

was

no

Fos

iso-osmotically stimulated SON,

came

protein expression. The level of Fos protein

expression in the hyperosmotically-stimulated SON is comparable to the basal
levels of occasional Fos

expressing

is low in relation to Fos induction

neurones

in the SON (Morgan et al 1987), and

by other stimuli for example, changes in systemic

hyperosmolarity (Sagar et al 1988, Sharp et al 1991;

see

below) and following

morphine withdrawal excitation (Russell et al 1992a, Chapter 3).

Therefore the

statistically significant increase in Fos protein expression in the magnocellular
neurones

in these

may

not be functionally significant, as 4/8 rats expressed no Fos protein

neurones.

The relative time

points chosen to assess c-fos mRNA induction (45 min after the

stimulus) and Fos protein expression (90 min after the stimulus), although not part
of

a

time

course

study, were selected as times when their relative expression was

expected to be maximal (Curran et al 1984, Muller et al 1984), with transcription of

Mechanisms of Fos

c-fos mRNA

obviously preceding translation into its protein product.

The results demonstrate that direct
induce

not

themselves
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c-fos

expression

in

hyperosmotic stimulation of the SON does

magnocellular neurones,

although

they are

directly osmosensitive, as shown in electrophysiological studies (Leng

1980, Leng et al 1982, Bourque 1989, Oliet & Bourque 1993).

Thus the c-fos

expression induced in SON neurones by systemic (i.p.) hyperosmotic stimulation
(Giovanelli et al 1990, Sharp et al 1991),

may

be by

an

indirect action on the

magnocellular neurones. This is supported by the findings that the full expression
of

osmosensitivity by hypothalamic magnocellular

inputs from circumventricular

organs,

neurones

is dependent upon

including the AV3V region,

as

ablation of this

region reduces the osmotically induced secretion of both vasopressin and oxytocin
in the rat

(Gruber et al 1986), and also abolishes the electrical excitation response

of SON to
in

an

osmotic stimulus

(Russell et al 1988). However, additional increases

systemic hyperosmolarity above the physiological range

and

vasopressin release (Leng et al 1989).

circumstances c-fos
areas

act

can

still induce oxytocin

It is not known whether in these

expression is stimulated. Also further evidence that these brain

together in an osmoreceptor complex is by the simultaneous induction of

Fos protein

expression in neurones within the SFO, OVLT and MnPO following i.p.

injection of hyperosmotic saline (Giovanelli et al 1992, Oldfield et al 1991,
Hamamura et al

1992).

Therefore systemic hyperosmolarity strongly activates

supraoptic magnocellular neurones, as shown by their increased firing rates and
increased secretion into the
induction of Fos
neurones

plasma, and this activation is accompanied by an

protein expression in both the vasopressin and the oxytocin

(Giovanelli et al 1990).

Nonetheless, direct hyperosmotic stimulation of the SON in vivo increases

magnocellular neuronal firing rates (Leng 1980, Leng et al 1982) and also
consequently induces intranuclear Ca2+ dependent, release of OXT and AVP
(Landgraf & Ludwig 1991, Ludwig & Landgraf 1992, Neumann et al 1993), probably
from neuronal dendrites

(Pow & Morris 1989, Morris & Pow 1993, Ludwig et al

1995) and increases OXT and AVP secretion from the posterior pituitary (Hattori et
al 1990,

Ludwig et al 1994b).

magnocellular SON

neurones

magnocellular neurones.

But this method of osmotically activating the
does

not

induce

Fos

protein

expression

in

As both methods of administration of the hyperosmotic

Mechanisms of Fos
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stimulus result in activation of the neurones, the failure of the direct administration
to induce Fos

reflects

interesting anomaly in the assumption that activated

an

necessarily

expression in the magnocellular neurones is surprising and perhaps

express

Why then does
induced

neurones

Fos (Hoffman et al 1993a, b).

an

increase in firing rate of OXT and AVP

intranuclear

release

during

direct

neurones

stimulation

not

and their

induce

Fos

immunoreactivity in their nuclei as seen following systemic stimulation, as by
definition

they

are

activated? A possible explanation is that the relative changes in

local SON extracellular

osmolarity

of 1.5M NaCI induces

a

within 20-30 min

4% (12

vary

between the stimuli. An i.p. injection of 1 ml

mOsm/kg) increase in plasma osmotic pressure

following the injection which remained elevated for at least 3h

(Brimble & Dyball 1977). As a result the increase in extracellular osmolarity that the
SON is

exposed to will be similar. However, there is

the SON

on

demonstrated
release
Here

neurones

induced

by

an

i.v

or

a

time delay to maximal effect

i.p. injection of hyperosmotic saline

by the simultaneous measurement by microdialysis of OXT and AVP

centrally and the peripheral OXT and AVP release (Ludwig et al 1994a).

plasma osmolarity following i.p. and i.v. osmotic stimulation rose 5 min after

the stimulus and remained elevated for at least 2h and

plasma OXT and AVP

peaked at 30-60 min and 30 min respectively, whereas the centrally induced
release of OXT and AVP

was

delayed and peaked at 2.5-3h. Direct application of

1M-aCSF into the SON, via a

microdialysis probe, induces

OXT and AVP release within the SON i.e. within minutes
Neumann et al

period.

1993) and this

response

an

immediate rise in

(Landgraf & Ludwig 1991,

lasts for 1h after the end of the stimulation

Direct hyperosmotic stimulation is unlikely to produce smaller changes in

osmolarity within the SON than the systemic stimulus.
Another inherent difference between the

that,

as

systemic and direct osmotic stimuli is

described above, full osmosensitivity appears to be a result of the synaptic

inputs to the magnocellular neurones, the excitatory post synaptic potential
component interacting with the innate osmosensitivity of the neurones themselves,
the

depolarisation component (Dyball & Leng 1990).

Activation of the synaptic

inputs following systemic increases in osmolarity will result in neurotransmitter
release within the SON and
detail there

are

a

although their release has not yet been described in

number of candidates,

including angiotensin II, glutamate, and

Mechanisms of Fos
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Angiotensin II is present in the SFO and OVLT (Lind et al 1985) and

SON

magnocellular neurones are sensitive to angiotensin II (Okuya et al 1987) and

may

be involved in osmoreceptor complex pathways but its antagonism does not

abolish the

secretory response of the SON neurones to osmotic stimuli (Leng et al

1989). Glutamate has also been shown to restore
after

neurones
as

an

AV3V lesion

ablation of the ventral

release

osmosensitivity in the SON

(Leng et al 1989). Noradrenaline is also implicated

noradrenergic tract reduces osmotically induced AVP

(Lightman et al 1983).

involved in the

some

Any or all of these neurotransmitters may be

systemic hyperosmolarity response to culminate in a synaptic activity

pattern that specifically activates OXT and AVP neurones, resulting in their release
of
As

peptide from the posterior pituitary (Brimble & Dyball 1977, Brimble et al 1978).
a

result of this neurotransmitter release Fos

neurones,

and this requires a specific combination of activated transcription factors

with its gene
Cochran
to

an

protein is induced in the SON

promoter region to induce its expression (for reviews see Cohen 1992,

1993). It may be that our direct hyperosmotic stimulation of the SON led

induction of

a

pattern of neurotransmitter release that does not mimic that

following activation of the osmoreceptor complex, since Fos
magnocellular neurones.

This

may

be in part due to

a

was not

induced in the

non-selective increase in

inhibitory and excitatory neurotransmitter release which have together a neutral
on

the

magnocellular

neurones

are

electrically excited by direct hyperosmotic stimulation (Leng 1980,

action

neurones,

but this is unlikely as the magnocellular

Leng et al 1982). It may be that these neuromodulators induce phosphorylation of
transcription factors, within the magnocellular neurones, that do not bind to the c-fos
promoter and therefore do not affect its expression, or the combination of
transcription factors bound inhibit its transcription through an action at the SRE
(Shaw et al 1989a).
induced

Expression of other immediate early genes may have been

(Morgan & Curran 1989, Morgan & Curran 1991) but as we did not

examine their

expression

we

cannot say if any IEG gene induction occurred as a

result of this stimulus.
CCK

selectively activates OXT magnocellular

neurones

(Verbalis et al 1986a) via

ascending noradrenergic pathways in the NTS (Yamashita et al 1987, Kendrick et al
1991). Systemic administration, i.p., of 50 pg/kg CCK, in vivo, increases the firing
rate of rat SON

oxytocin neurones by 1.3 ± 0.2 spikes/s and this results in c-fos

Mechanisms of Fos

mRNA induction in the SON and PVN
exists

between

the

amount

hypothalamic magnoceiiuiar
the cell bodies

of

(Hamamura et al 1991). A close correlation

peptide released from the terminals of the

neurones

in the posterior pituitary and the discharge of

(Bicknell 1988) and in OXT SON

systemic (i.p) CCK induce
increase in the
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a step

neurones,

increasing doses of

wise increase in plasma OXT and also

magnitude of Fos protein expression in OXT

neurones

a step

wise

(Verbalis et al

1991a). This induced Fos protein expression is maximal at 90 min, and is found in
OXT

magnoceiiuiar SON

dorsal

neurones,

and also in MPVN and pPVN but not in the

pPVN OXT neurones (Verbalis et al 1991a). Therefore it may be the induced

electrical

activity produced by

a

stimulus that activates c-fos gene expression.

Carbachol, the muscarinic agonist, induces AVP and OXT release into the plasma

(Clarke et al 1978, litake et al 1986) and following i.e.v. administration has been
shown to increase electrical and secretory

activity of SON oxytocin

neurones

(Luckman et al 1994) and to induce Fos protein expression in the SON.

Luckman

et al then
and

antidromically stimulated OXT

neurones,

in vivo, with

similar number

pattern of action potentials, 2x 15Hz for 15 min, to that induced by i.e.v.

carbachol, but found that this electrical stimulation alone
Fos

a

was

insufficient to induce

protein expression in the SON compared to that induced by the carbachol.

Furthermore, increased electrical activity of oxytocin neurones in lactation, the
intermittent burst
not induce Fos
a

firing of oxytocin

neurones

induced by the suckling stimulus, does

expression in the SON (Fenelon et al 1993b) whereas at parturition

sustained increase in electrical

activity does induce

an

increase in Fos expression

(Luckman et al 1993). Although this may be due to the increase in endogeneous

opioid tone acting
removed at

requires

OXT

neurones

that is evident at the end of

parturition thereby activating the OXT

Therefore it would
induce Fos

on

seem

that

an

increase in electrical

expression in OXT magnoceiiuiar

some

neurones

pregnancy

being

(Douglas et al 1995).

activity alone is insufficient to

neurones

in the SON and probably

other synaptic signal.

As discussed further below, CCK has another direct action on SON neurones,

exciting both OXT and AVP neurones when applied directly (Neumann et al 1994).
We used this action to test whether direct activation of SON
able at all to induce Fos

induced in

magnoceiiuiar

expression.
neurones

neurones

Fos protein expression

was

per se was

significantly

in the SON following direct microinjection of

Mechanisms of Fos
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CCK into the SON whereas the SON

injected with vehicle did not contain Fos

protein in the magnocellular neurones. Therefore the failure of direct hyperosmotic
stimulation to induce Fos
seem

to be

a

protein in the magnocellular neurones of the SON would

result of the ineffectiveness of this stimulus to induce Fos

protein

expression rather than an inability of these neurones to demonstrate an increase in
Fos

protein expression when stimulated directly.

Another indication that the neural

induction in SON

magnocellular

neurones

probe in the SON

microdialysis

input pathways have

is

reduced,

our

a

role in Fos protein

finding that the

presence

but importantly did

not

of the

prevent,

magnocellular Fos protein expression following increased systemic hyperosmolarity.
The

hyperosmotic stimulus, which acts by increasing extracellular fluid

i.p.

osmolality, did induce Fos expression in neuronal nuclei,

as

previously reported

(Giovanelli et al 1990, 1992, Hamamura et al 1992), but this response

significantly reduced within the SON with
contralateral

probe implanted compared to the

SON, suggesting that the input pathways which are required to

mediate the full response
the

a

to osmotic stimulation within the SON were damaged by

probe (Leng et al 1989, Dyball & Leng 1990, Bourque et al 1994). I.p. isotonic

saline did not induce Fos

protein expression in either the probe containing SON or

in the contralateral SON and therefore the presence
se

was

did not induce Fos

One further

expression.

possibility for the non-induction of Fos protein in the magnocellular

in the SON

neurones

may

have been due to the microdialysis probe or the

hyperosmotic perfusion damaging the
reduced but did not

stimulus.
direct

of the microdialysis probe per

Second,

neurones.

First, the

presence

of the probe

prevent expression of Fos-IR following the i.p. hyperosmotic

we

would have expected to see Fos-reactive neurones following

hyperosmotic stimulation

some

distance from the probe, but

we

did not.

Third, local secretory responses can be obtained by repeated direct hyperosmotic
stimulation

(Landgraf & Ludwig 1991, Ludwig & Landgraf 1992, Neumann et al

1993) while electrical

recording of responses of these

hyperosmotic stimulation would not have been possible if they
1980, Leng et al 1982).

neurones
were

to

direct

damaged (Leng

It is unlikely that the magnocellular neurones were

damaged or killed by the osmotic stimulus and therefore unable to express Fos.
Direct

hyperosmotic stimulation did significantly induce c-fos mRNA and Fos

Mechanisms of Fos
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protein expression in cells with small nuclei within the SON, considered to be
presumptive glial cells, and in nuclei within the ventral glial lamina, whereas SON
perfused with isotonic aCSF did not contain
GFAP is

any

Fos expression in similar cells.

specific to glial cells (Debus et al 1983) and double immunohistochemical

labelling for Fos protein and glial fibrillary acidic protein demonstrated that the small
nuclei that contained Fos
surrounded

Direct

protein within the SON and the ventral glial lamina

by GFAP immunoreactivity and therefore

were

were

indeed glial cells.

injection of CCK into the SON induces OXT and AVP release within the

SON and also increases peripheral release

of OXT (Neumann et al 1994), probably

by increasing the firing rate of both OXT and AVP neurones (Jarvis et al 1992).
Systemic administration of CCK has been shown to induce Fos expression in

oxytocin neurones in the SON (Verbalis et al 1991a) and in the NTS and

area

postrema (Luckman et al 1993, Day et al 1994). Fos expression in these brain stem
areas

has been shown to be induced

through CCKA receptors (Luckman et al 1993,

Day et al 1994). The SON contains CCK receptors (Gaudreau et al 1983, Day et al
1989, O'Shea & Gundlach 1993) and in vitro antagonism of CCKB receptors
inhibited CCK excitation of

oxytocin neurones, therefore the SON contains CCKB

receptors (Jarvis et al 1992).
therefore have acted

post-synaptic second

on

Our direct application of CCK into the SON may

CCK receptors on

messenger

This does not exclude

a

the magnocellular neurones to induce a

system that then induces Fos protein expression.

pre-synaptic action by CCK which would have to be

investigated separately.
In lactation the

oxytocin neuronal secretory

response

to an increase in systemic

osmolarity is significantly less than that found in virgin rats, although the firing rate
response

is intact (Higuchi et al 1991, Russell et al 1992d).

Large morphological

changes occur within the SON at lactation (Theodosis & Poulain 1984a, b). These

changes do not seem to be linked to the magnocellular neurones' ability to
c-fos

express

following direct hyperosmotic administration as Fos protein expression

not induced in

virgin rats.

magnocellular

neurones

groups.

in lactating rats, similar to the findings in

However, in both lactating and virgin rats direct hyperosmotic

stimulation of the SON induced Fos in
ventral

was

glial lamina, and there were

no

presumptive glial cells of the SON and the
significant differences between these two

Thus the reorganisation of the SON in lactation does not lead to

Mechanisms of Fos protein

expression in magnocellular SON
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SON glia.

I.p. hyperosmotic injection failed to stimulate Fos protein expression in glial cells
within the SON

or

in the ventral

glial lamina. This indicates that the slower change

in

osmolarity, produced by this stimulus (Ludwig et al 1994a),

in

osmolarity within the SON, does not induce Fos protein expression in contrast

with the effects of direct

or

the smaller change

hyperosmotic stimulation, which induced Fos protein

expression in glial cells within the SON and ventral glial lamina. Therefore induced
c-fos

expression may have occurred in the glial cells due to the rapid/large changes

in local

osmolarity.

AVP and OXT

are

not the

only endogenous compounds released by direct

hyperosmotic stimulation of magnocellular
&

neurones

(Landgraf et al 1988, Landgraf

Ludwig 1991, Neumann et al 1993, Ludwig et al 1994b). The neurotransmitter,

angiotensin II, is released within the PVN in response to direct hyperosmotic
stimulation

(Qadri et al 1994) and amino acids, including aspartate, glutamate,

glutamine, serine and GABA and dopamine have been shown to be released within
the SON with local 1M-aCSF
are

transmitters of the osmosensitive

SON

the

application (Horn et al 1995). Excitatory amino acids
pathway from the lamina terminalis to the

(Renaud 1987), therefore c-fos gene expression may have been induced in

glial cells

as a

result of release of neurotransmitters into the extracellular fluid.

c-fos mRNA and Fos

protein positive nuclei were only detected in glial cells in the

SON and ventral lamina of the SON in

virgin and lactating rats, following direct

hyperosmotic stimulation. The ventral glial lamina adjacent to the SON consists of
glial cells among the dendrites of magnocellular neurones (Hatton 1990, Theodosis
& Poulain
al 1993a,

1992) which have radially extending

into the SON (Bonfanti et

b). These glial cells have been shown to undergo morphological changes,

in vivo in the rat,

et al

processes

in response to osmotic changes (Beagley & Hatton 1992, Marzban

1992) and lactation (Theodosis & Poulain 1984a, b, Theodosis & Poulain

1992). Oxytocin and vasopressin

are

locally released within the SON in response

to these stimuli and could therefore have

a

paracrine action on the glial cells within

the SON, after release from dendrites in the dendrite rich zone
to the ventral

glial lamina of the SON.

immediately dorsal

Oxytocin and vasopressin have been

implicated in inducing these morphological changes as glial cells have been found
to have

oxytocin (Di-Scala-Guenot & Strosser 1992) and vasopressin (Hatton et al
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1992) receptors and an i.e.v. infusion of oxytocin analogue induced morphological

changes in glia in the SON (Theodosis et al 1986a), while in vitro oxytocin and
vasopressin induce proliferation in cultured hypothalamic astroglia (Lucas & Salm
1995).

It may be that the OXT and AVP released following direct hyperosmotic

activation stimulated the
induced Fos

glial cells through their respective receptors and therefore

expression.

Induction of c-fos
traumatic brain

expression in glia has been demonstrated in vivo, as a result of

injury (Dragunow et al 1990)

as

well

as

in vitro, in astrocyte cultures

exposed to differentiation and proliferation factors (Hisanaga et al 1990), but not by
factors that induce

depolarisation (Hisanaga et al 1990).

We found that direct

microinjection of aCSF alone, (vehicle injected into the SON in the CCK study),
stimulated Fos
also in

protein expression in the glial cells of the ventral glial lamina and

presumptive glia within the SON and around the injection site, (Fig. 5.5.4.2),

similar to the pattern

of presumptive glial cell expression of Fos

seen

in the CCK

micro-injected SON (Fig. 5.5.4.1). This induction of Fos protein expression in the
glial cells is not a result of the aCSF per se as aCSF perfused through the

microdialysis probe did not induce

any

Fos protein expression in these cells (Fig.

5.5.2.2). Therefore this suggests that local disturbances in extracellular pressure or
subtle
the

changes in ionic composition may have stimulated Fos protein expression in

glial cells, which

may

reflect the role of glial cells in defending the ionic

composition of the extracellular fluid (ECF) (Kempski et al 1991). Glial cells have
also been shown to
at

actively take up neurotransmitters in order to limit their actions

synaptic clefts (Henn & Hamberger 1971) and therefore clear them from the

extracellular environment.

Many amino acids and neurotransmitters are released

into the ECF in response to
Horn et al

1995). GABA is

increased hyperosmolarity (Chan & Fishman 1979,

one

of the main neurotransmitters found in the SON and

it has been shown to be taken up
to

an

into glial cells in cortical slices of rats in response

increase in osmolarity (Chan et al

1978). This glial uptake of GABA is energy

dependent (Henn & Hamberger 1971).

Therefore the increase in osmolites

following hyperosmotic stimulation and the increase in ECF volume following
microinjection of the SON

may

have stimulated clearance mechanisms and as a

result the active clearance of the ECF
the induction of Fos

by the glial cells may have played a role in

expression in these glial cells.

Mechanisms of Fos

'Cross talk' i.e.

a

protein expression in magnoceliular SON

neural connection between each SON has been

result of the co-ordinated

bursting activity of oxytocin

ejection reflex (Moos & Richard 1989).
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neurones

neurones

proposed as a

during the milk

Direct application of hypertonic CSF into

SON of

lactating rats results in an increase in glucose based metabolic activity

in both SON

compared to vehicle controls (Summy-Long et al 1994). This increase

one

in

metabolic

activity in both SON, following unilateral stimulation,

has been

proposed to demonstrate an active connection between the two SON (Summy-Long
et al 1993,

Summy-Long et al 1994). Direct hyperosmotic stimulation of

lactating rats, has also been shown to result in
the contralateral SON
and AVP

and

various

increased glucose metabolism in

amino

acids

in

the

stimulated

SON

but

it

induces

a

only oxytocin release in the contralateral SON (Neumann

1995), again indicating a neural connection between the two SON. We found

evidence for

no

SON in

(Summy-Long et al 1993) and to induce the release of OXT

simultaneous increase in
et al

an

one

cross

talk in

our

direct

hyperosmotically stimulated rats, both in

virgin and lactating rats, or with CCK injected into one SON, as in the contralateral
SON

no

Fos

expression

during lactation and has

was
a

It

induced.

may

be that

cross

talk is only apparent

function in the co-ordination of burst firing of oxytocin

neurones.

5.7 Conclusion
Direct
their

hyperosmotic stimulation of magnocellular supraoptic neurones increases

firing rate and intranuclear peptide release but fails to induce c-fos expression

in their nuclei.
Fos

Therefore the results show that

expression in the

neurones

depolarisation alone fails to induce

and that perhaps

a

specific pattern or type of

synaptic input activation is required to induce Fos within these neurones.
induction of this immediate
direct stimulation
induce Fos,
as

a

physiological

of

a

in these magnocellular

neurones

following

post-synaptic receptor activation. Therefore the use of Fos

cellular

significance

hyperosmolarity,

gene

by CCK supports this idea that a specific input signal is required to

here via

marker

early

The

or

infallible

activation

is

of

expression

c-fos

not

in

within

glial

this

cells

system.

following

The

local

disturbances of extracellular fluid pressure, requires further

study, especially in the context of plasticity in the SON.
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6.1 Aim
The

paraventricular nucleus, unlike the supraoptic nucleus is

a

heterogeneous

population of neurones, topographically organised into distinct subpopulations,
which

can

influence autonomic and neuroendocrine events

& Sawchenko

1983).

co-ordination

and

The PVN therefore provides

integration

a

(for review see Swanson

model for understanding the

of different hypothalamic regulatory

responses

(Swanson & Sawchenko 1983). One essential mechanism integrating hypothalamic
functions

is

through the different afferent inputs that innervate and control

functionally different cell
McKellar &

groups

within the PVN (Sawchenko & Swanson 1982b,

Loewy 1981, Sawchenko & Swanson 1983a, b).

During physiological

stress, the main drive that initiates and maintains the output of the hypothalamo-

pituitary-adrenal axis (HPA), and therefore the stress cascade, is the stressful
condition itself
sensory
As

a

the

(Sawchenko et al 1993). The stressful effects

are

conveyed through

and visceral afferent inputs to the PVN (Sawchenko & Swanson 1983a).

consequence

of the activation of the HPA axis CRH mRNA is upregulated in

pPVN (Lightman & Young 1988, Harbuz & Lightman 1989, Herman et al 1989).

Some

forms

of

stress

including osmotic and opiate withdrawal

induce the

expression of an opioid, enkephalin, in the pPVN (Lightman & Young 1988, Harbuz
&

The intracellular mechanisms of the

Lightman 1989, Harbuz et al 1991a).

induction and
The

regulation of these genes, in vivo, in response to stress are unknown.

experiments in this chapter

were

designed to address the following

questions:1.

What is the role of the PKA

pathway in modulating CRH and PENK A mRNA

expression in the PVN in vivo?
2.

What is the role of the PKC

pathway in modulating CRH and PENK A mRNA

expression in the PVN in vivo?
Chapter 7 contains experiments to examine the following question:Is Fos involved in either of these

3.

gene

pathways and subsequent neuropeptide

expression in vivo?

We

therefore

diacylglycerol,

used

analogues of the second

part of the

PKC second

messenger

messenger

cascade,

cAMP,

and

of

dibutyrylcAMP
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(dbcAMP) and phorbol-12, 13-myristate acetate (PMA), respectively, which are
known to activate/mimic the PKA and PKC second messenger

studies

were

carried out for each

were

drug concentrations.

Further studies were

by administering the analogues i.e.v. and directly onto the PVN

itself. The effects of the
the PVN

Pilot

analogue delivered directly into the lateral cerebral

ventricle in order to establish suitable
then carried out

pathways.

analogues on CRH and PENK A mRNA

then examined

gene

expression in

by in situ hybridisation. We examined whether these

analogues induced Fos protein expression in the pPVN, which
regulate both CRH and PENK A mRNA

gene

can

potentially

expression (Chapter 7).

6.2 Introduction
Rat PENK A and CRH genes can

response to

be rapidly induced in the parvocellular PVN in

various stressors including salt loading (Lightman & Young 1987a,

Young & Lightman 1992) and following morphine withdrawal excitation (Lightman &

Young 1987b, Lightman & Young 1988). The cellular mechanisms of this activation
are

unclear.

ligands

are

Knowledge of the

manner

in which second messengers and their

coupled to the activation of CRH and PENK A gene expression is

essential to understand their in vivo

regulation in physiological and pathological

states.

6.2.1
1.1

Rat parvocellular PVN

Anatomical organisation of the PVN
The

PVN

is

composed of both magnocellular and parvocellular

(Gurdjian 1927) which

are

(MPVN) comprises three

arranged in distinct groups.
groups

neurones

The magnocellular PVN

and the pPVN comprises five

groups:

the

periventricular, anterior, dorsal, medial and lateral parts (Swanson & Kuypers 1980)
and

contains

7000

ca.

magnocellular

neurones

Swanson

&

neurones

have

neurones

denser

&

Swanson

1981).

Most

project to the posterior pituitary (Fisher et al 1979,

Kuypers 1980).
a

(Sawchenko

Periventricular, medial and dorsal parvocellular

projection to the median eminence (Wiegand & Price

1980). Dorsal, lateral and medial pPVN

neurones

also project to the spinal cord, in

particular the dorsal vagal complex (Wiegand & Price 1980, Swanson & Kuypers

1980). Parvocellular

axon

collaterals have been found to project to both parvo- and

magno-cellular neuronal dendrites within the PVN (Van den Pol 1982).
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1.2 Chemical identity of pPVN neurones

OXT and
these
The

vasopressin have been found in pPVN neurones, although not all of

neurones

contain either of these hormones

parvocellular

neurones

(Sawchenko & Swanson 1982a).

also contain somatostatin, met- and leu-enkephalin

(Sawchenko & Swanson 1982a),

neurotensin (Kahn et al 1980),

dopamine

(Swanson et al 1981), substance P (Ljungdal et al 1978) and CRH (Swanson et al
1983).

There

neurones

and

1982a). CRH
al

are

they

met-enkephalin than leu-enkephalin

more

are

immunoreactive

mainly located in the medial pPVN (Sawchenko & Swanson

neurones are

found in the anterior and medial pPVN (Sawchenko et

1984).

1.3 Input pathways to the PVN

Many neurotransmitters and neuromodulators have been found within the

hypothalamic supraoptic and paraventricular nuclei.
include

acetylcholine, histamine, GABA, substance P, noradrenaline, dopamine,

glutamate and angiotensin (for review
Serotoninergic (5-HT)

neurones

Renaud 1987, Hokfelt et al 1989).

see

project from 3 distinct cell groups in the

brainstem B7, B8, and B9, to innervate the
less

These neurotransmitters

periventricular and anterior pPVN and

densely the dorsal and medial pPVN (Sawchenko et al 1983). A lower density

of 5-HT fibres is found in the MPVN

both

oxytocin and vasopressin

1972).

(Sawchenko et al 1983).

neurones

5HT is inhibitory to

in the rat (Barker et al 1971, Moss et al

Other immunohistochemical studies demonstrated that there is a sparse

acetylcholine

innervation

of

magnocellular

neurones

in

the

hypothalamus

(Sofroniew et al 1982).
Dense
where

noradrenergic terminal fields

are

found within the PVN and SON in areas

vasopressin neurones predominate (Swanson et al 1981). Three cell groups

that contain noradrenaline in the brainstem, the
the

A1, A2 and the A6 group, project to

hypothalamic nuclei (Sawchenko & Swanson 1982b).

The dorsal and medial

pPVN, and the magnocellular neurones in the PVN and SON receive an afferent
input from the A1 group which preferentially innervates vasopressin neurones

(Sawchenko & Swanson 1982b). The A2 region innervates the dorsal and medial
pPVN and the A6 group innervates only the most medial parvocellular PVN

(Sawchenko & Swanson 1982b). In addition a noradrenergic projection from the A2
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afferent input to the magnocellular neurones of

an

(Cunningham & Sawchenko 1988).

Noradrenaline acts

a-1

on

adrenoceptors to stimulate vasopressin secretion (Raby & Renaud 1989a).
Other neurotransmitters have also been found in the A1 cells that

hypothalamus

and these

include

galanin

(Levin

et al 1987),

project to the
substance

(Sawchenko et al 1985) and neuropeptide Y (Bittencourt et al 1991).
neurones

also contain inhibin and

P

The NTS

enkephalin as well as somatostatin which are all

inhibitory neurotransmitters (Sawchenko et al 1990).
Excitatory amino acids such

glutamate and aspartate, have been implicated in

as

the afferent control of

parvocellular PVN

release

Brann & Mahesh 1994).

(for review

high and
PVN

a

see

dense network of GABAergic

neurones

and in the control of ACTH

GABA content of the PVN is

neurones

surrounds CRH neurones in the

(Mezey & Palkovits 1991). A dopaminergic input converges

neurones

of the PVN and SON

on

magnocellular

(Buijs et al 1984) and this is excitatory to both

oxytocin and vasopressin neurones although it
response

very

can

inhibit vasopressin release in

to a hyperosmotic stimulus (Moos & Richard 1982)

Forebrain afferents to the PVN and SON

mainly arise from the brain areas

thought to form part of the osmoreceptor complex, i.e. the SFO, OVLT and MnPO
nucleus

(Leng et al 1989, Giovanelli et al 1992, Hamamura et al 1992).

projections from the subfornical
PVN

organ

to the SON (Jhamadas et al 1989) and the

(Lind et al 1985 have been found to be immunoreactive for angiotensin II (All)

and this is

stimulatory (Jhamadas et al 1989).

forebrain afferents include

Other neurotransmitters in these

glutamate, GABA and dopamine (Hatton 1990).

Neuromodulators in the SON and PVN include

oxytocin, vasopressin, vasoactive

intestinal polypeptide, CRF, endogenous opioids and galanin (Renaud 1987).
of these
and

The

peptides

are

found colocalised in the magnocellular

neurones e.g.

CRH, vasopressin and dynorphin (Meister et al 1990a).

colocalisation studies have shown that CRH may

In pPVN

Many

oxytocin

neurones

be colocalised with neurotensin,

or

enkephalin or neither of these two peptides (Ceccatelli et al 1989a).
These

compounds then influence the activity of their target cells either through

binding to receptors

or

through

a

direct action on ion channels.

modulation of cellular second messenger

This results in

systems and potentially regulation of gene
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expression. The second messenger pathways

are

discussed below (6.2.5).

6.2.2 Corticotrophin Releasing Hormone

After the

discovery that a hypothalamic factor was involved in the regulation of

pituitary secretion (Guillemin & Rosenberg 1955, Saffran & Schally 1955) and the
subsequent identification by Vale et al (1981), of the neuropeptide, CRH, it has
been shown that CRH is secreted into the
PVN

nerve

terminals to

pituitary circulation from parvocellular

regulate ACTH secretion (Vale et al 1981, Antoni 1986).

Although CRH has a key role in the regulation of the HPA axis, during basal and
stressful circumstances, where it acts as a

releasing factor, it also has

neurotransmitter and when administered

intravenously

can

a

role

as a

influence behaviour

(Sutton et al 1982), inhibit feeding (Britton et al 1982) and sexual behaviour

(Sirinathsinghji et al 1983) in the rat.
inhibit the
an

as

It also acts to stimulate the sympathetic and

parasympathetic nervous system (Brown et al 1982).

Overall CRH acts

integrator of the neuroendocrine, endocrine, autonomic and behavioural

response

to stress (Vale & Greer 1985).

CRH is found in

ca.

found in other brain

1000 cells of the PVN

areas

(Swanson & Kuypers 1980) and is

which include the hippocampus, olfactory bulb and

Barrington's micturition centre (Imaki et al 1991), but the greatest abundance of
CRH- immunoreactive
The

(IR) neurones is found in the pPVN (Swanson et al 1983).

pPVN is the principal site of pituitary neurosecretory

neurones

(Mahar et al

1981) that deliver CRH to the hypophyseal portal blood system to initiate the stress
cascade

(Antoni 1986, Sawchenko & Swanson 1989).

from the dorsal aspect

CRH-IR

neurones

arising

of the medial pPVN (Swanson et al 1983) provide the major

projection to the median eminence (Kawano et al 1988).
2.1

Physiological regulation of CRH
The relative amount of CRH

the PVN

changes in

response

expressed in the different neuronal populations of
to physiological and pathological paradigms.

described above secretion of CRH

cascade.

CRH

is involved in HPA activation in the stress

expression in the PVN is under negative feedback control by

glucocorticoid released from the adrenals (Keller-Wood & Dallmen 1984)
demonstrated

As

as

by the increase in CRH peptide content in the PVN following

adrenalectomy (Young et al 1986b).

This increase in CRH content only

occurs

in
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neurones

(Sawchenko

1987b,

Swanson

&

1989) and does not occur in magnocellular PVN neurones (Sawchenko et

1984).

This demonstrates that CRH expression in the PVN is differentially

regulated

on

the basis of connectivity and functional associations.

2.2 Stressful induction of CRH mRNA

Many experimental stress paradigms have been utilised to induce stress, these
include:

intraperitoneal injection of hyperosmotic saline (Lightman & Young 1988),

morphine withdrawal excitation (Lightman & Young 1988) and physical stress such
as

restraint stress

(Luo et al 1994) and footshock (Imaki et al 1991).

stressful conditions result in the upregulation
addition

psychological stress such

as

All these

of CRH mRNA in the medial pPVN. In

that induced by swimming (Harbuz &

Lightman 1989) also induce CRH gene expression in the pPVN.

Surprisingly, salt loading and dehydration induce

an

increase in CRH mRNA in

magnocellular neurones of the PVN and SON and a reduction in CRH mRNA
expression in the parvocellular PVN (Young 1986). This contrasts with the induction
of CRH mRNA in
acute

increases

pPVN neurones but not the magnocellular neurones following
in

systemic osmolarity (Lightman & Young 1987a,b).

CRH

expression is also induced in OXT magnocellular neurones following treatment with
colchicine

(Sawchenko et al 1984a).

2.3 Glucocorticoid regulation of CRH

In adrenalectomised rats, stress induces

CRH mRNA expression in the pPVN

which is maintained after the removal of the stress and does not return to normal
levels

as

found in intact rats

(Jingami et al 1985a, Young et al 1986, Imaki et al

1991) and this induced expression is reversed by the addition of dexamethasone, a
steroid

replacement (Jingami et al 1985b).

PVN results in
Harbuz &

a

Direct application of steroid onto the

significant reduction in CRH transcripts (Kovacs & Mezey 1987,

Lightman 1989) and this reduction is dependent

steroids used

on

the concentration of

(Swanson & Simmons 1989, Lightman & Harbuz 1993).

2.4 Structure of the CRH gene
The rat
was

genetic

sequence

for CRH

was

determined by Jingami et al (1985a) and

found to be similar to the human CRH gene

with areas of high homology

(Thompson et al 1987). It consists of two exons and one intron. The first

exon

and
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part of the second exon contains the untranslated 5' region of mRNA. The second
exon

contains the mRNA

protein coding region for the entire preproCRH

precursor

peptide and the complete 3' untranslated region.
2.5 Regulatory elements of the rat CRH

Transcription of the rat CRH

gene

gene

is initiated at

one

major site (Robinson et al

1989, Adler et al 1990) and a number of regulatory elements have been identified.
A consensus sequence

for a cAMP responsive regulatory element, similar to that

found in the rat somatostatin gene

(Montminy et al 1986), has been located 200 bp

upstream of the start site (Thompson et al 1987, Seasholtz et al 1988).
gene

The CRH

also contains multiple AP-1 like sites (Thompson et al 1987) and an AP-2 site

located at -150

bp (Majzoub et al 1993).

been shown to interact with

a

composite

Occupied glucocorticoid receptors have
element (GRE) in the promoter

response

region that is part of the identified AP-1 binding site (for review
Yamamoto

see

Miner &

1992). CRH gene expression has been demonstrated to be differentially

regulated by glucocorticoids and high doses of glucocorticoids do not completely
inhibit CRH gene
model

of the

expression (Harbuz & Lightman 1993, Plotsky et al 1993).

mechanism

of inhibition

of CRH

gene

A

expression mediated via

glucocorticoids has been proposed by Majzoub et al (1993) in which the occupied

glucocorticoid receptor interacts with other transcription factors and modulates the
activity of

a

transcription complex.

This interaction and therefore composite action

probably occurs at one of the identified AP-1 sites identified in the rat CRH promoter

(Thompson et al 1987).
2.6

Regulation of the CRH
CRH gene

and

gene

expression can be regulated by the protein kinase A and C pathways

by glucocorticoids (Majzoub et al 1993).

CRH

gene

expression is induced by

catecholamines, serotonin, acetylcholine, and interleukinl and IL-6 (Majzoub et al

1993).

CRH

gene

expression is inhibited by glucocorticoids and GABA in vivo

(Majzoub et al 1993).
In vitro PKC

pathway activators have been shown to upregulate CRH gene

expression in a number of cell lines (Widmaier et al 1988, Emanuel et al 1990)
however in continuous cell lines such

as

NPLC PKC activation induces CRH gene

expression whereas in At20 cells PKC activation has

no

effect

on

CRH gene
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expression (Majzoub et al 1993). Activation of the PKA pathway induces CRH gene
expression in At-20 cells (Dorin et al 1989) and in PC 12 cells (Seasholtz et al 1988)
but in F9 cells CRH gene
both

the

PKA and

expression is not altered. Therefore in vitro activation of

PKC

pathways can result in the induction of CRH gene

expression, but this expression is dependent on the cell line.
6.2.3 Proenkephalin A

The PENK A gene

encodes for the endogenous opioids met- and leu-enkephalin

(Howells et al 1984) which act

as

neuromodulators to regulate other neural

pathways. The distribution of PENK A in rat brain in motor,
and limbic
al

areas

sensory,

reproduction

suggests that enkephalin has diverse actions in the CNS (Harlan et

1987).

3.1

Function of enkephalin

Endogenous opioids
inhibit neuronal

k-

endogenous opioid receptors to

firing rates (Kosterlitz 1985). In vivo endogenous opioids have been

shown to

have functional

memory:

long term

responses

act on p-, 8- and

can

roles in the

potentiation

plasticity of neuronal populations i.e. in

(Martinez et al 1990),

learned

behavioural

(Martinez et al 1990) and in the control of OXT secretion (Leng et al

1994, Douglas et al 1995)
3.2

Physiological regulation of PENK A

Acute stressful stimuli also induces PENK A gene
gene

expression as well as CRH

expression in the pPVN (Lightman & Young 1987a, b).

demonstrated to co-exist with CRH in the
median eminence

PENK A has been

hypothalamus (Hokfelt et al 1983) and the

(Hisano et al 1987) thereby suggesting that there is an interaction

between CRH and

This interaction is not invariable since

endogenous opiates.

physical stressors such as foot-shock,

i.p.

hypertonic saline and naloxone-

precipitated morphine withdrawal all led to the induction of both CRH and PENK A
mRNA in the

pPVN (Lightman & Young 1987a, b, Lightman & Harbuz 1993)

whereas restraint stress and
not PENK A mRNA

swimming only induced CRH mRNA expression but

(Lightman & Harbuz 1993). Anaesthetics can also be stressful

and ether results in the induction of PENK A

expression but not CRH mRNA (Watts

1991). These differences could be explained by the different afferent pathways that
are

stimulated

by the different stressors and the neurotransmitters released having

Effect of second messenger

different effects

activation

on

CRH and PENK A gene

on

chemical stimulus that increases PENK A
increased PENK A

gene

expression.

Colchicine is

a

stressful

expression (Ceccatelli et al 1991) and

expression is induced by limbic seizures in the hippocampus

(Morris et al 1988).
dynorphin
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c-fos/c-jun complexes

can

also upregulate enkephalin and

expression (Draisci & ladarola 1989, Sonnenberg et al 1989a).

6.2.3.3 Regulation of PENK A mRNA

Glucocorticoids

1.

Glucocorticoids

can

regulate the expression of neuropeptide

genes

either

indirectly through regulation of other neural products which in turn regulate specific
neuropeptides (Chao & McEwan 1990, Joshi & Sabol 1991)
activation of

directly through

glucocorticoid receptors which then bind to specific DNA sequences to

regulate their transcription (Beato 1989).
forebrain

or

areas

administration

can

PENK A mRNA content in

be induced in adrenalectomised rats

(Ahima et al 1992).

some

rat

by acute glucocorticoid

Although PENK A contains a glucocorticoid

response

element (Chao & McEwan 1990, La Gamma & Adler 1987) glucocorticoid

action

this element is not

the

on

required to maintain basal levels of PENK A mRNA in

hypothalamus (Chao & McEwan 1990).

Basal PENK A transcript levels are

thought to be maintained by the action of neuromodulators acting on voltageactivated channels

or on

& Sabol

Glucocorticoid actions

increase

1991).

transcription

the PENK A gene may
2.

second messenger

or may

only

systems (Chao & McEwan 1990, Joshi

on

this

response

element may act to

increase transcript stability but their main action on

occur

during stress.

Second messenger response elements

The

enkephalin promoter contains two enhancer like regions: ENKCRE-1 and

ENKCRE-2

through which cAMP and phorbol ester inducible transcription has been

shown to be
element

regulated in conjunction with another enhancer downstream, the AP-2

(Comb et al 1986, 1988, Hyman et al 1989).

ENKCRE-1 element

(TGGCGTA) occurs between -104 and -98 bp and is required for maximal
transcriptional
CRE

responses

(TGCGTCA) which

to cAMP and phorbol ester.
occurs

The ENKCRE-2 contains

a

at -92 to -86 bp of the promoter and is absolutely

required for basal and regulated transcription of the enkephalin gene.
has also been shown to be bound in vitro

ENKCRE-2

by the transcription factors AP-1: the Fos

Effect of second messenger
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complex (Comb et al 1988), AP-4, ENKTF-1 and is also the likely binding

site of CREB
abolished

(Comb et al 1988, Hyman et al 1989).

by point mutations of either ENKCRE-1

or

Inducible enhancer activity is

ENKCRE-2 (Comb et al 1988)

whereas

point mutations in the AP-2 site results in a reduction in the induction of

PENK A

transcription through cAMP and phorbol ester (Hyman et al 1989).

It is

thought that these three inducible elements of the human PENK A gene act co¬
operatively in a synergistic fashion to induce transcription of the gene in the
of cAMP

presence

or

phorbol esters (Comb et al 1991).

Comb et al (1991) also

suggest that a transcription complex is formed from proteins bound to the ENKCRE1

and -2 and is

transcription.

required for signal transduction from cellular receptors to gene

Further analysis of the individual roles of each of these response

elements, ENKCRE-1, AP-2 and ENKCRE-2, demonstrated that individual elements
can

be acted upon

the induced

directly i.e. directly modulated by the intracellular pathways but

transcription that results is much less than with the intact promoter

(Comb et al 1991).

Multiple copies of the ENKCRE-2

response

promoter have all the characteristics of the wildtype plasmid

element as a
and therefore

compensate for the absence of the ENKCRE-1 and AP-2. Thus ENKCRE-2 may be
the enhancer that controls

enhanced

or

reduced

transcription of PENK A and action at this element is

by actions at other regulatory elements.

6.2.3.4 In vitro manipulations of PENK A gene expression

Synaptic activation and the effects of second messengers

on

PENK A

gene

expression have been extensively investigated in primary cultures of bovine adrenal
chromaffin cells
cells

also

(Eiden et al 1984, Quach et al 1984, Kley et al 1987a, b).

These

endogenously express PENK A but activation of PENK A gene expression has
been

investigated in C6 glioma cells (Joshi & Sabol 1991), CV-1

(Huggenvik et al 1991) and rat adrenal medullary cells (Hollt 1991).

cells

cAMP

analogues and forskolin which also increases intracellular cAMP levels increase
PENK A levels in bovine chromaffin cells
Membrane

depolarisation

increased PENK A levels
kinase C
to

or

Ca2+ entry by the addition of nicotine

(Kley et al 1987a).

or

veratridine also

Surprisingly, activation of the protein

pathway, by phorbol esters, in these chromaffin cells has also been shown

increase PENK A levels

plasmid

(Eiden et al 1984, Quach et al 1984).

pENKAT-12

which

(Kley 1988).
contained

Comb and colleagues constructed
the

promoter

region

of the

a

human
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preproenkephalin fused to the reporter CAT gene (Comb et al 1986).

phorbol ester and Ca2+

transfection into tissue culture cells the addition of cAMP,
leads to the induction of

expression of the reporter

gene

through their action

promoter region as occurs in vivo (Comb et al 1986, Nguyen et al 1990).
of

After

on

the

Deletion

parts of the promoter region revealed that a 50 b.p. sequence was required for

this

second

messenger

induction (Comb et al 1986,

demonstrated that the effect of TPA and Ca2+
the

PKA

i.e.

cAMP

was

1988).

But they also

dependent on prior activation of

pathway (Comb et al 1986, 1987, Nguyen et al 1990).

Continued exposure to an increased level of intracellular cAMP does not lead to a
sustained and
appearance

prolonged increase in PENK A levels,

of the reporter

which the levels of
de

novo

but there

gene,

appears to

as

demonstrated by the

be

a

refractory period in

expression diminish, in addition this decrease is dependent on

synthesis. This suggests that activated transcription of the PENK A gene is

highly regulated and is possibly repressed through a protein/transcription factor
whose

expression has been induced by the stimulus.

6.2.4 Experimental induction by stress
In rats

chronically dependent

administration of naloxone
conscious rats is
various

on

morphine (Rayner et al 1988) the systemic

precipitates withdrawal excitation.

This withdrawal in

thought to be 'stressful' and rapidly induces the release of ACTH,

fragments of the POMC

precursor

and adrenal corticosteroids (Gabriel et al

1985, Hollt 1991, Zimmerman et al 1975). These responses are thought to be as a
result of secretion of CRH into the

1986).

hypothalamo-hypophysial portal system (Antoni

The withdrawal also increase both PENK A and CRH mRNA in the PVN

(Lightman & Young 1987a, Lightman & Young 1988).
found in other stress

However,

in

Similar changes have been

paradigms (Harbuz & Lightman 1989).

urethane anaesthetised

rats

there

is

no

further increase

circulating ACTH over the elevated basal level due to the anaesthetic,
secretion of CRH into the

nor any

portal system (Russell et al 1988, Sheward et al 1990)

therefore the withdrawal fails to induce
induces OXT release from the
animals

in

peptide release of these compounds, but still

posterior pituitary (Bicknell et al 1988). In conscious

i.p. injection of hypertonic saline has also been shown to increase the

expression of CRH and PENK A as it is both an osmotic stimulus as well as painful
and therefore stressful

(Lightman & Young 1987b, Lightman & Young 1988). On

Effect of second messenger
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investigating the effects of urethane anaesthesia
and withdrawal stress Harbuz et al

CRH and PENK A after osmotic

on

(1991a) found that CRH and PENK A mRNA

significantly increased in the pPVN after naloxone precipitated withdrawal
after the

osmotic

demonstrate that

stress

compared to their relative controls.

conscious

a
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as

well as

These results

appreciation of stress is not required for induced

changes in CRH and PENK A mRNA gene expression, although conscious
appreciation

seems

to be required for the release of CRH.

CRH mRNA

expression induced by naloxone precipitated morphine withdrawal is

reduced in the presence

withdrawal

However, increases in

of the anaesthetic compared to conscious precipitated

(Harbuz et al 1991a, Lightman & Young 1988).

the CRH and PENK A gene

have been shown to

occur

Identical responses of

in male and female rats

(Lightman & Young 1989).
Certain

physiological conditions

can

inhibit the hypothalamic

Lactation has been shown to reduce the response
et al

response

to stress.

of the HPA axis to stress (Stern

1973). Salt loading and water deprivation also inhibit basal expression of CRH

and PENK A mRNA in the
et al

pPVN (Young 1986, Lightman & Young 1987b, Aguilera

1992) and prevent the response to stress. The mechanisms of this inhibition

unknown.

are

6.2.5 Second messenger pathways
Protein Kinase A pathway

6.2.5.1
As
PKA

a

result of

receptor occupation and the opening of ion channels linked to the

pathway a membrane bound enzyme, adenylate cyclase (AC) is activated. G-

proteins form the link between the receptors and the effector second messenger
Occupation of receptors results in the activation of the linked G-protein

system.

which in turn is either
of

a

stimulatory or inhibitory to AC (Northup et al 1983). Activation

stimulatory G-protein results in the activation of the AC (Woon et al 1989).

Action of

an

inhibitory activated G-protein results in inactivation of the G-protein via

an

unknown mechanism

an

ATP

cAMP

(Brown & Birnbaumer 1990). Adenylate cyclase contains

binding site and on activation AC dephosphorylates ATP to produce cAMP.

regulates the activity of cellular

responses

through the activation of the

catalytic subunit of cAMP dependent protein kinase (PKA) (Taylor et al 1990).
Activated PKA then

phosphorylates serine residues in

thereby activating them

eg.

many

intracellular proteins

activation of cAMP binding protein CREB (Gonzalez &

Effect of second messenger
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Montminy 1989). Many of these activated proteins
CREB,

which

is

are

transcription factors and like

actually a family of cAMP activated

demonstrated to act in
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proteins,

conjunction with other transcription factors such

have been
as

c-fos to

regulate gene transcription (Hoeffler et al 1991).
Increased levels of cAMP have been demonstrated to induce the
a

number of late response genes

transcription of

including somatostatin (Montminy et al 1986),

phosphoenol pyruvate carboxykinase (Short et al 1986) and enkephalin (Comb et al
1986). The generation of plasmid constructs in which late

promoter

response gene

regions are fused to reporter genes such as chloramphenicol acetyltransferase

(CAT) allowed in vitro investigation and identification of the DNA
responsive to

cAMP.

This

DNA sequence

has the

TGACGTCA and is termed the cAMP response

1986).

Increases

in

consensus

that is

sequence

element (CRE: Montminy et al

intracellular Ca2+ through entry from the extracellular

environment and from internal stores act
are

sequence

as a

cofactor for many

of the proteins that

phosphorylated by cAMP. Increased intracellular levels of Ca2+ have also been

demonstrated

to

induce

c-fos

gene

transcription

in

vitro mediated through

phosphorylation of CREB and its action on the CRE in the c-fos promoter (Sheng et
al

1990). CREB is activated by Ca2+/calmodulin dependent kinases in vitro (Sheng

et al

1991) however in PC 12 cells PKA activation is required for c-fos induction by

Ca2+ ions (Ginty et al 1991).

Therefore

gene

expression induced by increases in

intracellular Ca2+ ions alone in vitro is variable and the role of direct Ca2+ ion

transcriptional activation of gene expression in vivo is unknown.
6.2.5.2 Protein Kinase C pathway
The

PKC

pathway involves two intracellular signalling molecules:

triphosphate (IP3) and DAG.

acetylcholine
metabolism

and

Occupation of PKC linked receptors, such

noradrenaline,

results

(Weiss & Putney 1981,

mobilisation and activation of PKC
results in the

in

an

increase

in

Prpic et al 1982)

(Berridge 1981).

Occupation of the receptors
a-

plasma membrane.

hydrolyses phosphoinositides and phosphatidylcholine into

primary products: IP3 and DAG (Berridge 1987).

activated

phosphoinositide

hydrolysis of the linked G-protein into its active state, the activated

The activated PLC then

as

intracellular calcium

subunit then interacts with PLC within the inner leaflet of the

two

inositol

by Ca2+ in a positive feedback

manner

PLC

may

also be directly

(Eberhard & Holz 1988).

It is at
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point that the pathway bifurcates with IP3 and DAG having different intracellular

actions

although they act synergistically (Nishizuka 1984).

IP3 enters the cytoplasm to release Ca2+ ions from intracellular stores such

as

the

endoplasmic reticulum (Streb et al 1983) and this action is probably through the IP3
interacting with

a

specific receptor

on

the endoplasmic reticulum membrane

induced Ca2+ release is not inhibited in the presence

of

a

Ca2+

pump

as

IP3

antagonist

(Prentki et al 1984) or isoforms of IP3 may have a direct action on a Ca2+ channel

(Lupu-Meiri et al 1994). This increase in intracellular Ca2+ ion results from cellular
activation but
ions

IP3 is required for maintenance of basal intracellular levels of Ca2+

(Prentki et al 1985).

pump

extrusion

across

DAG remains
PKC

Increased Ca2+ ion concentration is reduced rapidly by

the plasma membrane (Altin & Bygrave 1985).

within the inner leaflet of the

plasma membrane and stimulates

(Nishizuka 1984). DAG acts to increase PKC affinity for Ca2+ thereby fully

activating the PKC (Takai et al 1979) in the absence of elevated Ca2+ levels

(Kishimoto et al 1980). PKC consists of
(Parker et al 1989, Nishizuka 1992).
increases the actions of PKC
reviews

as

a

catalytic domain and

There

are many

regulatory domain

isoforms of PKC which

they have different activities and distributions (for

Nishizuka 1988, Dekker & Parker 1994).

see

a

diversification in second messenger responses

PKC isoforms allow cellular

to external stimuli (Dekker & Parker

1994). The pathway is switched off by IP3 degradation into inositol monophosphate
(Berridge & Irvine 1984).
6.3

Experiments

6.3.1

1.1

Drugs

Phorbol-12-myristate 13-acetate (PMA)
Phorbol

have

esters

been

shown

to

function

partly through a persistent

stimulation of protein kinase C, in vivo and in vitro (Castagna et al 1982, Nishizuka

1984) and to have

a

(Kikkawa et al 1983).
inner leaflet of the
PKC in

a manner

Bell & Burns
PKC

similar pattern of distribution of binding sites to PKC in brain

Phorbol esters are thought to act at the

same

site on the

plasma membrane as DAG (Castagna et al 1982) and stimulate
similar to that of DAG

(Castagna et al 1982, Kikkawa et al 1983,

1991) and therefore been shown to mimic synaptic activation of the

pathway.. The phorbol diester, phorbol 12-myristate 13-acetate (PMA) is one

Effect of second messenger

of the most

commonly used phorbol esters for in vitro experiments (Audy et al 1990,

Dunnmon et al 1990,
al

1992).

It is

in tumour

as
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a

Lee et al 1990a, Goc et al 1992, Monstein et al 1991, Viard et

useful tool for both intracellular second

messenger

studies

as

well

promotion studies (Blumberg 1981). Although it has been mostly used

in in vitro studies to

investigate the role of the PKC pathway in

direct infusion of PMA into the midbrain central grey area,
to increase lordosis

gene

expression,

a

in vivo, has been shown

Its highly lipophilic nature enables it to

(Mobbs et al 1989).

penetrate the brain tissue and enter cells easily and so following i.e.v. injection it
should diffuse from the third ventricle into the
and

so

parvocellular

neurones

of the PVN

potentially influence CRH and PENK A mRNA expression.

Figure 6.3.1

Structure of PMA and diacylqlycerol
O

ch2oh
20

Phorbol

Although PMA has

a

small degree of water solubility due to its polar

must be dissolved first in an

(C36H5608

Diacylglycerol

12-myristate 13-actetate

MW

616.8:

organic solvent.

Sigma,

U.K.)

was

therefore

it

a

was

therefore

dissolved

our

1990a) and

so

a

in

100%

stock solution of 1

low volatility, but PMA is sensitive to both light and temperature
stored

in

the

dark

at

-20°C.

concentrations of PMA induced LHRH release from
et al

it

Phorbol 12-myristate 13-acetate

dimethylsulphoxide (DMSO: [CH3]2SO: Sigma, U.K.) to produce
pg/pl. DMSO has

groups,

in

our

experimental stimulus.

first experiment, 6.3.3,

Micromolar

to

nanomolar

hypothalamic slices in vitro (Lee

we

decided to use 20 ng/pl first as

Effect of second messenger
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1.2. Dibutyryl cyclic adenosine monophosphate (dbcAMP)
Two of the most

experiments
cAMP

are

commonly used analogues of cAMP for in vitro and in vivo

dibutyrylcyclic adenosine monophosphate (dbcAMP) and 8-bromo-

(Rice et al 1989, Szente & Baranyi 1989, Wyne et al 1989, Honda, S. et al

1990, Dorin et al 1993, Sladek & Gallaher 1993).

Cyclic AMP stimulates PKA

activity in cells (Ross & Gillman 1980) by dissociating the two catalytic subunits to
expose

catalytic cores that recognise particular substrates (Knighton et al 1991).

Figure 6.3.2 Structure of dbcAMP and cAMP

cAMP

dibutyrylcAMP

(N6,2'-0-dibutyryladenosine

DbcAMP

3',

C18H23N508PNa: molecular weight 491.4; Sigma) is
second messenger
see

Fig. 6.3.2.

more

an

mono-phosphate:

analogue of the in vivo

cyclic-adenosine monophosphate (cAMP), for their structures

DbcAMP was chosen as the synthetic analogue of cAMP as it is

lipophillic than the other analogue 8-bromo-cAMP and so might penetrate

further

cells.

5'-cyclic

through the brain tissue surrounding the ventricles and
The dbcAMP

dbcAMP:

readily enter

might therefore penetrate the parvocellular PVN neurones from

the third ventricle and

expression.

more

so

potentially influence CRH and PENK A mRNA gene

In vitro studies exposed cells to relatively high concentrations of

mouse

adrenal tumour cells,Y-1 were

exposed to 1 mM (Honda, S. et al

1990) and rat ovarian granulosa cell were exposed to 10 mM (Wyne et al 1989).

Effect of second messenger

Working
a

on

the assumption that

total infusion of 1 mg

in total

over

activation
a

on

CRH and PENK A mRNA expression

rat brain weighs 2g, 1 pM/g (1 mM) would require

into the rat brain. We began with

10 min at 1.4
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pl/min and therefore infused

a

an

i.e.v. infusion of 3.5

mg

total of 7 pinoles.

6.3.2 Animals
All animals used in these studies
which

were

housed under standard conditions and fed

in General Methods
weeks before the

Section 1:

(G.M.) 2.1.

virgin Sprague Dawley rats

a

standard diet

as

described

All animals were allowed to acclimatise for 2-3

experiment.

Effect of stimulation of the

PENK A gene

6.3.3

adult female

were

protein kinase C pathway

on

CRH and

expression in anaesthetised rats

Expt. 1 Effect of PKC activation

on

CRH and PENK A mRNA in pPVN in

urethane anaesthetised rats
The

pilot study1, (Results 6.4.1) indicated that i.e.v. infusion of phorbol ester,

PMA, may induce the expression of PENK A mRNA in the pPVN neurones

compared to i.e.v. vehicle infused controls.
motor disturbances in conscious rats.

co-ordination of muscles in the limbs
the infusion continued

They appeared to be paralysed/lose motor
on

the contralateral side to the infusion site if

beyond 20 min. Therefore as these motor disturbances may

be stressful and therefore

1

Infusion of the phorbol ester induced

likely to induce the expression of PENK A and CRH

Pilot study of the effect of PMA on PENK A mRNA expression in the pPVN
A group

cannula
PVN

of virgin female rats

was

implanted, under ether anaesthesia, with either an i.c.v.

(n=8: surgical preparation 6.3.3.1) or a cannula for direct unilateral infusion into the

(n=4: surgical preparation 6.3.6.1). 2 days later the conscious animals were given an

i.c.v. infusion of either 420-1000 ng

n=3). Some rats
vehicle

were

PMA (n=5) or vehicle (2% or 50% DMSO in 0.15M NaCI,

given a direct infusion onto the PVN of either PMA (10 ng, n=2) or

(50% DMSO, 50% 0.15M NaCI, n=2). All the rats

of the infusion, their brains removed and frozen on
mRNA in situ

hybridisation. The standard

that the resultant

curve

were

decapitated 4h after the start

dry ice prior to processing for PENK A

from the in situ hybridisation demonstrated

grain density was proportional to the amount of bound radioactivity.

Analysis of the silver grain density demonstrated that i.c.v. PMA infusion appeared to induce
PENK A mRNA
are

expression in the pPVN compared to vehicle infused controls. The results

summarised in Table 6.4.1.

Effect of second messenger

mRNA in the

pPVN
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decided to perform subsequent experiments using PMA

we

under urethane anaesthesia.
1.

Surgical preparation
Female

Sprague Dawley rats (268.8 ± 12.2 g)

were

anaesthetised with urethane

(i.p.: 1.25 g/kg) and secured one hour later in a stereotaxic frame.
incision

made in the

was

to reveal

scalp, the skin retracted and the periosteum scraped

bregma. The skull was levelled

horizontal

same

caudal to

A 1.0 mm hole

plane.

so

that bregma and lambda

was

2.

were

away

in the

drilled 0.4 mm left lateral, 1.8 mm

bregma for the insertion of the i.e.v. infusion cannula.

xylocaine (G.M. 2.2.5) was injected in the scalp at the site of
were

A midline

During surgery

surgery

and the rats

left to stabilise for 2h.

Experimental procedure
Pilot

study results (see below 6.4.1) indicated that an appropriate and effective

dose of PMA

was

for 20 min at

long)

was

o.d., 0.5

a

flow rate of 1.4

mm

For

phorbol ester,

was

a

A

tip lay 3.5

or

drawn

mm

up

into the tubing

2h after the start of

below the skull in the lateral cerebral ventricle. The

mRNA

was

infused for 20

pl/min. 4h after the start of the i.e.v. infusion, when CRH and

expression would be maximal, the anaesthetised rats

immediately

Expt. 2

of the stereotaxic frame. PMA

vehicle (2% DMSO, 98% 0.15M NaCI, n=7)

rate of 1.4

A mRNA in situ

6.3.4

was

freely through the infusion apparatus.

decapitated and the brains removed,
frozen

1pl air bubble

held in position by a clamp on the arm

(20 ng/pl, n=6 )

PENK

a

i.e.v. infusion cannula was lowered stereotaxically through the drilled

that its

cannula

min at

The infusion cannula (28 gauge, 5.5 mm

by PMA (20 ng/pl). Before insertion of the infusion cannula it was ensured

surgery an
so

pl/min.

i.d.). The syringe and tubing were filled with vehicle: 2% DMSO, 98%

that the solution flowed

hole

ng/pl PMA in 2% DMSO/98% 0.15M NaCI administered

attached to a 100 pi glass gas tight syringe via polythene tubing (1.0 mm

0.15 M NaCI.
followed

that of 20

on

as

described in G.M. 2.6.

were

The brains were

dry ice and stored at -70°C till processed for CRH and PENK

hybridisation.

Effect of direct application of PMA onto PVN
expression in urethane anaesthetised rats

on

CRH

gene
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Surgical preparation

Virgin female Sprague Dawley rats (c.a. 299 ± 15.8g)
1.p. injection of urethane (i.p.: 1.25 g/kg) and placed in
With the head held in the

1h later.

incision to expose
same

horizontal

and 1.8
2.

mm

ear

bregma and levelled

plane. A 1.0

mm

hole

a

bars, the skull

anaesthetised with

an

Stoelting stereotaxic frame
exposed by a midline

was

that bregma and lambda were in the

so

was

were

drilled 0.4

mm

left lateral to the midline

posterior to bregma.

Experimental procedure
The infusion cannula

(0.8 mm o.d., 0.4

mm

(33

gauge,

i.d.) and

a

8.16 mm long) was attached to plastic tubing

5 pi gas tight syringe and filled with either PMA (20

ng/pl) or vehicle (2% DMSO, 98% NaCI).

2h after surgery was completed the

infusion cannula

so

stereotaxically lowered

that its tip lay 7,16 mm below the

10 min after the insertion of the infusion cannula

skull.
0.5

was

pi of either PMA,

n=

5 min after the infusion, the

infusion cannula

was

by slowly raising the arm of the stereotaxic frame. 4h after the start of the

infusion the rats
at -70°C till

6.3.5.

intranuclear infusion of

7, or vehicle, n=6, was administered over 1 min, onto the

PVN of the anaesthetised rats.
removed

an

were

decapitated, the brains removed, frozen

on

dry ice and stored

processed for CRH mRNA in situ hybridisation.

Expt. 3 Effect of i.e.v. PMA on CRH mRNA expression in the pPVN of
pentobarbitone anaesthetised rats

Urethane anaesthesia induces c-fos gene
as we

expression (Takayama et al 1994) and

address whether PKC activation induces Fos

expression in Chapter 7 we

require to determine whether PKC stimulation under barbiturate anaesthesia
induce CRH mRNA gene

can

expression.

1. Surgical Preparation
Animals

(276.3 ± 3.5g)

mg/ml, 48 mg/kg).
was

were

anaesthetised with sodium pentobarbitone (60

Following placement in

made in the skin

a

stereotaxic frame

a

midline incision

overlying the skull, the skull exposed and the periosteum

scraped away to expose bregma. An i.e.v. guide cannula was implanted through a
1.0

mm

hole drilled 1.6

mm

bregma. The guide cannula

left lateral to the midline and 0.6

was

mm

posterior to

affixed to the skull as described in G.M. 2.6.
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2. Experimental procedure
2h after the surgery was

completed the rats

were

infused with either PMA (20

ng/pl, n=2) or VEH (2% DMSO, 98% NaCI) for 20 min at 1.4 pl/min. 4h after the
start of the infusion the rats

immediately onto chucks

on

were

decapitated, the brains removed and frozen

The brains

dry ice.

were

stored at -70°C before

processing for CRH mRNA in situ hybridisation.
Section 2:

Effect of stimulation of the
PENK A gene

6.3.6

protein kinase A pathway

on

CRH and

expression in conscious rats

Expt. 4 Pilot study of the effect of i.c.v. dbcAMP on CRH and PENK A mRNA
expression

1.

Surgical preparation
Female rats

(261.9 ± 9.8g) were anaesthetised with ether and placed in a

stereotaxic frame.

A midline incision

was

made in the

scalp and the periosteum

scraped away to expose bregma. An i.c.v. guide cannula (22 gauge, 4.5 mm long)
was

implanted through

a

1.0

mm

diameter hole drilled 1.6 mm left lateral, 0.6 mm

caudal to

bregma so that its tip lay 3.5 mm below the skull in the lateral cerebral

ventricle.

The cannula

wound closed with two

animals
2.

were

left to

was

affixed in position as described in

reverse

recover

sutures.

A

dummy cannula

G.M. 2.3.1 and the

was

inserted and the

for 48h after surgery.

Experimental procedure
In all recovery

their

experiments, rats

were

handled on the day following surgery and

dummy caps loosened in order that the same handling the following day would

be less stressful for the animals and therefore less
PENK A mRNA

expression.

likely to increase both CRH and

On the day of the experiment, 48h after surgery, the

dummy caps were loosened and removed 10 min before the insertion of the infusion
cannula

(28

gauge,

5.5 mm long). The infusion cannula was attached to a 100 pi

glass gas tight Hamilton syringe via polythene tubing (1.0 mm o.d., 0.5 mm i.d.).
The

syringe and tubing were filled with 0.15M NaCI. A 1pl air bubble was drawn up

into the dbcAMP

6.4.5.1.

syringe, followed by the appropriate dilution of dbcAMP- see table

Before insertion of the infusion cannula it

was

ensured that the solution

flowed

freely through the infusion apparatus. The infusion cannula was inserted

that its

tip lay 4.5 mm below the skull in the lateral ventricle. 10 min later, solutions

so

Effect of second messenger

were

infused at 1.4 pl/min
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for the appropriate time,
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table 6.4.5.1, VEH: n=4,

dbcAMP; n=7. During the infusion the rats were allowed to move freely around their

After the infusion was stopped the infusion cannula was removed 10 min

cage.

later and the rats
when

decapitated whilst conscious, 4h after the start of infusion

were

PENK A mRNA gene

removed

as

expression would be maximal.

described in G.M. 2.6, frozen on

The brains

were

dry ice and stored at -70°C till

processed for PENK A mRNA in situ hybridisation. Any obvious behavioural effects
on

the conscious animal

by the dbcAMP infusion

Here the brains

sent, express delivery on dry ice, to Dr. M. Harbuz, at the

were

was

noted.

Dept. of Medicine, Bristol University for processing for PENK A mRNA in situ
hybridisation. Both our groups use the same in situ hybridisation methodology and
we use

the

same

oligonucleotide probes to detect PENK A mRNA and CRH mRNA

(Young et al 1986, Harbuz et al 1991). Their ISH methodology is outlined in 6.3.9.8
(Harbuz & Lightman 1989).
6.3.7

Expt. 5

Effect of i.c.v. dbcAMP

on

hyperosmotically stimulated CRH and

PENK A mRNA expression
The

pilot study results (6.4.5) indicated that the effect of stimulating the PKA

pathway might lead to an inhibition of PENK A mRNA
we

examined further whether

gene

gene

expression. Therefore

activating the PKA pathway could inhibit PENK A

expression by investigating whether activation of the PKA pathway under

stressful conditions i.e.

following i.p. hypertonic saline, when both CRH and PENK A

mRNA

induced (Harbuz & Lightman 1989) did indeed lead to the

expression

inhibition of
1.

expression of both mRNAs.

Surgical preparation
Female

virgin Sprague Dawley rats (252.1 ± 24.8g)

ether and the
of
2.

are

an

i.c.v.

same

technique, as described in 6.3.6,

was

were

anaesthetised with

used for the implantation

guide cannula.

Experimental procedure
Pilot

dbcAMP

study results (6.4.5) indicated that
was

that of 4.166

(Braun Melsunger pump).

an

appropriate and effective dose of

pg/pl administered for 20 min at

a

flow rate of 1.4 pl/min

The infusion cannulae and syringes

were

set up as

Effect of second messenger
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above, para. 6.3.7.2 and contained either dbcAMP (4.166 jjg/pil) or vehicle (VEH:
0.9%

saline). Rats were given an i.e.v. infusion of dbcAMP, for 20 min then injected

intraperitoneal^ (i.p.) with either 1.5M NaCI (4 ml/kg, n=8) or 0.9% NaCI (4 ml/kg,
n=6). Another group of rats

infused with VEH, i.e.v., for 20 min then given an

was

1.p. injection of either 1.5M NaCI (4 ml/kg, n=8),
reaction of the rats to the

infusion all the rats

2.6, frozen

on

were

i.p. injection

or

0.9% NaCI (4 ml/kg, n=6). The
4h after the start of the i.e.v.

noted.

was

decapitated and the brains removed, as described in G.M.

dry ice and stored at -70°C till processed for in situ hybridisation for

both PENK A and CRH mRNA.
Here the brains

were

sent

on

dry ice,

express

delivery to Dr. M. Harbuz, for

processing for CRH and PENK A mRNA in situ hybridisation. For outline of in situ
hybridisation technique used
6.3.8

see

6.3.9.8.

Expt. 6 Effect of direct activation of PKA in the PVN of conscious osmotically
stressed rats

1.

Surgical preparation

Virgin female Sprague Dawley rats (301.2 ±16.4 g) were anaesthetised with
halothane anaesthesia in

a

perspex

Stoelting stereotaxic frame.

box at a flow rate of 2 l/min and placed in a

With the head secured with

ear

bars, the skull was

exposed by a midline incision and levelled so that bregma and lambda were in the
same

horizontal plane.

and 1.8
hole

mm

and

A 1.0

was

of the

was

drilled 0.4 mm left lateral to the midline

screw

hole were drilled lateral to the cannula

guide cannula (26 gauge, 7.16 mm long) the

held in place with dental acrylic. Two

close the wound and the rats
2.

hole

posterior to bregma. Two

after insertion

assembly

mm

were

left to

recover

reverse

sutures were used to

for 48h.

Experimental procedure
Rats

were

that stress

handled

on

the

following day and their dummy

arising from like handling

The infusion cannula

on

caps

loosened in order

the day of experiment would be lessened.

(33 gauge, 8.16 mm long) was attached to polythene tubing

(0.8 mm o.d., 0.4 mm i d.) and connected to a 5 pi gas tight syringe, filled with either
dbcAMP
caps,

(48 pg/pl)

or

vehicle (0.9% saline). 10 min after the removal of the dummy

the infusion cannula

and therefore

was

inserted so that its tip lay 7.16 mm below the skull

just above the PVN.

10 min after the insertion of the cannula

an
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pi was administered onto the PVN of the conscious rats. One minute

after the infusion of either dbcAMP, n=8, or

injection of 1.5M NaCI (4 ml/kg).

vehicle n=8, all rats

were

given

an

4h after the start of the infusion the rats

decapitated, the brains removed, frozen

i.p.

were

dry ice and stored at -70°C till

on

processed for in situ hybridisation for CRH mRNA.
6.3.9 In situ hybridisation (ISH) methodology

For full
tissue

methodology,

see

preparation, all utensils

G.M. 2.9.
were

double distilled deionised water
9.1

Gloves

were worn

at all times, including

autoclaved and all water used was autoclaved

(addH20).

Oligonucleotide probes
1. The PENK A oligonucleotide probe is complementary to a 48 b.p. sequence

(388-435) of the rat PENK A mRNA (Yoshikawa et al 1984).
sequence see

For exact

G.M. 2.9.1.1

2. The CRH oligonucleotide probe is complimentary to a 48 b.p. sequence (496-

543) of the rat prepro-CRH mRNA (Jingami et al 1985a).
Both these

particular oligonucleotide probes have been used to detect their

respective mRNAs in the rat brain (Lightman & Young 1987b).
9.2 Tissue Preparation
10 pm

thaw

coronal sections through the hypothalamus at the level of the PVN were

mounted

onto

dichromic

acid

desiccated boxes at -70°C until

cleaned

slides.

processed for ISH.

collected and stained with either toluidine blue

location of

or

Sections

were

stored

in

Every tenth section was

cresyl violet for verification of

implanted cannulae and brain orientation.

9.3 Brain paste standards
For each

run

of ISH

exposed to either film
amount of

known

a

or

set of brain

paste standards was included in the slides

autoradiographic emulsion in order to determine the

radioactivity relating to the measured grain densities. Serial dilutions of

amount

radioactivity, 35S-dATP, were added to a known volume of

of

homogenised brain (for exact methodology
disintegrations

per

densities from film

a

a

see

G.M. 2.9.5.1). The

mean

number of

minute was calculated and with the resultant silver grain
standard

curve was

computed for the relationship between the
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grain density and the dpm/mm2 for each probe. From the standard

silver

amount of

silver

hybridised probe
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over

selected brain

areas was

curve

the

determined from the

grain densities.

9.4 Probe labelling and specific activity
An

of 35S-dATP

excess

was

added to 9

pmole of either the CRH

or

PENK A

oligonucleotide probes in the presence of terminal deoxynucleotide transferase

(TdT) and tailing buffer. The labelled probe
by

passage

through

determine which
labelled

probe

a

was

Sephadex column.

then separated from the free label

A scintillation counter

was

used to

samples contained the labelled probe. The specific activity of the
then calculated

was

probe had to have

a

as

described in G.M. 2.9.5.3.

specific activity that

was

Each labelled

greater than 100 Ci/mmol to be used

in the ISH.
9.5

ISH methodology

Selected slides

were

removed from the desiccated boxes after

thawing to room

temperature for 1h. Slides were placed in racks and fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde
for 20

min, rinsed in 0.1 M PBS then washed in 0.1 M PBS for 10 min.

acetylation in ethanolamine solution for 10 min the slides

were

After

dehydrated through

70, 80, 90, 100 % ethanol, chloroform, 100 then 90 % ethanol. After air drying the
sections the slides
control slides

were

were

placed in incubation chambers. For each ISH three sets of

included: RNase, RNase buffer and no

Following 1 h incubation with RNase
washed in
no

or

probe,

see

G.M. 2.9.5.4.

RNase buffer these control slides were

addH20 then replaced in their incubation chambers. All sections, except

probe sections were then incubated with 40 pi hybridisation buffer containing

2500

dpm/pl labelled probe for 20h at 37°C.

No probe slides were incubated with

hybridisation buffer only for 20h at 37°C. It was ensured that the whole section was
covered and the humidified chambers
Next

were

sealed before the incubation.

day, the excess hybridisation solution was tipped off the slides and the area

around each section dried with tissue before the slides
were

rinsed in 1*SSC at 55°C before

at 55°C.
were

Slides

air dried,

were

were

placed in racks. Slides

being washed three times for 30 min in 1*SSC

then washed for

a

further hour in 1*SSC at 55°C.

Sections

dipped in 80% alcohol containing 300 mM ammonium acetate, then

100% absolute alcohol then air dried.
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activation

darkroom, the slides

cassettes and a sheet of Umax

the slides.

of slides
and

was

see

noted.
a

The cassette

one

was

were

black polythene bag. The film

up,

into autoradiographic

placed emulsion side down

set of brain

edges
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taped, section side

Hyperfilm

Each cassette contained

placed in

time,

were

on

on

top of

paste standards and the layout

sealed with tape, wrapped in tinfoil

was

left to

expose

for

a

set period of

each experiment, at 4°C. For each probe, approximately four slides and a

set of radioactive standard set

were

placed in between mirror tiles

described in 2.9.5.4, to test whether the film had been

on

film,

as

exposed for a sufficient

period of time.
The test film
PENK A
were

was

developed first after 21 days of exposure for both the CRH and

probes. If the film had been exposed for long enough the rest of the films

developed, if not the other films

for exact exposure

were

exposed for longer, see each experiment

times.

The cellular location of the radiolabeled
sections in

photographic emulsion. Sections

of

number

weeks.

counterstained with

After

development

probe
were

was

determined by dipping the

then kept in the dark at 4°C for a

of the

emulsion,

the

sections

were

haematoxylin and eosin, mounted in DePeX and coverslipped.

9.6 Quantitative analysis
The

developed films were sellotaped onto glass slides and overlaid on the

original sections. The PVN and SON outlines, viewed under a macroscope,
then scratched onto the film
Vickers

were

using a needle. Film sections were viewed with a M17

microscope, x10 objective, and the grain densities computed by measuring

the total

grain

area

in

set area using a Joyce Lobel pMagiscan image analysis

a

system. A film background measurement was made for each tissue measurement
and this
per

unit

was

subtracted from the tissue measurement to

area.

identified

For each rat, the

area.

Group

a

The average

logarithmic relationship

were

was

calculated for each

then computed.

Three silver grain

measured in the

same

way

and the background

silver grain density for each standard was calculated and
was

The tissue measurements
curve.

silver grain density

means per area were

densities for each standard
subtracted.

mean

give the silver grain density

then plotted for the grain density against radioactivity.

were

only accepted if they lay on the straight part of the

Silver grain density in the autoradiographs is therefore expressed as a ratio

of detected silver

grain area over detected field area (arbitrary units).
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9.7 Statistics

Appropriate statistics
the results section.

performed for each experiment and

were

All statistical tests

analysis of variance when Sigma Stat

was

are as

stated in

performed using NCSS except for

were

used.

9.8 Summary of ISH methodology used by Dr. M. Harbuz
The ISH

methodology used is based

(1989).

Our brains

sections

through the hypothalamus

until

that described in Harbuz & Lightman

on

kept frozen at -70°C until processed.

were

processed for ISH.

were

15 pm coronal

cut on the cryostat and stored at -70°C

After warming to RT sections were fixed in 4%

paraformaldehyde, washed and acetylated in 0.25% acetic anhydride to reduce
non-specific binding.
as

Sections

described in 6.3.9.5.

mRNA

were

were

The 48

activities of the

were

probes

a

series of alcohols

b.p. oligonucleotide probes for CRH and PENK A

complementary to the

(6.3.9.1). The probes

then dehydrated through

same

base pair

sequence

described above

radiolabeled with 35S-dATP using TdT and the specific

were

Sections

then calculated.

were

hybridised with the

respective probes as stated in each experiment and incubated overnight at 37°C.
Unbound

probe

was

removed by four washes in SSC at 55°C followed by two 1h

Sections

washes at RT.

rinsed

were

in water and

apposed to Hyperfilm for

approximately 3 weeks. Optical density of the film autoradiographs
using

a

Kontron/

Zeiss

measurements

were

control sections

as

image

presented

used here

analysis

as

were

These

system.

was

optical

arbitrary units of optical density.

included in each

run

measured

density

The

same

of ISH.

6.4 Results

6.4.1 Pilot study of the effect of phorbol ester
1.

Effect of PKC activation
From table 6.4.1 it

may

be

PENK A mRNA in pPVN

PENK A mRNA in pPVN
seen

that activation of PKC

by i.e.v. infusion of PMA

induce PENK A mRNA expression in the pPVN as rats infused with the phorbol

ester appear

the

can

on

on

to have greater silver grain densities (in bold) in the film that overlay

pPVN and therefore greater PENK A mRNA density, than rats infused with

vehicle.

Effect of second messenger

Table 6.4.1

activation

on

CRH and PENK A mRNA expression

Summary of effect of PMA

on

PENK A mRNA in the pPVN

Infusion

Rat

Drug
Concentration

Time

Vehicle/

(min)

DMSO

behavioural effect

i.c.v.

2

i.c.v.

-

20

ng/pl

30

2

30

2

PENK A
mRNA

(Grain
Density)

(%)
1

268

no

effect

0.104

Motor effects/loss

0.169

of balance
3

i.c.v.

4

i.c.v.

-

100

5

i.c.v.

6

i.c.v.

10

7

i.c.v.

20

8

i.c.v.

9

i.n.

10

i.n.

11

i.n.

12

i.n.

ng/pl
-

ng/pl

20

50

slight rear limb
paralysis

0.1074

20

50

died

30

2

30

2

15

2

no

effect

0.145

15

2

no

effect

0.182

1

50

no

effect

0.050

1

50

no

effect

0.064

1

50

no

effect

0.018

1

50

no

effect

0.065

-

effect

0.095

increased

0.154

no

respiration

All solutions

2.

ng/pl
20 ng/pl
10 ng total
10 ng total
-

-

were

delivered at

a

flow rate of 1.4

pl/min.

Methodological considerations
PMA

appeared to have an effect on motor co-ordination in the conscious rats as

their limbs
appear

on

the contralateral side to the infusion cannula

paralysed

as

began to drag and

the duration and dosage of PMA increased. As this might be

stressful and therefore activate stress
CRH and PENK A in the

pPVN it

was

pathways that influence the expression of
decided that further experiments using PMA

should be carried out under urethane anaesthesia.
weeks and the resultant silver

Films

were

exposed for three

grain densities from the serial diluted 35S-dATP brain

paste standards were measured and the amount of radioactivity per standard was
counted

in the scintillation

radioactivity

per

The

relationship between the amount of

unit volume and the resultant silver grain density was plotted for

each standard that

A).

counter.

was

above

background and below film saturation (Fig. 6.4.1.1

The silver grain density measurements for PENK A mRNA following i.e.v.

infusions

lay

on

the straight part of the

curve

(Fig. 6.4.1.1 B).

3. Vehicle

The animals infused with vehicle: 50% DMSO,
have

a

50% saline (0.15M) appeared to

slight paralysis in their hind limbs whereas rats infused with vehicle: 2%

DMSO, 98% saline (0.15M) were unaffected by the infusion.

Therefore it appears

Effect of second messenger

that 50% DMSO has
i.c.v. infusions.

a

activation

motor effect
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by itself and cannot be used as the vehicle for

The vehicle used in

subsequent experiments

was

2% DMSO in

98% 0.15M saline.
4.

Drug doses
On

considering the resultant silver grain densities from the PMA infusions we

decided to infuse 20

experiments
could

so

ng/pl for 20 min, at

a

flow rate of 1.4 pl/min, in

that the total amount infused would be 560

ng, over a

our

next

time that

potentially influence CRH and PENK A mRNA expression but would not affect

respiration.
For direct activation of PKC in the

insufficient and therefore
100 ng

we

decided to

pPVN, the dose of PMA used may be
use one

fifth of the effective i.c.v dose i.e.

PMA in 0.5 pi DMSO to directly stimulate the PVN in the subsequent

experiment. This amount of PMA is not excessive, Mobbs and co-workers infused 5
PMA in 1 pi into rat brain (Mobbs et al 1989).

pg

6.4.2

Effect of PKC stimulation

on

CRH and PENK A mRNA expression in pPVN of

urethane anaesthetised rats
1.

Methodology
Film

overlying hybridised sections was developed after exposing for four weeks.

Quantification of the silver grain density of the

35S-dATP standards and subsequent

plotting against radioactivity demonstrated that the silver grain density was directly
correlated to the amount of bound

radioactivity for both the PENK A mRNA ISH

(Fig. 6.4.3.1) and the CRH mRNA ISH (Fig. 6.4.3.2).
determined that the amount of detected silver
the

From these relationships we

grain density from film that overlay

pPVN was proportional to bound radioactivity since the detected silver grain

densities

lay

on

the straight part of the curve for both PENK A and CRH (Figs.

6.4.3.1 A, 6.4.3.2. A,
linear

respectively). The silver grain densities also lay

on

the near

part of the relationship between the silver grain density against the tissue

equivalent radioactivity when plotted
mRNA ISH

as a

straight line for both PENK A and CRH

(Figs. 6.4.3.1 B, 6.4.3.2. B, respectively).

Sections that had been

exposed to hybridisation solution only and those exposed to RNase solution and
then labelled

film

probe resulted in

no

hybridisation signal

over any

part of the exposed

apposed to the section. The detected silver grains are therefore likely to reflect

Effect of second messenger
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hybridisation binding of the PENK A and CRH probes to PENK A mRNA and CRH
mRNA

respectively.

Effect of PKC activation

2.

on

PENK A mRNA in pPVN

Photomicrographs of film exposed to sections hybridised with PENK A mRNA 35S
radiolabeled
vehicle

i.c.v.

oligonucleotide probe from rats given i.e.v. PMA (Fig. 6.4.3.3 C) and
(Fig.

6.4.3.3.

counterstained with

on

grains.

induced

over

the pPVN. This was confirmed by the silver grain

hybridisation signal whereas the pPVN

neurones

Therefore PENK A mRNA in the magnocellular

had many

neurones was

not

by this stimulus.

The silver

each section
ester

dipped,

photographic emulsion dipped sections in which the magnocellular

PVN did not contain any
silver

sections emulsion

hybridisation signal, which appears as an increase in silver

the film, lies

distribution in the

and their original

haematoxylin and eosin (Figs. 6.4.3.3, A, B respectively),

demonstrate that the

grain density

D)

grain density of the film autoradiographs corresponding to the pPVN of
was

quantified. In rats administered PMA by i.c.v. infusion the phorbol

significantly induced PENK A mRNA

neurones

of the PVN

(Fig. 6.4.3.4:

expression in the parvocellular

gene

mean ± s.e.m.:

Student's unpaired t-test) compared to

0.387 ± 0.026, n=6, p<0.004,

i.c.v. vehicle infused controls (0.270 ± 0.019,

n=7)
3.

Effect of PKC activation

on

CRH mRNA in pPVN

Autoradiographic film from sections exposed to radiolabeled CRH mRNA and
the

high resolution autoradiographs of these sections from i.c.v. PMA infused and

vehicle infused rats
the

(Fig. 6.4.3.5) demonstrate that the hybridisation signal lies over

pPVN. In the high power photomicrographs of the emulsion dipped sections the

accumulated silver

grains only

from

neurones

magnocellular

occur over neurones

absent

film autoradiographs in the

area

corresponded to the pPVN demonstrated that i.c.v. infusion of the phorbol ester

significantly induced CRH mRNA
the

are

in the MPVN (Fig. 6.4.3.5).

Quantification of the silver grain density in the
that

in the pPVN and

PVN

(Fig. 6.4.3.6:

gene

expression in the parvocellular

mean ± s.e.m.:

neurones

0.462 ± 0.048, n=6, p<0.05, Student's

unpaired t-test) compared to i.c.v. vehicle infused controls (0.318 ± 0.036, n=7).
4. Effect of barbiturate anaesthesia

on

of

CRH mRNA expression

Effect of second messenger
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Quantification of silver grain density corresponding to the pPVN of sodium

pentobarbitone anaesthetised rats given an i.e.v. infusion of either PMA (mean ±
s.e.m.:

PMA

0.387 ± 0.011,

n=2)

or

vehicle (0.247 ± 0.013, n=2) demonstrated that i.e.v.

significantly induced CRH mRNA expression in the pPVN compared to vehicle

infused rats

(p<0.0001, Student's unpaired t-test).

6.4.4 Effect of direct PKC stimulation
1.

on

CRH mRNA expression in the pPVN

Methodology
Silver

grain density of the 35S-dATP standards was quantified and subsequently

plotted against radioactivity
silver

that the

per

unit volume (Fig. 6.4.3.2 A) and

demonstrated

so

grain density was directly correlated to the amount of bound

radioactivity. The detected silver grain density from film that overlay the pPVN was
on

the

near

the tissue
no

linear

part of the relationship between the silver grain density against

equivalent radioactivity (Fig. 6.4.3.2 B).

ISH control sections contained

hybridisation signal and therefore non-specific binding of the probe did not

The detected silver

occur.

grains are therefore likely to reflect hybridisation of the CRH

probe to CRH mRNA.
2.

Effect of PKC activation

on

CRH mRNA in the pPVN

Photomicrographs of film exposed to sections hybridised with CRH mRNA (Fig.
6.4.4.1) 35S radiolabeled oligonucleotide probe from rats given an injection onto the
left PVN of PMA
sections

emulsion

6.4.4.2 D, B,
over

the

(Fig. 6.4.4.1 C) or vehicle (Fig. 6.4.4.1. A) and their original
dipped, counterstained with haematoxylin and eosin (Figs.

respectively), demonstrate that the hybridisation signal on the film lies

pPVN.

In the high

power

photomicrographs of the photographic emulsion

dipped, counterstained sections the hybridisation signal can be clearly seen as
silver

grains overlying nuclei in the pPVN of both PMA injected (Fig. 6.4.4.2 D) and

vehicle
and

injected PVN (Fig. 6.4.4.2 B).

No magnocellular

non-injected sides of the PVN displayed

grains above

a

an

neurones

in the injected

increase in the number of silver

background level (see Fig. 6.4.4.2) and

so none

have an increased

expression with this stimulus.
Quantification of the silver grain density in rats injected with PMA into the left
PVN demonstrated that there

were no

significant differences between the left and

right sides of the PVN (Fig 6.4.4.2: Two Way ANOVA, p=0.103)

or

between the

Effect of second messenger

PMA
a

injected

or

activation

vehicle injected

groups
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on

(Two Way ANOVA, p=0.728), nor was there

significant interaction between the two parameters, p=0.526.

6.4.5.

Pilot study of the effect of i.e.v. dbcAMP on PENK A mRNA

Expt. 5

expression in the pPVN

1. ISH methodology
Dr. M. Harbuz

successfully

as

reported that the PENK A mRNA in situ hybridisation had worked

methodology controls included in the ISH

run

did not demonstrate

any

accumulation of silver grains and therefore binding of the probe to the tissue

was

specific. The detected silver grain densities

the

relationship between the detected silver grain densities and the amount of

bound
2.

were

also

on

the

near

linear part of

radioactivity.

Effect of PKA activation
The silver

on

PENK A mRNA expression in the pPVN

grain density of the autoradiographic film that overlay the pPVN of

sections

exposed to radiolabeled PENK A mRNA probe from rats given

infusion

of either

dbcAMP

or

vehicle

was

an

i.e.v.

quantified, by Dr. M Harbuz and

expressed in arbitrary units.
Table 6.4.5.1
RAT

Summary of effect of PKA activation
I.C.V.

Drug

infusion

concentration

on

PENK A mRNA in pPVN.

Time

Total

(min)

dbcAMP

mRNA Grain

infused

Density
(Arbitrary
units)

(dbcAMP)

effect

(nM)
1

dbcAMP

0.25

mg/pl

5

356

died, motor

PENK A

-

effect
2

VEH

3

dbcAMP

4

VEH

5

dbcAMP

6

VEH

7

dbcAMP

saline

5
6

saline

1.25

Mg/pl

saline
1.25

pg/pl

6
5
5
15

-

35*
-

18.3
-

no

effect

motor effects

21
21

no

effect

57

no

effect

46

effect

37

no

18.3

few

27

headshakes
8

dbcAMP

0.025

9

VEH

10

dbcAMP

4.166

11

dbcAMP

4.166

mg/pl

saline

pg/pl
pg/pl

20

20

238
-

20

238

20

238

no

effect

13

no

effect

53

no

effect

18

few

10

headshakes

f l.c.v. infusion of dbcAMP stopped due to obvious motor effect therefore total
dbcAMP infused

was

35 nM.
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PKA activation,

by an i.e.v. infusion,

appeared to decrease the expression of PENK A mRNA in the parvocellular PVN.
The dbcAMP infused rats
dose of dbcAMP

(17

(238 nM, n=3).

The

or

from PENK A mRNA
dose

divided into two groups:

were

those that received

mean ± s.e.m.

silver grain density (arbitrary units) resulting

binding, was then plotted for vehicle infused rats, n=4, low

analysis demonstrated that there

contained

6.4.5.1,

a

0.0358.

was a

Kruskal-Wallis

significant difference between the groups, F

Rats that received the high dose of dbcAMP (238 nM)

significantly lower expression of PENK A mRNA in the pPVN (Fig.

mean ± s.e.m.:

13.7 ± 2.33, n=3, p<0.05, Dunn's multiple range test)

compared to i.e.v. vehicle infused rats (43.5 ± 6.99).
differences in PENK A mRNA
and rats

low

35 nM, n=3) and those that received a high dose of dbcAMP

dbcAMP, n=3 and high dose dbcAMP, n=3 (Fig. 6.4.5.1).

ratio= 5.56, p=

a

There

were no

significant

expression between rats given a low dose of dbcAMP

given a high dose of dbcAMP nor between rats administered low dose

dbcAMP and rats

given i.e.v. vehicle (Dunn's multiple

range

test).

3. Drug doses

Higher doses of dbcAMP caused disturbances in motor control which appeared
to be dose

dependent. All rats

were seen

to shake their heads after being touched

to remove/insert the infusion cannulae and not all dbcAMP rats had headshakes.

These headshakes
infuse 4.166

were

too

pg/pl dbcAMP for 20 min at

subsequent experiments.
activation
we

frequent not to be caused by chance. We decided to

was

delivery rate of 1.4 pl/min in

our

We wished to examine whether the effect of PKA

to inhibit PENK A mRNA gene

decided to

a

transcription and also CRH mRNA

so

upregulate PENK A and CRH mRNA gene expression, by the

administration of

i.p. hypertonic stimulus (Harbuz & Lightman 1989) and examine

the effect of PKA activation

on

the subsequent induction of PENK A and CRH

mRNA

expression.

6.4.6.

Expt. 6 Effect of PKA activation

on

osmotic stress induced expression of

CRH and PENK A mRNA in pPVN

1. Methodology
This in situ

hybridisation

was

performed by Dr. M. Harbuz.

Two rats

were

rejected from the study as they appeared stressed before and during the study: and

Effect of second messenger

two other rats were

rejected

activation

as

on
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they failed to react to the i.p. injection of hypertonic

saline.
2.

Effect of PKA activation

PENK A mRNA in pPVN

on

Photomicrographs of film exposed to sections hybridised with PENK A mRNA
35S-dATP radiolabeled oligonucleotide probe from rats given an i.c.v. infusion of
vehicle

(0.15M NaCI)

hypertonic

or

isotonic saline

or

followed by

dbcAMP (4.166

shown in (Fig. 6.4.6.1).

as

an

i.p. injection of either

On comparison with the

original sections the accumulated silver grains on the film correspond to the pPVN.
The

of the MPVN did not contain any

neurones

induced

hybridisation signal and therefore

no

expression of PENK A mRNA.

The silver

grain density of the film autoradiographs corresponding to the pPVN of

each section

were

quantified, and the rat

mean

silver grain density ±

(arbitrary units) was computed for each rat (Fig. 6.4.6.2).
distributed.

Duncans'

multiple

range

i.c.v. infusion of vehicle followed

The data

was

normally

test demonstrated that rats administered an

by an i.p. injection of hypertonic saline had a

significantly greater expression of PENK A mRNA in the pPVN (mean ±
0.402 ± 0.082, n=5,
isotonic saline

infused rats

s.e.m.

s.e.m.:

p<0.05) compared to i.c.v. vehicle infused rats given an i.p.

injection (0.146 ± 0.016, n=6) and also compared to i.c.v. dbcAMP

given

an

i.p. injection of isotonic saline (0.182 ± 0.029, n=5).

Rats

given an i.c.v. infusion of dbcAMP followed by an i.p. injection of hypertonic saline
had

a mean

saline

value

(0.291 ± 0.089, n=7) not significantly different from i.p. hypertonic

injected rats given i.c.v. vehicle infusion,

from either of the groups
3.

given

Effect of PKA activation

on

an

nor were

they significantly different

i.p. injection of isotonic saline.

CRH mRNA in pPVN

Photomicrographs of film exposed to sections hybridised with CRH mRNA 35S
radiolabeled
dbcAMP

oligonucleotide probe (Fig. 6.4.6.3) from rats given

an

i.c.v. infusion of

(4.166 pg/pl) or an i.c.v. infusion of vehicle (0.15M NaCI) followed by i.p.

hypertonic

or

isotonic saline,

as

shown in (Fig. 6.4.6.3).

The accumulated silver

grains corresponded to the pPVN in the original sections.

Film overlying

magnocellular neurones of the PVN did not contain any accumulations of silver
grains

and

magnocellular

therefore
neurones

CRH

mRNA

gene

expression

following PKA activation.

was

not

induced

in

Effect of second messenger

The

mean

silver

activation

on

grain density of the film autoradiographs overlying the pPVN

quantified (arbitrary units) and the

was
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mean ± s.e.m

for each rat computed (Fig.

6.4.6.4). Two Way analysis of variance demonstrated that there
difference in the CRH mRNA

was a

significant

expression between groups, p=0.025, therefore a

further

non-parametric test, Duncans' multiple range test was carried out on the

data.

Rats infused with i.e.v. vehicle followed

saline had

a

by an i.p. injection of hypertonic

significantly greater expression of CRH mRNA (mean ± s.e.m.: 3.743 ±

0.300, n=6, p<0.05 Duncans multiple range test) than rats infused with dbcAMP
followed
and

by

an

I.c.v vehicle

i.p. injection of hypertonic saline (2.946 ± 0.258, n=7).

i.p hypertonic saline treated animals also had

of CRH mRNA than the i.c.v. vehicle,

a

significantly greater expression

i.p. isotonic saline injected animals (2.682 ±

0.239, n=6) and the i.c.v. dbcAMP, i.p. isotonic saline injected animals (2.562 ±
0.249.

n=5), p<0.05,

Duncans' multiple range test.

No other

groups

were

significantly different.
6.4.7

Expt. 7 Effect of direct activation of PKA in PVN of conscious osmotically
stressed rats.

1.

Methodology
The CRH in situ

hybridisation was performed in conjunction with the CRH ISH for

direct PKC activation of the PVN and therefore the radioactive standards
described in 6.4.4.
amount of bound

The

relationship between the silver grain density and the

autoradiographs of the area corresponding to the PVN lay on the

straight line part of the

curve

(6.4.3.2) and therefore reflected the amount of bound

radioactivity. ISH control sections
hybridisation signal.

were as

described in 6.4.4.1 and did not display

From these two sets of methodological controls we

assumed that the CRH mRNA ISH had been
2.

those

radioactivity is shown in figure 6.4.3.21. The detected silver grain

densities from film

any

are

Effect of PKA activation

on

successfully performed.

CRH mRNA in pPVN

Photomicrographs of film exposed to sections hybridised with 35S-radiolabelled
CRH mRNA

probe (Fig. 6.4.7.1) from rats injected with dbcAMP onto the left PVN

(Fig. 6.4.7.1 A)
of

or

injected with vehicle (Fig. 6.4.7.1 C) followed by

an

i.p. injection

hypertonic saline, and their original sections emulsion dipped, counterstained with

haematoxylin and eosin (Figs. 6.4.7.1 B, D, respectively), demonstrate that the

Effect of second messenger

hybridisation signal

on
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the film lies

over

the pPVN.
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The cellular location of the

hybridisation signal over parvocellular neurones is shown in the high power

photomicrographs of the emulsion dipped, counterstained sections in both dbcAMP

injected

(Fig.

6.4.7.1

B)

and vehicle

injected

(Fig.

PVN

6.4.7.1

D).

No

magnocellular neurones in the injected and non-injected sides of the PVN displayed
an

increase in the number of silver

grains above a background level.

Therefore

CRH mRNA is not induced

by direct PKA activation in osmotically stressed rats.

3.

on

Effect of PKA activation

Silver

CRH mRNA expression

grain density in the left and right film PVN in rats injected with dbcAMP or

vehicle onto the left PVN, followed

by i.p. hypertonic saline

was

quantified (Fig.

6.4.7.2). Two Way analysis of variance demonstrated that there were
differences between the left and

no

right sides of the PVN, (Fig 6.4.7.2:

significant
Two Way

ANOVA, p=0.519) or between the dbcAMP injected or vehicle injected groups (Two

Way ANOVA, p=0.0949). There was also no significant interaction between the two
parameters, p=0.211.

Although there

were

no

significant differences in grain

expression visual examination of the film seemed to indicate that PKA did induce
increase in CRH mRNA gene

expression but this was not

a

an

quantifiable difference.
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Relationship of bound radioactivity (35S-dATP) to detected silver

Legend 6.4.1.1

grain density

A) Relationship between the amount of radioactivity contained in each of the
graded radioactive brain paste standards (For composition see G.M. 2.9.5.1),
expressed

as

disintegrations

per

min (dpm)

per

unit volume and the resultant

silver

grain density in the exposed standards after

same

amount of time

as

the

exposure

to film for the

experimental sections.

B) Relationship between the silver grain density and the natural log of the
amount of

radioactivity

per

unit volume of the graded 35S-dATP standards

computer generated fitted straight line,

plotted

as a

results

6.4.1)

(for pilot experiment-see
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Legend 6.4.3.1

activation

on

CRH and PENK A mRNA expression

Relationship of bound radioactivity (35S-dATP) to detected silver
grain density for PENK A mRNA

A) Relationship between the amount of radioactivity
standard

(composition G.M. 2.9.5.1), expressed

per

as

graded brain paste

dpm

per

unit volume

(mm3) and the resultant silver grain density of film corresponding to each
exposed standard after 4 weeks

exposure

to film, simultaneously with the

hybridised brain sections.

B) Computer generated straight line fit of the relationship between the natural log
of the

dpm per unit volume of the graded standards and the resultant silver

grain density.
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Relationship of bound radioactivity (35S-dATP) to detected silver
grain density for PENK A mRNA
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Legend 6.4.3.2

activation

on

CRH and PENK A mRNA expression

Relationship of bound radioactivity (35S-dATP) to detected silver
grain density for CRH mRNA ISH

A) The amount of radioactivity for each standard, expressed as disintegrations
per

min (dpm) per unit volume (mm3) was plotted against the resultant silver

grain density (arbitrary units) corresponding to each standard.
were

Standards

exposed for four weeks along with the experimental sections.

B) Relationship between the amount of radioactivity per standard, expressed in
natural

log units, and the corresponding silver grain density generated

straight line fit by computer.

as a
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Figure 6.4.3.4 Effect of PKC stimulation
l.c.v. administration of

on

PENK A mRNA in pPVN

phorbol ester (PMA: 20 ng/pl, n=6) or vehicle (VEH: 2%

DMSO, 98% saline (0.9%)) into urethane anaesthetised rats, for 20 min at a flow
rate of 1.4

pl/min. Rats

brains removed.

were

decapitated 4h after the start of the infusion and the

Cryostat coronal brain sections containing the parvocellular PVN

(pPVN) were processed for PENK A mRNA in situ hybridisation.
Mean

±

s.e.m.:

average

silver grain density of photographic film overlying

parvocellular PVN.
n=

number of rats

PMA:

phorbol 12-myristate 13-acetate

VEH: 2%

Statistics:

DMSO, 98% saline (0.9%)

*p<0.01, Student's unpaired t-test compared to vehicle infused controls.
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Figure 6.4.3.6 Effect of PKC stimulation on CRH mRNA in pPVN
l.c.v. administration of

phorbol ester (PMA: 20 ng/pl, n=6) or vehicle (VEH: 2%

DMSO, 98% saline (0.9%)) into urethane anaesthetised rats, for 20 min at a flow
rate of 1.4

pl/min. Rats were decapitated 4h after the start of the infusion and the

brains removed.

Cryostat coronal brain sections containing the parvocellular PVN

processed for CRH mRNA

(pPVN)

were

Mean ±

s.e.m.

average

in

silver grain density of photographic film overlying pPVN.
n=

number of rats

PMA:

phorbol 12-myristate 13-acetate

VEH: 2%

Statistics: *p<0.05,

situ hybridisation.

DMSO, 98% saline (0.9%)

Student's unpaired t-test compared to vehicle infused controls.
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Figure 6.4.4.2 Effect of direct PKC activation
Direct
0.15M

RpPVN
VEH

on

CRH mRNA in pPVN

application of 0.5 pi PMA (20 ng/pl, n=7) or vehicle (2% DMSO, 98%

saline) onto the left PVN of urethane anaesthetised rats.

decapitated 4h after the start of the infusion.

Rats were

10 pm coronal cryostat sections

containing the pPVN were processed for CRH mRNA in situ hybridisation.
Mean ±
and

s.e.m.:

average silver grain densities were

calculated for the injected

non-injected pPVN in each group.

E2ZI : M injected PPVN
§33 : right non-injected pPVN
r771

:

E3

:

left

injected pPVN
right non-injected pPVN

Statistics: there

were

between parameters.

no

LpPVN: le,t pPVN< RpPVN: ri9h< pPVN
pMA

K

horbo| 12_

VEH; vehjde

myristate i3-acetate

3

(2o/0 DMSO, (98% 0.15M saline)

significant differences between groups or interactions
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Legend 6.4.5.1 Effect of PKA stimulation on PENK A mRNA in pPVN
l.c.v. administration of
dbcAMP

dibutyryl cAMP (dbcAMP: low dose: 18

(high dose: 238 nM, n=3)

or

or

35 nM, n=3) or

vehicle (VEH: 0.15M NaCI) into conscious

rats, for different times, at a flow rate of 1.4 pl/min, see Table 6.4.5.1 for exact
details.

Rats

removed.
were

were

decapitated 4h after the start of the infusion and the brains

Cryostat coronal brain sections containing the parvocellular PVN (pPVN)

processed for PENK A mRNA in situ hybridisation.

Mean ±

s.e.m.

average

silver grain density (arbitrary units) of photographic film

overlying parvocellular PVN.
n=

] vehicle
j

1

:low dose dbcAMP

U-U :high dose dbcAMP

number of rats

dbcAMP:

dibutyryl

cyclic

adenosine

mono¬

phosphate
VEH: 0.15M NaCI

Statistics:
controls.

*p<0.05, Dunns multiple range test compared to vehicle infused
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PENK A mRNA expression in pPVN following PKA stimulation in
osmotically stressed conscious rats

Photomicrographs of low resolution in situ hybridisation for CRH mRNA in pPVN
of conscious rats.

CRH mRNA

hybridised by 35S-dATP labelled oligonucleotide

probe complementary to bp 496-543 of rat CRH gene (Jingami et al 1985).
A, C rats given an i.e.v. infusion of vehicle (0.15M saline) for 20 min at 1.4 pl/min,
followed
saline

by an intraperitoneal injection of either isotonic saline, A, or hypertonic

(1,5M saline), C.

B, D rats administered i.c.v. dbcAMP (4.166 pg/pl) for 20 min at 1.4 pl/min.
the end of the infusion rats

saline, D intraperitoneal^.

were

At

injected with either isotonic saline, B, or hypertonic
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Effect of PKA stimulation on PENK A mRNA in pPVN of

Legend 6.4.6.2

osmoticallv stressed and non-stressed rats
l.c.v. administration of

0.15M

dibutyryl cAMP (dbcAMP: 4.166 pg/pl) or vehicle (VEH:

NaCI) for 20 min, at a flow rate of 1.4 pl/min was infused into conscious rats.

One min after the end of the infusion rats
either

injected intraperitoneally (i.p.) with

hypertonic saline (1.5M: 4 ml/kg, n=7, n=5, respectively) or isotonic saline

(0.15M: 4 ml/kg, n=5, n=6, respectively).
of the infusion and the brains removed.
the

were

Rats were decapitated 4h after the start
Cryostat coronal brain sections containing

parvocellular PVN (pPVN) were processed for PENK A mRNA

situ

hybridisation.
Mean ±

s.e.m.

average silver grain density (arbitrary units) of

photographic film

overlying parvocellular PVN.
n=

number of rats

dbcAMP:

dibutyryl cyclic adenosine mono-phosphate

VEH: 0.15M NaCI

X/A i.c.v. dbcAMP given

i.p. hypertonic saline (1.5M)
given i.p. hypertonic saline (1.5M)
dbcAMP given i.p. isotonic saline (0.15M)
vehicle given i.p. isotonic saline (0.15M)

N\N i.e.v.vehicle
SAAI i.c.v.

II I I i.c.v.

Statistics: *p<0.05, Duncans vs. vehicle infused controls.
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Figure 6.4.6.2 Effect of PKA stimulation on PENK A mRNA in pPVN
of osmoticallv stressed and non-stressed rats
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Figure 6.4.6.3

CRH mRNA expression in pPVN following PKA stimulation in
osmotically stressed conscious rats

Low resolution in situ

in

hybridisation photomicrographs of CRH mRNA expression

pPVN of conscious rats.

35S-dATP radiolabeled oligonucleotide probe raised

against 496-543 bp of rat CRH gene (Jingami et al 1985) was hybridised to CRH
mRNA in the

pPVN.

A, C: i.c.v. infusion of vehicle (0.15M saline) for 20 min at a flow rate of 1.4

pl/min.

Immediately after the end of the infusion the rats

either isotonic saline, A, or

were

injected (i.p.) with

hypertonic saline (1.5M saline), C.

B, D: i.c.v. dbcAMP (4.166 pg/pl), a PKA activator, was infused for 20 min at 1.4

pl/min.

Rat

were

then administered

hypertonic saline, D.

an

i.p. injection of either isotonic saline, B, or

Effect of second messenger activation on CRH and
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Legend 6.4.6.4 Effect of PKA stimulation on CRH mRNA in pPVN of osmoticallv
stressed and non-stressed rats
l.c.v. administration of
0.15M

dibutyryl cAMP (dbcAMP: 4.166 pg/pl) or vehicle (VEH:

NaCI) for 20 min, at

a

flow rate of 1.4 pl/min was infused into conscious rats.

One min after the end of the infusion rats
either

were

injected intraperitoneally (i.p.) with

hypertonic saline (1.5M: 4 ml/kg, n=7, n=5, respectively) or isotonic saline

(0.15M: 4 ml/kg, n=6, n=6, respectively). Rats were decapitated 4h after the start
of the infusion and the brains removed.
the

Cryostat coronal brain sections containing

parvocellular PVN (pPVN) were processed for PENK A mRNA

situ

hybridisation.
Mean ±

s.e.m.

average

silver grain density (arbitrary units) of photographic film

overlying parvocellular PVN.
n=

number of rats

dbcAMP:

dibutyryl cyclic adenosine mono-phosphate

VEH: 0.15M NaCI

Y/A i.c.v. dbcAMP

given i.p. hypertonic saline (1.5M)
given i.p. hypertonic saline (1.5M)
FxVSl i.c.v. dbcAMP given i.p. isotonic saline (0.15M)
11 I I i.c.v. vehicle given i.p. isotonic saline (0.15M)
NVN i.c.v. vehicle

Statistics:

*p<0.025, ANOVA, p<0.05

vs.

others, Duncans

Effect of second messenger

activation on CRH and PENK A mRNA expression

in osmoticallv stressed and non-stressed rats
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Effect of direct PKA stimulation on CRH mRNA of osmoticallv

Figure 6.4.7.2

stressed conscious rats
0.5

PVN.

pi dbcAMP (48 pg/pl) or vehicle (0.15M NaCI) was applied directly to the left
All rats

were

then

given an i.p. injection of 1.5M NaCI (4 ml/kg). Rats were

decapitated 4h after the start of the infusion and the brain rapidly removed.
Coronal

cryostat

sections

(10

pm)

were

hybridised

with

35S-radiolabelled

oligonucleotide probe for CRH mRNA in situ hybridisation.
Mean ±

s.e.m.:

average

silver grain densities were calculated for the left and right

PVN in each group.

k\\l

:

I

:

1

f/XJ :

[\\1 :

left

injected pPVN
right non-injected pPVN
left injected pPVN
right non-injected pPVN

LpPVN: left pPVN, RpPVN: right pPVN
dbcAMP:

dibutyryl cAMP

VEH: 0.15M NaCI

Statistics:

Two Way

significant difference or interactions between the groups.

ANOVA: there were no
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on
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6.5 Discussion
1. Effect of PKC activation on PENK A and CRH mRNA expression in the pPVN

l.c.v. administration of
ester administered

parvocellular

phorbol ester in

pilot study suggested that phorbol

our

by this route may affect PENK A mRNA expression in the

neurones

of the PVN since there appeared to be an increase in silver

grain density compared to vehicle infused controls (Table 6.4.1).
motor disturbances in the animals infused with

further experiments

phorbol ester

decided to perform

we

under urethane anaesthesia to reduce

As there were

any

stress-induced

expression of PENK A and CRH mRNA. PKC activation via i.e.v. infusion of phorbol
ester

significantly induced the expression of PENK A and CRH mRNA in the

parvocellular PVN compared to the vehicle infused controls as demonstrated by the
detected increase in silver
situ

grain density (Figs. 6.4.3.4, 6.4.3.6).

hybridisation revealed that the induced silver grains

over

the

were

High resolution in
located exclusively

parvocellular neurones and not the magnocellular neurones of the PVN for

both PENK A mRNA and CRH mRNA

(Figs. 6.4.3.3, 6.4.3.5). Although nuclei lying

lateral to the PVN did contain PENK A mRNA, this

expression of PENK A mRNA

present in both the PMA- and vehicle-infused groups, and was unchanged by

was

the PMA infusion.

In addition the

did not inhibit PMA induced

use

of sodium

pentobarbitone

as

the anaesthetic

expression of CRH mRNA which was significantly

greater than vehicle infused controls (6.2.4.2). Therefore infusion of phorbol ester
into the

lateral ventricle

of anaesthetised rats

can

affect late

response

gene

expression in the pPVN.
Direct infusion of

phorbol ester onto the PVN appeared to increase CRH mRNA

expression in the stimulated PVN (6.4.4.2) compared to the contralateral PVN but
this

was

PVN

in

not

significant. Nor

other animals

was

the CRH mRNA expression in the vehicle injected

significantly different from the PMA-injected PVN (Fig.

6.4.4.3). As the variance in grain density of CRH mRNA expression was large in
the

non-injected PVN from the phorbol ester treated group and as the injected

phorbol ester

may

have reached both PVN in

(for comparison with dbcAMP
variance in resultant
Either direct

see

some

Chapter 7) this

rats, but only one PVN in others
may

have generated the large

grain density.

application of phorbol ester did not directly affect CRH mRNA gene

Effect of second messenger
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expression via this route of administration, or perhaps the quantification method
used here did not

quite resolve the apparent visible difference in silver grains

between the PMA stimulated PVN and its contralateral PVN.

Low resolution in situ

hybridisation films of PMA-injected PVN showed a visible difference between the

injected and uninjected PVN whereas vehicle-injected PVN and the contralateral
PVN

appeared to have no visible differences between left and right grain density. It

may

be that we have increased the number of parvocellular neurones that express

CRH mRNA
silver

sections had

a

larger

area

of

Quantification of the

expressing CRH following direct injection of PMA is problematic as
an

apparent increased density of CRH mRNA positive cells near

injection site and also CRH mRNA expression
the

on

of pPVN and therefore have induced

oligonucleotide probe binding in the pPVN.

numbers of cells

the

area

grains rather than increased the amount of silver grain density arising from the

CRH mRNA

no

larger

over a

injected side.

was

found throughout the pPVN

As the number of parvocellular neurones varies between

sections cut at different levels of the PVN, while the relevant section is determined

by the position of the injection site,
per

unit

area

Therefore
be the

a

quantification of the number of positive cells

would not perhaps reflect an accurate expression of total CRH mRNA.

counting of the total number of CRH positive cells in the whole PVN might
way

of determining if direct application of phorbol ester induces

CRH mRNA in the PVN.

High resolution in situ hybridisation revealed the site of

only effective

CRH mRNA

expression in the pPVN but unfortunately with the length of exposure

time allowed the resultant silver

of individual silver

grains

per

grains

were

clumped together and

cell was not possible.

Therefore

a

so

the counting

repetition of this

experiment would be useful to determine if there is any effect of direct PKC
stimulation
a

on

CRH gene

shorter exposure

expression using high resolution in situ hybridisation with

time. There is

no easy

determination of the diffusible limit of the

phorbol ester, i.e. using Fos protein expression
as

PKC stimulation does not induce Fos

alternative would be to also

inject

a

as a

marker for activated

protein expression (See chapter 7).

PKC inhibitor such

induction of CRH and PENK A mRNA

neurones

following

a

as

An

H7, to try and inhibit the

physical stress, for example i.p.

hypertonic saline (Lightman & Young 1987b).
2. Effect of PKA activation

Our

pilot study

on

on

PENK A and CRH mRNA expression in the pPVN

the effect of i.c.v. infusion of dbcAMP into conscious rats

Effect of second messenger

demonstrated that PKA stimulation may
PENK A mRNA in the
activation
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decrease the expression of both CRH and

pPVN (see Fig. 6.4.5.1).

In order to test whether this PKA

repressed or inhibited the expression of these late response genes we

then determined the effect of PKA activation
induction of PENK A and CRH mRNA

by

an

on

their

expression following the

i.p. hyperosmotic saline injection. I.p.

injection of hypertonic saline to conscious animals has the advantage of producing
obvious stressful

an

not

sign of successful injection and therefore

respond to this stimulus

stimulation

animals that did

subsequently excluded from the study.

PKA

by i.e.v. infusion of dbcAMP significantly inhibited the expression of CRH

mRNA in the pPVN

vehicle-infused rats
isotonic

were

any

of rats injected with hyperosmotic saline compared to i.c.v.

given hypertonic saline (Fig. 6.4.6.4).

infusion

saline

of

dbcAMP

did

not

In rats injected with

significantly affect CRH mRNA

expression in the pPVN compared to vehicle-infused controls (Figs. 6.4.6.3,
6.4.6.4).

In addition there

was no

significant difference between the dbcAMP-

infused,

hyperosmotically-injected

groups.

Therefore hyperosmotically induced CRH expression in the pPVN is

inhibited

by the i.c.v. infusion of

rats and the isoosmotically-injected control

PKA activator.

a

I.p. hyperosmolarity significantly induced the expression of PENK A mRNA in the
pPVN compared to isoosmotically-injected rats infused with either vehicle or
dbcAMP

(Fig. 6.4.6.2). Although the PENK A mRNA expression following dbcAMP

infusion in

hyperosmotically injected rats

was not

significantly less than that of

vehicle-infused

hyperosmotically-injected rats it was not significantly more than the

PENK A mRNA

expressed in the pPVN of the isoosmotically injected control groups

(Fig. 6.4.6.2).

In addition the large variance in the dbcAMP-infused hyperosmotic-

injected rats results from a high value from one particular rat which cannot be
excluded from the

study

as

it responded positively to the hyperosmotic injection,

and the i.c.v. cannula had been

implanted successfully in the lateral ventricle and

the infusion had been delivered.

Therefore i.c.v. infusion of dbcAMP at least does

not increase PENK A mRNA

expression in the pPVN and

may

have inhibited

or

repressed its expression following induction by the hyperosmotic stimulus.
Direct

injection of dbcAMP unilaterally onto the PVN in i.p. hyperosmotically

stimulated conscious rats did not
the

significantly influence CRH mRNA expression in

pPVN compared to the contralateral PVN and also compared to the vehicle-
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or

its contralateral PVN (Fig. 6.4.7.2).

hybridisation film autoradiographs (Fig. 6.4.7.1) did not

consistent variation between the silver grain densities between left

right PVN by eye, unlike that described above following PKC activation (Fig.

High resolution in situ hybridisation demonstrated that the CRH mRNA

6.4.4.2).

expression was also confined to the parvocellular neurones of the PVN whereas the

magnocellular neurones contained

no

hybridisation signal (6.4.7.1). As discussed

above for direct activation of PKC in the PVN and the resultant CRH mRNA

expression, it may be that the method of quantification of the induced silver grains

perhaps does not reveal

any

changes in CRH mRNA that

by PKA activation within the PVN.
perhaps

different method of quantification

a

expression.
increase in
the

or

Also

a

have been induced

repetition of this experiment and

may

reveal changes in CRH mRNA

synaptically driven induction of CRH mRNA following

our

systemic osmolarity

parvocellular

induction.

Again

may

may

neurones or we

an

not be antagonised by the PKA pathway within

have not injected a sufficient amount to prevent its

Perhaps by perfusing the PVN via a microdialysis probe with either PMA

dbcAMP

we

may

have been able to produce a clearer effect on CRH

gene

transcription, in vivo.
It is of interest to note that
acted

on

mRNA

the

parvocellular PVN

expression

in

magnocellular oxytocin
PENK A mRNA
as

salt

these

the

our

activation of the PKA and PKC

neurones

and did not induce any CRH or PENK A

magnocellular

neurones

pathways only

PVN

neurones.

Hypothalamic

have been demonstrated to contain both CRH and

(Hatton 1990, Meister et al 1990a) but only chronic stimulation such

loading increases magnocellular expression of CRH and PENK A mRNA in

neurones

but not in

parvocellular PVN

neurones

(Young 1986, Lightman &

Young 1987b, Meister et al 1990b). In contrast acute osmotic stimulation increases
pPVN but not MPVN expression of CRH and PENK A mRNA (Lightman & Young
1987b). Taken together this would suggest that CRH and PENK A gene expression
is

differentially regulated in the parvocellular PVN neurones compared to the

magnocellular

neurones.

In summary,
messenger

i.c.v. infusion of phorbol ester, which activates the PKC second

pathway, induced CRH and PENK mRNA expression in the pPVN, in

vivo, whereas activation of the PKA pathway by a cAMP analogue inhibited and
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repressed CRH and PENK A mRNA, respectively, following their induction by
increased
the

systemic hyperosmolarity. The pathway activators

parvocellular neuronal

parvocellular
have acted

may

have influenced

expression by either a direct action on the

gene

themselves, by diffusion from the third ventricle,

neurones

indirectly by activating

or

or

they may

inactivating afferent pathways to the pPVN

neurones.

3. Direct second messenger regulation of the CRH
The rat CRH gene
and has been

gene

genetic sequence was determined by Jingami et al (1985a)

subsequently found to contain

a consensus

cAMP response element

(CRE) (Seasholtz et al 1988) and also multiple AP-1-like sites (Thompson et al
1987) which can transduce the effects of phorbol esters probably by the induction of

transcription factor AP-1 (Fos/Jun heterodimer) which binds to this site (Angel et al
In addition an AP-2 site which may mediate both PKA and PKC pathway

1987).

regulation of the rat CRH gene is located at -150 b.p. (Majzoub et al 1993). Phorbol
esters have been shown to induce the

cultured rat foetal
from

expression of CRH mRNA and its peptide in

hypothalamic cells (Emanuel et al 1990) and also to release CRH

dispersed cultures of post natal rat hypothalamic cells (Widmaier et al 1988).

In continuous cell lines there is

a

variable induction of CRH

the AtT-20 continuous cell line the addition of

gene

by PKC stimulation: in

phorbol esters does not affect CRH

transcription whereas in the NPLC cell line CRH

transcription is

gene

massively increased (Majzoub et al 1993), and is associated with

an

increase in

length of the poly A tail (Adler et al 1992, Rosen et al 1992). Phorbol ester-induced
synthesis of CRH requires de
by

a

have

protein synthesis which implies that it is induced

newly synthesised transcription factor.

Chapter 7.
vitro

novo

Here this is unlikely to be Fos-see

Therefore CRH has been demonstrated to be directly upregulated in

by the direct activation of the PKC pathway but activation of PKC can also
no

apparent effect on CRH gene transcription.

mediated control of CRH gene expression in cell lines is
cell line used and therefore is
within that
PKA

dependent

on

It would

seem

dependent

on

that PKCthe type of

the endogeneous cellular contents

particular cell line. This is supported by the finding that stimulation of the

pathway regulates CRH gene expression in a cell-line dependent manner.

In the human

placenta trophoblast cell line, which endogenously expresses CRH

mRNA, the addition of

a

cAMP analogue, 8-bromo-cAMP, to stimulate the PKA
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found to upregulate human CRH

PKC activation in this cell line has
cAMP

on

effect

on

gene promoter

its

expression whereas

transcription (Majzoub et al 1993).

analogues and activators of PKA, e.g. forskolin, have been demonstrated to

induce rat CRH gene
AtT-20 cells

transcription in PC 12 cell lines (Seasholtz et al 1988) and in

(Dorin et al 1989, Majzoub et al 1993, Dorin et al 1993).

Spengler et al

(1992) demonstrated that the induction of the CRH gene through this CRE region of
the

promoter was again dependent on the cell line. 8-bromo-cAMP, forskolin and a

phosphodiesterase inhibitor all induced CRH gene transcription in SK-N-MC cells
(neuroblastoma cell line) and in JAR cells (choriocarcinoma cell line) but had
effect
a

its

on

transcription rate in F9 cells (teratocarcinoma cell line). There was also

differential induction of

transcription in the SK-N-MC cell line compared to the JAR

cell line and therefore it would

seem

that for PKA activation CRH gene

transcription

be induced in in vitro cell lines, but again this induction is dependent

may

line used

no

on

the cell

(Spengler et al 1992).

Therefore CRH gene

regulation studies in vitro have shown induced

gene

transcription resulting from both PKA and PKC activation but PKC induction does
not

always induce CRH transcription.

activators may

have had

studies outlined

a

direct effect

Our i.c.v. infusions of PKC and PKA
on

the pPVN neurones.

From the in vitro

above, upregulation of CRH mRNA following i.c.v PKC activation is

supported by the upregulation of CRH following PKC stimulation only in some cell
lines.

In contrast direct stimulation of PKA

transcription whereas

we

found

a

pathways in vitro induces CRH

gene

significant reduction in CRH mRNA expression

following i.c.v. PKA activation in vivo.

Our results therefore contradict direct

regulation by PKA deduced from in vitro studies but this may due to synaptic
activation
4.

following the osmotic stimulation in the dbcAMP infused rats (6.5.5).

Direct second messenger regulation of the proenkephalin A gene
The

preproenkephalin A (PENK A) gene encodes for the endogenous opioid

peptides, met- and leu-enkephalin (Howells et al 1984) and the rat PENK A genomic
sequence was

determined by Yoshikawa et al (1984). The promoter region of the

rat PENK A gene

contains

have been shown to
et al

many response

elements. ENKCRE-1 and ENKCRE-2

regulate cAMP and phorbol ester inducible transcription (Comb

1986, 1988, Sonnenberg et al 1989a) in conjunction with another response

element

downstream, the AP-2 element (Comb et al 1986, 1988, Hyman et al
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The ENKCRE-1 element is required for the maximal cAMP and phorbol

ester responses

and the ENKCRE-2 contains a CRE that is required for basal

transcription (for review
maximal inducible

see

Comb et al 1992). Both elements

are

required for the

transcription (Comb et al 1988, Nguyen et al 1990, Chu et al

1991, Kobierski et al 1991).

In the HeLa cell line four transcription factors

endogenously expressed in these cells have been found to bind to the promoter
region: ENKTF-1 binds to ENKCRE-1, Ap-1 and AP-4 bind to ENKCRE-2, and AP-2
binds to the AP-2 site downstream of ENKCRE-2
the PKA

(Comb et al 1988). Activation of

pathway has been shown to induce PENK A

gene

transcription in C6

glioma cells (Joshi & Sabol 1991, Kobierski et al 1991), bovine adrenal chromaffin
cells

(Eiden et al 1984, Quach et al 1984, Kley et al 1987a), CV-1 cells (Huggenvik

et al

1991) and rat adrenal medullary cells (Hollt 1991). Protein kinase C activation

has been demonstrated to increase PENK A gene
et al

expression in CV-1 cells (Comb

1986) and in bovine adrenal chromaffin cells and here this induction is

potentiated by Ca2+ but has also been shown to inhibit KCI and dihydropyridine
induced PENK A

transcription in these cells (Kley 1988).

that PKC could both

(Kley 1988).

Kley therefore proposed

positively and negatively regulate PENK A gene transcription

In vitro in various cell lines the activation of both the PKA and PKC

pathways can induce transcription of the PENK A gene.

As PENK A is highly

expressed in bovine adrenal chromaffin cells (Pittius et al 1985) most of the in vitro
Therefore from in vitro studies

experiments have been carried out in these cells.
direct activation of PKA

by cAMP analogues or PKA activators such as forskolin

result in the induction of PENK A gene

transcription (Eiden et al 1984, Quach et al

1984, Kley et al 1987a) and activation of the PKC alone by phorbol esters also
induces PENK A

acting directly

transcription (Kley 1988).
the pPVN

on

neurones

Therefore if

our

i.c.v. infusions

are

themselves, activation by PKC is in

agreement with in vitro studies in that both show stimulation of the PENK A gene;
however

we

found that activation of PKA reduced the

expression of PENK A

compared to its induction in in vitro studies. This may reflect the difference between
the

synaptic pathway influence on neuronal cells within the brain in vivo and the

selective effects

by second messenger activators

the

we

PKA

study

have stimulated the pPVN

stimulus and therefore PKA activation is
gene

transcription,

on

see

below.

influencing

isolated cells in vitro. Also, in

neurones

an

with

a

hyperosmotic

already upregulated PENK A
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Synaptic regulation of CRH and PENK A mRNA in vivo
CRH and PENK A mRNA

expression in the pPVN are upregulated in response to

stress; for instance they have been shown to be upregulated in response to

physiological stressors
sensory

immobilisation stress (Imaki et al 1993, Luo et al 1994),

e.g.

stimulation (Imaki et al 1993), morphine withdrawal excitation (Lightman &

Young 1987a, 1988), acute but not chronic increases in hyperosmolarity (Young
1986, Lightman & Young 1987b). These responses to stress are mediated through
many

afferent pathways which have not yet been fully functionally characterised.

Parvocellular

within the PVN receive

neurones

inputs from the dorsomedial

hypothalamic nucleus, the medial preoptic nucleus, the subfornical organ and the
bed nucleus of the stria terminalis

(Sawchenko & Swanson 1983a,b) and from the

brainstem, in particular the NTS (Sawchenko & Swanson 1982b, Sawchenko et al

1985). A number of neurotransmitters
in

the

PVN,

and

these

include

are

present in these pathways and are found

noradrenaline, angiotensin

II,

dopamine, vasoactive intestinal peptide (VIP) and somatostatin (Renaud 1987).

In

addition the PVN contains

a

acetylcholine,

substantial amino acid content which includes GABA,

glutamate, aspartate, and glycine (Palkovits 1988).

Acetylcholine, angiotensin II,

noradrenaline and serotonin have been shown to be linked to the PKC

pathway and

dopamine, VIP, and noradrenaline, acting through p-1 adrenoceptors have been
shown to activate the PKA
that

can

pathway (Renaud 1987) and therefore neurotransmitters

activate different second messenger

pathways

are

involved in afferent

pathways to the pPVN. Inhibitory effects can be mediated by the amino acid GABA,
which is found in the PVN.

PKA and PKC activation

activated the release of any or
effect

on

the

all of these neurotransmitters in addition to a direct

pPVN neurones.

Stimulation

of

neurotransmitters
in vivo

by i.c.v. infusion may have

afferent

neuronal

pathways

and

subsequent

to the

pPVN provide

CRH mRNA gene

of

during stress have not been fully characterised and therefore the

regulation of CRH and PENK mRNA is mostly unknown.

neurones

release

a

Some afferent

tonic inhibitory input that maintains basal levels of

expression, since ablation of anterior inputs results in

in CRH mRNA in the

pPVN (Herman et al 1989, 1990).

an

increase

Catecholamines, opioids

peptides, acetylcholine, serotonin, angiotensin II and interleukin ip can modulate
CRH

peptide secretion from the hypothalamus (for review

see

Assenmacher et al
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1987). Catecholaminergic innervation of the pPVN has been demonstrated (Alonso
et al
a-

1986, Liposits et al 1986) and when stimulated induces ACTH release through

and

p- adrenergic receptors (Szafarczyk et al 1987).

Glucocorticoids have been shown to have

vivo,

as

axis.

a

role in

regulating CRH mRNA in

part of the negative feedback loop in stress-induced activation of the HPA

Adrenalectomy induces CRH mRNA expression in the pPVN (Jingami et al

1985b, Young et al 1986b) which is reversed by replacement of glucocorticoids.

They have
vivo

a

mainly inhibitory action on CRH gene expression in pPVN

(Kovacs et al 1986, Sawchenko 1987a).

mRNA

neurones

in

Glucocorticoids increase PENK A

expression in the caudate putamen and ventral medial hypothalamus (Ahima

et al

1992).

and

forskolin

stimulation

In vitro in AtT-20 cells glucocorticoids inhibit basal (Adler et al 1992)
stimulated

(Rosen et al 1992) CRH expression but additional

by forskolin can overcome this inhibition to stimulate CRH mRNA

expression (Majzoub et at 1993).
mRNA in NPLC cells is

Therefore

it would

In contrast PKC-stimulated expression of CRH

completely inhibited by glucocorticoids (Rosen et al 1992).

appear

that the effect of glucocorticoid inhibition of CRH

expression via stimulation of the PKA and PKC pathways is differentially regulated
in vitro and this is reflected in the

incomplete inhibitory action of glucocorticoids on

induced

expression of the CRH

1993).

Inhibition of glucocorticoid synthesis results in

and 1h later

an

gene

in vivo (Lightman & Harbuz 1993, Plotsky et al

increase in CRH mRNA in

an

increase in CRH hnRNA

pPVN neurones (Herman et al 1992).

Catecholamines, noradrenaline and adrenaline have been implicated in the

regulation of CRH and PENK A mRNA levels in response to stress (for review
Mezey & Palkovits 1991).

see

Ablation of the catecholaminergic input to the PVN by

lesioning (Suda et al 1987) or chemical depletion (Harbuz et al 1991b) does not
affect basal

expression of CRH

or

PENK A mRNA.

Although ablations of the

monoaminergic input do not inhibit the CRH and PENK A mRNA
direct

response

to stress,

depletion of the PVN of noradrenaline, dopamine and adrenaline does

prevent the induction of CRH mRNA in response to restraint stress (Harbuz et al

1991b). Occupation of (3-adrenoceptors results in the activation of the PKA pathway

(Lefkowitz et al 1983) and p-adrenoceptor agonists have been shown to stimulate
CRH gene

expression in vitro (Plotsky et al 1989, Majzoub et al 1993). This would

imply that catecholamines could regulate CRH mRNA expression in the PVN but the
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investigation of the role of catecholamine regulation of CRH expression

and release contains many
characterised in vivo

contradictory results and

so

its role has not yet been

(Mezey & Palkovits 1991). Therefore most of the regulatory

mechanisms for the CRH gene

have been investigated in vitro as described above.

In vitro studies of PENK gene

a

role for PKC in the

suppression of the expression of PENK A gene expression.

PMA inhibits the

induced increase in PENK A

regulation have implicated

expression by KCI and the voltage gated Ca2+ channel

agonist, dihydropyridine (Kley 1988, Pruss & Stauderman 1988).

Membrane

depolarisation and increases in cAMP induce PENK A gene expression (Affolter et
al 1984,

La Gamma et al 1985) but inhibition of protein synthesis inhibits the

induced PENK A

expression by membrane depolarisation, cAMP and histamine.

Noradrenaline and

glucocorticoids have been demonstrated to upregulate PENK A

in C6

glioma cells (Yoshikawa & Sabol 1986). Glucocorticoid regulation of PENK A

mRNA is enhanced

by cAMP (Joshi & Sabol 1991).

Addition of histamine which acts
inositol

on

H1

receptors on chromaffin cells increases

phosphate metabolism (Kley 1988) and PENK A gene expression (Kley et al

1987b, Kley 1988) and this effect is reversible by the addition of a PKC antagonist,
H7

(Kley et al 1991).
NMDA has been shown to have

a

tonic

inhibitory action

on

PENK

a

mRNA

expression in the nucleus accumbens and caudate putamen (Angulo et al 1993).
Depletion of catecholamines in the rat striatum induces PENK A mRNA (Jaber et al

1992).
down

Endothelin-1 stimulation of C6 glioma cells results in PKC activation and

regulation of the PENK A

simulation

results in

gene

increased PENK

expression (Yin et al 1992).

Nicotinic

expression following long term activation

(Eiden et al 1984) probably through opening Ca2+ channels but has also been
shown to increase

transiently cAMP levels (Kley et al 1987a). VIP has also been

demonstrated to increase intracellular cAMP levels and

(Wilson 1987,1988).
expression
a

can

a

These studies therefore demonstrate that PENK A

gene

be upregulated by stimulation of the PKA pathway in vitro following

variety of stimuli.

resulted in

opioid peptide synthesis

down

However we found that upregulation through PKA activation

regulation in apparent expression of PENK A in vivo.

In

organ

explant of rat adrenal medulla elevated levels of cAMP have been shown to inhibit
PENK A mRNA

expression (La Gamma et al 1985, 1988) but 8-bromocAMP has
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upregulate PENK A mRNA in rat adrenal medullary cells (Hollt et al

1989). This would imply that in
PENK A gene

on

expression

are

semi-intact tissue the effects of PKA activation

on

perhaps affected by the presence of inputs as well

as

a

possible cell-cell interactions that occur in vivo which cannot exist in dissociated cell
cultures

and

activation

so

of this

pathway may have a different outcome in

comparison to in vitro regulation.
In

studies that involved PKA activation

our

increasing systemic osmolarity in
saline,
Here

a

an

we

stimulated PENK A mRNA

by

acute fashion by i.p. injection of hypertonic

known stimulus of PENK A mRNA in the pPVN (Lightman & Young 1987b).

this

stimulus

is

probably transduced through afferent pathways of the

osmoreceptor complex which include the AV3V and

SFO (Dyball & Leng 1990)

which has resulted in the release of neurotransmitters
GABA and serotonin to induce PENK A and CRH gene

probably angiotensin II,

expression. Therefore the

significant reduction of CRH mRNA and reduction in PENK A

gene

expression

following i.e.v. infusion of dbcAMP in these hyperosmotically stimulated rats
suggests that either PKA stimulation has directly induced an additional transcription
factor in the

pPVN that in combination with the osmotically induced transcription

factors results in
or

it has acted

combination

a

on

with

suppression of the transcription of the CRH and PENK A genes

the afferent

those

hyperosmolarity either have
or

pathways to induce the release of transmitters that in

released
no

in

response

resultant effect

have resulted in the induction of

on

to

the

increased

systemic

the transcription of these

transcription factors that act together

promoter regions to inhibit gene transcription.

genes

on

the
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CHAPTER 7
EFFECT OF ACTIVATION OF PKA AND PKC SECOND MESSENGER
PATHWAYS ON FOS PROTEIN EXPRESSION IN RAT HYPOTHALAMIC

NEURONES.
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Introduction

7.1

Trans-synaptic signals
mediated

pathways and

transduced by the cell via second

are

messenger

lead to short and long term changes in gene

can

expression (for review see Comb et al 1987).

Genes which

are

rapidly and

transiently expressed in neurones within minutes of stimulation

are

immediate

are now

Both c-fos and c-jun

early genes (Greenberg et al 1986).

most well established and

investigated of the lEGs and

were

termed

initially identified

the
as

proto-oncogenes (Van Beveren et al 1983, Maki et al 1987). Fos, the protein

product of c-fos (Curran et al 1984), has been used by many researchers as a
marker of cellular activation in

a

variety of in vitro and in vivo studies (Morgan &

Curran 1986, Ceccatelli et al 1989, Haas et al 1991,
al 1992,

Yin et al 1992, Hoffman et al 1993).

Regulatory elements of the c-fos

1.

gene

Originally as c-fos was found to be
as a

Sharp et al 1991, Hamamura et

result of many

Greenberg

so

different stimuli (Hyman et al 1993, for reviews

Morgan & Curran

1990,

readily induced and commonly expressed

1991,

see

Hoffman et al 1993a,

Sheng &
b)

many

investigators concentrated on the mechanisms of the control and induction
mechanisms of its
extensive

expression rather than the cellular role of c-fos itself. This led to

investigation of the c-fos promoter region.

The rat c-fos gene sequence was

the first IEG to be characterised (Curran et al

1987) and several elements in the 5' non-encoding region have been shown to have
a

role in its
A

regulation (for review

serum

response

see

Cochran 1993).

element (SRE) is located at -310 bp of the human c-fos

promoter region (Treisman 1985, Gilman et al 1986).
enhancer element and binds

a

67 kDa

protein, the

It functions

serum response

as an

inducible

factor (Treisman

1987, Prywes et al 1988), and as a result induces c-fos transcription (Treisman
1986, Prywes & Roeder 1987). Although named as the serum response factor, it is
not

only induced in

response

to serum stimulation but can be induced by phorbol

esters i.e. via

protein kinase C activation (Prywes & Roeder 1986, Gilman 1988) but

is unaffected

by protein kinase A signals (Gilman 1988). The mechanisms of action

of SRF

are

not

known, and another protein has been found to bind to the SRE in

conjunction with SRF (Shaw et al 1989b) and this protein complex

was

shown to
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can act as an

autorepressor as it inhibits c-fos transcription by binding to the SRE (Sassone-Corsi
et al
its

1988) and so in effect it can turn its own gene off, which probably accounts for

rapid and transient induction and repression.
Another

element

regulatory element is situated at -60 bp and functions as

an

(Gilman et al 1986, Sheng et al 1988, Berkowitz et al 1989).

similar to the cAMP

inducible

This site is

responsive element (ORE), which is activated following PKA

stimulation, found in other genes (Comb et al 1986, Montminy et al 1986).
function

as a

act

a

as

CRE in c-fos

It can

(Berkowitz et al 1989) and this element is also found to

Ca2+ inducible

response

element (CaRE)

as

Ca2+ entry following

depolarisation in PC12 cells results in induction of c-fos expression via this
response

element (Sheng et al 1988).

correlated to the

binding of

a

Stimulation via this element has been

phosphorylated cAMP-response element binding

protein (CREB) (Sheng et al 1990). CREB is
al

one

of the substrates for PKA (Sun et

1992).

A number of stimuli induce c-fos expression through this CRE/CaRE

response

element and include opening of voltage gated calcium channels (Morgan

& Curran

1986), neurotransmitters e.g. acetylcholine (Greenberg et al 1986) and

barium ions

Another

(Curran & Morgan 1986).

growth factor, PDGF, induces the formation of a transcription factor

which binds to
element

to

a

specific regulatory site at -346, called the sis/PDGF-inducible factor

induce

c-fos

transcription (Wagner et al 1990).

Regulation of

transcriptional elongation may also play a role in changing c-fos levels (Fort et al
1987).
The

regulatory elements probably do not act in isolation but

synergistically in the nuclear
proposed to be the major
combination with
control of c-fos
2.

response to

response

external stimuli.

are more

likely to act

The SRE has been

element of c-fos and binding at this site, in

transcription factors at other sites, provides the major signal for

transcription (Cochran 1993).

Physiological induction of Fos protein expression in the hypothalamus

Suckling induces Fos protein expression in very few OXT and vasopressin
neurones

in the SON and PVN

25% of SON OXT

neurones

(Fenelon et al 1993a) whereas in parturient rats

expressed Fos protein (Fenelon et al 1993b). On the
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day of parturition Fos protein expression can be induced in SON neurones by the
systemic administration of naloxone,
this is

an

opioid antagonist (Douglas et al 1995) and

thought to result from the removal of an opioid tone that develops towards the

end of pregnancy.
Stress also induces

an

increase in Fos

expression in CRH

neurones

of the pPVN

following footshock (Rivest & Rivier 1994) and immobilisation (Ceccatelli et al
1989a, Imaki et al 1993).
3.

Experimental induction of Fos protein expression in vivo
Fos

protein

can

be induced following direct electrical stimulation

in the

motor/sensory cortex (Sagar et al 1988), following auditory stimulation (Ehert &
Fisher

1991) and following seizures (Morgan et al 1987).

Induction of c-fos gene

expression in the hypothalamus has been shown to

occur

following central administration of various drugs, including neurotransmitters or
I.c.v. administration of lnterleukin-1 li induced c-fos expression in CRH

analogues.

immunoreactive

neurones

of the

parvocellular PVN (Ju et al 1991, Rivest et al

1992) and also increased CRH message in the pPVN (Rivest & Rivier 1994). An
i.c.v. infusion of
induces Fos
et al

colchicine,

a

mitosis and axonal transport inhibitor, in rats also

protein expression in the pPVN in many CRH-IR neurones (Ceccatelli

1989a). I.c.v. administration of somatostatin and AVP not only induces barrel

rotation in rats but also induces c-fos

1993).

expression in the cerebellum (Kamegai et al

I.c.v. administration of AVP induces c-fos expression in the septum and

hippocampus (Giri et al 1990).
A

more

specific stimulus, activating only OXT

systemic administration of CCK.
vasopressin

neurones

neurones

in the SON is that of

CCK increases the firing rate of OXT but not

(Renaud et al 1987) and results in OXT secretion but not

vasopressin secretion (Verbalis et al 1986a).

I.p. injections of CCK induced Fos

protein expression exclusively in the magnocellular OXT neurones of the SON and
in most

magnocellular areas of the PVN but it also induced Fos expression in the

pPVN neurones (Hamamura et al 1991, Verbalis et al 1991a). This stimulus also
induced Fos
neurones

expression in the ascending pathways to the hypothalamic OXT

i.e. in the A2 cell group

of the NTS and the

area

postrema (Luckman

1992). It was also demonstrated that the amount of Fos expressed increased with
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increasing doses of CCK (Hoffman et al 1993a).
Direct administration of

protein expression.

a

drug into

a

specific brain

also induce Fos

area can

Administration of a dopamine uptake inhibitor, via a dialysis

probe, induced Fos protein expression in the rat caudate putamen (Morelli et al
1992).
4.

Experimental induction of Fos protein expression in vitro
Phorbol esters have been shown to activate neuronal PKC in vivo and in vitro

(Castagna et al 1982, Yamanishi et al 1983, Nishizuka 1984). Phorbol esters have
also been shown to stimulate c-fos
1

adrenocortical cell line

expression in

a

variety of cell lines, in mouse Y-

(Kimura et al 1993), astrocytes (Hisanaga et al 1990),

human neuroblastoma SH-SY5Y and bovine adrenal medulla cells

and rat
and

myocardial cells (Dunnmon et al 1990).

cAMP

a

expression in astrocytes (Hisanaga et al 1990) and Sertoli

(Tasken et al 1991).

In vitro activation of the PKC

following the addition of
al

In PC 12 cells both phorbol esters

analogue induced c-fos expression (Greenberg et al 1985). Analogues

of cAMP induced c-fos
cells

(Goc et al 1992)

nerve

pathway in PC 12 cells induces c-fos expression

growth factor (Curran & Morgan 1985, Greenberg et

1985), nicotinic agonists (Greenberg et al 1986), and depolarisation (Morgan &

Curran

1986).

Activation of the PKA pathway in these cells also induces c-fos

expression (Sassone-Corsi et al 1988, Berkowitz et al 1989) via Ca2+ ion entry
(Morgan & Curran 1986).
Therefore c-fos has

messenger

pathways,

been

by

neuromodulators and in vitro

induced in vivo

direct

by activation of specific second

applications

of

neurotransmitters

or

by activation of intracellular pathways directly and

through ligand mediated events. Direct activation of the PKA and PKC pathways in
vivo in the cited literature has been confined to the
to act

through

For

one

application of

a

stimulus known

particular pathway to then induce late gene expression.

descriptions of the drugs used in the experiments in this chapter, input

pathways to the PVN and the PKA and PKC pathways

see

Chapter 6 (6.3.1).

7.2 Aim

Activation of the second messenger

pathways A and C effectively inhibited and
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expression in the parvocellular neurones in the
a

cAMP analogue and

Both the CRH and PENK A

elements for both cAMP and PKC
al

on

an

genes

activator of PKC

contain inducible

(Comb et al 1986, Seasholtz et al 1988, Adler et

1992). C-fos has been implicated in the regulation of proenkephalin (Comb et al

1988) and CRH (Herman et al 1992)
regulatory elements that

are

gene

expression.

The c-fos gene contains

inducible by cAMP and phorbol esters (Gilman et al

1986). Therefore PKA and PKC activation that results in transcriptional regulation
of CRH and PENK A mRNA, may

be mediated through c-fos induction.

investigated whether PKA and PKC activation by
ester

questions:

Does direct second messenger activation induce Fos

protein expression in hypothalamic neurones?
PKC

cAMP analogue and phorbol

respectively induced Fos protein expression in pPVN neurones. In particular

asked two

we

a

So we

Is Fos protein involved in PKA

or

pathway regulation of CRH and PENK A mRNA in parvocellular neurones of

the PVN?

7.3

Experiments

7.3.1

Drugs

See

Chapter 6: 6.3.1

7.3.2 Animals
All animals used in these

experiments were adult female virgin Sprague Dawley

rats which were housed under standard conditions and fed a standard diet as

described in General Methods (G.M.) 2.1.
for 2-3 weeks before the

7.3.3

Expt. 1.

All animals

were

allowed to acclimatise

experiment.

Effect of protein kinase C pathway activation

on

Fos protein

expression in the rat SON and PVN
1.

Surgical preparation

Virgin female Sprague Dawley rats (285.7 ± 15.3g) were anaesthetised by an i.p.

injection of sagatal BP (sodium pentobarbitone, 50 mg/ml)(48 mg/kg). Anaesthesia
was

ml

maintained

as

throughout the experiment by additional i.p. injections of 0.01-0.02

required. After placement in

a

stereotaxic frame,

a

midline incision was made
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to expose

the skull and the periosteum scraped away

bregma. After burring screw holes,

lateral to the midline and 0.6
insertion of

an

caudal to

mm

intracerebroventricular

After securing

long).

expose

screws
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a

1.0

mm

hole

drilled 1.6

was

mm

left

bregma (see Fig. G.M. 2.3.1) for the

(i.c.v.) guide cannula (22

gauge,

4.5 mm

lateral to the cannula hole, the guide cannula

was

implanted and affixed to the skull using dental acrylic, as described in G.M. 2.3.1.
The rat

left to stabilise for 2h

was

following surgery.

2. Experimental procedure
An infusion cannula

(28 gauge, 5.5 mm long) was attached via polythene tubing

(1.0 mm o.d., 0.5 mm i.d.) to
cannula

was

100 pi gas tight Hamilton syringe.

a

The infusion

filled with either phorbol 12-myristate 13-acetate (PMA: 20 ng/pl

of 2%

DMSO, 98% of 0.9% NaCI, n=6) or vehicle (2% DMSO, 98% of 0.9% NaCI, n=7).
The

syringe

solutions at

was

placed on

rate of 1.4

a

a

Braun Melsungen infusion

Before insertion into the guide cannula it

pl/min.

ensured that the solutions flowed

freely through the infusion cannula.

following completion of surgery, the infusion cannula was inserted
4.5

mm

below the skull in the lateral ventricle.

cannula the pump was
either PMA
cannula

later,

a

was

7.3.4.

on

vehicle for 20 min.

as

were

so

was

At least 2h

that its tip lay

10 min after insertion of the infusion

and the anaesthetised rats

5 min after the end of the

removed and the anaesthetised rats

were

were

infused with

infusion, the infusion

then

decapitated 70 min

total of 90 min after the start of the infusion. The brains

removed,
brains

or

switched

set to deliver

pump,

were

immediately

described in G.M. 2.6 and quickly frozen onto chucks on dry ice. The

stored at -70°C before

processing for Fos protein IHC.

Expt. 2. Effect of PKA activation on Fos protein expression in the SON and
PVN of conscious rats

1.

Surgical Preparation
Halothane anaesthetised

secured in

a

virgin female Sprague Dawley rats (303.1±9.8g)

stereotaxic frame and

retraction of the skin and exposure
reveal

bregma.

a

midline incision

was

made in the

of the skull, the periosteum

An i.c.v. guide cannula (22 gauge, 4.5

mm

was

were

scalp. After

scraped away to

long)

was

implanted

through a 1.0 mm hole drilled 1.6 mm left lateral to the midline and 0.6 mm caudal
to

bregma (see G.M. Fig. 2.3.1). After securing

screws

lateral to the guide cannula,
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rat left to
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acrylic,

reverse sutures, a

as

described in G.M. 2.3.1.

dummy cannula inserted and the

for 48h.

Experimental Procedure
Animals

were

handled

on

the

day following surgery and their dummy caps

loosened, in order to reduce the stress of handling during the experiment. The

procedure

carried out 48h after surgery.

was

attached via polythene tubing (1.0 mm o.d., 0.5 mm i.d.) to a 100 pi

mm

long)

gas

tight Hamilton syringe.

was

An infusion cannula (28 gauge, 5.5

The infusion cannula

was

filled with either dbcAMP

(4.166 pg/pl, n=5) or vehicle (0.9% NaCI, n=5) and before insertion into the guide
cannula it

was

ensured that the solutions flowed

freely through the cannula.

The

syringe was placed on a Braun Melsungen infusion pump, set to deliver solutions at
a

rate of 1.4

pl/min. 10 min after the loosening and removal of the guide cannula,

the infusion cannula
lateral ventricle.

was

After

a

inserted

so

that its

tip lay 4.5

further 10 min the pump was

infused with the solutions for 20 min whilst

were

removed,

then decapitated 90 min after the start
as

switched

on

was

and the rats
5 min

cages.

removed and the conscious

of the infusion. The brains

were

described in G.M. 2.6 and frozen immediately onto chucks on dry ice.

brains

The

below the skull in the

freely roaming about their

after the end of the infusion the infusion cannula
rats

mm

were

stored

at

-70°C

before

processing

for

Fos

protein

immunohistochemistry.
7.3.5

Expt. 3.

Effect of direct stimulation of the protein kinase A pathway in the
paraventricular nucleus

1.

Surgical Preparation

Virgin female Sprague Dawley rats (260 ± 6g)
at

a

were

anaesthetised with halothane

flow rate of 600-800 ml/min and placed in a Stoelting stereotaxic

head secured

by

ear

bars.

A midline incision was made in the scalp, the skull

exposed and the periosteum scraped
and lambda

away.

The skull was levelled so that bregma

lay in the same horizontal plane. A 1.0 mm hole was drilled 0.4 mm

right lateral to the midline and 1.8

mm

caudal to bregma.

burred lateral to the cannula hole and the
cannula

frame and the

screws

inserted.

Two screw holes were
An intranuclear

guide

(26 gauge, 7.16 mm long) was inserted vertically so that its tip lay 6.16 mm
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below the skull and therefore

lay just above the right PVN. The guide cannula was

affixed to the skull with dental

sutures,
to
2.

as

recover
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acrylic and the wound closed with two reverse

described in G.M. 2.3.2.1. A dummy cap was inserted and the rats left

for 48 h.

Experimental procedure
On the

day following surgery the rats were handled and their dummy caps

loosened in order that stress
would

be lessened.

arising from like handling on the day of experiment

48h after surgery was

loosened and removed 10 min
infusion cannula
mm

o.d., 0.4

(33

mm

infusion cannula

gauge,

caps were

prior to the insertion of the infusion cannula.

8.16

mm

The

long) was connected to polythene tubing (0.8

i.d.) and attached to

was

completed the dummy

a

5 pi gas tight Hamilton syringe.

filled with either dbcAMP

(48 pg/pl)

or

The

vehicle (0.9% NaCI).

10 min after the insertion of the infusion cannula the conscious rats

were

with 0.5

pi of either dbcAMP (n=6) or vehicle (n=7) over 1 min.

The infusion

cannula

was

removed

5

min

after the end

of the

infusion.

The

infused

rats

were

decapitated 90 min after the start of the infusion, the brains rapidly removed and
frozen

immediately onto chucks on dry ice, see G.M. 2.6. The brains were stored at

-70°C before

7.3.6 Fos
1.

processing for Fos IHC.

protein immunohistochemistry

Brain sections
All the brains from the above

experiments were sectioned on a cryostat at

optimal temperature -16-(-12)°C. 15
were

thaw mounted

on

chrome alum

pm

coronal sections through the hypothalamus

gelatine subbed slides. The slides

stored in desiccated slide boxes at -70°C before IHC.

collected

as a

then

Every tenth section

was

test slide for orientation and the verification of the site of

cannula and stained with
2.

were

implanted

cresyl violet ortoluidine blue.

Methodology
For full

methodology refer to General Methods 2.7.

Day 1
Slide boxes

temperature.

were

removed from the freezer and allowed to

Selected slides

were

come

up

to room

removed and desired sections encircled with
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(Bayer Diagnostics) and placed into glass slide boxes for IHC.

Sections

were

fixed in 4%

paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M PB for 30 min then washed

extensively in 0.1M PB for 20 min.

Endogenous peroxidase

with the methanol solution for 15 min.
Triton X-100 in 0.1M PB for 15 min.

washing with
RT.

on

Excess

The methanol

was

Background binding

then deactivated

washed off with 0.2%
was

then reduced by

preincubation buffer containing 1% normal sheep serum for 1h at

a

liquid from around the sections

flat humidified slide boxes.

was

removed and the slides placed in

Approximately 50 pi (an excess) of incubation medium

containing the primary antibody raised against Fos protein
test section.

was

Slides

were

was

pipetted onto each

incubated for 24h at 4°C.

Day 2
Additional

antibody solution was added early on day 2, in order to prevent the

sections from

drying out.

The primary antibody

was

removed, 24h after its

application, by extensive washing in 0.3% Triton X-100 in 0.1M PB.
was

Excess liquid

tipped off the slide, the area around the sections was dried and slides then

replaced in the flat slide boxes.

Excess secondary antibody: goat anti-rabbit

peroxidase complex, in incubation solution 2, was applied to test sections. Sections
were

then incubated for 24h at 4°C.

Day 3
Additional

from

secondary antibody

was

drying out. Secondary antibody

applied early on day 3 to prevent the sections
was

PB, followed by acetate buffer for 2 min.
final solution for

approximately 10 min.

viewing under light microscopy.
black, it
followed

was

Sections

were

then incubated with the

Progress of the reaction was followed by

Once the reaction worked and nuclei appeared

stopped by replacing the final solution with stopping solution for 5 min,

by distilled water for 5 min. Sections

alcohol and

xylene to dewax and

mounted in DePeX and
3.

removed by extensive washing in 0.1M

remove

were

dehydrated through 80%, 100%

the PAP pen deposit.

Slides

were

coverslipped.

Fos IHC controls
Brain sections from rats

given either an i.p. injection of 1.5M NaCI or morphine

dependent rats given s.c. naloxone were included in each run for Fos IHC.
these stimuli

are

known to induce

Both

high levels of Fos expression in the SON and
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on

(Sharp et al 1991, Russell et al 1992a and

areas

of Fos-IR in these control sections and test

presence

sections would demonstrate that the Fos IHC

satisfactory.

was

4. Variability
Each
so

of Fos IHC contained at least two slides per

run

that all sections

Variation in the

were

exposed to the

same

animal and from all

immunohistochemical processing.

density of staining between sections for technical

therefore minimised.

Sections

coded before

were

groups

reasons was

counting in order to prevent bias

in measurement.
5.

Quantification of Fos protein expression in the SON and PVN
l.c.v. cannula

and in

some

at this time.

placement was verified by viewing during sectioning of the brain

brains the track

appeared in the counterstained test sections collected

For the PVN cannula placement,

the site of implantation

using the counterstained test sections and it also appeared
sections
were

(Fig. 7.3.6.5.1 A).

on some

verified

processed

Parvocellular and magnocellular neurones of the PVN

distinguished by consultation with

defined

was

a

by Swanson & Kuypers (1980).

rat atlas (Konig & Klippel 1963) and as

Presumptive glial cells

were

distinguished

by their very small nuclei and perikarya compared to both magnocellular and
parvocellular

neurones.

In each experiment Fos protein expression was quantified

in the SON and/or the PVN in six to

viewed

by light microscopy using

attached to
the

a

a

objective the SON/PVN
measured and

were
area

Sections

camera and

the Fos positive nuclei in

viewed on a T.V. monitor and counted.

profile

were

Vickers M17 microscope, x10 objective,

high performance CCD video

hypothalamic nuclei

area

eight coronal brain sections.

was

manually outlined

on

Using

a

x5

the monitor and the

computed by the attached Joyce-Loebl pMagiscan image

analysing system. Fos positive nuclear densities
positive nuclei counts and the
and then group means ± s.e.m.

area

were

then calculated from the Fos

measurements for each profile. Animal means

for each region

were

then calculated.

7.4 Results

1. Intracerebroventricular activation of the PKC pathway
Examination of the brain sections

following the i.c.v. infusion of PMA revealed
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not extensively induced throughout the brain.

was very

low, see Fig. 7.4.1.1. Brain areas that

consistently expressed Fos-IR following PMA infusion included the primary olfactory
cortex, parts of the cerebral cortex surrounding the central gyrus and the stria
medullaris thalamus.
extensive Fos

Infusion

primary olfactory cortex.
infused with the
mean ± s.e.m.:

not

2%

DMSO vehicle

also did

not

induce

protein expression by itself in any brain area, including the SON and

PVN above basal levels,

was

of the

except for an inconsistent expression (2/6 rats) in the

The number of nuclei, per unit area, in the SON of rats

phorbol ester that expressed Fos protein

0.824 ± 0.465,

(Fos positive

was

low (Fig. 7.4.1.2;

neurones per square

micron), n=6) and

significantly different from expression in vehicle treated controls (mean ±
0.288 ±

0.191, n=7).

I.c.v. PMA also did not significantly increase the

numbers of Fos-IR nuclei, per

unit area (Fos positive neurones per square micron),

s.e.m.:

in either the

magnocellular (mean ±

s.e.m.:

0.221 ± 0.188)

or

parvocellular PVN

(0.228 ± 0.066) compared to vehicle treated controls (0.052 ± 0.026: 0.132 ± 0.048)

respectively (see Fig. 7.4.1.2).
2.

Intracerebroventricular activation of PKA pathway
Fos

immunohistochemistry revealed that the i.c.v. infusion of dibutyryl cAMP

induced

Fos

neurones

and also in the

induced Fos

groups

expression in the nuclei of parvocellular and magnocellular PVN

magnocellular SON neurones (see Fig. 7.4.2.1).

protein expression

was

(Fig. 7.3.6.5.1 B). Other brain

The

not global but confined to specific neuronal
areas

that consistently demonstrated Fos-IR

following i.c.v. dbcAMP infusion included the arcuate nuclei, primary olfactory
cortex, lateral olfactory tract, cerebral cortex, anterior hypothalamic nucleus, and
anterior
not

paraventricular thalamic nucleus, although in this study these areas were

quantified. I.c.v. vehicle infused rats did not

above the basal

express

Fos-IR in any brain regions

background of Fos protein expression found in most rat brains

(personal observation, Hoffman et al 1993a), see Fig. 7.4.2.1. The number of Fos

positive nuclei
of dbcAMP

unit area in the SO and PV nuclei was quantified. I.c.v. infusion

significantly induced Fos protein expression in the magnocellular nuclei

of the SON
square

per

(n=5,

mean ± s.e.m.

number of nuclei (Fos positive neurones per

micron): 2.274 ± 0.285, p<0.01, Mann Whitney U-test), compared to i.c.v.

vehicle treated controls

(n=5, 0.016 ± 0.008, see Figure 7.4.2.2).

DbcAMP also
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on

significantly increased Fos protein expression in the magnocellular PVN (mean ±
s.e.m.:

3.318 ±

and in the
Mann

0.662, p<0.01, Mann Whitney U-test) vs. controls (0.046 ± 0.046)

parvocellular

neurones

of the PVN (mean ±

Whitney U-test) vs. controls (0.150 ± 0.041,

see

s.e.m.:

2.896 ±0.468, p<0.01,

Fig. 7.4.2.2).

3. Direct activation of the PKA pathway in the PVN
Fos-IR nuclei

This

area

of

were

found in all brain sections at and around the site of

Fos-containing nuclei extended approximately 650

the infusion cannula and

was

the vehicle infused animals
vehicle-infused rats the

pm

from the tip of

present in both the dbcAMP (see Fig. 7.3.6.5.1 A) and

although to

lesser density in the controls.

a

from

the

Brain areas

injection site and cannula track did not contain

immunoreactivity in either the drug

or

Figure 7.4.3.1,

were

any

Fos

vehicle infused rat brains (see Fig. 7.4.3.1).

Sections which contained PVN in which the
the PVN, as in

In the

Fos-containing nuclei were mainly in presumptive glia (see

below), and in the dbcAMP-infused rats in both glia and neurones.
remote

injection.

injection cannula

was

excluded from the study and

too remote from

were

therefore not

quantified.
Direct infusion of dbcAMP induced Fos
and

protein expression in the magnocellular

parvocellular neurones of the PVN and also in presumptive glia cells compared

to vehicle-infused PVN whose

Fos-containing nuclei were mainly in glia cells (Fig.

7.4.3.2, 7.4.3.3).
Infusion of dbcAMP

directly onto the PVN significantly induced Fos protein

expression in the magnocellular PVN compared to vehicle-injected animals (Two
way

ANOVA, p=0.0244).

But there was no significant difference in Fos protein

expression in these magnocellular
of the

PVN

dbcAMP
per

unit

in the

(Two

way

neurones

between the left and right hand sides

ANOVA, p=0.846).

Further analysis revealed that the

significantly induced Fos protein expression, measured

area

(Fos positive

neurones per square

injected right PVN (n=6,

Method,

see

mean ± s.e.m.:

as

positive nuclei

micron), in magnocellular neurones
0.512 ± 0.182, p<0.05, Bonferroni's

Fig. 7.4.3.4 A) compared to the magnocellular neurones of the vehicle-

injected right PVN (n=7, mean ±
control left PVN

0.178 ±0.060) and the vehicle-injected

(n=7, 0.221 ± 0.032). The uninjected left PVN in the rats infused

with dbcAMP also contained
0.450 ± 0.149,

s.e.m.:

a

significant increase in Fos protein expression (n=6,

p<0.05, Bonferroni's Method, see Fig. 7.4.3.4 A) compared to the
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right PVN (n=7, 0.178 ± 0.060).

induced

Fos

protein expression in the parvocellular

compared to vehicle-infused animals (Two Way ANOVA,

Again no significant difference was found between the infused, right

p=0.0058).

PVN and the non-infused left PVN
number of Fos

(Two Way ANOVA, p=0.663).

Analysis of the

protein IR nuclei per unit area (Fos positive neurones per square

micron) of the parvocellular PVN neurones, see Fig. 7.4.3.4 B, demonstrated that
dbcAMP
±

mean

significantly induced Fos protein expression in the infused right PVN (n=6,
s.e.m.;

0.616 ± 0.165, p<0.05, Bonferroni's Method) compared to the

control vehicle-infused

(0.182 ± 0.060).

right pPVN (n=7, 0.197 ± 0.075) and untreated left pPVN

Parvocellular neurones in the untreated left PVN of the dbcAMP-

infused rats also contained
unit

significantly greater numbers of Fos positive nuclei per

Bonferroni's Method)

(see Fig. 7.4.3.4 B: 0.553 ± 0.139, p<0.05,

area

compared to vehicle-infused right pPVN (n=7, 0.197 ± 0.075) and also vehicleinfused left PVN

(0.182 ± 0.060).

In both vehicle- and dbcAMP- infused rats another group

protein

expression.

nuclei

These

the

amongst

were

of nuclei exhibited Fos
magnocellular

and

parvocellular neurones in the PVN (Fig. 7.4.3.3) and also in the areas that
surrounded the site of infusion

(see Fig. 7.4.3.6.5.1 A).

In comparison to the

magnocellular and parvocellular positive nuclei these nuclei were small and
surrounded
These
were

by a very small amount of cytoplasm. They may therefore be glial cells.

presumptive glial cells
no

were

also quantified,

see

Fig. 7.4.3.5 A,B.

There

significant differences between the Fos protein expression in the

presumptive glial cells in the dbcAMP-injected PVN and the vehicle-infused PVN in
either the

magnocellular part of the PVN

or

the parvocellular PVN (Two way

ANOVA, p=0.102, p=0.136 respectively), nor were there any significant differences
between the

either the

p=0.696

presumptive glial positive nuclei between the left and right PVN in

magnocellular
respectively).

or

the parvocellular PVN (Two

Therefore

there

were

no

way

ANOVA, p=0.0538,

significant differences

presumptive glial Fos expression between any PVN areas.
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Distribution of Fos immunoreactive nuclei following

Legend 7.3.6.5.1

PKA

activation

A) Photomicrograph of the extent of Fos immunoreactive nuclei following direct
infusion of 0.5

pi dbcAMP (48 pg/gl) onto the right PVN over 1 min. Rats were

killed 90 min after the start of the infusion and 15 pm

coronal brain sections

were

processed for Fos immunohistochemistry.
Arrows:

-> indicates end of infusion cannula,
F>

indicates the extent of the dbcAMP infusion induced Fos

protein

immunoreactivity. Showing effective limit of the influence of dbcAMP
circa 150-200 pm

above the PVN

B) Photomicrograph of Fos immunoreactivity in the SON and surrounding area of
rat infused with i.e.v. dbcAMP

Fos

SON:
OX:

a

flow rate of 1.4 pl/min.

positive nucleus

supraoptic nucleus

optic chiasma

LOT:

(4.166 pg/pl) for 20 min at

olfactory tract

PVN:

paraventricular nucleus

3v: third ventricle
Marker bar: 50 pm
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Effect of second messenger

activation

on

Fos expression in the SON and PVN

Legend 7.3.3.3 Fos immunoreactive nuclei in PVN following direct PKA activation

High
vehicle

power

photomicrographs of Fos-IR in the PVN of dbcAMP injected and

injected PVN which have been processed for Fos immunoreactivity by IHC.

A) dbcAMP-injected PVN which contains Fos-IR in small nuclei in the pPVN,

presumptive glial cells and cells with larger nuclei, the parvoceilular
MPVN also contains Fos-IR

neurones

and

neurones.

presumptive glial cells.

B) Vehicle-injected PVN has a lesser expression of Fos-IR compared to A. Fos
positive parvoceilular neurones and presumptive glial cells are seen in the
pPVN. The magnocellular PVN here only contains Fos-IR in presumptive glial
cells.

N: Fos-IR

neurone

G: Fos-IR

presumptive glial cell

MPVN:

magnocellular paraventricular nucleus

pPVN: parvoceilular paraventricular nucleus
Marker bar: 50 pm
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Figure 7.3.33Fos immunoreactive nuclei in PVN following direct PKA activation
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7.5 Discussion
1.

Technical Considerations

Positive control brain sections included in the Fos immunohistochemical
were

found to be Fos-IR in the nuclei of

stimuli

given i.e.

naloxone

as

neurones

known to be activated by the

described for i.p. hypertonic saline (Sharp et al 1991) and

precipitated

morphine withdrawal,

(Chapter 3).

Absence of Fos

immunoreactivity in sections immunolabelled for Fos protein
result of
2.

a

runs

was

not therefore a

failure of the technique to work.

Fos protein expression following protein kinase C activation

l.c.v. infusion of PMA did not induce
lie in close

a

global induction of Fos-IR in the cells that

proximity to the ventricular system. Activation of the protein kinase C

pathway by ventricular phorbol ester infusion did not extensively activate Fos
expression in the hypothalamus, in particular the SON and PVN (see Fig. 7.4.1.1) or
other brain

positive nuclei
rats is very

al 1991,

except for the primary olfactory cortex.

areas

per

unit area of the SON and of the PVN in the phorbol ester-infused

low compared to that induced by other stimuli (see Fig. 7.4.1.2; Sharp et

Russell et al 1992a) and on comparison to Fos expression following i.c.v.

vehicle there

were no

significant differences in expression (Fig. 7.4.1.2). Here the

vehicle contained 2% DMSO which itself did not induce any

brain,

as

occasional
Fos

The numbers of Fos

Fos expression in the

these vehicle controls expressed either no Fos or expression in an

single cell throughout the brain (Fig 7.4.1.1, 7.4.1.2), i.e. basal level of

protein expression.

Phorbol ester did induce Fos

protein expression in the primary olfactory cortex as

vehicle-treated animals did not exhibit Fos

of this induction is unclear
to the

as

the main

expression in this

area.

The mechanism

olfactory input is through the olfactory

nerve

olfactory bulb which then projects to the olfactory cortex and this sensory

afferent

pathway does not

run

adjacent to the ventricular system.

unlikely that the phorbol ester is acting directly
olfactory cortex

as

it is

so

on

this pathway

It is therefore

or on

the primary

remote from the ventricular system (Konig & Klippel

1963). Another possibility is that the phorbol ester could have activated

a

feedback

pathway from limbic structures e.g. the hippocampus, which lies adjacent to the
lateral ventricles

and the amygdala to

induce Fos expression in the primary

Effect of second messenger
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olfactory cortex (Scott & Leonard 1971, McBride & Sutin 1977).
Activation of the
ester diffusion

protein kinase C pathway either via

or an

the induction of Fos

indirect action via activation of

This lack of induction

immunohistochemical

technique

no

Fos

direct action from phorbol

input pathways did not result in

protein expression in magnocellular/ parvocellular neurones of

the SON and PVN.

that

a

was

not

result of

a

positive controls demonstrated.

as

failure of the

a

It is surprising

expression is induced by PMA as so many neurotransmitters including

acetylcholine, noradrenaline, angiotensin II, 5-HT, have been shown to activate the
PKC

pathway

afferent

and

neurotransmitters

pathways

to the

SON

and

PVN

use

these

(Renaud 1987). In vitro applications of these neurotransmitters to

cell lines have resulted in the induction of c-fos

expression, for example addition of

nicotine, which activates acetylcholine receptors, results in stimulation of c-fos gene

expression in PC 12 cells (Greenberg et al 1986).

We might therefore have

expected to find an induced expression of Fos in some hypothalamic nuclei or brain
areas

adjacent to the ventricular system. The SFO projects to the magnocellular

neurones

of

the

SON

and

PVN

(Miselis

1981) and

excitation induces

on

vasopressin and OXT release (Brimble & Dyball 1977). Angiotensin II is one of the
neurotransmitters that
Jhamandas et al

are

potentially involved in this pathway (Lind et al 1984,

1989) and it is excitatory to SON neurones (Ferguson & Renaud

1986, Okuya et al 1987).

Classical activation of this pathway through systemic

hyperosmolarity induces Fos protein expression in both the magnocellular PVN and

parvocellular PVN
al 1990,
is

as

well

as

the magnocellular neurones of the SON (Giovanelli et

Sharp et al 1991, Hamamura et al 1992). It would seem that angiotensin II

unlikely to activate Fos in these neurones through the PKC pathway.
It may

be that substrates phosphorylated by the activated protein kinase C within

the

neurones are

the

promoter or the combination of the many transcription factors. It could be that

the

phosphorylated substrate

its

not

transcription factors of the c-fos

may

gene

and

so

did not bind to

have bound to the c-fos promoter and inhibited

transcription, possibly through the SRE region (Shaw et al 1989a).

Another

possibility is that the phorbol ester might have activated all isoforms of PKC

(Nishizuka 1984, Huang 1989, Dekker & Parker 1994).

These isoforms

are

unevenly distributed throughout tissues and they have been shown to have different
affinities for different substrates and have been

proposed to have

a

role for fine

Effect of second messenger

tuning trans-synaptic signals (Dekker & Parker 1994). As
of

multiple forms of PKC

therefore induced
with

increase in activated

may

a

result of the activation

have been phosphorylated and

transcription factors which in combination

promoter regions produce no overall effect on c-fos

transcription.

Fos protein
PKC

substrates

many

another and gene

one

gene

an

expression has been induced in many cell lines via activation of the

pathway (Greenberg et al 1985, Dunnmon et al 1990, Hisanaga et al 1990,

Goc et al

1992). Many of the studies of immediate early

gene

regulation have been

performed in cell lines which each have a particular phenotype and as
activation of

the

same

a

result in all cell lines.

result

In PC 12

cells, epidermal growth factor (EGF)

transcription (Greenberg et al 1985) whereas in Balb/c-3T3 cells EGF

weak inducer of c-fos

expression (Hall & Stiles 1987). EGF has been shown to

activate PKC in Swiss 3T3 cells
activation does not activate Fos
I.c.v

a

particular second messenger pathway does not necessarily produce

a

induces c-fos
is
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infusion

administration

of

of

(Yeo & Exton 1995).

expression.

neuromodulators

somatostatin

Thus in 3T3 cells PKC

and

induce

can

AVP, which

Fos

activate

expression.
PKC,

I.c.v.

induces c-fos

expression in the cerebellum (Kamegai et al 1993) and i.c.v. administration of AVP
induces c-fos

expression in the septum and hippocampus (Giri et al 1990); this

implies that the induction of Fos by these neuromodulators induces Fos expression
through
was

not

a

pathway that does not only involve PKC, since in the present study, Fos

seen

in the

Lack of Fos

expression in the hypothalamic areas studied is not a result of the

i.c.v. infusion route

pPVN

were

hippocampus following i.c.v. PMA.

being ineffective since PENK A and CRH gene expression in the

stimulated (see 6.4.3.3, 6.4.3.5).

Furthermore, dbcAMP by this route

increased Fos

protein expression in the PVN/SON, see below (7.5.3).

that any one

a

may

of

number of the immediate early

have been activated and

so a

genes

that

are

It could be

transcription factors

specific pattern of activation factors, not

including c-fos, could have been induced to influence the expression of CRH and
PENK A mRNA.
candidates.

We did not examine the induction of this extensive number of

Although enkephalin has been shown to be regulated by c-fos/c-jun in

vitro, (Sonnenberg et al 1989) in this example in vivo Fos appears not to be one of
the

transcription factors that induce CRH and PENK A mRNA expression under
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these circumstances.
3.

Fos protein expression following protein kinase A activation
Intracerebroventricular administration of the cAMP

Fos
an

protein expression in a number of discrete brain areas; this expression was not

indiscriminate

global induction in

confined to distinct neuronal groups
would suggest
a

analogue, dbcAMP, induced

adjacent to the ventricles but rather was

within the brain (Fig. 7.3.6.5.1 B, 7.4.2.1). This

that activation of PKA specifically induces Fos protein expression by

direct action

Therefore

areas

on

specific sets of

neurones or on

particular input pathways.

although this method of administration is anatomically diffuse, it produces

anatomically discrete effects.
Fos

protein

expression following

this intracerebroventricular infusion was

significantly induced in the parvocellular PVN and the magnocellular PVN and SON
neuronal nuclei
Fos above

compared to vehicle controls (Fig. 7.4.2.2) which did not express

background basal levels (Fig. 7.4.2.1). Therefore not only can Fos

protein expression be induced directly in vitro, following PKA activation for example
in

astrocytes (Hisanaga et al 1990) and in PC 12 cells (Sheng et al 1988) but it also

appears

to be induced following in vivo PKA activation.

It

may

be that

we

have

activated afferent

pathways to the SON and PVN, which contain neurotransmitters

that

adenyl cyclase

are

linked to

e.g.

dopamine (Renaud 1987, Hatton 1990, Fig.

1.6) and vasoactive intestinal peptide (VIP) (Etgen & Browning

1983).

I3>-

adrenoreceptors are linked to the adenylate cyclase second messenger pathway
(Axelrod 1974). And noradrenaline has been found to have

a

central action through

G-adrenoreceptors

on

both vasopressin (Day et al 1985) and OXT neurones (Moos

& Richard 1979a,

b).

We may therefore have activated a neural pathway that

releases

a

the SON,

neurotransmitter that induces Fos

MPVN and pPVN.

But

protein expression in the neurones of

as many

of the neurotransmitters

are

also

negatively linked to PKA activation, and act through PKC, which did not induce Fos
protein expression, as described above, it does not seem likely that
neural

one

particular

input pathway has been activated to induce Fos protein expression. Another

possibility is that activation of

an

excitatory pathway leading to opening of voltage

gated Ca2+ channels could via Ca2+ influx

cause

Fos expression; Ca2+ influx through

such channels has been shown to stimulate c-fos

1986), through

an

expression (Morgan & Curran

action at the CRE/CaRE response element in conjunction with
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cAMP(Sassone-Corsi et al 1988, Sheng et al 1988, Berkowitz

1989). As a result of administering the cAMP analogue we may therefore have

activated the PKA
well

the

as

pathway in the magnocellular neurones of the SON and PVN as

parvocellular PVN

should therefore induce Fos
Direct

magno-

neurones

directly: direct application of the dbcAMP

protein expression.

application of dbcAMP onto the right PVN significantly induced Fos in the

and parvo-cellular parts of the PVN (Figs. 7.4.3.2, 7.4.3.3, 7.4.3.4).

The

injection itself, of either vehicle or dbcAMP, also induced Fos protein expression in
small

this

presumptive glial cells of the magno- and parvo-cellular PVN (7.3.6.5.1 A) and
also evident in sections where the site of

was

injection missed the PVN

(7.4.3.1). Glial and neuronal Fos expression was induced in dbcAMP treated areas
but in vehicle treated

areas

only presumptive glial cells contained Fos protein

(7.4.3.3). The presumptive glial cells had the
express

same appearance as

those induced to

Fos by direct application of CCK to the SON (Chapter 5) and those

demonstrated

by GFAP immunohistochemistry to be glial cells in the study of

hyperosmotic stimulation of the SON

(Chapter 5).

This

Fos

induction

in

presumptive glial cells may also have been the result of the increase in extracellular
volume and modification of the

ECF,

as

demonstrated by the Fos glial induction

resulting from vehicle injection in the CCK study (Chapter 5). This is supported by
the lack of effect of the presence

of the dbcAMP

presumptive glial cells compared to vehicle.

are

injection site

was

Fos-IR

widest

but

also

the

approx.

600-800 pm.

In animals where

uninjected PVN contained Fos.

Flere the

apparent diffusible limit of the injection volume, 600-

the PVN is 500-700

pm

from the ventricle to its lateral edge, at its

point, therefore our infusion volume could reach both PVN and therefore

influence Fos
close

was

at or near the dorsal PVN not only did the injected PVN

unstimulated PVN is within the
800 pm, as

cannot be certain that the

glial Fos around the injection site suggests that the

effective limit of diffusion of dbcAMP

demonstrate

we

glia.

The extent of induction of

the

the number of Fos positive

As we did not perform double

immunohistochemistry for Fos protein and GFAP
small cells

on

expression in both PVN. This diffusion could have been aided by the

apposition of the PVN to the third ventricle and the axon collaterals from

parvocellular neurones that project to

both

magnocellular and

parvocellular
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(Van den Pol 1982). Interconnections between the PVN have

by tracing studies and they pass over the roof of the third ventricle to

the contralateral PVN

(Sawchenko & Swanson 1982a, 1983a). Both these types of

pathways could have facilitated the diffusion of the injectate. This could explain why
there

were

significant differences in expression between the injected and

no

uninjected PVN in both the vehicle and dbcAMP treated animals, whilst there was
still

a

significant effect of the cAMP analogue

As direct

on

Fos expression in

neurones.

application of dbcAMP also induced Fos protein expression in the

pPVN and MPVN this would suggest that the cAMP analogue has directly activated
c-fos

expression in these neurones and presumptive glia. The promoter region of

the c-fos gene

contains a cAMP inducible region (Sheng et al 1988, Berkowitz et al

1989) which is similar to the cAMP response element (CRE) found in other genes
(Comb et al 1986, Montminy et al 1986) and acts as a CRE (Sassone-Corsi et al
1988, Berkowitz et al 1989, Sheng et al 1990). This region of the response element
is also inducible

by Ca2+ (CaRE) (Berkowitz et al 1989, Sassone-Corsi et al 1988,

Sheng et al 1988). Activation of the Ca/CRE element is induced by the binding of

a

phosphorylated binding protein, CREB, which is phosphorylated in the presence of
activated PKA and Ca2+ ions

(Gonzales & Montminy 1989, Sheng et al 1990). Fos

protein expression in the PVN, following the direct application of dbcAMP onto the
PVN may

have been induced by the subsequent increase in activated PKA, perhaps

in the presence

of increased intracellular Ca2+ ions to phosphorylate CREB, which in

turn induced c-fos

transcription and therefore increased Fos protein expression.

Stress has been found to induce c-fos expression in
which contain CRH

contain ENK

neurones

(Ceccatelli et al 1989b, Pretel & Piekut 1991) and may also

(Pretel & Piekut 1990), and following osmotic stress Fos is also

induced in the

pPVN (Sharp et al 1991). As

and PENK A mRNA
gene

parvocellular PVN

contains

a

are

induced

a

result of these stressors both CRH

(Young 1986, Lightman & Young 1988). The CRH

CRE (Seasholtz et al 1988) and also multiple AP-1

sites

(Thompson et al 1987), and c-fos expression has been shown to precede induction
of CRH mRNA in the

pPVN following immobilisation stress (Imaki et al 1992) and

i.c.v administration of CRH

(Parkes et al 1993).

cAMP inducible element and another response
an

AP-1

site

The PENK A gene contains a

element in the PENK A promoter is

(Comb et al 1982, 1986, 1988, 1992), both of which result in

an
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expression of PENK A mRNA.

In vitro studies have demonstrated that the addition of 8-bromo cAMP and

forskolin
from
on

can

lead to the induction of CRH mRNA

expression in

a

cell line derived

placenta whereas in the same cells the addition of phorbol esters had

CRH mRNA

no

effect

(Majzoub et al 1993). In a hypothalamic cell line the addition of

a

(3-

adrenergic agonist which acts through the PKA pathway also induced CRH mRNA
expression (Majzoub et al 1993).
NPLC cells also induces CRH gene
PENK A gene
response

to an increase in cAMP and the activation of adenylate cyclase (Eiden et

expression

increase

are

Although both CRH and PENK A

Kley et al 1987).

induced following some stressful procedures that also

expression of c-fos in the pPVN, in the present study

that PKA activation induces Fos
CRH and PENK A mRNA

Fos has been shown to
induced Fos

an

represses

Therefore unlike the in vitro results where

induction in these

genes,

Fos expression induced by PKA

may

conjunction with other transcription factors act to

In vivo

found, in vivo,

expression in pPVN neurones but also

expression.

regulate

we

it is unlikely here that

expression, in vivo, can positively regulate expression of the PENK A

and CRH genes.
but in

expression (Adler et al 1992, Rosen et al 1992).

expression has also been induced in adrenal chromaffin cell lines in

al 1984, Quach et al 1984,
mRNA

In addition activation of the PKC pathway in

still regulate these
repress

genes,

their transcription.

regulation of CRH and PENK A under these conditions either does not

involve Fos

or

Fos acts to repress

their transcription, in direct contradiction of in

vitro studies of their interactions.

Conversely, since PKC activation by phorbol ester induced CRH and PENK A
expression in pPVN

(Chapter 6) but did not induce Fos expression

neurones

(above) this also indicates that Fos induction is not essential for the upregulation of
the CRH and PENK A genes, eve

though AP-1 binding sites have been shown to be

present in the promoter region of both these genes (Thompson et al 1987, Comb et
al

1988).

For the magnocellular

PKC activation

and PMA

on

on

Fos

neuropeptide

neurones we

gene

did not study the effects of PKA

or

expression; but the similar effects of dbcAMP

expression in these

neurones

suggest that this would be interesting to pursue.

to the effects in pPVN neurones
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In this thesis I have examined some

three neuronal groups

354

aspects of gene regulation, in vivo, within

in the rat hypothalamus: the magnocellular neurones of the

supraoptic nucleus and paraventricular nucleus and the parvocellular neurones of
the

paraventricular nucleus. These neurosecretory neurones respond to changes in

osmotic balance,

reproductive cycles and to stress by secreting their peptide

products, and when stimulated have to replenish their peptide stores by the
induction of gene
is

induced.

transcription. As a result gene transcription within these neurones

Gene

transcription can be divided into two main categories, the

transcription of early

response genes e.g.

c-fos and that of late

response genes e.g.

oxytocin. I have examined the mechanisms and type of stimuli required to modulate
early response gene expression and also direct second messenger modulation of
late response gene
The

supraoptic nucleus comprises two populations of magnocellular neurones

that each contain
are

expression.

of two main

one

peptides, oxytocin

co-localised with several other neuromodulators.

can

be

neurones

characterised
fire

or

vasopressin, although they

These two types

of

neurone

by their spontaneous firing patterns, thus vasopressin

phasically whereas oxytocin neurones have a continuous irregular

firing pattern (for review

Bourque & Renaud 1990) but fire in bursts of activity

see

during suckling in lactation (Wakerley & Lincoln 1973). The rate and pattern of firing
determines the amount of

oxytocin secreted from the nerve terminals in the

neurohypophysis (Bicknell 1988).

As the electrical activity, peptide contents and

changes in response to physiological and pharmacological manipulation of the

oxytocin magnocellular system have been extensively investigated it provided

a

good model in which to examine changes in in vivo gene expression.
A

specific stimulus that affects oxytocin and not vasopressin magnocellular

neurones

is chronic morphine treatment.

of

oxytocin

al

1983).

neurones

but not vasopressin neurones (Arnauld et al 1983, Wakerley et

Acute doses of morphine have been shown to inhibit the synchronous

firing of oxytocin
down

Morphine acts centrally to inhibit the firing

neurones

that

occurs

in lactation and therefore to prevent milk let

(Haldar & Sawyer 1978, Pumford et al 1991) and with time the secretion

pattern returns to normal. Chronic morphine administration, given centrally, initially
inhibits the

oxytocin

neurones

induction of tolerance to the

but this inhibition is transient, demonstrating

an

morphine which then requires increasing doses of
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morphine to inhibit the neurones (Russell et al 1989, Pumford et al 1991).

Subsequently when the opioid is withdrawn, by naloxone administration, there is
excitation,

demonstrated by the rebound hyperexcitation of the oxytocin neurone

as

firing rate, which in turn induces
lobe

massive secretion of oxytocin from the neural

a

(Bicknell et al 1998) and centrally within the SON (Russell et al 1992c). This

hypersecretion of oxytocin,

even

with the large stores in the posterior pituitary

depletes the stores and

these

can

would

seem

so

likely that oxytocin

to withdrawal excitation.

OXT mRNA

gene

be expected to be replaced.

transcription would be turned

Conventional

on

in response

techniques of in situ hybridisation to detect

following withdrawal, did not demonstrate, in previous studies,

change in OXT mRNA content in the SON (Sumner et al 1989).
literature shows
neurones

Therefore it

no consensus

in pregnancy

for increased

be

Similarly, the

oxytocin gene expression in supraoptic

and parturition (McCabe et al 1986, Van Tol et al 1988,

Zingg & Lefebvre 1988, Brooks et al 1992). Lack of
mRNA content may

any

result not of

a

no

a

measurable change in OXT

change in gene transcription, but rather a

of the large amount of OXT mRNA within the perikarya masking any

consequence

changes in OXT mRNA detected with conventional oligonucleotide probes labelled
with

a

radioactive marker.

excitation of

oxytocin

The

neurones

study addressed the question of whether the strong

during morphine withdrawal enhanced OXT

gene

expression, but also whether the early onset gene c-fos is stimulated.
Fos, the protein product of the immediate early gene, c-fos
marker for neuronal activation in the

,

has been used

as a

hypothalamus (Hoffman et al 1993a, b), but its

expression implies that alterations in the expression of 'late genes' may also be

occurring from its role

1991).

transcription factor and therefore as a modulator of late

(Morgan & Curran 1989, Sheng & Greenberg 1990, Morgan &

response genes
Curran

as a

Withdrawal excitation of oxytocin neurones is a prime candidate

circumstance for the induction of Fos

activated

as seen

in the resultant

by the withdrawal hyperexcitation of firing rate but also

as

evident

hypersecretion of oxytocin (Bicknell et al 1988, Rayner et al 1988).

We have shown that Fos
the

expression as the neurones are not only

protein is expressed following morphine withdrawal in both

magnocellular neurones of the SON and PVN, and in parvocellular neurones of

the PVN

(Chapter 3).

from the stressful

The induction of Fos protein in the pPVN may arise partly

aspects of the withdrawal of the opiate as the Fos protein
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expression following withdrawal in pentobarbitone anaesthetised rats
in these

pPVN

neurones

(Chapter 3).

result of withdrawal at least

some

expressed Fos protein (Chapter 3).
mechanisms that may

reduced

Co-localisation of Fos protein and oxytocin

following withdrawal excitation in SON magnocellular
as a

was

of the

neurones

demonstrated that

oxytocin-IR magnocellular

neurones

We therefore examined some of the cellular

be involved in withdrawal excitation, using Fos

as a

marker of

withdrawal excitation.
Calcium

channels,

and

in

particular L-type calcium channels,

implicated in the development of dependence,
oxytocin

or

at least in withdrawal excitation, in

The central administration of verapamil,

neurones.

have been

an

L-type Ca2+ channel

antagonist, attenuates the withdrawal excitation of oxytocin neurones (Munro et al
1993).

This

therefore affect Fos expression since Ca2+ has a major role in

may

second messenger

signalling and in the induction of c-fos, acting as a co-factor in

phosphorylation of transcription factors and directly on
the c-fos

a response

element (CRE) in

promoter (Sheng et al 1988). I.e.v. administration of verapamil was found

to decrease the

withdrawal

expression of Fos in the SON of morphine-dependent rats following

precipitated by naloxone (Chapter 3).

the Ca2+ channel

Flowever direct administration of

antagonist into the SON did not significantly alter Fos protein

expression following withdrawal. This would suggest that the L-type Ca2+ channel is
involved in the electrical activation of

inputs to the oxytocin

not involved in the induction of Fos at the level of the
neurones

themselves.

The

neurones

but that it is

oxytocin magnocellular

ascending noradrenergic pathways from the NTS, the

A2, and the locus coeruleus, the A6, groups have been implicated in driving the

oxytocin

neurones

during withdrawal excitation (Aghajanian 1978). Noradrenaline is

released from their terminals in the SON which then acts
neurones

Inhibition of the actions of this

to stimulate them.

directly on the oxytocin

noradrenergic pathway

by the administration of an a-1 antagonist prior to and after naloxone administration
can

completely inhibit the withdrawal excitation of the oxytocin neurones as

recorded

electrophysiologically in vivo (Brown et al 1995).

dependent and
expression

reversible,

in the

SON

noradrenergic pathway

however this a1-antagonist did not prevent Fos

(Chapter 3).
is

This inhibition is dose

involved

in

It would

appear

therefore that the

inducing the electrical

activity

in

the

magnocellular neurones during withdrawal but not the induction of Fos protein
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This finding supports the view that morphine withdrawal excitation of

expression.

oxytocin neurones is a phenomenon taking place at the level of the oxytocin
neurones

themselves.

These

findings highlight the controversy concerning whether

dependence develops at the level of the magnocellular oxytocin neurone or whether
it

develops as

result of opioid action

a

naloxone into the SON of
in the treated SON that
also

than

in

the

mechanisms of
neurones

OXT

was

significantly greater than in the contralateral SON and

development of dependence probably occur in the magnocellular

themselves.

transcription is induced in SON

gene

OXT

gene

expression

gene

following naloxone-

(Chapter 4). Previously
following
any

morphine

no

change had been shown

withdrawal

as

ISH

using

change in OXT mRNA expression in the

following withdrawal (Sumner et al 1989). This apparent anomaly is probably

due to the

large cytoplasmic pool of OXT mRNA present in the SON even under

basal conditions which masks small

increase

in

upregulated

OXT

as a

hnRNA

is

changes in expression.

only

an

indication that

result of withdrawal since

increase resulted from

a

decrease in

could be examined in the presence
gene

neurones

shown by the induction of hnRNA, the primary

as

oligonucleotides failed to determine

an

Direct application of

vehicle-perfused control SON (Chapter 3). Therefore the

transcript of the oxytocin

SON

neural inputs.

morphine-dependent rats induced Fos protein expression

precipitated morphine withdrawal

in

on

we

neurones

oxytocin neurones.

gene

transcription is

did not examine whether this

processing i.e. turnover and splicing, but this

of transcription inhibitors to confirm that oxytocin

expression is upregulated (Brooks et al 1992)

stimulation of

Our measurement of

as a

result of this strong

Although withdrawal excitation of the oxytocin

strongly activated c-fos expression (Chapter 3, Russell et al 1992a) it is

unclear if c-fos has

a

role in the induction of OXT gene

expression. The oxytocin

promoter region contains an AP-1 like binding site (Ivell & Richter 1984, Walther et
al

1991) while Fos has been shown to be induced in these magnocellular SON

neurones

not

only in morphine withdrawal, (see above), but also in

acute increase in

response

to an

systemic osmolarity (Giovannelli et al 1992) and with activation of

oxytocin neurones following systemic CCK administration (Verbalis et al 1991).
However,

as

directly act

yet no in vitro or in vivo studies have demonstrated that Fos can
on

the OXT promoter and affect its transcription.

Although other
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promoter regions have been found in the oxytocin gene their relevance for in vivo
control of OXT gene
to the OXT

transcription is unclear; for example, thyroid hormone

can

bind

promoter both in vivo and in vitro to induce OXT mRNA transcription

(Adan et al 1992) and chronic oestrogen treatment induces OXT mRNA in the SON
and PVN

(Chung et al 1991), although

the SON

or

PVN

no oestrogen receptors

have been found in

(Burbach et al 1990, Richard & Zingg 1990).

Orphan receptors,

COUP and SF-1 have been
al

implicated in OXT mRNA upregulation (Wehrenberg et

1994b) but their physiological role is unclear. Stimulation of oxytocin neurones by

suckling in lactation and by chronic morphine withdrawal excitation probably involve
different neural

pathways, and different neurotransmitters, with different patterns of

firing, and yet OXT
it is

gene

expression is induced

perhaps not the input pathways

in the

per se,

as a

but

result in both states. Therefore

a common messenger

mechanism

oxytocin neurones that controls induction of OXT gene transcription. Whether

Fos is

an

important mediator remains to be tested: it is

a

possibility in morphine

withdrawal, but unlikely in lactation since Fos is not stimulated by suckling (Fenelon
et al

1993a,b).

In the rat, both
excited

oxytocin and vasopressin magnocellular

neurones are

electrically

by an acute increase in systemic hyperosmolarity (Brimble & Dyball 1977)

and their

respective peptides

are

subsequently released from the neural lobe

(Bargmann & Scharrer 1951, Scharrer & Scharrer 1954). As a result of this acute
stimulated release there is

no

Further acute increases in
secretion

a

sodium ion effect.

following salt loading

gene

plasma osmolarity induce further increases in OXT

(Brimble et al 1978) and this induction is

rather than

of both

apparent effect on OXT gene expression in the SON.

or

a

feature of increased osmolarity

Chronically increased hyperosmolarity,

as

in

dehydration, results in depletion of the neural lobe content

oxytocin and vasopressin (Jones & Pickering 1969) and

transcription is induced in the oxytocin magnocellular

as a

neurones

result OXT
of the SON

(Van Tol et al 1987, Carter & Murphy 1989b). Therefore the oxytocin magnocellular
neurones are

activated in response

to increases in systemic osmolarity and can be

expected to show alterations in gene transcription,

as

in morphine withdrawal,

including rapid onset gene transcription. Fos protein is expressed in magnocellular
neurones

of the SON, PVN and in parvocellular PVN neurones

chronic increases in

following acute and

systemic hyperosmolarity (Sagar et al 1988, Sharp et al 1991)
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following hypovolemia (Shen et al 1992a, b). Fos protein

colocalised

in

was

found to be

oxytocin magnocellular neurones following i.p. hypertonic saline

(Giovannelli et al 1990).
The increase in
organs,

in

systemic hyperosmolarity is transduced from circumventricular

the subfornical organ and the organum vasculosum of the lamina terminalis

conjunction with the median preoptic nucleus to excite the magnocellular oxytocin

and

vasopressin

been

neurones

of the SON and PVN and these input pathways have

proposed to form the osmoreceptor complex (for review

1990).

see

Dyball & Leng

Systemic hyperosmolarity also induces Fos protein expression in the

neuronal groups

proposed to form the osmoreceptor complex (Oldfield et al 1991,

Sharp et al 1991, Giovannelli & Bloom 1992, Hamamura et al 1992).

Although these input pathways have been shown to excite the magnocellular
neurones

within the SON

following systemic hyperosmolarity, ablation of the AV3V

region only reduces and does not abolish the subsequent secretion of vasopressin
and

oxytocin from the neural lobe (Gruber et al 1986).

excitation response

further increases in
and

to an osmotic stimulus is abolished (Russell et al 1988) but

systemic hyperosmolarity

vasopressin (Leng et al 1989).

themselves

In addition the electrical

can

elicit further secretion of oxytocin

Magnocellular oxytocin

neurones

are

directly sensitive to increased hyperosmolarity since they are electrically

activated, in vivo (Leng 1980, Leng et al 1982) resulting in oxytocin secretion. It has
been

proposed that both the input pathways and the innate osmosensitivity of the

oxytocin

magnocellular

neurones

themselves

are

required

for

full

osmoresponsiveness to increased systemic hyperosmolarity.
Direct

hyperosmotic stimulation of the SON, in vivo, results in increased electrical

activity (Leng 1980, Leng et al 1982) as well as a central Ca2+ dependent release of

oxytocin and vasopressin within the SON (Landgraf & Ludwig 1991, Ludwig &
Landgraf 1992, Neumann et al 1993). This intranuclear release of OXT and AVP is
probably from the neuronal dendrites (Pow & Morris 1989, Morris & Pow 1993,
Ludwig et al 1995) and OXT and AVP secretion is also stimulated from the neural
lobe

(Hattori et al 1990, Ludwig et al 1994b). As

oxytocin

neurones

are

electrically

stimulated

a

result it would
during

direct

appear

that the

application

of

hyperosmolarity to the SON and secretion is thereby induced both intranuclearly
and

systemically.

Although these

neurones are

without doubt activated by the
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a

hyperosmotic stimulus to the SON, Fos protein expression

not induced in the
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systemic
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magnocellular

hyperosmolarity

of the SON unlike that following

neurones

(Chapter

5).

Although

with

low

resolution

autoradiography following in situ hybridisation, c-fos mRNA appeared to be in the
SON, high resolution autoradiography and detection of Fos protein demonstrated
that the

expression of c-fos mRNA and Fos protein

SON and in the ventral

glial lamina.

Fos protein

in small cells within the

was

was

found to be located in glial

cells, demonstrated by GFAP immunohistochemistry, within the SON and the
ventral

glial lamina only in the hyperosmotically perfused SON, but not in the

contralateral

SON

contralateral SON
the
to
as

magnocellular
lesser

a

and

also

the

in

not

iso-osmotically perfused SON

AVP

its

(Chapter 5). The lack of induction of Fos protein expression in
neurones

in the SON

was

not due to exposure of these neurones

hyperosmotic challenge compared to systemic hyperosmotic stimulation

the detected central release of OXT and AVP

stimulus

or

occurs more

slowly after the latter

(Ludwig et al 1994a), whereas the central (and also systemic) release of

and

OXT

occurs

immediately following direct hyperosmotic stimulation

(Landgraf & Ludwig 1991, Neumann et al 1993).
transduction of the

changes in systemic osmolarity

essential for the full response

osmolarity.

systemic

On

neurones.

were

thus concluded to be

of the magnocellular oxytocin neurones to changes in

activation

neurotransmitters which then act
them and may

Input pathways involved in the

the

on

these
oxytocin

input

pathways

neurones

will

release

to electrically excite

have additional effects on second messenger pathways within the

Fos

activation of the

protein expression

may

therefore be induced by this synaptic

oxytocin neurones following the systemic hyperosmotic stimulus.

Following direct hyperosmotic stimulation of the SON the pattern of synaptic
neurotransmitter release, as occurs with

the systemic stimulus, may not be induced,

and this would therefore account for the lack of Fos induction in the
neurones.

protein

This

magnocellular

interpretation is supported by the reduction in the number of Fos

expressing

magnocellular

hyperosmolarity in the

presence

of

neurones
a

following

systemic

increases

microdialysis probe in the SON.

in

Here the

probe may have destroyed some of the neural inputs to the SON and with

a

resulting lack of release of appropriate neurotransmitters, account for the reduced
Fos

expression; but as we did not monitor neurotransmitter release within the SON

this is

conjectural, although others have shown increase in

a range

of transmitters
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(Horn et al 1995). Direct hyperosmotic stimulation may have induced an increase in

transcription factors that either do not bind to the c-fos promoter
repress

bind and

its transcription. Other transcription factors may have been induced in the

magnocellular neurones, but this

was

The magnocellular neurones in

were

presence

of the microdialysis probe, since CCK injection into

induced Fos

shown to be able to

not studied.

the SON

induce the

respond to a direct local stimulus, despite the

protein expression in the magnocellular

Here the CCK

5).

or may

was

one

neurones

SON significantly

in that SON (Chapter

probably acting via CCK receptors located in the SON to

expression of Fos.

This suggests that occupation of a single type of

receptor can result in the induction of Fos protein in neurones and that, with
reference to the lack of induction

following hyperosmotic stimulation, it is

a

lack of a

specific signalling pattern that failed to induce Fos protein. Fos protein therefore is
not

always expressed when neurones are strongly activated in terms of electrical

and

secretory activity and its induction may require a stimulus in addition to

depolarisation in order to be induced in the magnocellular SON neurones (Luckman
et al

1994).

Fos induction in

lamina

presumptive glial cells within the SON and the ventral glial

following direct administration of CCK and vehicle by microinjection (Chapter

5) indicated that the induction of Fos protein in glia may have resulted from an
increase in extracellular fluid

(ECF) volume

or pressure,

but

as

the microdialysis

perfusion system used to deliver the hyperosmotic solution should decrease the
volume of the ECF it is

directional volume
pressure

unlikely that the induction of Fos in glial cells resulted from a

change. It seems

ionic composition

or

may

more

likely that

a

disturbance in ECF volume,

activate glial cells, reflecting their role in

regulating ECF composition (Kempski et al 1991, Reichenbach 1991).

Morphological reorganisation of the SON

occurs

during lactation and direct

application of OXT into the SON has been shown to induce morphological changes
within the SON

(Theodosis et al 1986a).

hyperosmotic stimulation
such

a

change,

may

be acting via oxytocin receptors

stimulation.

on

and as a result induce Fos expression.

morphologically reorganised SON,
glia, the glia

The oxytocin released during direct

were

as

the glia to induce
Even within

a

in lactating rats, involving recent activity of the

not refractory to induction of Fos by local hyperosmotic

Cross talk between the two SON has been

implicated in lactation, and
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direct

hyperosmotic stimulation of

SON has been found to induce the

one

simultaneous release of OXT in the contralateral SON
the lack of Fos
stimulated

(Neumann et al 1995), but

expression in the contralateral SON of the directly hyperosmotically

virgin and lactating rats implies that there is no cross talk between the

nuclei, that results in Fos expression, so far as the glia are concerned (Chapter 5).
Direct

hyperosmotic stimulation of the SON also releases

neurotransmitters and amino acids into the ECF
induction in

a

(Florn et al 1995),

number of
so

that Fos

glial cells may result from direct activation by the neurotransmitters,

perhaps reflecting the function of glia in taking up certain neurotransmitters from the
extracellular environment
Therefore

Fos

(Flenn & Hamberger 1971).

protein expression in the magnocellular supraoptic neurones

probably results from a specific pattern or type of activation that activates a post
synaptic second messenger cascade that

can

of c-fos

expression to detect whether

a

response

to a specific stimulus in vivo requires therefore to be considered carefully,

since

shown

as

here

the

absence

of

induce transcription of c-fos. The use

set of neurones are active or not in

c-fos

would

have

indicated

that

the

magnocellular neurones are not activated by hyperosmotic stimulation, although
activation has been

clearly demonstrated by other techniques.

Intracellular mechanisms

regulating the transcription of late response genes, in

vivo, have not been extensively investigated.
been

employed to investigate changes of mRNA levels in vivo in

physiological challenges
van

In situ hybridisation techniques have

Tol et al 1987,

e.g.

response

hyper/hypo-osmolarity, lactation, stress, (Young 1986,

Lightman & Young 1987a, b, Zingg & Lefebvre 1988, Flarbuz &

Lightman 1989) and also acute challenges with physiological modulators of
expression
al

e.g.

to

gene

steroids, neurotransmitters (Harlan 1988, Chung et al 1991, Lee et

Many investigations of the mechanisms of the regulation of gene

1994).

expression have been conducted in in vitro cell cultures using endogenous genes
as

well

late

as

response

constructs that contain

gene

promoter regions

reporter genes (Eskay & Eiden 1992, Pardy et al 1992,

Wehrenberg et al 1992, Majzoub et al 1993).
advanced the

whether
interest.

or

understanding of the mechanisms of

not the

In vivo the

incorporated into plasmid

same

mechanisms

regulation of

gene

are

Although these studies have
gene

transcription regulation,

employed in vivo is of considerable

expression within neurones is modulated by
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signals from afferent pathways which can induce or repress gene expression via
intracellular second
factors.

messenger

pathways which in turn modulate transcription

Changes in the genetic regulation of the main peptides, OXT and AVP, in

hypothalamic magnocellular neurones

are

difficult to investigate due to the

abundance of OXT and AVP mRNA within these

4) and

so

neurones

(see above and chapter

looked for another hypothalamic neuronal system in which to

we

investigate some of the cellular mechanisms that control late
transcription.

response gene

The parvocellular neurones of the PVN, although a heterogeneous

population, are found within a discrete nucleus and have a great diversity in function
to fulfil their role

as

integrators of neuroendocrine, behavioural and autonomic

responses.
CRH and PENK A mRNA
be

upregulated in

response

are

both found in the

pPVN and have been shown to

to various stressors including immobilisation (Imaki et al

1993), sensory stimulation (Imaki et al 1991), acute but not chronic increases in
systemic hyperosmolarity (Young 1986, Lightman & Young 1987b, Dohanics et al

1990) and also following naloxone-precipitated morphine withdrawal (Lightman &
Young 1987a, 1988, Harbuz et al 1991a). Basal expression of CRH mRNA in the
pPVN is low and PENK A mRNA is almost undetectable.
PENK A mRNA
detectable and
genes

expression

occur

rapidly within

a

Changes in CRH and

few hours of the stimulus and

are

quantifiable using in situ hybridisation. The expression of these late

has been shown to be modulated in vivo, by extrinsic factors e.g. histamine

(Kjaer et al 1994a).
There

are

numerous

which modulate the

neurotransmitters in the afferent

activity of the

of late response genes

neurones

and therefore

through intracellular second

CRH and PENK A genes

pathways to the pPVN

may

regulate transcription

messenger

pathways.

have been shown to be directly modulated by both the

PKA and the PKC intracellular second messenger

pathways in vitro (Eiden et al

1984, Comb et al 1986, Emanuel et al 1990, Majzoub et al 1993).

investigated whether the expression of these two late
modulated
a

The

We therefore

response genes

could be

by the activation of either of the two main intracellular pathways, PKC via

phorbol ester and PKA, via a cAMP analogue, in vivo.
PMA,

a

phorbol ester, significantly induced the expression of PENK A and CRH

mRNA in the

pPVN of anaesthetised rats following i.c.v. infusion compared to

General Discussion

vehicle infused controls

(Chapter 6).

pPVN

not

magnocellular
1990a)

and

neurones

induced expression

no

infusion of

This effect appeared to be confined to the

magnocellular

neurones can express

resolution in situ

genes

the

hybridisation.
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was

neurones

since

although

the

CRH and PENK A mRNA (Meister et al

found within these

neurones

following high

Therefore activation of the PKC pathway by i.e.v.

phorbol esters resulted in

an

increased transcription of late

response

in the pPVN. Direct activation of PKC intracellular pathways in the PVN did

not appear

to significantly alter CRH gene transcription in the pPVN (Chapter 6) but

there did appear

to be a visible difference in the amount of CRH mRNA expressed

following PMA injection into the PVN compared to the vehicle-injected PVN.
Therefore

we

cannot say

different method of

without

a

repetition of the experiment and perhaps

quantification of the resultant CRH mRNA expression whether

direct activation of PKC in the PVN cannot
the

a

pPVN neurones.

regulate the expression of CRH mRNA in

Direct activation of the PVN by phorbol ester, and also the

vehicle-injection, did not induce CRH mRNA transcription in the magnocellular
neurones

of the PVN.

I.c.v. infusion of

a

cAMP

analogue appeared to

pilot experiment in conscious rats and therefore
PENK

A

mRNA

expression in the pPVN

hyperosmolarity produced by
dbcAMP into conscious rats

an

decided to induce CRH and

neurones

by increasing systemic

significantly inhibited induced CRH mRNA expression
pPVN (Chapter 6).

The resultant PENK A

given i.p. hypertonic saline was not significantly increased compared to

the i.c.v. dbcAMP- and vehicle- infused controls
Therefore PKA activation

inhibited late response gene

the

our

expression although not significantly reduced compared to i.c.v. vehicle-

infused rats

saline.

we

PENK A mRNA in

i.p. injection of hypertonic saline. I.c.v. infusion of

and reduced PENK A mRNA in the

mRNA

repress

given i.p. injection of iso-osmotic

following i.c.v. administration of

a

cAMP analogue

expression i.e. CRH and PENK A mRNA contents in

pPVN.
Direct

injection of the cAMP analogue unilaterally onto the PVN did not

significantly affect the induced CRH mRNA expression following the acute increase
in

systemic osmolarity compared to the contralateral PVN and also compared to the

vehicle-injected PVN.
mRNA

As there

were no

apparent differences between the CRH

expression in the dbcAMP-injected and contralateral PVN and the vehicle-
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injected PVN it would appear that direct activation of the PKA pathway does not
alter the induced CRH mRNA

therefore

expression.

It

be that the systemically and

synaptically induced expression of CRH mRNA, activated by transcription

factors which bind to the CRH promoter to
unaffected
direct

may

induce the expression of the gene, is

by further PKA activation of other transcription factors. Alternatively our

injection of dbcAMP

the induced CRH

may

have been of

transcription and therefore

microdialysis probe to deliver

a

an
a

insufficient concentration to affect

repetition of the experiment using a

higher and sustained concentration

may

result in a

change in transcription rate. It may be useful to also perform this experiment in rats
with
with

a

normal plasma

dbcAMP

osmolarity

administered

as

direct perfusion of the parvocellular neurones,

through

a

microdialysis probe,

may

result in an

upregulation of CRH expression and would also perhaps determine the effect on the
osmotic and therefore
In addition the

synaptically induced upregulation in CRH mRNA expression.

application of an elevated and sustained concentration of phorbol

ester onto the PVN via

a

microdialysis probe

The activation of the second messenger
a

direct action

ventricle

or

on

the

also be useful.

pathways by i.c.v. drugs may have had

pPVN neurones themselves by diffusion from the third

they may have acted on input pathways to affect the release of

neurotransmitters which then influence the
the

may

pPVN

neurones.

regulation of the transcription of the CRH and PENK A

out in vitro

genes

on

have been carried

using dissociated cell cultures from the hypothalamus

cells lines that may or may

The

Most of the studies

or

continuous

not endogenously express CRH and PENK A mRNA.

preproenkephalin A gene, sequenced by Yoshikawa et al (1984) contains a

number of identified response

elements in its promoter region and these include

ENKCRE-1 and ENKCRE-2 which
levels of the gene,
elements

are

required for maximal and basal transcription

respectively and an AP-2 site downstream of these two response

(for review see Comb et al 1992). ENKCRE-1 and ENKCRE-2 have been

shown to be

responsive to cAMP and phorbol esters and therefore the two main

cellular second messenger

pathways (Comb et al 1986, 1988, Sonnenberg et al

1989a). In in vitro studies increases in extracellular levels of cAMP and the addition
of

phorbol esters have been shown to induce PENK A transcription in bovine

adrenal chromaffin

cells, which endogenously express PENK A mRNA (Quach et al

1984, Kley 1988, respectively).
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identified by Jingami et al (1985a) has been shown to contain

a

element (Seasholtz et al 1988) and multiple AP-1 sites that are

responsive to phorbol esters (Thompson et al 1987) probably through the induction
of

transcription factor AP-1 (Fos/Jun complex) that can bind to the AP-1 site (Angel

et al

1987). The AP-2 site located in the promoter at -150 b.p. is thought to mediate

CRH gene

transcription through activation of both the PKA and PKC pathways
In vitro activation of the PKC pathway has been shown to

(Majzoub et al 1993).
induce the

expression of CRH in cultured rat foetal hypothalamic cells (Emanuel et

al 1990) and

also in the NPLC cell line (Majzoub et al 1993) however in the AtT-20

continuous cell line CRH

expression is unaltered by phorbol esters (Majzoub et al

1993). CRH expression is also upregulated in response to PKA pathway activators

including forskolin and cAMP analogues in PC12 cells (Seasholtz et al 1988), AtT20 cells

(Dorin et al 1989, 1993) and in SK-N-MC cells (Spengler et al 1992) but this

induction of
of this

expression appears to be dependent on the cell line used as activation

pathway in F9 cells has

no

effect

on

CRH expression (Spengler et al 1992).

Therefore if the i.c.v. infusion of PMA has acted
to activate the PKC

and PENK A is in

directly on the pPVN neurones

pathway the resultant increase in the expression of both CRH

agreement with the majority of in vitro cell line studies described

above, in that these late response genes are upregulated in response to PKC
activation.

had

no

However

effect

on

some

in vitro cell line studies demonstrated that PKC activation

CRH expression

(Majzoub et al 1993) and PENK A expression

(Kley 1988) but this probably reflects their dissociated state and also variations in
intracellular contents.

The PMA may

pPVN and induced the changes in
For stimulation of the PKA

gene

expression in addition to

a

direct effect.

pathway the in vitro studies in cell lines indicated that

cAMP stimulation would induce the

al 1987a, Kobierski et al

have also stimulated afferent pathways to the

expression of PENK A (Eiden et al 1984, Kley et

1991) and CRH (Dorin et al 1989, 1993, Majzoub et al

1993). In view of this the down regulation of CRH and PENK A mRNA in the pPVN
following i.c.v. infusion is contradictory to the in vitro regulation of CRH and PENK A
by the PKA pathway. However in other in vitro studies involving an organ explant of
adrenal

medulla, elevated levels of cAMP inhibits the induction of PENK A mRNA

(La Gamma et al 1985, 1988). Therefore it would appear that in the presence of

synaptic inputs and with

a

degree of in situ integrity, activation of the PKA pathway
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downregulation of the PENK A gene.

convincing result from direct stimulation would partly answer the question

more

of whether

or

not the

released from the

input pathways are stimulated, but neurotransmitters may be

nerve

terminals of the afferent

inputs as a result of PKC activated

changes in intracellular Ca2+ ions.
The rat CRH

promoter has been shown to have an AP-1 responsive element

(Thompson et al 1987)

has the PENK A

as

transcription factor composed of
this site and

regulate

gene

a

gene

(Comb et al 1988) and the AP-1

Fos/Jun heterodimer has been shown to bind to

expression (Angel et al 1987).

Phorbol ester induced

expression of CRH requires de novo protein synthesis and PENK A induced
expression via PKA pathway activation has also been shown to require the

synthesis of

new

proteins (Affolter et al 1984, La Gamma et al 1985). It is therefore

likely that the required protein is

a

transcription factor.

induced CRH and PENK A mRNA in the

Acute osmotic stress

pPVN four hours after the i.p. injection

(Lightman & Young 1987b) and this stimulus has been shown to induce Fos protein
expression in these pPVN neurones (Cettacelli et al 1989b, Pretel & Piekut 1991).
In addition

naloxone-precipitated morphine withdrawal also upregulates CRH and

PENK A mRNA

expression in the parvocellular PVN

(Lightman & Young

neurones

1988, Harbuz et at 1991a) and this stimulus also induces the expression of Fos
protein in the pPVN neurones (Chapter 3).

The induction of Fos precedes the

induction of CRH and PENK A which indicates that it may be

acting

as one

of the

transcription factors in their regulation. We therefore examined whether activation
of the PKA and PKC
I.c.v. infusion of
or

in the

pathways resulted in Fos expression in the hypothalamus.

phorbol ester did not induce Fos protein expression in the pPVN

magnocellular

neurones

of the PVN or SON compared to i.c.v. vehicle

infused controls.

Nor did PKC activation induce Fos

protein expression in many

other brain

at the level of the SON and PVN.

Fos

areas

protein expression was

consistently induced in the primary olfactory cortex probably by an indirect action
via

an

input pathway (Scott & Leonard 1971, McBride & Sutin 1977).

studies described above

induced

changes in late

we

know that the i.c.v.

response gene

infusion of

From the

phorbol ester has

expression but this would not appear to be

through the activation of Fos protein and subsequently the AP-1 transcription factor.
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pathway by i.e.v. infusion of dbcAMP did significantly

induce Fos

protein expression in the parvo- and magno- cellular PVN neurones as

well

magnocellular neurones of the SON compared to the vehicle infused

as

the

controls

(Chapter 7).

protein

expression

In addition the activation of the PKA pathway induced Fos
in

particular neuronal

hypothalamus endopiriform complex,
expression in that not all

included the

the induced expression

so

neurones

that

groups

was

contained Fos protein.

anterior

not a global

Also the direct

application of dbcAMP unilaterally onto the PVN induced Fos protein expression in
the magno-

and

infused rats

cellular neurones of the PVN compared to the vehicle

parvo-

(Chapter 7).

numbers of Fos-IR

There were no significant differences between the

neurones

in the

dbcAMP-injected and contralateral PVN which

suggested that the dbcAMP infusion could penetrate
influence the

neurones

in both PVN.

vehicle also induced Fos

The direct

wide brain area and so

a

injection of both dbcAMP and

protein expression in small nuclei of small perikarya cells:

presumptive glial cells within the PVN and also around the site of injection. This is
in

agreement with the induction of Fos protein in presumptive glial cells following

direct

injection of either CCK

or

vehicle into the SON (Chapter 5). This confirmed

that disturbances in the extracellular volume and ionic environment

can

induce Fos

protein expression in glial cells.
The c-fos gene
include

a

element

cAMP

contains
response

(for reviews

see

Morgan & Curran 1991).

a

number of identified response elements and these

element (CRE) and also a phorbol ester inducible

Morgan & Curran 1989, Sheng & Greenberg 1990,
In vitro manipulations of c-fos gene expression have

demonstrated that activation of the PKA and PKC

pathways by cAMP analogues

(Sheng et al 1988, Hisanaga et al 1990) and phorbol esters (Greenberg et al 1985,
Dunnmon et al

1990, Hisanaga et al 1990) induces c-fos mRNA expression.

However activation of the PKC

pathway did not result in the induction of Fos

protein in the parvo- or magnocellular PVN or in the SON.

PMA may have acted

directly on the neurones or by an indirect action on input pathways and so may
have

released

neurotransmitters

within

the

SON

and

neurotransmitters found in the SON and PVN activate
mechanism

serotonin

and these

include

(Renaud 1987).

PVN.

neurones

Some

of

the

through a PKC

acetylcholine, noradrenaline, angiotensin II and

Application of

some

of these neurotransmitters to cell
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lines in vitro have been demonstrated to induce c-fos gene
et al 1986,

Hisanaga et al 1990, Goc et al 1992). Systemic increase in osmolarity

induces Fos
et al

transcription (Greenberg

protein expression in the PVN and SON (Giovanelli et al 1990, Sharp

1991, Hamamura et al 1992) and one of the input pathways to these neurones

arises from the SFO

Jhamandas et al

1986).

(Miselis 1981) and

may

release angiotensin II (Lind et al 1984,

1989) which is excitatory to these neurones (Ferguson & Renaud

This would imply that while PKC activation in vitro can activate c-fos

expression, and the induction of PKC activation via angiotensin release within the
SON and PVN may
induction of Fos
induce Fos

stimulate these

protein

as we

neurones,

it is probably not responsible for the

have shown that the activation of PKC does not

protein expression in these

neurones.

PKA activation has been demonstrated to induce the

expression of c-fos in vitro

(Sheng et al 1988, Hisanaga et al 1990) and

we

following PKA activation in vivo.

therefore have induced Fos protein

expression by a direct action
neurones,

as

induced its

may

the parvocellular and magnocellular hypothalamic

shown by our direct injection of dbcAMP, but we may have also

expression by a synaptically mediated pathway by inducing the release

of neurotransmitters
intestinal

on

We

have demonstrated its expression

locally or from synaptic activation.

Dopamine, vasoactive

peptide and noradrenaline (acting via p-adrenoceptors)

cellular events
Axelrod 1974,

are

linked to

by the PKA pathway (Renaud 1987, Etgen & Browning 1983,

respectively) and these neurotransmitters have been found within the

SON and PVN

(Renaud 1987).

It is possible that

induced Fos expression

we

through the release of one of these neurotransmitters.
Another

possibility is that

have induced

we may

an

increase in intracellular Ca2+

ions, through depolarisation of the neurones, which can act through the Ca/CRE
response

element of the c-fos promoter in conjunction with elevated levels of cAMP

(Sassone-Corsi et al 1988, Sheng et al 1988a, Berkowitz et al 1989). It
it is

be that

only with elevated levels of intracellular Ca2+ ions that transcription of c-fos is

induced

in

response

elements of the c-fos

conjunction with other transcription factors acting on the various

not been shown to be

of

may

one

dependent

particular second

expression.

gene.
on

PKC induced expression of c-fos has to date

Ca2+ ions. This

messenger

may

explain why the activation

pathway (PKA)

activates Fos

protein

General Discussion

In

i.c.v. activation of PKC pathways did not induce Fos protein

summary

expression in the

parvo-

and

magno-

it has been shown to induce Fos
induced
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cellular PVN and SON

This implies that in vivo, synaptic

specific neurotransmitter/receptor interactions

activate c-fos gene

PKA

transcription. Alternatively it may be that we have repressed the

cellular PVN, and this effect
these

within

Direct and i.c.v. infusion of a

release from

may

be

a

result of direct cellular activation

perhaps in conjunction with

neurones

intracellular Ca2+ ions rather than

through

non

an

specific patterns of neurotransmitter

above, Fos protein expression is induced in pPVN neurones prior

to the induction of CRH and PENK A mRNA

following acute increased systemic

osmolarity and following naloxone precipitated morphine withdrawal.
both the CRH and PENK A genes
like response

induce
studies

increase in

input pathways.

As discussed

In addition

have been shown to contain a consensus AP-1

element on which the AP-1 factor, the Fos/jun heterodimer may act to

transcription of these genes (Thompson et al 1987, Comb et al 1986). Our
on

Fos induction and CRH and PENK A mRNA

activation do not

induce Fos

following second messenger

support the view that Fos induction is involved in the induction of

transcription of these late response genes, as
expression but

represses

we

found that PKA activation

can

CRH and PENK A whereas PKC activation

resulted in the induction of CRH and PENK A gene
Fos

pattern of

analogue can induce the expression of Fos protein in the SON and parvo-

and magno-

of

a

those induced by synaptic transmission, that can then

as

expression of Fos protein following PKC activation.
cAMP

induce Fos

can

expression but direct activation of this pathway does not induce
transcription factors,

though

protein expression directly in vitro, and Fos is

by synaptic activation in vivo.

transmission via

neurones even

expression but did not induce

protein expression. Fos induction following PKA activation

may

have

a

role in

the

regulation of these genes as in combination with other members of the Fos and

Jun

transcription family it is a negative regulator of gene expression and on binding

to

promoter regions it actively suppresses late response gene transcription (Curran

& Franza
The

1988).

magnocellular neurones of the SON and PVN responded to PKA and PKC

activation in
Fos

an

identical

manner

protein expression.

to the

parvocellular PVN

neurones

with respect to

This implies that subsequent alterations in

gene

General Discussion

transcription

may

be occurring in these

investigate which of the many

genes are

371

and it would be of interest to

neurones,

affected by these activations.

Finally the work in this thesis has considered only
of gene

a

few aspects of the regulation

expression within the hypothalamus. In vivo regulation of

results from the balance of neuronal input

gene

expression

induced effects through the release of

neurotransmitters, the cellular signal transducers from ion channels and receptors,
to the second messenger

regulation of
but

as

gene

and tertiary pathways.

transcription is

this thesis demonstrated

from in vitro studies.

transcription such
field of study.

as

more

As a result investigation of the

complex compared to in vitro investigations

genetic control in vivo

Tools with which to

can

differ from that expected

investigate in vivo regulation of gene

antisense probes and transgenic animals are expanding this

The findings here also suggest that monitoring neurotransmitter

release within brain

areas

in

conjunction with investigation of changes in gene

expression would enhance the understanding of physiological activation of neural
pathways and subsequent changes in gene expression.
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Naloxone increases oxytocin secretion in pregnant rats,
suggesting restraint by endogenous opioids but we have
previously reported that oxytocin nerve terminals in the
neural lobe become desensitized to opioid actions in late
pregnancy. Therefore, we sought evidence for opioid inhi¬
bition on oxytocin cell bodies and their inputs at this time.
In conscious 21 d pregnant rats naloxone increased the
number of neurons expressing Fos (an indicator of neu¬
ronal activity) in the supraoptic nucleus (SON) but had no
effect on 16 d pregnant or virgin rats. Release of oxytocin
within the SON, measured by microdialysis in conscious
rats, was also increased by naloxone in late pregnancy but
not before. /Vor-binaltorphimine, a specific k- opioid antag¬
onist, did not increase Fos or affect oxytocin release within
the SON in any group. In anesthetized rats the firing rate
of SON neurons was recorded and oxytocin neurons iden¬
tified by an excitatory response to intravenous cholecystokinin. Naloxone potentiated the cholecystokinin-induced
firing rate response on day 21 of pregnancy but not in 16
d pregnant or virgin rats. Blood sampling in anesthetized
rats showed that naloxone also increased the oxytocin se¬
cretory response to cholecystokinin in late pregnant rats.
We conclude that in late pregnancy, after day 16, endog¬
enous opioids inhibit oxytocin neurons either directly, on
their cell bodies, or presynaptically on inputs. These en¬
dogenous opioids do not act through k- opioid receptors
since nor-binaltorphimine was ineffective, but may act via
p-opioid receptors. Thus, the opioids restrain premature
oxytocin secretion until parturition when there is a high
demand for it.

[Key words: endogenous opioids, pregnancy, Fos, elec-
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During

pregnancy, in preparation for parturition, the
of the rat neural lobe increases progressively

oxytocin
(for ex¬
ample, Douglas et al., 1993b), and the accumulated excess is
secreted during parturition itself to stimulate uterine contractility
and fetal expulsion. The increase in neural lobe oxytocin is not
conspicuously a result of increased synthesis since there is little
change in hypothalamic oxytocin mRNA (Brooks, 1992; Doug¬
las and Russell, 1994), but at least in part appears to be a con¬
sequence of an active restraint of secretion. We have shown that
endogenous opioids inhibit oxytocin neurons in late pregnancy
since injection of the opioid antagonist naloxone into conscious
late pregnant rats rapidly increases oxytocin secretion (Hartman
et al., 1986; Douglas et al., 1993b). Opioids may restrain oxy¬
tocin secretion either by p.- or K-opioid mechanisms acting on
the oxytocin cell body in the hypothalamus (Pumford et al.,
1993) or by preterminal K-mediated inhibition at the neural lobe
(Zhao et al., 1988; Russell et al.. 1993). Oxytocin neurons are
highly susceptible to inhibition by either p,- or K-agonists, which
thus suppress the milk-ejection reflex (Clarke and Wright, 1984),
oxytocin secretion, and Fos expression in supraoptic magnocellular neurons in parturition (Russell et al., 1989; Douglas and
Russell. 1993; Douglas et al., 1993a; Luckman et al., 1993).
In virgin rats inhibition of oxytocin secretion by endogenous
opioids appears to be via receptors on oxytocin nerve terminals
in the neural lobe, since naloxone increases plasma oxytocin
concentration without increasing oxytocin neuron firing rate
(Leng et al., 1992). In early- to mid-pregnancy secretion of en¬
dogenous opioids, such as extended enkephalins or dynorphins
colocalized with oxytocin (Leng et al., 1994), in the neural lobe
may locally inhibit oxytocin secretion and induce downregulation of K-opioid receptor binding sites (Sumner et al., 1992).
However, by the end of pregnancy oxytocin nerve terminals in
the neural lobe appear to be desensitized to opioid actions and
naloxone is relatively ineffective at this lime in potentiating oxy¬
tocin secretion from the isolated neural lobe (Douglas et al.,
1993b). Thus, from this mismatch at the end of pregnancy be¬
tween enhanced activity of systemically administered naloxone
and declining efficiency of naloxone at the neural lobe level, we
have speculated that at the end of pregnancy a second endoge¬
nous opioid mechanism acts more centrally on the oxytocin neu¬
content

rons

in the

We
central

hypothalamus.
report studies testing the hypothesis that there is a
component of endogenous opioid inhibition of oxytocin

now

5050
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in late pregnancy.

We have performed parallel experi¬
endogenous opioid restraint in pregnancy of the
expression of Fos protein (a sign of neuronal activation) in the
supraoptic nucleus (SON) and oxytocin release within the SON.
In addition we have sought endogenous opioid restraint of inputs
to oxytocin neurons in pregnancy by measuring the effects of
naloxone on stimulus evoked oxytocin neuron firing rate and
stimulated oxytocin secretion.
Some of the data have previously been reported in abstract
form (Douglas et al., 1993, 1994a,b).
neurons

ments to seek

Materials and Methods

Experiment I. The effect of opioid antagonists
Fos expression in pregnancy

on

SON

neuron

Female

Sprague-Dawley. age-matched rats were given food and water
according to standard conditions in Edinburgh
(Douglas et al„ 1993b). Rats were mated overnight with sexually expe¬
rienced males and pregnancy was confirmed by the presence of a vaginal
plug of semen which had been shed into the mating cage the following
morning (day 0 of pregnancy). In the initial study we sought evidence
for opioid inhibition on day 21 of pregnancy using naloxone. (1) Con¬
scious 21 d pregnant rats were injected intraperitoneally (i.p.) with either
vehicle (0.9% saline, 0.5 ml/kg, n = 6) or naloxone (5 mg/kg, 10 mg/ml,
n = 6) and virgin rats (n = 6) were injected with naloxone, all between
10.30 and 11.45 hr. Two virgin females were injected with 1.5 m NaCl
(4 ml/kg, i.p.) as positive controls for Fos expression (Giovannelli et al.,
1992; Hamamura et al., 1992). (2) Subsequently we partly repeated the
experiment, and also tested naloxone in animals on day 16 of pregnancy
and included virgin and 21 d pregnant groups to test for specific k-opioid
effects. Conscious virgin rats were injected intraperitoneally with either
vehicle (0.9% saline, 0.5 ml/kg, n = 6), or the k-receptor antagonist,
uor-binaltorphimine dihydrochloride (17,17'-bis(cyclopropylmethyl)ad libitum and housed

6,6',7,7'-tetradehydro-4,5,4',5'-diepoxy-6,6'-(imino)[7,7'-biniorphinan]-3,3',14,14'-tetrol dihydro-chloride, norBNI, Research Biochemicals
International, supplied by Semat, St. Albans, U.K., 1 mg/kg, n = 6). 16
d pregnant rats with either vehicle (n = 6) or naloxone (n = 6) and 21
d pregnant rats with either vehicle (n = 3) or naloxone (n = 3) or norBNI
(n = 6) between 11.20 and 13.30 hr. Animals which had obviously started
labor or had given birth to one or more pups were not included in either
experiment; any with less than four pups in utero post mortem were also
excluded.

Ninety minutes after injection all rats were decapitated, and
their brains were rapidly removed, frozen in crushed dry ice, and stored
at —70°C until cryostat sectioned transversely at 15 pm and slide mount¬
ed. Sections of brain containing SON were then fixed (4% paraformal¬
dehyde in phosphate buffer, pH 7.2-7.4 for 20 min) and endogenous
peroxidases were deactivated by incubation in a solution of 20% meth¬
anol, 0.2% Triton X-100. and 1.5% hydrogen peroxide for 15 min. Sec¬
tions were then processed by immunocytochemistry for Fos protein. Brief¬
ly, sections were incubated in rabbit anti-Fos antibody (Oncogene Sci¬
ences, supplied by Cambridge Biosciences, U.K. 1:1000, for 24 hr at
4°C) and then goat anti-rabbit IgG-peroxidase complex (Vector Labora¬
tories, Peterborough. U.K., 1:500, for 24 hr at 4°C). Immunoreactivity
was visualized using the Ni-glucose oxidase-DAB method (Shu et al.,
1988, chemicals from Sigma) and the sections were finally dehydrated in
ethanol and xylene, mounted in DPX (BDH. Glasgow, U.K.) and coverslipped. Fos-containing neuronal nuclei in the SON were counted at
10X (objective) magnification. The number of Fos-positive nuclei/mm2
SON was quantified using computer-assisted iinage analysis to measure
the

areas

of SON sections. Counts

were

made

on at

least six SON sections

per rat.

Experiment 2. The effect of opioid antagonists

on

oxytocin

release within the SON
Female Sprague-Dawley rats were housed under standard conditions in
Calgary (Neumann et al.. 1994). Rats were mated overnight with sex¬
ually experienced males and pregnancy confirmed by the presence of
sperm in vaginal smears taken the following morning (day 0 of preg¬
nancy). On the day before the experiment each rat was anesthetized
with pentobarbitone (Somnotol, MTC Pharmaceuticals, Cambridge, On¬
tario; 4.5 mg/100 gm, i.p.) and had a microdialysis probe (molecular
cut-off 6 kDa; Landgraf, Ludwig, 1990) filled with artificial cerebro¬
spinal fluid (aCSF) immediately before implantation, fitted stereotaxi-

cally with its U-shaped tip within the right SON (1.1 mm caudal to
bregma, 1.8 mm lateral to the midline, and 9.3 mm below the surface
of the skull; see Paxinos and Watson, 1982). The probes were secured
in place with stainless steel screws and dental cement and the rats were
housed singly after recovery from surgery.
On the day of the experiment the inflow tube of the implanted probe
was connected to an infusion pump via 20-gauge tubing long enough
to allow the rat free mobility. The microdialysis probes were perfused
with aCSF at 3.9 p. I/min for at least 30 min before sampling. Conscious
virgin rats and rats on days 10, 18, and 21 of pregnancy each had three
consecutive 30 min samples collected; before starting the second per¬
fusion period either vehicle (0.9% saline, 0.5 ml/kg, n = 6, 6, 8, 7,
respectively) or naloxone (5 mg/kg, n = 7, 7, 8, 9, respectively) was
injected subcutaneously. Another group of 21 d pregnant rats was in¬
jected subcutaneously with rcorBNI (I mg/kg, n = 6). After completion
of each experiment, direct osmotic stimulation (with 1 m NaCl aCSF
over one 30 min period) via the microdialysis probe was used to verify
both the placement of the probe ante mortem and the ability of the
nucleus to respond to a local osmotic stimulus. Only data from rats
which showed an increase in oxytocin release in the SON in response
this test

were included in the results (Neumann et al.. 1993b). Rats
killed by an overdose of pentobarbitone, their brains were removed
and fixed in formaldehyde, and placement of the probe was verified

to

were

histologically in 60 pm Vibratonre serial frontal sections. Dialysates
lyophilized and their oxytocin content measured without extraction
by a sensitive and specific radioimmunoassay (Neumann et al., 1993b).
The minimal detection limit was 0.1 pg/sample and the intra- and interassay coefficients of variation were between 7 and 10% and 9 and
13%, respectively. The in vitro relative recovery of the probe tested
with l25I-oxytocin dissolved in aCSF and at 37°C was 1.7 ± 0.2%
were

(Neumann et al., 1993a,b).

Experiment 3. The effect of naloxone on the cholecystokinin
pathway to oxytocin neurons in pregnancy

stimulated

Intravenous

cholecystokinin acts on the gastric vagus stimulating a neu¬
pathway to the nucleus of the tractus solitarius (NTS) in the brain¬
stem and, via A2 neurons, stimulates oxytocin but not vasopressin neu¬
rons to increase their firing rate and secretion (Olson et al.. 1992). We
used this selective stimulus to activate oxytocin neurons in pregnancy.
Firing rate. Female Wistar rats from the Babraham colony were used.
They were given food and water ad libitum and housed according to
standard conditions in Cambridge (Leng et al., 1991). Rats were mated
overnight with sexually experienced males and pregnancy was con¬
firmed by the presence of sperm in vaginal smears taken the following
morning (day 0 of pregnancy); the experimental groups were virgin (n
8), 16 d (n = 7), and 21 d (n = 6) pregnant age-matched rats. Rats
were anesthetized with urethane (ethyl carbamate, Sigma. Poole, U.K.,
1.25 gm/kg; i.p.), a jugular vein and the trachea cannulated and the
SON and neural stalk exposed by ventral surgery as described previ¬
ously (Leng, 1980). The activity of single neurons in the SON was
recorded extracellularly using a glass nricropipette filled with 0.15 m
NaCl introduced into the SON by direct visual control; all recorded
neurons were identified antidromically as projecting to the neural stalk.
Phasically active (putative vasopressin) neurons were not tested. All
continuously active neurons recorded were identified as oxytocin neu¬
rons by a positive response to intravenous injection of 20 p-g/kg cho¬
lecystokinin octapeptide (sulfated) (CCK, Peninsula Laboratories, St.
Helens, U.K.: Leng et al., 1991). One neuron from each rat was re¬
corded through two injections of CCK (20 pg/kg), separated by a min¬
imum of 30 min. At least 20 min after the first injection of CCK.
naloxone (naloxone hydrochloride, Sigma, 2 mg/kg, 4 mg/ml) was in¬
jected intravenously; the second CCK injection was 10 min later. Spikes
were discriminated with conventional equipment, and firing rates cal¬
culated on line in 60 sec bins using spike2 software (Cambridge Elec¬
tronic Design, Cambridge, U.K.) and expressed as spikes/sec (Fig. 4).
Oxytocin secretion. Female Sprague-Dawley rats were mated as in
Experiment 1. On the morning of the experiment, virgin and 21 d preg¬
nant age-matched rats were anesthetized with urethane, as above, and
a femoral arterial cannula filled with heparinized saline (50 U/ml, Multiparin, from CP Pharmaceuticals Ltd. Wrexham, U.K.. in 0.9% NaCl)
inserted for blood sampling and a femoral vein cannula inserted for
drug injection and reinfusion of blood cells. Two hours after surgery
all rats received an intravenous drug protocol consisting of: CCK (20
pg/kg), 45 min later naloxone (2 mg/kg) or vehicle (0.9% saline, 0.5
ml/kg), and after another 20 min CCK (20 pg/kg) again: a similar
ral

=
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Figure 1. Photomicrographs of Fos immunoreactive nuclei in the SON of naloxone-treated pregnant and virgin rats. Hypothalamic sections
containing SON were immunocytochemically stained for Fos protein, A Fos-positive cell nucleus (see arrowhead) indicates that the neuron has
been activated (Hamamura et al., 1991). a, Naloxone-injected (NLX, 5 mg/kg, 0.5 ml/kg, i.p.) virgin rat; b, vehicle-injected (VEH, 0.9% saline)
21 d pregnant rat; c, NLX-injected 21 d pregnant rat; d, 1.5 m NaCl-injected virgin rat (positive control). OC, Optic chiasm. Naloxone induced
Fos immunoreactivity in SON neurons of late pregnant rats. Scale bar, 100 p,m.

protocol to that of the experiment recording oxytocin neuron firing rate
(see above). There were four groups: virgin (n = 6) and 21 d pregnant
(n = 8) rats receiving treatment according to the CCK/naloxone/CCK
protocol and virgin (,n = 6) and 21 d pregnant (n = 8) rats receiving
treatment according to the CCK/vehicle/CCK protocol. Ten blood sam¬
ples each of 300 |xl were taken over 90 min as follows: 10 min, 5 min.
and immediately before the first CCK dose, 5 min and 45 min after
CCK (the last immediately before naloxone or vehicle). 10 min, 15 min,
and 20 min after the naloxone/vehicle (the last immediately before the
second CCK dose) and finally 5 min and 15 min after the second CCK
dose (see Fig. 5). Blood samples were immediately centrifuged, the
plasma separated and frozen, and the red blood cells resuspended in
150 pJ of 0,9% saline and reinfused intravenously. Oxytocin concen¬
trations in unextracted plasma were quantified by radioimmunoassay
using the Higuchi antiserum (kindly supplied by Dr. T. Higuchi, Kochi
Medical School, Kochi, Japan; Higuchi et ah, 1986); the assay included
a second antibody step (donkey anti-rabbit serum, 1:100, Gamma B,
IDS, Tyne and Wear, U.K.) to precipitate the first antibody complex and
the

use

of standardized Pansorbin cells (Novabiochem (U.K.) Ltd. Not¬

tingham, U.K.. 0.4% w/v solution in phosphate buffer) to aid visualiza¬
tion of the precipitate; supernatants were then aspirated before precip¬
itates were counted in a gamma scintillation counter (LKB-Wallac 1272
Clinigamma). The intra-assay coefficients of variation were 10 and 1 1%
at concentrations of 20 and 100 pg/ml, respectively, and all samples
were assayed at the same time.

Statistics
Data

are

presented

of variance

as means ± SEM and were compared using analysis
(ANOVA) between groups, ANOVA for repeated measures,

t tests and paired t tests, or nonparametric equivalents as appropriate,
performed with number crunchers statistical software.

Results
The

effect of opioid antagonists

expression in
In the first

on

SON

neuron

Fos

pregnancy

study, (1) compared with both the naloxone-injected
virgin rats and the vehicle-injected pregnant rats on day 21 of
pregnancy naloxone in 21 d pregnant rats induced a significantly
greater number of Fos-positive nuclei in the SON (+417% and
+ 243% respectively, ANOVA, p < 0.001, followed by Dun¬
can's multiple range test, Figs. I a-c, 2a); these tended to be
located in the dorsal, oxytocin-rich area of the SON. There was
no significant difference between naloxone-injected virgin rats
and vehicle-injected pregnant rats. Positive control rats injected
intraperitoneally with 1.5 m NaCl showed numerous Fos-posi¬
tive nuclei throughout the SON (Figs. 1<7, 2a) with more than
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Figure 2. The Fos-response of SON neurons to opioid antagonists in virgin and pregnant rats, a, The data are means ± SEM number of Foscontaining nuclei per mm2 SON measured using computerized image analysis after intraperitoneal injection of naloxone (NLX, 5 mg/kg, n = 6)
or vehicle (VEH, n = 6) into 21 d pregnant or NLX into virgin rats (n = 6). ANOVA p < 0.001; *, p < 0.05, Duncan's multiple range test versus
other test groups. The last column shows data from rats injected with 1.5 m NaCI (n = 2, positive control for Fos immunoreactivity in the SON).
b, The data are means ± SEM number of Fos-containing nuclei per mm2 SON after injection of either VEH, or norBNI (1 mg/kg) into virgin rats
(n — 6, 6, respectively), VEH or NLX (5 mg/kg) into 16 d pregnant rats (n = 6,6, respectively) and VEH or NLX or no/BNI into 21 d pregnant
rats (n = 3,3,6, respectively). ANOVA p < 0.02; *, p < 0.05. Duncan's multiple range test, versus all other groups. Naloxone, but not uoHBNI,
induced Fos expression in SON magnocellular neurons, and the response was only observed on day 21 of pregnancy.

double the number of labeled

neurons in the SON compared to
responding to naloxone.
In the second study, (2) neither virgin nor 21 d pregnant rats
injected with worBNI showed any increase in the number of Fospositive SON neurons compared to vehicle treatment (Fig. 2b)
and there was no difference between the virgin and pregnant
groups. Naloxone did not increase the numbers of Fos-positive
nuclei in 16 d pregnant rats compared to vehicle (Fig. 2b). The
mean number of Fos-positive nuclei/mm2 SON in naloxonetreated 21 d pregnant rats was significantly greater than in all
other groups (ANOVA, p < 0.02, followed by Duncan's mul¬
tiple range test) confirming the significant effect of naloxone in
the initial study (Fig. 2a).

the number of

The

neurons

effect of opioid antagonists

on

oxytocin release within the

SON
Basal

oxytocin release within the SON was 0.91 ±0.15 pg/30
virgin group (all rats, n = 13) before treatment and
there was no significant difference in basal release between the
virgin and any of the pregnant rat groups (days 10, 18, 21, re¬
spectively, 1.61 ± 0.34, n = 13; 0.81 ± 0.14, n = 16; 1.10 ±
0.15, n = 22, pg/30 min, ANOVA). Naloxone did not have any
effect on intranuclear oxytocin release in virgin or 10 d pregnant
rats in either the first or second sampling period postinjection.
Only on days 18 and 21 of pregnancy did naloxone significantly
increase total oxytocin content of the postinjection dialysate
sample compared to the respective preinjection sample (1.7 and
2.6-fold, respectively, ANOVA for repeated measures followed
by Tukey's protected t test, p < 0.05). norBNI had no significant
effect on oxytocin release within the SON in the 21 d pregnant
group (ANOVA for repeated measures followed by Tukey's pro¬
tected t test, Fig. 3d). The data are presented graphically as
min in the

percentages normalized to their respective pretreatment values
(=100%, Fig. 3). The percentage increase in oxytocin release
after naloxone

significantly greater in 21 d pregnant rats
p < 0.05)
than in naloxone-treated virgin rats or in any vehicle-treated
group (Fig. 3d).
was

(ANOVA followed by Duncan's multiple range test

The

effect of naloxone

neurons

on

the electrical activity of oxytocin

in pregnancy

Mean basal firing rate of identified oxytocin neurons was not
significantly different between groups (2.46 ± 0.51, 4.14 ±
0.84, and 2.94 ± 0.81 spikes/sec in virgin. 16 d pregnant, and
21 d pregnant rats, respectively). The responses of each cell
were quantified by subtracting the mean basal firing rate per min
(over 10 min) from the firing rate per min postinjection (over a
10 min period). Total excess spikes over 10 min postinjection
were then summed and change in firing rate in spikes/sec cal¬
culated. Group mean changes in firing rate were then calculated.
In virgin rats, cells responded to the first injection of CCK
with a mean increase in firing rate of 0.88 ±0.11 spikes/sec
averaged over the 10 min after injection (see also Fig. 4a).
Twenty minutes after CCK the firing rate had returned to original
control levels. Effects of systemically administered naloxone
against exogenous opioid actions are maximal between 5 and 10
min postinjection (Bicknell et al., 1988). Comparing the firing
rate of the oxytocin cells in this period after naloxone injection
to the preinjection control rate, naloxone produced a mean
change of ±0.1 ± 0.15 spikes/sec (NS). Following naloxone,
the neuronal response to a second injection of CCK was similar
to the initial response; firing rate increased by 0.79 ± 0.11
spikes/sec (Fig. 4a). For each cell the ratio of the responses to
the two injections of CCK (CCK2:CCK1) was calculated; after
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firing rate responses to CCK and naloxone.
± SEM of change in firing rate
(spikes/sec) of identified oxytocin neurons compared to the average fir¬
ing rate over the previous 10 min in anesthetized: a, virgin rats, n =
8; b, 16 d pregnant rats, n = 7; and c, 21 d pregnant rats, n = 6 after
administration of CCK (at arrow; 20 p,g/kg) with (•) or without (O)
naloxone pretreatment (2 mg/kg). Naloxone potentiated the firing rate
response to CCK in 21 d pregnant rats only.
Figure 4.
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Figure 3. Oxytocin release within the SON in response to opioid an¬
tagonists in virgin and pregnant rats. Oxytocin release in the SON mea¬
sured by microdialysis over two 30 min periods after subcutaneous in¬
jection of vehicle (VEH, □), naloxone (NLX, El), or norBNI (■, 21 d
only). The data are expressed as the means ± SEM percentage of the
basal release for each group before drug injection, in virgin (n = 6, 7,
respectively), 10 d pregnant (n = 6, 7), 18 d pregnant (n = 8, 8), and
21 d pregnant rats (/? = 7, 9, 6). #, p < 0.05 (ANOVA, followed by
Duncan's multiple range test) for percentage increase in release in first
post drug sample versus all VEH-injected groups and versus NLX-injected virgin rats. Only in late pregnancy did naloxone increase oxytocin
release within the SON; the K-opioid antagonist had no effect.

naloxone the

mean

CCK2:CCK1 ratio

was

0.93 ± 0.13 and

was

significantly different from unity.
In 16 d pregnant rats oxytocin cells responded to CCK with
an increase in firing rate of 1.63
± 0.27 spikes/sec averaged
over 10 min (not significant vs either virgin or 21 d pregnant
rats, ANOVA). However, the immediate response over 5 min
(2.19 ± 0.35 spikes/sec) was significantly greater than the re¬
sponse in both virgin (0.92 ± 0.07 spikes/sec) and 21 d (1.09
± 0.47 spikes/sec) pregnant rats (p < 0.01, ANOVA followed
by Duncan's multiple range test). Following naloxone their
not
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Figure 5. The oxytocin secretory response to CCK and naloxone in pregnant and virgin rats. The data represent the means ± SEM of plasma
oxytocin concentration in arterial blood samples taken before and after the administration of CCK (20 pg/kg) then vehicle (VEH) then CCK (O)
or CCK then naloxone (NLX, 2 mg/kg) then CCK (A) as described in Materials and Methods, from anesthetized: a, virgin rats (n = 6, 6,
respectively); and b. 21 d pregnant rats (n = 8, 8, respectively). + p < 0.05, CCK response versus preinjection sample in any group, Wilcoxon
Rank Sum Test; *, p < 0.05; **, p < 0.001, NLX response versus VEH, Mann-Whitney U test; #, p < 0.05; ##. p < 0.001, CCK response in
NLX versus VEH-treated rats, Mann-Whitney; p < 0.05, CCK response in NLX-treated pregnant rats versus NLX-treated virgin rats. In 21 d
pregnant rats the systemic oxytocin secretory response to CCK after naloxone was significantly greater than that in virgin rats.
,

background activity changed by +0.10 ± 0.25 spikes/sec (NS).
They responded to the second CCK injection with an increase
of 1.32 ± 0.25 spikes/sec (averaged over 10 min, Fig. 4b).
Using data collected over 10 min, the CCK2:CCK1 ratio was
0.85 ± 0.14, which was not significantly different from unity
or from the ratio in virgin rats, but significantly lower than in
21 d pregnant rats (p < 0.001, ANOVA).
In 21 d pregnant rats oxytocin cells responded to CCK with
an increase of 1.08 ± 0.53 spikes/s (see also Fig. 4c), not dif¬
ferent from virgin rats. Although naloxone increased the basal
firing rate in four out of the six cells, the overall mean change
for the six cells of +0.36 ± 0.20 spikes/sec was not significant.
The response to a subsequent injection of CCK was potentiated
in all cells; the mean response, averaged over 10 min, was an
increase of 1.74 ± 0.57 spikes/sec (Fig. 4c), with a CCK2:
CCK1 ratio of 2.08 ± 0.38, significantly greater than unity and
than the corresponding ratios in virgin and 16 d pregnant rats
(P < 0.001, ANOVA followed by Duncan's multiple range test).
Thus, only in 21 d pregnant rats did naloxone potentiate the
oxytocin neuron firing rate response to CCK.
The effect of naloxone on the CCK-induced increase in
oxytocin secretion in pregnancy

Overall, taking the mean of the first three basal samples from
all animals, the plasma oxytocin concentration in virgin rats was

significantly different from that in the 21 d pregnant rats
(Mann-Whitney U test, 14.5 ± 4.2 pg/ml, n = 12 vs 8.5 ±
2.2 pg/ml, n = 16, respectively). The oxytocin secretory re¬
sponse to the first intravenous CCK injection in all virgin ani¬
mals was similar to that in all 21 d pregnant animals (both p <
0.05 vs preinjection, Wilcoxon rank sum test, Fig. 5a,b). In vir¬
gin rats naloxone caused a small significant increase (1.7-fold)
in plasma oxytocin concentration compared to vehicle-treated
not

virgin rats (p < 0.05, Mann-Whitney) and the second injection
a further significant rise (2.8-fold, p < 0.05.
Mann-Whitney, Fig. 5a). In 21 d pregnant rats naloxone caused
a large 9.7-fold increase in plasma oxytocin concentration com¬
pared to preinjection and to vehicle-treated pregnant rats (p <
0.02, Wilcoxon, and p < 0.001, Mann-Whitney, respectively,
Fig. 5b). The oxytocin secretory response to the second injection
of CCK (after naloxone) was greatly potentiated compared to
the increase after vehicle (13.9-fold increase,/? < 0.001, MannWhitney, Fig. 5b), and was significantly higher than that in the
naloxone-treated virgin rats (p < 0.05, Mann-Whitney).
of CCK induced

Discussion
The present

study demonstrates that, at the end of pregnancy,
endogenous opioid systems dynamically restrain the central ac¬
tivity of oxytocin neurons, and as a consequence, secretion of
oxytocin from the neurohypophysis. These opioid systems act
in part by suppressing the responsiveness of oxytocin neurons
to

afferent stimulation. The administration of naloxone at the

end of pregnancy

resulted in activation of Fos expression in
and resulted in increased oxytocin release
within the supraoptic nucleus, probably reflecting increased elec¬
trical activity of these neurons at this time. Naloxone also po¬
tentiated oxytocin neuron firing rate responses to stimulation of
an input pathway (using CCK). Measurements of oxytocin se¬
cretion into the plasma following injections of CCK and nal¬
supraoptic

oxone

neurons

confirmed the naloxone facilitation of afferent stimula¬

tion. In all

cases

the effects

were

selectively observed in late

pregnancy.

Oxytocin

Fos in response to a variety of stim¬
parturition (Luckman et al., 1993) or intravenous
CCK (Hamamura et al., 1991) both of which transiently increase
the firing rate of oxytocin neurons. Recent studies have shown
uli such

as

neurons express
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that

1991). In addition, iontophoretically-applied adrenergic antago¬

of Fos in

nists block the

transsynaptic activation is most likely required for induction
magnocellular neurons (Luckman et al.. 1994). Where¬
as continuous suckling, another stimulus for oxytocin secretion,
does not induce Fos (Fenelon et ah, 1993) resuckling after re¬
moval of pups for 48 hr can induce Fos in SON neurons (Smith
et ah, 1994). So induction of Fos in oxytocin neurons may be
taken to indicate excitatory synaptic activation. Therefore, from
the data presented in Figure 2, endogenous opioids are likely to
be preventing synaptic activation of oxytocin neurons in late
pregnancy.
Naloxone acts at all

opioid receptor types, although with a
higher affinity for the p.-type (Kosterlitz, 1985). To investigate
whether the endogenous opioid(s) which inhibit oxytocin neu¬
rons were mediated via p.- or k- receptors, both of which are
found in the SON (Sumner et ah, 1992), we also used a specific
K-opioid antagonist, norBNI. Despite using a dose of norBNI
which has previously been shown to reverse the inhibitory ef¬
fects of U50.488 (a selective x-agonist, at its ED50 of 0.5
mg/kg) on oxytocin neuron firing rate (Pumford et ah, 1993) and
on parturition (Douglas et ah, 1993a), norBNI did not increase
the number of Fos-positive neurons in the SON in pregnant rats
suggesting that endogenous K-opioids do not contribute to the
central inhibition of oxytocin neurons in pregnancy, p,- Opioid
receptor binding in the SON is decreased by day 21 of preg¬
nancy but k- binding remains unaltered (Sumner et ah, 1992),
also indicating dynamic p.- rather than K-mechanisms in preg¬
nancy.

Oxytocin release within the SON was also shown to be in¬
by endogenous opioids but not via x-receptors, whereas

hibited

release from the neural lobe is inhibited via

x-

rather than p,-re-

ceptors (Bunn et ah, 1985; Herkenham et ah, 1986). Oxytocin
release within the SON has been found

previously in many cir¬
oxytocin neuron firing rate increases, in¬
cluding during parturition and suckling (Moos et ah, 1989; Neu¬
mann et ah. 1993b). Release is likely to be mainly from the
dendrites of magnocellular neurons (Pow and Morris, 1989), and
possibly their cell bodies and recurrent axon collaterals, and may
be regulated independently from neuron firing rate and periph¬
eral secretion. Nonetheless, oxytocin release within the SON is
under endogenous opioid inhibition during late pregnancy; al¬
though this inhibition is later removed during parturition (Neu¬
mann et ah, 1993b). Oxytocin receptor binding has been dem¬
cumstances

in which

onstrated in the SON (Freund-Mercier and Stoeckel. 1993) and

firing rate response of oxytocin cells in the PVN

to

CCK

to

investigate whether endogenous opioids also inhibit synapti-

(Ueta et ah, 1993) and pretreatment with neurotoxins
which selectively deplete hypothalamic noradrenaline content
block the release of oxytocin in response to CCK (Onaka et ah,
1995a). We have used CCK to stimulate this excitatory pathway

cally driven oxytocin neuron function.
The endogenous opioid mechanism which we have now
shown to emerge at the end of pregnancy appears to act at p,-receptors. Thus the endogenous opioid is likely to act at the same
receptors at which p,-opiates act, for example morphine. Mor¬

phine restrains the release of oxytocin in response to CCK at
least in part by a presynaptic inhibition of noradrenaline release
(Onaka et ah, 1995b). Since morphine does not prevent the
CCK-induced expression of Fos in the NTS, it therefore appears
not to significantly inhibit the activity of the noradrenergic cell
bodies (Onaka et ah, 1995b). Similarly morphine does not inhibit
the expression of Fos in the NTS during parturition (Luckman
et ah. 1993), although in both cases it prevents the expression
of Fos in the SON. Therefore since naloxone increases stimu¬
lated (via the NTS input) oxytocin neuron firing rate and secre¬
tion, the endogenous opioids appear to inhibit oxytocin neurons

by a presynaptic action. Central endogenous opioid inhibition of
oxytocin neurons was not observed on day 16 of pregnancy
when the oxytocin neuron firing rate response to CCK was great¬
er than in virgin rats (Fig. 4). This suggests that there is an
increase in the coupling of the NTS noradrenergic pathway, ex¬
cited by CCK, to oxytocin neurons on day 16 of pregnancy.
Such an increase in oxytocin neuron responsiveness is then
masked by the endogenous opioid inhibition (becoming obvious
after day 16 and before day 21 of pregnancy), giving an apparent
reduction in the oxytocin neuron firing rate response to CCK at
this time.
We have previously shown that, in contrast to the present
results, there appears to be no central opioid restraint of oxytocin

secretion in response to either systemic hyperosmotic stimula¬
or to electrical stimulation of the lamina terminalis (in¬

tion

volved in osmotic responses

of SON neurons) at the end of

pregnancy. Indeed, after naloxone, electrical stimulation of the
lamina terminalis or systemic hyperosmolarity is less effective
in pregnant than in virgin rats (Bull and Russell, 1992; Bull et
al., 1994). Therefore, removal of endogenous opioid inhibition

oxytocin release within the SON plays a positive role in the
autoregulation of oxytocin neurons (Moos et ah, 1984), coor¬
dinating synchronous firing of neurons which precedes the re¬
lease of a bolus of oxytocin into the blood in parturition (Summerlee, 1981). Progress of parturition is delayed by administra¬
tion of oxytocin antagonist into the SON (Russell et ah. 1994)
therefore release of oxytocin within the SON plays an essential
role in labor. Thus intranuclear oxytocin release is held at a low
level by endogenous opioids in late pregnancy prior to when it
is required during parturition.
The noradrenergic projection from the A2 cell group provides
a direct excitatory input to the oxytocin cells (Raby and Renaud,
1989) and these neurons also express Fos during spontaneous
parturition (Luckman et ah, 1993), when they are likely to re¬
ceive signals from the contracting uterus. Intravenous CCK ac¬
tivates oxytocin neurons via a noradrenergic projection from the
A2 cell group in the NTS. Thus CCK induces Fos expression
in adrenergic neurons in the NTS (Luckman. 1992) and induces

neurons at the end of pregnancy will selectively
excitatory influence of the input from the brainstem.
This stimulus-selective modulation of oxytocin neuron activity
in late pregnancy strongly suggests that the endogenous opioids
act selectively upon particular inputs rather than on the final
common pathway—the oxytocin neurons. Our present findings
that naloxone potentiated the CCK-induced increase in firing
rate but did not significantly increase the basal firing rate further
suggests action only presynaptically. Furthermore. p.-opioid re¬
ceptor mRNA is present in the NTS but is sparse in the SON
and PVN (Minami et al., 1994), consistent with opioid receptors
in the SON being located on the nerve terminals of afferents.
The endogenous opioid (3-endorphin, which acts at p.-receptors and is synthesized from proopiomelanocortin (POMC) in
the arcuate nucleus, may be involved in the restraint of oxytocin
neurons described above. During late pregnancy, both hypotha¬
lamic content and plasma concentration of (3-cndorphin increase

noradrenaline release within the SON and PVN (Kendrick et ah,

found the number of arcuate

on

oxytocin

increase the

(Wardlaw and Frantz, 1983; Dondi et al., 1991) and
neurons

we

have

expressing POMC ntRNA
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(unpublished observations) increases, whereas neither prodynorphin (Douglas et al., 1993b) nor proenkephalin A mRNA (Doug¬
las and Russell, 1994) alter in magnocellular or parvocellular
neurons of the SON and PVN at this time. Such opioid mech¬
anisms may be induced by the ovarian hormones of pregnancy,
relaxin or progesterone, and we have shown that both can influ¬
ence opioid inhibition of oxytocin neurons (Way and Leng,
1992; Way et al., 1993).
In conclusion, we now ascribe the strong endogenous

to

late pregnancy and is not kappa-receptor mediated. J

(Lond) 479:47P.

Fenelon VS, Poulain DA, Theodosis DT (1993)
tivation and Fos expression: a quantitative

Oxytocin neuron ac¬
immunocytochemical
analysis of the effect of lactation, parturition, osmotic and cardiovas¬
cular stimulation. Neuroscience 53:77-89.

Freund-Mercier MJ, Stoeckel ME (1993) Oxytocin receptors on oxy¬
tocin neurons: histoautoradiographic detection after icv oxytocin an¬

tagonist treatment. J Endocrinol Invest I6[Suppl 1 ]: 187.
Giovannelli L. Shiromani PJ, Jirikowski GE Bloom FE

opioid

inhibition of

oxytocin neurons at the end of pregnancy to cen¬
trally acting opioids, mediated by p-receptors. Antagonism of
this opioid restraint in conscious late pregnant rats stimulates the
c-fos gene and increases oxytocin release within the SON. as
well as increasing oxytocin secretion into the blood. We were
able to confirm this in anesthetized rats by using CCK to activate
a brainstem pathway to oxytocin neurons, showing that this
pathway is more effective at the end of pregnancy after antag¬
onizing the endogenous opioid restraining it. Therefore, the data
imply that endogenous opioids inhibit oxytocin neurons presynaptically by regulation of noradrenaline release. The central
opioid inhibition of oxytocin neurons at the end of pregnancy
may allow enhanced coupling of brainstem excitatory inputs
which will reflexly drive oxytocin secretion in parturition, and
prevent premature secretion of oxytocin until the opioid restraint
is lifted, at least partially, at the onset of parturition.
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Morphine withdrawal excitation induces c-fos
magnocelluiar oxytocin neurones.
Russell, J.A., Hamamura,

mJ, Johnstone,

gene

expression in rat

L., Munro, G.

Department of Physiology, University Medical School, Edinburgh, U.K.
'Department of Physiology, Jichi Medical School, Japan.
Acute

morphine inhibits oxytocin (OXT) neurones, but dependence
develops during i.c.v. morphine infusion for 5 days (Bicknell et al
J.Physiol. J396 319-347; 1988). In anaesthetized dependent rats naloxone
(5mg/kg) increases OXT neurone firing-rate 3.5-fold, but has no effect in
controls; consequently naloxone increases OXT secretion in dependent
rats 10-fold more than in controls. Vasopressin neurones are unaffected.
To determine whether withdrawal induces c-fos expression in dependent
oxytocin neurones, cryostat sections through hypothalamus from
anaesthetized dependent rats were hybridized with a -^S-labelled
oligonucleotide c-fos mRNA probe and exposed on film for quantitative
autoradiography (Hamamura et al, J.Physiol. 444, 51-63; 1991). c-fos
mRNA signal in the SON and PVN was detected only after naloxone (+40
min). In conscious dependent rats, 90 min after naloxone, posterior
pituitary oxytocin (but not vasopressin) was depleted by 17% and plasma
oxytocin doubled; Fos protein, detected by immunocytochemistry on
cryostat sections, was strongly expressed in the SON and PVN. The data
suggest rapid c-fos gene activation in magnocellular oxytocin neurones
hyperexcited during naloxone-provoked morphine withdrawal.

Supported by the MRC, AFRC, British Council.
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OXYTOCIN NEURONES IN THE SUPRAOPTIC NUCLEUS

(SON) ARE INHIBITED BY

ENDOGENOUS OPIOIDS IN LATE PREGNANT RATS

JOHNSTONE,LE.

DOUGLAS,AJ.,
&

School,

Medical

,

LENG,G1.

NEUMANN,I.,

Dept. of Physiology,
University
Teviot Place, Edinburgh EH8 9AG.

RUSSELL,JA.

!Dept. Neurobiology, AFRC Babraham Institute,
Cambridge CB2
4AT,
-Dept.
Medical Physiology,
University of Calgary, Alberta, Canada.

Summary
Late

rats
exhibit
endogenous
opioid
oxytocin cells since i.v. naloxone
increases oxytocin
(NLX opioid antagonist)
(OXT)
pregnant

Results:

1.
On
day
21
of
pregnancy
NLX
strongly
potentiated CCK excitation of OXT neurones by 2
fold,
p<0.05
compared
to
preNLX
and
was
ineffective in Vir rats
(Fig.l). 2.NLX increased

positive neurones per mm2 SON
compared
to
both
VEH
injected
pregnant and NLX injected Vir rats (Fig.2a). 3.
Intranuclear OXT release was increased
(Fig.2b)
only after NLX in 21d Preg rats.
the

number

in

pregnancy

of

Fos

of

restraint

but

secretion(1)
desensitised

OXT

nerve

We

to

terminals

have

studied

0)

central

opioids,
OXT
neurones
in
late
inhibition
on
SON
OXT
neurones
pregnancy by measuring
firing
rate, immediate early gene
(Fos) expression and

tn

opioid

dendritic

OXT

release

under

the

b)

a

become

influence

of

NLX

increased

Fos

intranuclear
ineffective
central
neurone

restrain

protein
release

expression

of

OXT

in

and

the

increased

SON;

NLX

O
CD

200

400

>

virgin rats.
The data indicate
endogenous
opioid
inhibition
of
OXT
activity in late pregnancy which may
premature OXT release.

Materials

and

X

O

CP

200

o

0

CO

O

Vir
+ NLX

Fig.2.a)

Methods:

Prsg+NLX
In

virgin

anaesthetised
OXT

iv

neurones

(Vir)

the

rats
was

and

21 day pregnant (Preg)
firing rate (FR) of SON

recorded

antidromic

after

(20|rg/kg)
excitatory
response
identification.
NLX
(2mg/kg) was given after 30
min
and
CCK
again
10
min
later
to
give
a
FR

ratio.

2.

Conscious

Vir

and

Preg

vehicle
(VEH)
or
NLX
(5mg/kg,
after 90 min,
their
brain
frozen
and
cryostat
sections
of
brain
containing SON processed for Fos by Ni-glucose
oxidase-DAB protein immunohistochemistry (2) .
Fos
positive nuclei/mm- SON were quantified using an
image analyser. 3. Conscious Vir and Preg rats
were
microdialysed via probes, implanted under
anaesthesia,
in the
SON
for OXT over 30 min
before
and after NLX
(5mg/kg, iv) . OXT content
was measured by
RIA.
rats

were

injected with
ip)
and
killed

X

CJ
o

400
300

CN
X
o
o

200

<

0

1 00

a?

Fig.l CCK2:CCK1 FR ratio
Preg rats. *p<0.05

Vir

(%Vir)

o

(3d

tn

Vir

Preg

Preg

+veh +NLX

OXT

release

over

30

Both *p<0.05 vs.

Preg vs Vir.

min

Vir

after

NLX

in

(t-test).

and

CCK

CCK2:CCK1

T

Percent Fos positive neurones in SON of
& Preg+VEH vs Vir+NLX rats. b. Percent

dendritic
1.

1 00

z

Q_

was

in

*

a>

On

day 21 of pregnancy NLX strongly potentiated
cholecystokinin (CCK) excitation of OXT neurones

300

a

600

CD

Preg
after NLX in 21d

Discussion

indicate that the opioid tone revealed
in
pregnant
rats
is
probably due
to
central
endogenous opioid actions
directly on
OXT
neurones
or
inputs rather than OXT nerve

The

by

data

NLX

terminals(1).

The

importance
of
endogenous
regulation of OXT neurones could
be
elucidated by preventing its
development in
pregnancy.
Chronic administration of NLX would
produce upregulation of opioid
receptors
and
therefore cannot be used as a tool.
Disrupting
opioid
receptor
synthesis
would
be
a
more
scientific
approach.
Opioid
receptor
gene
sequences
are not yet published;
once
they are
available we plan to manipulate their expression
by
gene
transfer,
chronically
introducing
ancisense
message
into
magnocellular
neurones
via
the
neurohypophysis in early pregnancy. We
could
then
study
OXT
secretion
and
Fos
expression
after NLX
in
the
same
manner
as
above,
to
see
if
the
opioid
tone
has
been
removed and follow the course of parturition.

opioid tone

1

in

Douglas,A.J.,

Dye,S.,

Neuroendocrinol.5
2.

Shu,S.,

85

169.

Ju,G.

&

Leng,G.

et

al

(1993)

307.

Fan,L.

(1988)

Neurosci.Lett.

[AFRC Link Grant]

Journal

of Physiology (1994 ) 479.P

47 P

Shepheard, S.L., Jordan. D. & Ramage, A.G. (1994). Br. J. Pharmacol.
Ill, 61(5-624.

day (P < 0*04. Kruskal Wallis). Thus, central opioid
oxytocin neurones occurs after day 16 of
pregnancy and does not involve /c-opioid receptors, /t-opioid
receptors may mediate this inhibition of oxytocin neurone
activity.

same

inhibition of

Sporton, S.C.E.. Shepheard. S.L.. .Jordan, D. & Ramage. A.G. (1991).
Br. ./. Pharmacol. 104. 466-470.
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Opioid inhibition of oxytocin neurones in the rat is
confined to late pregnancy and is not /c-receptor
mediated
A.J.

reference
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Edinburgh EH8 9AG,
* Department of Physiology,
University of Leiden, PO Box 9604, 2300 RC Leiden, The
Netherlands and t Department of Medical Physiology,
University of Calgary, Calgary, Canada
In late pregnancy opioids act centrally to inhibit
oxytocin neurones since naloxone increases their activity as
shown by their increased firing rate and by the appearance
of Fos in supraoptic nucleus (SON) neurones (Douglas et al.
1993). Naloxone antagonizes all types of opioid receptor and
oxytocin neurones are inhibited by both p- and /c-opioids.
We have studied the time

oxytocin

on

neurones

course

of central

opioid inhibition

in pregnancy and whether it is

mediated via /i- or ^-receptors.
Virgin. 16- and 21-day pregnant rats were injected
vehicle (0'5 ml kg-1, Oh) % saline i.p.), naloxone (5 mg

with

kg-1)

the

/c-antagonist. aor-binaltorphimine (norBNI. 1 mg
kg-'). Ninety minutes later the rats were decapitated, their
brains removed, frozen and cryostat sections containing
•SON were processed for Fos immunocytochemistry. The
mean 4; s.e.m. number of Fos
positive nuclei per mm" SON
in
vehicle-injected virgin rats was 3*3 ± 0-9 (n = 6).
Naloxone significantly increased Fos in 21-day pregnant
or

rats

(78'9 A 57-9.

n =

3;

ANOVA,

PC 0-02)

vs.

vehicle

confirming previous findings), and vs.
naloxone-injected 16-day pregnant (6*3 + 1*3, n = 6) and
vehicle-injected virgin rats. Naloxone had no effect at
16 days of pregnancy vs. vehicle (4*9 + 2-2. n = 6). NorBNI
had no effect on Fos on day 21 of pregnancy (10*5 ± -4*6,
« = 6)
vs.
either vehicle- or norBNI-injected virgins

(7*5+1*9,

(6-7 + 2-5.

ii —o,

n =

6).

Virgin. 10-, 18- and 21-dav pregnant rats were fitted with
a
microclialysis probe in the SON under brief pentobarbitone
anaesthesia (4*5 mg kg-1, i.p.). After recovery the next day,
microdialysis for oxytocin release,
measured by
radioimmunoassay, in the SON was performed for 30 min
before and after s.e. naloxone (5 mg kg-') or norBNI (I mg
kg-1). Naloxone significantly increased intranuclear
oxytocin release on day 18 (hv 127*8 + 71-9 %. « = S:
P < 0*02. Wilcoxon) and clay 21 of pregnancy (by
177*3 + 72*1 %. n = 9; P < 0*02) vs. pre-naioxone. but not in
10-day pregnant or virgin rats. NorBNI had no significant
effect on oxytocin release at day 21 of pregnancy (increase
by 36*6 + 56*9 %. n = 6) compared to pre-norBNI and the
response was significantly less than that to naloxone on the

Intracisternal

application of 5-HT1A receptor
antagonists attenuates activation of preganglionic
pulmonary vagal motoneurones by nebulized
capsaicin in anaesthetized cats
Deborah J. Bootle, John J. Adcock* and Andrew G.

Ramage
Academic
Department of Pharmacology, Royal Free
Hospital School of Medicine, Rowland Hill Street,
Hampstead. London NW3 2PF and *Department of
Pharmacology,
Wellcome
Research
Laboratories,

Beckenham, Kent BR3 3BS
Reflex

activation

of cardiac

vagal

motoneurones

is

modulated

by o-HTlA receptors (Bogie et al. 1990; FuturoExperiments were carried out to determine
if 5-HT1A receptors are also involved in the reflex control of
pulmonary vagal motoneurones activated by inhaled
capsaicin in anaesthetized cats. In this species, capsaicinevoked bronchospasm is due to reflex activation of
pulmonary vagal motoneurones following stimulation of
Neto

el

al. 1993).

lung afferents (Adcock et al. 1989).
Cats

were

anaesthetized with x-ehloraiose

(60-80

mg

kg-1; i.v.) following induction with 5% halothane in 0.,.
were artificially ventilated after neuromuscular
blockade with dimethvl-tubocurarine (initial dose 0*125 mg

They

kg-'; followed 90 min later with 0*0625 mg kg-1 h-1; i.v.).
Dynamic lung compliance (Cdvn) and total lung resistance
(Rl) were monitored with an on-line data acquisition system
(PO-NE-MAH). Pressure (PXB) in an air-filled balloon placed
in a region of the trachea distal to the endotracheal cannula
and below the larynx was recorded with a Stat ham P23
pressure transducer. Increases in PTB gave an index of reflex
'bronchoconstriction' since this

area

of the trachea

was not

aerosols. Heart rate and blood pressure were
also recorded to assess the level of anaesthesia. Drugs were

accessible

to

administered

Capsaicin

was
administered

using

a

intracisternally (i.e.) dissolved in saline.
dissolved in ethanoi. Tween 80 and saline and
to the lower airways by aerosol, generated

modified DeVilbiss ultrasonic nebulizer.

Capsaicin aerosol (100/ig ml-1) delivered in six breaths
produced bronchoconstriction as measured by a decrease in
C.lyn of 64*2 — 7*91 "o from a value of 4*3 — 0*4 ml cmH.,0-'
and increases in RL of 345 ± 54 % from 17 — 1 cmH.,0 I-' s

Journal

of Physiology (1995) 489.P

received infusions of saline. Three hours

following infusion,
rapidly removed and frozen. Sections (12 pim)
were cut
through the PVN, Al and A2 cell groups and
processed immunocytochemically for Fos-like (1:1000,
Oncogene Science), and dopamines-hydroxylase (DBH)
immunoreactivities
(1:2000, Eugenetech). Additional
sections were processed using in situ hybridization for c-fos
mRNA with a 48-mer oligonucleotide probe. Plasma was
assayed for corticosterone by radioimmunoassay. Statistical
comparisons were made using the Fisher PLSD test
following one-way ANOVA.
In control animais, .bPS induced a significant increase in
plasma corticosterone levels (P < 0-005). c-fos mRNA
brains

were

increased in both the PVN and the A2 cell group following
LPS and this response was further increased in ADX rats

(control/LPS

ADX/LPS, P< 0-001). Fos peptide was
increased in the A1/A2 after LPS and in the A2 cell group
and this was further amplified by ADX in the A2
(.P < 0-001 LPS/control vs. control and vs. LPS/ADX). Fos
peptide was found in 30% of DBH neurons; however, only
12-5% of Fos peptide-containing neurons were DBH
immunoreactive, suggesting that the remaining Fos was in
non-catecholaminergic neurons.
These results demonstrate that 3 h following i.c.v. LPS,
the expression of c-fos mRNA in both the PVN and the A2
cell group is still significantly increased. This is surprising as
orevious studies have shown that c-fos mRNA levels are
naximal at 30 min following a stimulus and absent at
ipproximately 60 min. Fos peptide is also high at this time
joint. The data suggest that i.c.v. LPS is able to activate the
vs.

JPA axis and that this activation is mediated, at least in

by activation of brainstem noradrenergic and
lopaminergic neurons. In the absence of circulating
jlucocorticoids, an exaggerated c-fos mRNA and peptide
esponse to LPS is observed. The inability to control the
.ctivation of these neurons may contribute to the lethal
onsequences of LPS injection in ADX animals.
jart,

Journal

of Physiology (1995) 489.P

and PENK A gene response to physical stress (Johnstone et
al. 1993) while in controls given i.c.v. dbcAMP, there was no
increase in PENK A or CRH mRNA (authors' unpublished

observations). Here we have looked at the expression of Fos
in the pPVN to see if it may be a positive regulator of these
genes. Under ether anaesthesia, female Sprague—Dawley rats
were
implanted with a guide cannula into the left lateral
cerebral ventricle, 48 h prior to an i.c.v. infusion of

dibutyryl cAMP (dbcAMP). dbcAMP (4-17 fig /tl-1 0-9%
saline) or vehicle was infused for 20 min, at 1-4 /tl min-1, in
conscious animals, and the animals were decapitated 90 min
lacer ibr immunohistochemical detection of Fos protein in
/tm brain sections. dbcAMP stimulated Fos
expression in the pPVN (Fos-positive nuclei per 104/im2,

cryostat 15

n =

+

2-90 +

0-47, n = 5 vs. vehicle 0-40 + 0-04,
5, P < 0-02, Mann-Whitney U test), in contrast with

mean

s.e.m.:

its lack of effect

on

PENK A

or

CRH gene

expression.

Conversely, activation of the PKC pathway with i.c.v.
infusion, as above, of phorbol 12-myristate 13-acetate
(PMA; 20 ng /i\~~l 2% DMSO, 0-9% saline) or vehicle in rats
anaesthetized with sodium pentobarbitone (48 mg kg-1
intraperitoneal (i.P.)) failed to induce Fos protein gene
expression in the pPVN (Fos-positive nuclei per 104 fim2,
mean
n

in

+

s.e.m.:

0-22 + 0-05,

n =

7

vs.

controls 0-13 + 0-05,

8). We examined the effect of PMA on PENK A mRNA
urethane-anaesthetized rats (1-25 g kg-1 i.p.), killed 4 h

—

after the start of the

i.c.v.

infusion.

The brains

were

removed and

processed for in situ hybridization using an
oligonucleotide probe against base pairs
388-485 of rat PENK A mRNA. Sections were apposed to
film for 21 days for quantitative autoradiography, and the
resulting grain density was measured with an image
analyser, i.c.v. infusion of PMA significantly increased
PENK A mRNA expression in the pPVN (mean silver grain
density + s.e.m.: 0-39 + 0-03, n — 7 vs. control 0-27 + 0-02,
n = 7, P < 0-04, Student's
unpaired t test). In conclusion,
these results do not support a role for Fos as a positive
regulator of PENK A gene expression in vivo in the pPVN.
35S-labelled

Supported by the BBSRC.
reference

Separation of c-fos and pro-enkephalin A gene
induction in rat parvocellular paraventricular
nucleus (pPVN)

Johnstone, L.E., Harbuz, M., Lightman, S.L. & Russell, J.A. (1993).
IUPS XXXII Congress, Glasgow 128-6/0 pl52.

i.E. Johnstone and J.A. Russell

department

of Physioloqy,

University Medical

School,

Edinburgh EH8 9AG

mes

in

rapidly induce the rat proenkephalin A
A) and corticotrophin releasing hormone (CRH)
pPVN neurones, but the intracellular mechanisms

f this activation

are

proliferation in rat GH3 cells expressing
Gas is associated

the leucine (-227) mutation of

Various stressors

'ENK

Enhanced

unclear. The

romoter contains response

rat

PENK A gene

elements inducible by protein
inase C (PKC) and by cAMP (PKA pathway) and for the
P-l Fos/Jun protein complex. We have previously shown
lat intracerebroventricular (i.c.v.) cAMP depresses the CRH

with increased levels of cAMP
J. Ham, M. Ivan, U.

Plockinger and M.F. Scanlon

Departments of Medicine and Pathology,
Wales College of Medicine, Cardiff

University of

Gas (GTP binding protein) mutations have been identified
growth hormone-secreting adenomas. Similar

in 30-40 % of

Journal

179P

of Physiology (75.95)439.?

concentrations

compared with pre-NLX (increased to
ml"1
(n = 4)
in
Prog
rats,
to
66-3 + 17-1 pg ml-1 [n = 6) in Veh rats, P < 0-05, Wilcoxon
rank sum test) but saline had no effect in either group. The
oxytocin secretory resnonses to NLX were not different
between Veh anti Prog rats.
The data confirm that Prog treatment prolongs gestation
and disrupts birth. However, we observed no significant
differences in plasma oxytocin concentration between Veh
126-9 + 75-7 pg

and

T5:"

later, the rats

decapitated and the brains removed.
cryostat sections (15 /tm) were cut and
immunocytochemically processed for Fos protein as a
marker of neuronal activation. Fos expression in the
PTX-treated SON (mean + s.e.m.: 128-5 + 18-5 positive
Serial

were

coronal

mm-2) was reduced versus the contralateral SON
(188-6 + 30-4 positive neurones mm"2; P<0-05, n— 10)
and versus vehicle-injected SON (428-8 + 85-0 positive

neurones

mm"2; PcO-Ol, two-way repeated measures
by Student—Newman—Keu Is post hoc

neurones

A NOV*

followed

parturition

test,

increased

involved in the

8). Thus PTX-sensitive G proteins appear ro be
development ana/or expression of morphine

:

is

-r

-.vr

:'!:-•!*•'

to

-ore I on;:

by iOW6ring pi&sirici oxytocin sines 11
plasma oxytocin, but normal speed of birth was
not restored; endogenous opioids may not be involved. In
conclusion, these studies show that Prog disrupts parturition
by mechanisms other than via inhibition of oxytocin
secretion. Prog actions on the uterus may be more important.
references
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dependence in OT

neurones.
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Influence
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Supraoptic
nucleus
pertussis
toxin-sensitive
G proteins are involved in morphine dependence
of rat oxytocin neurones in vivo
C.H. Brown, L.J. Hamblin,
G.
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University
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Magnocellular oxytocin (OT) neurones develop morphine
dependence during intracerebroventricular (i.c.v.) infusion
for 5 days; this is seen as withdrawal hypersecretion of OT
following administration of the opiate antagonist naloxone
(Bicknell et al. 1988). This excitation can be demonstrated in
the supraoptic nucleus (SON) by increased OT neurone firing
rate, stimulated OT heteronuclear RNA and Fos protein
expression and by increased OT release within the nucleus,
i.c.v.
injection of pertussis toxin (PTX), which

predominantly deactivates Gi/0 proteins, prevents acute
morphine inhibition of the electrical activity of SON OT
neurones (Pumford
et al. 1993). Here, we investigated
whether SON G)/0 proteins are involved in morphine
dependence of OT neurones. PTX (0-25 fig in 0-5 pi 0-9%
saline), or vehicle, was microinjected into the left SON of
female Sprague-Dawley rats (ca 270 g) under halothane
anaesthesia (5% in an 02-N20 mixture). At this time an
osmotic minipump set to deliver increasing doses of
morphine
(10-50 pg h"1,
i.c.v.)
was
implanted
subcutaneously (s.C.). Six days later, the rats were
anaesthetized with sodium pentobarbitone (50 mg kg-1
intraperitoneally) and withdrawal was precipitated at least
90 min later by naloxone (5 mg kg ', s.c.). Ninety minutes

of

oestradiol

secretion

pulsatile luteinizing
during
insulin-induced
on

hypoglycaemia in female rats
F.R.A.

Cagampang, S. Sandhu, J.A. Butler, P. Strutton,
O'Byrne

C.W. Coen and K.T.

Anatomy & Human Biology, Division of Biomedical
Sciences, King's College, London WC2R 2LS
Oestradiol

(E2) been shown to exacerbate the inhibitory
hypoglycaemia on gonadotrophin-releasing
hormone (GnRH) pulse generator activity in primates (Chen
et al. 1992). The mechanism by which this sensitizing effect
of E2 is mediated is not yet known. Immunohistochemical
analysis of Fos expression has been extensively used to
identify neuronal activation during stress and may therefore
provide an experimental strategy to determine and quantify
changes in the central nervous system which are correlated
with the enhanced response due to the gonadal steroid
milieu. However, application of these techniques to the
primate model is impracticable. The aim of the present study
was to determine whether
E2 similarly enhances hypoglycaemia-induced suppression of pulsatile LH secretion in
the rat, thus providing a suitable experimental model.
effect

of

Seventeen

Wistar rats were ovariectomized (Halothane).
capsules
containing
E2
were
implanted
subcutaneously in seven animals to produce levels of E„ in
blood within the range observed in the di-oestrous phase of
the oestrous cycle (Cagampang et al. 1991). Ten to twelve
days later the animals were fitted with indwelling cardiac
catheters and allowed to recover for a further 2-4 days.
Following an overnight fast, blood samples (25 /d) were
collected every 5 min for 6 h using an automated system and
assayed for LH. After 2-5 h of sampling, a single injection of

Silastic
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CHRONIC MORPHINE (MOR) TREATMENT LEADS TO COMPARABLE
REDUCTIONS IN RESPONSES OF GUINEA PIG nTS NEURONS TO MOR,
MUSCIMOL (MUS) AND 2-CHLOROADENOSINE (2-CADO). C.J. Malanga,

noradrenergic

W W.

Department of Physiology, University of Edinburgh, EH8 9AG, U. K..
of Physiology. Jichi Medical School. Japan. 329-04.
Magnoccllular oxytocin (or) cells develop morphine dependence, seen as increases
in firing rate, supraoptic nucleus (son) Fos protein expression and ot secretion
following naloxone (nlx)-prccipitatcd withdrawal (Bicknell et at. J. Physiol.. 396.
297-317. 1988). Brainstem noradrenergic (na) cells, principally the A2 group in the
nucleus tractus solitarius (nts), project to son ot cells (Cunningham & Savvchenko.
TINS. 14. 406-411. 1991) and also develop morphine dependence (Stornetta et al.

Fleming and D.A. Taylor*, Dept. of Pharmacology, WVU School of
Medicine, Morgantown, WV 26506-9223.
Chronic implantation with MOR pellet leads to a 5.6-fold subsensitivity of guinea
pig nTS neurons in vitro to MUS and a 3-fold supersensitivity to elevations in
extracellular K+. Since cumulative addition of either MOR

or

2-CADO leads

to

desensitization in control

preparations, the specificity of the chronic
subsensitivity of opioid tolerant nTS neurons was examined using single
concentrations of the agonists. Extracellular action potentials of individual nTS
neurons were recorded and drug responses quantified as the percent reduction in
frequency. Each neuron was exposed to MOR (lpM) and cither MUS (0.3pM) or
2-CADO (lpM). Chronic treatment with MOR led to a magnitude of reduction in
the inhibitory activity of each agent that was similar among brain slice preparations
for each agonist employed. MUS produced 50% while MOR produced 75%
inhibition of neuronal activity in placebo treated preparations. Chronic treatment
with MOR reduced the inhibitory activity of MOR by 41% and that of MUS by
47%. 2-CADO reduced neuronal activity by 65% while MOR inhibited the activity
of the same neurons by 60%. Chronic in vivo treatment with morphine reduced the
inhibitory effects of these nTS neurons in vitro by 66% for MOR and 65% for 2CAJDO. Thus, the development of tolerance to opioids in the guinea-pig brainstem
is associated with a nonspecific change in responsiveness to a variety of agonists.
The data are consistent with a cellular mechanism of adaptation involving general
neuronal responsiveness, such as membrane properties, rather than specific
receptors. Supported in part by NIH grant DA03773.
acute

blockade

dissociates

biochemical

and

neurosecretory

responses of ra f oxytocin neurones to morphine withdrawal excitation.

c H, Brown*. L.E. Johnstone. T.

Onaka*.

N.P. Murphy. G. Lcng & J.A. Russell.

^Department

Brain Res.. 624. 19-28. 1993). Acute intracerebroventricular (i.c.v.) infusion of the

bcnoxalhian (ben), delays the increase in firing rate of son ot cells
in plasma ot concentrations following withdrawal. Thus,
passively follow excitation in the afferent A2
projection. Expression of the protein product (Fos) of the immediate early gene c-fos
was used to determine the activation of son ot cells during nlx-precipitated
withdrawal in barbiturate-anaesthetised Sprague-Dawlcy rats challenged with a
prolonged infusion of ben. Projections to the son were retrogradely-labelled with
fluorescent microspheres and this was coupled with Fos immunocyiochenustry to
determine which inputs to the son are activated during withdrawal excitation.
Contrary to the electrophysiological and plasma ot results, the increased Fos
expression in the son was unaltered by i.c.v infusion of ben indicating that, while
electrical and secretory activity is attenuated by oh -antagonism, biochemical
excitation progresses within or cells regardless. Of rctrogradcly-labelled cells, nts
cells are selectively activated during withdrawal. Thus, dependence is an intrinsic
property of ot cells but synaptic activity in afferent nts na projections is required for
expression of withdrawal excitation as neurosecretion Supported by the B.B.S.R.C.

ci|-antagonist,
and

the

increase

withdrawal excitation of or cells may
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MORPHINE-INDUCED ANALGESIA IS DIFFERENTIALLY AFFECTED BY
DURATION AND TYPE OF SUCROSE FEEDING. K. E. D'Anci. R. B.

CHRONIC MORPHINE AND ACUTE ESTROGEN: CONVERGENCE ON /xOPIOID
RECEPTOR
COUPLING
TO THE
INWARDLY-RECTIFYING

Kanarek*. R. Marks-Kaufman and H. Blohm. Dept. of Psychology.,

K'CHANNEL IN HYPOTHALAMIC ARCUATE NEURONS

Tufts

Univ., Medford, MA 02155.
Previous research shows that intake of

palatable foods alters morphineinduced analgesia (MIA). Some of these studies found an enhanced MIA
after sucrose feeding whereas others showed a decreased MIA. The purpose
of the present studies was to examine whether acute versus chronic exposure
to sucrose solutions differentially alters MIA, and whether availability of water
in addition to sucrose is necessary to enhance MIA.
Experiment 1 used 20 adult male Long-Evans VAF rats. All rats had ad lib
access to ground chow and water. Ten rats were also given a 32% sucrose
solution in addition to water. The acute test phase took place after 5 hr of
access to either sucrose or water alone. The chronic test phase took place
after rats had been consuming sucrose for 3 wks. MIA was assessed with the
tail-flick method. Injections of 2.5 mg/kg Op) of morphine sulfate were given in
a cumulative dose paradigm every 30 min. until a final dose of 15 mg/kg was
achieved. In the acute feeding test, sucrose suppressed MIA, whereas
chronic intake of sucrose significantly enhanced MIA.
The second study examined if a choice between water and sucrose was
necessary to alter MIA. Three diet conditions were used with 10 rats in each:
water

alone, sucrose and water, and sucrose alone. All rats were also fed

ground chow. There was

an acute test after 5 hr of fluid availability, and a
chronic test after 3 wks. In the acute phase, sucrose alone suppressed MIA
relative to water and

sucrose

and water.

During the chronic stage, however,

exposure to sucrose regardless of a water choice enhanced MIA.
These results indicate that duration of exposure to palatable foods
influences MIA. Acute exposure may release endogenous opioid peptides and
induce tolerance to morphine, while chronic intake may alter opioid receptors.

(ARC)
£L
Zhang'.E.J. Wagner. A.H. Lagrange. O.K. Ronnekleiv
and M.J. Kcllv.
Department of Physiology, Oregon Health Sciences U., Portland, OR 97201.
We have demonstrated that chronic morphine treatment (7 days) causes tolerance
of ARC neurons to jx-opioid receptor activation (Reg Peptides 54:145, 1994), and
that acute 17-p estradiol (E.) rapidly uncouples the /x-opioid receptor from its VL*
channel in a subpopulation of ARC neurons (J. Neurosci 14:6196, 1994). The aim
of this study was two-fold: (1) to investigate the effects of a 4 day chronic morphine
regimen on the
potency and efficacy of /x-agonist DAMGO-mediated
hyperpolanzation of ARC neurons; and (2) to measure the acute effects of E, on
ARC neurons from morphine-treated animals. Intracellular recordings were made
in hypothalamic slices from ovariectomized guinea pigs (GP) implanted s.c. with
morphine- or placebo-pellets (4x75 mg for 2 days plus 6 more for a total of 4 days).
The ECW and
of DAMGO elicited hyperpolanzation in control (n = 5) was
45 ±4 nM and 14+3 mV, respectively. Based on the analysis of DAMGO potency
data using an ANOVA with post-hoc tests for the morphine-treated GP, the ARC
neurons were divided into three distinct groups (p < 0.01): non-tolerant with an
ECjo of 52 ±7 nM (n=7); tolerant with an ECwof 117 ±11 nM (n=4); and supertolerant with an EC^ of 241 ±30 nM (n=4) and a decreased V^. This data from
the 4-day regimen further confirm previous findings of multiple expression of
tolerance to jx-opioids in ARC neurons with a 7 day-morphine treatment. Moreover,
in morphine-tolerant animals there was no significant change (paired t-test, n=9,
p>0.05) in the EC^of DAMGO after acute exposure (20 min) to E(100 nM). The
apparent occlusion of E,'s actions by chronic morphine may provide valuable
information for determining the underlying mechanisms of these two modulators
(Supported by PHS Grant DA05158).
.
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HOMOLOGOUS VS. HETEROLOGOUS DESENSITIZATION OF RECEPTOR-

INTERACTION BETWEEN OPIOIDS AND EXCITATORY NEURO¬
TRANSMITTERS IN THE MEDIAL PREFRONTAL CORTEX. J.L.
Giacchino* and S.J. Henriksen. Dept. of Neuropharmacology, The

MEDIATED POTASSIUM CURRENTS IN THE RAT LOCUS COERULEUS.
S.L

Ingram*. C.D. Fiorillo and J.T. Williams. Vollum Institute, Oregon Health
University, Portland, OR 97201.
^-opioid and (^-adrenergic receptors both activate the same potassium

Sciences

(LC). Acute or chronic treatment with opioid
agonists induces tolerance that is specific to the n-opioid response, with little change
in the (*2 mediated response. We have performed intracellular recordings to make a

channels in rat locus coeruleus

quantitative comparison of desensitization to opioid and a.i agonists in a brain slice
preparation of rat LC. Drug-induced outward potassium currents were measured in
neurons voltage-clamped at -60 mV. A supramaximal concentration of the opioid
agonist met-enkephalin induced a profound homologous desensitization, but little
heterologous desensitization to a2 agonists or somatostatin. A supramaximal
concentration of the eti

desensitization.

selective agonist UK 14304 showed relatively little

Current-voltage plots revealed that both the opioid and

desensitization observed

at -60 mV was due only to a reduction in potassium current.
Opioid and a2 desensitization could aLso be distinguished by muscarinic modulation.

In the presence

of muscarinic agonists, the rate and magnitude of opioid

desensitization

was

increased, while

desensitization examined here shares
desensitization observed in

0.1
a

desensitization

was not

altered. The acute

number of characteristics with the

chronically morphine treated animals and may play a role
opioids.

in the initiation of chronic tolerance to

Scripps
Research Institute, La Jolla, CA 9203/.
Mu

opioids can mediate reinforcing effects of heroin in the rat. This
may involve alteration of endogenous neurotransmitter
systems. Medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) circuitry is a significant
component of reinforcement pathways, and the activity of its neuronal
population has been previously shown to be modified 6v both systemic
and electrophoretically administered opioids. In this study we sought to
mediation

determine possible mechanisms for this action.
Extracellular recordings were made from neurons in the mPFC in
halothane-anesthetized rats.
Areas investigated included the dorsal
anterior cingulate, prelimbic and infralimbic components of the mPFC.

Systemic morphine (2.5 mg/kg, sc) and electrophoretically-applied
DAMGO, a mu opioid agonist (1 mM), were evaluated in terms of their
effect on mPFC neuronal firing in response to electrophoreticallyapplied acetylcholine (ACh, 1M) and glutamate (Glu, 0.2M). As
expected, prior to the application of opioids, many mPFC cells were
found to increase firing rate in response to both ACh and Glu. Systemic
morphine attenuated or blocked the Glu-induced excitation in the
majority of these cells, whereas the ACh excitatory effect remained
unaltered. However, some neurons exhibited no changes in response to
ACh or Glu following systemic morphine.
As noted previously,

electrophoretic application of DAMGO decreased the spontaneous firing

of most mPFC

neurons. When
applied concurrently with either ACh of
mu agonist was found to nave different effects as a function of
the individual mPFC neuron studied. DAMGO attenuated the response to
ACh and Glu in some cells, but in other neurons it clearly blocked the

Glu, this

excitatory Glu response without altering the response to ACh. In a
third group of neurons, DAMGO was found to have no effect on either the
ACh-

or

Glu-induced responses.

(Supported by SDAC #DA00201 and NIDA #DA08301)
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rapid stimulation of oxytocin gene
expression in supraoptic nucleus
neurones during morphine
withdrawal in rats

L. E. Johnstone, J. A. Russell, D. W.

Pfaff1, A. J. Douglas, and P. J.

Brooks2

1

Dept. of Physiology
University Medical School
Teviot Place. Edinburgh. EH8 9AG, UK
Laboratory of Neurobiology and Behavior
Rockefeller University
New York. 10021

2

NIAAA, Laboratory of Neurogenetics
Rockville. Maryland. 20852

Studies of

oxytocin (OT) mRNA content during stimulation of magnocellular oxy¬
several days, as in lactation or during hypertonic saline ingestion, have
demonstrated that transcription of the oxytocin gene is increased but the mechanisms
regulating the gene under these circumstances are unknown. It seems reasonable to link
magnocellular neurone oxytocin gene expression to a sustained increase in the activity of
excitatory synaptic input. However, excitation over several hours is apparently insufficient
to increase measurably the oxytocin mRNA content. Nonetheless, the large pool of oxytocin
mRNA in the magnocellular neurones, supporting a high synthesis rate of oxytocin peptide,
may conceal an increased transcription rate of the gene. So, we have measured the immediate
oxytocin gene transcript (pre-mRNA) in individual neurones since this heteronuclear
(hn)RNA comprises a small pool, being rapidly processed by excision of intronic sequences
before transport as exonic mRNA from the nucleus to the cytoplasm. We have used this
approach previously to show that the excitation of oxytocin neurones in parturition, which
is sufficient to deplete the posterior pituitary store of oxytocin, significantly increases the
number of neurones in sections of the supraoptic nucleus (SON) hybridising in situ with a
radiolabelled 3H cDNA probe against a 210 base fragment of intron 1 of the oxytocin gene
pre-mRNA transcript (Brooks et al. 1993). We have now examined strong, sustained
stimulation of oxytocin neurone cell bodies by a different mechanism, namely naloxone-precipitated morphine withdrawal which greatly increases oxytocin neurone firing rate and
oxytocin secretion for over an hour (Bicknell et al. 1988). Virgin female rats were implanted
tocin

neurones over

205

206

L. E. Johnstone et al.

under ether anaesthesia with

an intracerebroventricular cannula to deliver morphine (up to
50pg/h) from a subcutaneous (s.c.) osmotic minipump. After 5 days, naloxone (5mg/kg) was
injected s.c. to precipitate withdrawal, or vehicle was given. The rats were killed after 2h,
and transverse 10pm cryostat sections were cut through the SON. The 3H cDNA probe for
oxytocin hnRNA was used in an in situ hybridisation protocol (Meeren et al. 1994), followed
by emulsion autoradiography, with exposure for 50 days at 4°C. The numbers of labelled
neurones per SON profile were counted under a microscope, and the silver grain intensity
per SON profile was measured with an image analysis system. Labelled neurones showed
clumping of silver grains over the nucleus, in contrast with cytoplasmic labelling with an
exonic oxytocin mRNA probe (Sumner et al 1989). In the morphine-dependent group given
naloxone there were more neurones hybridised per SON section with the oxytocin hnRNA
probe than in the group given vehicle (18.2 ± 1.3, n=6, vs 14.4 + 0.8, n=5, p<0.04), and more
silver grain per SON profile in the withdrawn group (207 ± 29 vs 114.± 14 |im:, p<0.03).
Thus the excitation of SON oxytocin neurones by morphine withdrawal probably increases
expression of the oxytocin gene within two hours following naloxone. The linkage between
the increased electrical activity, or possibly synaptic activity, in the neurones and oxytocin
gene expression remains to be explored.
Supported by the BBSRC.
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